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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

In this study, the townscapes of two British county

towns, Perth and York, are described and analysed. Such

facets of the townscape as the town plan, architecture,

land use, demography and the activity of the business

community are compared and contrasted for the two towns.

Historical and modern maps, a field survey of archi¬

tecture, a building-to-building examination of land use,

published and unpublished census data, and a postal

questionnaire concerning business activity provided much

of the information for the comparison of the two

townscapes.

Although the historical development and the economic

functions of Perth and York resemble one another, their

townscapes reflect the divergent cultural traditions of

England and Scotland. Repeatedly, contrasts between the

two towns may be attributed to distinct national or

regional characteristics. Other less important themes

which recur are the contrasts between the two towns

resulting from the difference in their size, and from

purely unique features in each city.

The principal points which emerged from the study

are summarized at the end of each chapter and in the

conclusion.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Perth and York, two British towns of moderate size

and ancient pedigree, are compared in this thesis with a

view to illuminating the special characteristics of each,

their national distinctiveness, their regional character

and their unique features. The comparison of two county-

towns, with the attendant similarity of their economic

and social functions, is intended to bring out the

completely different nature of their townscapes, and the

manner in which these townscapes are representative of

the regions and nations to which the towns belong.

Naturally, the economic function of Perth and York are

not identical and this creates differences in the town¬

scapes, but this is readily apparent when it occurs and

does not obscure the main theme of two distinct towns in

two distinct nations.

The length of time which the two towns have existed--

both possess a history almost as great as any in their

respective nations--means that each provides the geo¬

grapher with ample opportunity to observe most of the

forces which have historically influenced the life and

present structure of the towns of Britain. Much inform¬

ation has survived about the growth, evolution and

development of the present urban landscape of Perth and

York. In the following quotation, Daniel Defoe, acting

at the time as a Government agent trying to assess the
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attitude of various regions to the King, describes the

two towns as they were close to three centuries ago:

Perth was formerly call'd St.
Johnston, or St. John's Town, from an
old church, dedicated to the evangelist,
St. John, part of which is still
remaining, and is yet big enough to
make two parochial churches, and serve
the whole town for their public worship.

The chief business of this town is the
linnen manufacture; and it is so

considerable here, all the neighbouring
country being employ'd in it, that it
is a wealth to the whole place. The
Tay is nevigable up to the town for
ships of good burthen; and they ship
off here so great a quantity of linnen,
(all for England) that all the rest of
Scotland is said not to ship off so
much more.

The town was well built before, but now
has almost a new face; (for as I said)
here are abundance of new houses, and
more of old houses new fitted and
repair'd, which look like new . . A
York, as I have said, is a spacious
city, it stands upon a great deal of
ground, perhaps more than any city in
England out of Middlesex, except Norwich;
but then the buildings are not close
and throng'd as at Bristol, or as at
Durham, nor is York so populous as
either Bristol or Norwich. But as York
is full of gentry and persons of dist¬
inction, so they live at large, and have
houses proportioned to their quality;
and this makes the city lie so far
extended on both sides of the river.
It is also very magnificant, and, as we
say, makes a good figure every way in
its appearance, even at a distance; for
the cathedral is so noble and so august
a pile, that 'tis a glory to all the
rest . . .

There are also two fine market-houses,
with the town-hill upon the bridge, and
abundance of other publick edifices, all
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which together makes this city, as I
said, more stately and magnificent,
though not more populous and wealthy,
than any other city in the King's
dominions, London and Dublin excepted.2

Daniel Defoe wrote the above comments in the

early eighteenth century concerning Perth and York, the

two subject towns of this thesis. At that time, the

period of their greatest importance lay behind them, but

the Industrial Revolution had scarcely begun to affect

them. Both were, and are, vigorous country towns, among

the oldest towns of their respective nations. Their

townscapes mirror a wealth of influences from all periods

of urban growth, many of which reflect national trends.

This study is intended primarily to gain some

insight into the internal features of the two towns: the

townscape, the activities of the business and industrial

communities, and the characteristics of the people.

Their tributary regions are only considered briefly in so

far as they are directly relevant to this main theme.

The choice of Perth and York, rather than

another combination of a single county town from

Scotland and England, stems from the wide variety of

functions of each of these towns and the similarity

between these two sets of functions. Each was a national

capital or secondary capital at one time? each was a

major ecclesiastical centre, a r61e which York retains;

each is an administrative centre; each, particularly

Perth, is a market and retail centre, but is less

important in the wholesale network. Such similarities
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enable a comparison to be made as to how the distinctive

national character of each town has evolved despite the

close functional resemblance of the two settlements.

However, a few significant differences between the towns

which contribute to their distinctive townscapes exist i

the three-fold difference in the size of their popul¬

ations, and the situations in upland and lowland

counties are also important.

In pursuing the comparison of the two places,

several general themes recur, including the following.

National differences are naturally very marked, and find

expression in the layout of burgage lands, the character

and extent of ecclesiastical land, contrasts in

architectural style, dissimilarities of building style

and the extent of historical influence upon present

geography. The adaptation of old structures to

contemporary needs, their piecemeal modification and

replacement is a paramount theme in cities which have

grown leisurely over a lengthy period. The character of

their two regions—Perth's upland county, and York's

lowland Vale--have direct effects on the towns' market

and other service functions, architecture and building

materials. Historical evolution accounts for many

contrasts, and a frequently repeated theme is the decline

in importance of these two towns, and the bearing this

has on the survival of old buildings and street patterns,

which could scarcely have remained intact in more

vigorous centres like London or Glasgow.
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In summary, this study aims at a comparative

description and analysis of two towns in two very

different countries. As. J. Wreford Watson writes i

Part of the individuality of Britain is
the individuality of its parts.
Therefore, it is difficult to assess
the character of Britain as a whole.
Britain is made up of regions distinctive
enough to have cradled nations of their
own. Powerful physical divides, and
cultural divisions equally as powerful,
have conspired to make it a country of
countries. This is perhaps the first
of its distinguishing features.

In the north, for example, a broad
mountain barrier—the Cheviots—
together with long-established rivalries
culminating in the struggle between
Scots and English helped to separate
Scotland from England ...

Culturally, the two are distinct.
Scotland still has its Celtic fringe and
many relics of its Norse occupation.
England has been largely Anglicised.
The north is strongly Calvinistic and even
its smallest villages may be peppered
with churches disputing between them the
true Reformation? to the south, the Anglican
church is predominant, many villages
gather about only the one spire, and
even where Free Church "chapels" have
contested the Englishman's allegiance,
they are far more likely to be
congregational than Presbyterian. The
north is proud of its separate legal
tradition and its independent system of
education—its four great universities
are older than any in England except
Oxford and Cambridge and have customs and
forms of their own, whereas in the south
a different type of law and a unique kind
of education based on boarding schools
and the collegiate university, have
worked out different ways of life.
Finally, separate methods of holding and
using land—there is much less "free-hold"
property in Scotland than in England,
and much more land "in feu" from
"superiors" who have a considerable say
in its development—have had different
effects in forms of settlement, the
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location of industry and the organisation
of trade.3

II. The Origin and Early History of Perth and York

With the expansion of the Roman Empire around

the beginning of the Christian era, a major wave of

urbanization swept through much of Europe, extending the

concept of the city far beyond the confines of the

Mediterranean shores into previously barbaric lands, as

far as the Danube, the Rhine, Belgium and southern

Britain (Fig. 1). Many English county towns, and a few

Scottish, belong to this first wave of urbanization,

having been founded as Roman towns, military camps or

fortresses. It appears that York was established as a

fortress or castrum, by Quintus Petulius Cerealis,

governor of Britannia, in A.D. 71j

Then [A.D. 71} Cerealis, now governor
of the province, advanced the ninth
legion across the Humber against the
Brigantes, the greater part of whose
territory was, to quote Tacitus,
either conquered or fought over aut ^
victoria amplexus est aut bello (13 ".

The city is thus a little over 1900 years old.

During a later stage of the Roman occupation it acquired

a colonia—or civilian walled town--and became one of the

most important towns of the province, ranking with the

other seven castra and coloniae.^

Perth, however, was beyond the civilian and

military zones of the Roman Empire, being situated well

to the north of both Hadrian's Wall and the Antonine

Wall. Although the Roman army penetrated Highland



fig-1 ( sli'ciKtlu modified frow ?ft £. D iakinson . "The West European Gi.fcu . in t-u.rn hxJken frovv\ A. WeUfi.
"QcofliKk- .936)
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Scotland at least as far as Aberdeen, its campaigns were

never more than temporary sorties into unfriendly

territory.) The nearest Roman remains to Perth are those

of a semi-permanent marching camp named Bertha, four

kilometres to the north of the city centre. While the

affinity of place-name is obvious, the only other direct

connection between Perth and Bertha is that of ease of

river crossing.

For Perth and York, the Dark Ages which

followed the Roman withdrawal, and which are usually

associated with a return to barbarity and a decline in

urban life, were illuminated by several events associated

with the establishment of Celtic Christianity on the

Atlantic fringes of Europe. Among the tiny settlements

which the early Celtic Christians brought into being was

the sixth century village of St. John's "toun" on the site

of present day Perth.^ Likewise, York revived during the

Carolingian period as a centre of ecclesiastical learning

in the Anglian Kingdom of Northumbria.' Hence both towns

benefitted from the reversal in rdles of Britain and

Ireland compared with the continent? from a position on

the margins of the known world, they became centres of

the survival of Christendom in a pagan world.

III. Mediaeval Importance of Perth and York

For a variety of reasons, the early Middle Ages

saw the revival of many of the old Roman towns and the

establishment of many more new towns (see Fig. 1 ).

During this renascence, Perth and York flourished and
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achieved their greatest importance relative to other

British towns. Recognition of Perth's transition from a

village to a town came with the grant of a charter by

William the Lion, making the town a Royal Burgh in 1210.

But the city also acquired many other urban functionsi

the principal residence of the king was the Palace at

Scone just outside the town and many of the Church

Assemblies were held in Perth. Thus, by the late

mediaeval period, the city had become the capital of

Scotland. Similarly, York was well situated to act as

the headquarters of the Plantagenet monarchs during the

Anglo-Scottish Wars, and became the northern court of the

English monarch. In addition, the town was by then the

seat of the Archbishop of the northern ecclesiastical

province of England. The English city, in consequence,

was a secondary capital of the country.

Yet, despite such prominent positions in the

urban hierarchies of Scotland and England, both cities

went into a lengthy decline from Stewart and Tudor times

onwards. Part of the explanation for this dwindling

influence lies in a combination of historical and geo¬

graphical factors. Like many other county towns, Perth

and York were too far up-river for the largest ships to
Q

reach them, so that they lost trade to Dundee and Hull.

Further, as a consequence of the murder of James I in 1^37

in Perth, the Scottish capital was moved to the more

eccentrically positioned Edinburgh. In addition, in the

local aftermath of John Knox's famous sermon of 1559 in
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St. John's Kirk, the four influential monasteries of Perth

were razed10 Soon after, in 1606, the last of the

Church Assemblies was held in Perth. Similarly, as the

Anglo-Scottish wars diminished to little more than border

skirmishes, so the importance of York as a King's

residence waned. However, the Reformation in England was

less revolutionary than that in Scotland and the city

retained its place within the newly established Church of

England.

IV. The Impact of the Industrial Revolution in Perth

and York

With the advent of the Industrial Revolution

during the late eighteenth century, new industrial cities

in England began to challenge the status of long-

established county towns such as York. Leeds, for

example, a city of seventeenth century incorporation,

almost doubled its population between 1771 and 1801 and

contained 31,000 people in 1801 compared to York's 16,000.

The vested self-interests of traditional county capitals

acted to restrain their growth, as the following quot¬

ation shows«

At the beginning of the 19th century
York had very little industry but some
trade. There was a small wholesale
drug industry, some flour-milling,
printing, linen-weaving, flint glass
manufacture, white and red lead manu¬

facturing and a small amount of
confectionary making. Most of these
were a survival of industries which
had started earlier to provide for
the needs of 18th century York (a
fashionable spa). The city's economy,
otherwise, was made up of small firms

j
|



and individuals catering for the luxury
trade. The City Council and the
Merchant Adventurers' Company attempted
to protect existing interests by
exacting considerable sums of money
from those who wished to open up new
businesses. This practice, which
had been in use for centuries, was a
dead hand on future development. The
end came after two legal actions, in
1821(1] and 1827(2}, broke this mono¬
poly. By then, however, the West
Riding had attracted much of the new
industry, partly because it also had
coal easily available. York missed
most of the Industrial Revolution.H

A trial enumeration of occupations in York for

the I83I census reveals that the total industrial sector

of employment could be 110 more than 25 per cent of the
12

labour forceo Slowly, as the nineteenth century wore on,

the situation altered. Factories established in the late

eighteenth century prospered and expanded, and new

factories came after the railway reached the town in

18^-0. Two chocolate factories were set up 1 Terry's in

I767, and Rowntree's in 186^-j a glass factory was built

in 179^J and a confectionery factory, Craven's, came in

I803. Thus the foundations were laid for the current

fairly high proportion of industrial employment in York,

a feature quite typical of English county towns.

In Scotland, there was a greater tendency for

established towns and cities, especially Dundee and

Glasgow, to attract the new industries to themselves. In

Perth, vigorous efforts were made during the early phases

of the Industrial Revolution to keep pace with these

cities» the linen industry expanded, a cotton industry

was introduced,^ printing works were established and
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banks were openedo However, much of this early endeavour

proved impermanent, and Perth lost a great part of this

early industry. Like most of the larger county towns of

Scotland, Perth had very little industry by the end of

the nineteenth century, a situation which remained un¬

changed until well after the Second World War. Of the

traditional industries, only the whisky industry continued

on a large scale and expanded.

V. The Modern Position of Perth and York in the

Urban Hierarchy

The consolidation of regions based on the West

Riding conurbation, Hull and Dundee has been a much more

lengthy process than the phenomenal growth of these cities

in the early Industrial Revolution, and it is only

recently that these regions have been officially delineated

in the Wheatley and Redcliffe-Maud Reports.

Even so, in the past fifty years, new patterns

of social and geographical evolution have superceded those

which produced the industrial cities. Too often, it is

now these "new" industrial cities which are hampered by

their own conservatism and corporate vested interests

quite similar to those which once afflicted the county

towns. "New Towns" have been constructed as a means of

overcoming some of the problems of the ageing fabric of

industrial cities.

In addition, new life has been breathed into

many of the old county capitals, as these develop light

industries and service activities. To some extent, such
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county towns are clustered around Londoni Aylesbury and

Canterbury are instances* but examples such as Stirling

and Leicester are found elsewhere.

In the twentieth century, Perth and York, while

neither stagnant nor declining, do not belong to the most

vigorous group of county towns. Rather are they sedate in

their rates of growth and gradual in their obtaining of

new industry and services. Although from parity in

1800, Perth's population has fallen far behind York's,

the Scottish town is not without signs of vigour. It has,

for example, maintained a demographic growth rate at a

time when the Scottish population has been virtually

static. New textile and engineering industry has been

attracted and population increase is planned to the north

of the town.

VI. Perth and York as County Towns and Service Centres

Perth and York, with approximately 42,000 and

130,000 inhabitants respectively (1966), are well above

average size for county capitals in Scotland and England.

Although the greater size of York would suggest that it is

the more important of the two, county towns tend to be

smaller in Scotland than in England, and Perth is actually

of more importance within its own national context than is

York.

Partly as a result of their relatively large

size, the two towns perform a wide range of county town

functions, including administrative, ecclesiastical,
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educational and commercial roles (see Fig. 2). Although

York did not possess County Council offices before the

reorganization of local government# it will now be

administrative centre of a rural area, thus resuming its

traditional function, which it lost when the three Ridings

of Yorkshire became administrative counties. Perth,

however, formerly the county town of Perth and Kinross,

will lose status in the new orderi its function within

the new Tayside region is subordinate to that of Dundee.

In Scotland, county towns are not usually major

ecclesiastical centres, and, as mentioned (p. 7-8), Perth

long ago lost its importance in the Catholic Church.

Consequently, like most Scottish county capitals, the

city does not possess a large mediaeval Gothic cathedral,

instead a small Victorian cathedral. However, its

principal Presbyterian church, St. John's, a large late

mediaeval parish church, was of considerable importance in

the early Reformation. Since York, in common with most

English county towns, is a cathedral city and also

possesses the seat of the Archbishop of York, this city is

of some eminence in the administration of the Anglican

Church. Even though the power of the Church has much

declined, it has left a deep imprint upon the urban land¬

scape of York, and still continues to influence the life

of the town to a more than usual degree.

In the educational field, many county towns,

Perth and York being no exception, have functions central¬

ized upon them, because grammar schools, boarding schools,
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colleges and universities are found in them. Perth

Academy has long dominated educational activity in

Perthshire, while York has a number of boarding schools,

including The Mount, a Quaker girls' school. Recently,

York has also acquired a university.

In other fields, Perth and York act as admini¬

strative centres for several large concerns and a

multitude of smaller businesses. In Perth, a large

insurance company, General Accident Assurance, employing

over a thousand individuals, has two sets of offices, while

in York, British Rail has a massive complex of offices

acting as its Eastern Region headquarters. Many indust¬

rial and commercial companies use the towns as regional

headquartersi engineering, transport, insurance,

agricultural chemicals companies, and building societies

have offices or production plants in York; agricultural

lime haulage, civil engineering and heavy machinery hire

offices are located in Perth.

As may be seen from the maps (Figs. 3 and A ),

both towns are important regional foci in the retail

distribution network. They possess larger departmental

stores, such as Woolworth's and Marks and Spencer's, as

well as more convenience goods shops than would be

expected for their size? in addition, they have a wide

variety of specialist and luxury goods outlets. Since the

rural population of Britain is, on average, wealthier than

the urban, and county centres gain much of this rural

trade, many of the luxury goods outlets cater to these
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customers.

As the map indicates. York is a retail centre

within Yorkshire. Its excess retail turnover, which is

some measure of the amount of trade attracted from outside

the town, exceeds that of nearby industrial cities with

several times the population (Table 60 and Fig. 3 ).

York acts as a magnet to the countryside in a way that

only industrial cities like Leeds and Sheffield with

well-developed service activities can surpass.

Perth, however, is of considerably greater

influence, acting as a retail centre at the national

level. Within Tayside, Perth's excess retail turnover

exceeds that of Dundee, its very much larger regional

rival? and, of Scottish centres, only Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Aberdeen and Ayr have greater excess turnovers than Perth.

Dundee and Hull may have succeeded Perth and York as the

principal regional ports, but they have yet to take over

their function as the focus and metropolis for the special

needs of the rural community, nor are such industrial

cities ever likely to secure this rdle.

By contrast, wholesaling is not a major activity

of either town. While it is not entirely absent, much of

the wholesaling for the regions in which the towns are

situated is the domain of the larger citiesi Dundee,

Glasgow or Aberdeen for Perth; Sheffield, Leeds, Hull or

Manchester for York. With the growth of the large cities,

wholesaling is one of the activities which have been

fccussed on them rather than the older rural service
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centres o

The attributes of York and Perth as county towns

are well illustrated by their provision of agricultural

serviceso Although both towns have the livestock

markets which are traditionally found in county capitals,

those in Perth are especially important as the town is

one of the main agricultural marketing centres in Scotland.

Each town has, in addition, many agriculturally-based

activities, frequently located near the livestock marketst

corncake, seed and fertilizer distribution; potato, fruit

and vegetable wholesalers; agricultural machinery sales.

Offices related to agricultural life are also nearby;

there are government offices, farming societies, farming

newspapers and agricultural insurance companies. The

position of the two towns as the centres of agricultural

regions thus generates a variety of business in the town.

Moreover, many of the industries of the towns are related

to agriculture. There are lime manufacture and bacon

curing in Perth, bacon curing and sugar manufacture in

York. One further step away from the agricultural

connection, there are also chocolate and confectionery

factories in York and whisky blending and bottling in

Perth, these factories employing several thousand people

in York and several hundred people in Perth,

VII. Perth and Yorki Site and Situation

Perth is sited on the banks of the river Tay

at the point where this river breaches the anticlinal

Sidlaw Hills of the Central Lowlands. The centre of the

.
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town occupies level gravel deposits which provide a small

site on the west bank. These gravels are part of the

extensive outwash deposits below the Dunkeld gap left by

the glacial decay following the Perth Readvance.They

provide a dry site for the town to develop on between the

waterlogged flats of the North and South Inches. In its

wider setting, the city occupies a saucer-shaped hollow

among the surrounding hills (see Fig. 5 ). From the

steeply sloping east bank, most features of the site are

displayed below. The water-gap is a pronounced feature as

the hills on either side of the town rise to several

hundred metres i 181 m on the west, and 222 m on the craggy

laval outcrops surmounting the east bank. The historic

centre, a closely packed square of massive masonry,

straddles the main part of the gap in an important

strategic position. Perth was the head of sea navigation

on the Tay estuary, a fact taken advantage of by the Roman

fleet, and by mediaeval coastwise trade; it was also for

centuries the lowest bridging point on the Tay—one of the

largest rivers in Britain in terms of width and flow, but

this position has long been lost to Dundee, which has a

Victorian railway bridge and a modern road bridge spanning

the Firth of Tay.

Although situated in the Central Lowlands, Perth

is in many ways a town of both plain and upland, a town,

in other words, that gained its importance and character

from being on the border of two physical regions (see

Fig. 6 ). The town's situation is at a nodal point of the
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river system, a typical position for a county town. The

valley of the Tay gives access to an extensive network of

narrow glens within the southern Highlands. This upper

part of Perthshire is entirely Highland. The lower

reaches of the Tay connect Perth with several of the

distinct lowland areas of the Central Corridori

Strathmore to the north-east, Strathearn to the south-west,

and the shores of the Tay estuary, including the Carse

of Gowrie and Dundee to the south-east. Its central

position within Tayside and beyond once helped to make

it the nation's capital, while today it is of commercial

benefit, since routes converge on the town from other

towns and regions.

The agricultural possibilities of such a varied

region range from the rearing of Blackface sheep on the

mountains to the production of raspberries in Strathmore

and grain or vegetables in the Carse of Gowrie. Such

variety lends variety to the activities of the county

capital.

In common with Perth, York is sited at a place

where a river breaches a line of higher ground (Fig. 5).

However, the prominence of the breach is scarcely

sufficient to justify use of the term water gap. The

river Ouse flows through the York recessional moraine at

York; however, since this moraine rises to no more than ^-0

metres, its effect 'upon communication is almost the reverse

of that of the Sidlaws at Perth. The moraine helps to

furnish a dry site for the old core of the city, and also
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affords a routeway across the formerly water-logged and

still flood-prone Vale of Yorko

The city is at one of the few bridging places

on the Ouse and Humber waterway. That part of the

mediaeval city which is the descendant of the Roman

fortress—the most important part of the city today—is

sited within the tongue of land between the Foss and the

Ouse, just above their confluence. As Smailes states,

this is a typical site for an old towni

Alternatively, in the case of innumerable
towns sited on river-banks, the water
barrier gave protection on at least one
side, witness the significance of the
general siting of the riverside towns
founded by colonising peoples with the
water-barrier in front. This is
exemplified by the urban foundations of
the mediaeval German colonisation east
of the Elbe, with their predilection for
the west or left banks of the rivers. In
the European penetration into America
from the Atlantic seaboard sites on the
east sides of streams were correspondingly
favoured. Sites in meander loops, such
as Shrewsbury, in confluence forks, such
as Lyons, Coblenz and Pittsburgh, or in
other types of peninsula enjoyed special
advantages of water protection; and
even more favourable sites for defence
were provided where the streams were
incised, so that the natural protection
of the water-barrier was reinforced by a
steeply sloping approach ... 17
York is situated in the midst of the Vale which

t

bears its name, at a nodal point on the Ouse river system

(Fig. 7 )• It is thus at the centre of a physical region,

a broad lowland of fertile farmland, the northernmost

extension of the English Plain, framed by hills on all

sides save the south. To the west, ^0 kilometres away,
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the Pennine plateaux rise up, incised by the main

Yorkshire Dales whose rivers flow into the Ousej to the

east, the Vale is bounded by the Yorkshire Wolds, the

Howardian Hills and the North York Moors; to the north,

the Pennines and North York Moors approach one another to

close off the north of the Vale of York. To the south,

the Vale lies open to southern influences, extending

across the level warplands of the Humber towards the

plains of the lower Trent and the remainder of the vales

and scarplands of southern and eastern England.

On a more minute, local scale, York is on the

boundary of two minor physical regions within the Vale

itself, which differ in drainage, drift geology and

topography. South of the city, the Vale of York is a low-

lying, almost level plain with a small amplitude of

relief—rarely exceeding 10m. Here water sorted material

of glacial and more recent origins forms the parent

material for most of the soil. Until relatively recently

the area was one of lowland moor, marsh and ponds. Heavy

clay soils, alluvial deposits, sandy soils, warps and low¬

land peat form the basis for a variety of crop combinations.

North of the city, the amplitude of the relief

is a little greater—up to 15m. Local relief is mostly

morainic, but fluvio-glacial features, as in the southern

Vale, also exist. Boulder clay and gravel deposits add to
1 ft

the variety of parent materials for soil formation.

These slight contrasts of surface relief,

drainage and parent material between the areas north and
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and south of York are reflected in contrasts of soil and

agricultureo Like Perth, York benefits from the increased

commerce innate in a rural service centre at the border of

two different zones.

VIII. Chapter Summary

The foregoing sections, in which the county town

status of the two towns, their origins and histories, and

their sites and situations are discussed, are intended as

background information to set in context the much more

detailed and specific chapters which follow. The internal

features of a town, including its architecture and town

plan, do not usually exist in isolation, but can be set in

both historical and areal contexts. In towns which are so

old, the historical background is important to give an

understanding of some aspects of the modern urban

geography, such as the effect of the town walls upon

present land use and the town plan.



CHAPTER II

THE TOWN PLAN--EVOLUTION, HISTORICAL

INERTIA, AND SUBURBAN EXPANSION

I. Introduction

The town plans of York and Perth at once

resemble and yet contrast with one another. The

similarities lie in the slow development of both townsj

neither has at any time experienced a great sweeping-away

of large areas of old buildings and streets, nor, on the

other hand, has either experienced extensive new additions

on the scale of London's West End, or the industrial

suburbs of Glasgow. Both these old towns possess plans

which have evolved slowly, over centuries of gradual

alteration and extension. Likewise, in both York and

Perth, the city has, for various reasons, grown in a lop¬

sided fashion about its river. In Perth, almost the

entire town, 78 per cent of its administrative area, and

84 per cent of its built-over area, is on the west bank,

where the town centre is found. In York, although other

effects have resulted from the presence of the Ouse and

its tributary the Foss, the assymetry of the city is less

markedi the greater part of the administrative area of

the city is on the west bank, opposite the town's centre,

an expansion which could possibly be associated with the

county council on this side being that of the West

Riding. On the other hand, the greater proportion of the

built-over area is on the east bank, where there has been

much overspill into the county areas of the East and North
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Ridings, particularly the latter (Table 59)* In each

town, the more important bank of the river containing the

town centre is also the most built-over and the more

populous«

Another quite noticeable influence of the river

is the avoidance of the river flats for building in each

town. As the settlements expanded, the water-logged

riparian flats were always the last areas to be infilled

(Figs. 23 and 24 ). However, in most respects, the similar¬

ities of the town plans are fewer than the differences.

The contrasts lie in the totally dissimilar lay-outs of

the towns* structures which have emerged from centuries

of evolution.

In the following sections, the evolution of

these modern town plans is traced, and the relation of

the present streets and buildings to their historical

antecedents is considered. Following M.R.G. Conzen, the

following terminology will generally be used; the elements

of the town plan are t

(i) streets and their arrangement in a street-

system

(ii) plots and their aggregation into street blocks

(iii) buildings and their block-plans.

The following description of the two town plans

is by no means as detailed at that Alnwick, but many of

the general conclusions apply as much to the larger towns

as to the smalleri

... the plan and fabric of the town,
representing as they do the static
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investment of past labour and capital,
offer great resistance to change. New
functions in an older area do not
necessarily give rise to new forms.

As will be seen in this and following chapters,

many examples of such inertia exist in both towns, and

affect the town plan and land usage.

II. Perth» The Rectilinear Town Plan of 177^

Comparison of A. Rutherford's map of Perth in

177^ (Fig. 8 ) with later maps of the town centre (Figs.

9 & 10 ) reveals that there has been considerable

extension and some alteration to the street-system which

existed in 177^. This is a contrast with York, where the

central street-system has changed remarkably little since

late mediaeval times.

In 177^, Perth possessed a rectilinear town plan

in which two principal streets, the High Street and South

Street, had developed perpendicularly to the river and

form the twin "backbone" of the street-system. Fronting

these streets, there is an almost unbroken line of tene¬

ments with long narrow plots behind, while tunnels beneath

these tenements give access to courts or yards around which

are more tenements. Encircling these two built-up streets

is the city wall, which surrounds the town on all sides

except the eastern river side. Beneath and inside the

wall runs a lane which acts as the back lane for the

tenements of South' Street and the High Street. At this

period, there are relatively few buildings along the back

lane.
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The other north-south elements of this

rectilinear street system tend to be narrower, and are

mainly intended for pedestrians. The street which con¬

forms to the curve of the river, composed of Speygate,

Watergate and George's Street, is the widest, and, even

here, it appears that George's Street is a recent

widening. Most of the other north-south means of access

are vennels, the widest of which is Meal Vennel,running

between South Street and the High Street. Another major

link between the two main streets is provided by 3 vennels

between South Street and St. John's Square, with Kirkgate

completing the passageway. Connecting the High Street

to the northern town wall, there are two vennels named on

the map, and the wider Skinnergate. To the south, Princes

Street is probably, from its name, a recent street leading

to the Edinburgh Road, perhaps a widening of a previous

vennel.

This street-system, with its rectilinearity

stemming from orthogonal accretion of long narrow mediaeval

burgage lots behind two parallel streets, is typical of

Scottish town development, bearing similarities to

Edinburgh Old Town, Stirling and St. Andrews amongst

others, and also to town plans from other parts of northern

Europe (Fig. 11 ). In Scotland, Edinburgh is a variant

upon the theme, with a single High Street, the Royal Mile,

while Cowgate was & back lane (Fig. 12 ). From the plan

of 177^» it appears that the twin high streets of Perth

have been in existence at least as long as the early

**Ainslie's Map of Fife & Kinross, 1775» St. Andrews.
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mediaeval town wall, since they are symmetrically

positioned within the town wall and the Parish Church,

Market and Guildhall are placed between them. Sir Walter

Scott makes the remark in the "Fair Maid of Perth" thati

Some confusion occasionally occurs in the
historical records of Perth, from their
having been two high or principal streets
in that city: the North High Street,
still called the High Street, and the
South High Street, now known only as the
South Street, or sholgate. An instance
of this occurs in the evidence of one of
the witnesses on the Gowrie conspiracie,
who deponed that the Earl of Gowne ran
in from 'the High Street;* whereas the
Earl's House stood in that part of the
town now known as the South Street.*

The burgage lots along South Street or the South

High Street are slightly smaller and shorter than those

along High Street or the North High Street, but the differ¬

ence in size is not sufficient to destroy the basic

symmetry of the twin High Street town plan.

These three lines of evidence--the back-fence

position of the Church, Market and Guildhall, local

tradition, and the similarity of the burgage lots along the

two main streets strongly suggest that Perth developed as

a twin street settlement from the earliest Pictish times.

The pre-Mediaeval Celtic Christian village probably grew up

around a long village green with two main streets.

The slightly smaller size and depth of the

burgage lots along the South High Street and the position

of the mediaeval bridge at the end of the North High Street

indicate that the North High Street has always been some¬

what the more prominent of the two, a prominence which has

increased markedly since the Middle Ages.

Thus, the town plan which existed in Perth

*Sir W. Scott, The Fair Maid of Perth, 1828, Everyman
Edition, London (Dent), 1969* note V. p. 50, on page ^5^*
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before the alterations and extensions of the late

eighteenth century and the first half of the nineteenth

century was one in which the pre-Renaissance manner of

town growth by extension of existing streets had created

an orthogonal graticule of streets, so different from the

maze of streets in the centre of York at the same time.

The typically Scottish mediaeval development of Perth had

also resulted in a compact settlement—the surprisingly

small area of houses on Rutherford's map contained close

to 16,000 people—which was well suited to retaining its

nucleation with later extensions to the street-system.

Perthi Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century

Evolution of the Central Grid Pattern

After 177^, and until 1850, the last fading

echoes of Baroque ideas of town planning and of architec¬

ture reached Perth. In Baroque times, the ideas of the

Italian Renaissance had given way to a new style altogether

which had found its highest expression in the princely

palaces of southern Germany. As the following quotation

shows, Baroque ideas had departed far from the mediaeval

ideas of town planning 1

The diversity of build which
reflected the social diversity of the

. medieval town has gone. The military
parade also had its counterpart in the
shopping parade. The marketplace for the
people no longer figured in the Baroque
city. The new type of shop had windows,
the display market was replacing the open
market and the function of the middleman
grew. The demands of the aristocracy re¬
sulted not merely in the fashion parade,
but in the specialized type of exclusive
spa and watering-place, such as Bath,
Margate-, Brighton, Ostend, and Karlsbad.
The Church no longer played such a dominant
part in the lives of all classes of the
town community. Thus, writes Mumford,
'city building in the normal sense was an
embodiment of the prevalent drama and
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theme that shaped itself in the court« it
was, in effect, a collective embellishment
of the life and gestures of the palace.'
The theatre (with the separation of classes
according to the ability to pay), the art
gallery and the concert hall, the landscape
park (e.g. Regent's Park in London), the
pleasure garden, the museum and the zoo¬
logical and botanical amenities were
designed for the wealthy and the aristo¬
cracy i the mass of the poor, the great
majority in numbers, were ignored. The
separation of house from the workplace
also began for the wealthy, who had their
own wheeled vehicles or had their homes
near to the city. Changes in social life
also took place, so that houses began to
be sub-divided into rooms, as individual
bedrooms and for special purposes—a
marked change from the simple communal
living of the Middle Ages, which contri¬
buted quite as much to vertical growth as
did the limitations to all lateral
expansion that were set by the town walls.
Almost all building dating from this period,
the 16th to the 18th century, was for the
wealthy. This is evident in the size of the
houses—three or four storeys with base¬
ment, with ornate overdecorated exteriors;
domestic space had now become specialized
and rooms were private.

All the ostentation in building and plan¬
ning was accompanied by the steady deterior¬
ation of the old quarters where lived the
mass of the people whom it became customary
to regard as a 'servile proletariat.'
Appalling sanitation, over-crowding and
pestilence were now accepted as the due
order of things until the nineteenth century
when the social conscience awoke. ^

Baroque town planning was nothing if not

rational, geometric and grandiose. The squares, circuses

and avenues of Paris, London, Bath and Edinburgh exemplify

the attitudes of Baroque planners. New town construction,

primarily for the wealthy, was appearing outside the

mediaeval areas of these towns, whose narrow streets and

mixture of social classes contrasted with the wide

streets and large houses of the "New Towns." The burghers
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of Perth wished to emulate these new developments, to

improve and "beautify" their city, as was the current

fashion. The city, however, was small, not overly

wealthy, and "New Towns" were expensive—Edinburgh was
3

bankrupt by 1832 after paying for its New Town. In

Perth, rationalization, "improvement" and extension of

the existing town plan was the mode attempted. In this

respect, the town is similar to Stirling, where the

Georgian town is also adjacent to the mediaeval town.

Over the decades up to 18*1-0-50, Perth's built-up area was

slowly expanded and altered from the walled twin-street

mediaeval burgh of 177^*

As elsewhere, Perth's town walls were considered

ripe for demolition, since they constricted growth, and

could usefully provide a site for new streets. In this

the effect of the town walls upon the present town plan is

similar to that of many other European cities which like¬

wise took down their walls in the eighteenth and nine¬

teenth centuries. In this instance, in contrast with York

at the same period, the effect of the town walls had heen

restricting. The influence of town walls upon modern town

plans is not, however, uniform, as will be further dis¬

cussed with regard to York. In Perth, partly because the

city is small, the demolition of the town walls in the

early nineteenth century provided space for an extension

to the grid patterh of the central streets. This

contrasts with York where the walls provided ample room

for growth until a late date, and have given rise to

^Perth, Thomson's Atlas, 1827*
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elongated street blocks, a more common phenomenon in

smaller cities than the boulevards.

King Street and South Methven Street replaced

the western, Canal Street the southern, and Mill Street

the northern section of the town wall and the back lane

beneath it. These were by no means the only new streets,

however. A riverside boulevard, Tay Street, was cut

through the gardens of the houses backing onto the river.

Several longitudinal streets were cut by enlarging and

extending vennels between the two main east-west streets»

Scott Street, King Edward Street and St. John Street

were created in this way. During the early decades of

the nineteenth century, the built-up area was extended

to north and south to the edge of the Inches and to the

west, where there was no constriction. This expansion

continued the graticule of the older area and was

surveyed as squares or rectangles.

The developments to the north and south,

intended for the wealthy, introduced new features into

Perth's town plan. Whereas the older parts of the town

contain long, narrow plots of varying width with a single

or double tenement fronting the street, the layout of

these new areas is quite different. The ground plan is

surveyed with accurate right angles and parallelism of

streets. The houses are set back from the street with

both a front and a back garden. Rather than being

arranged in tenement units, the houses are grouped into

complete terraces, or in one case, a crescent. As will
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be seen from the map, these Baroque areas have a

completely different ground plan of building plots and

buildings as compared to the older mediaeval areas. The

reason for the difference essentially derives from the

way in which the Baroque areas were laid out as a complete

unit, whilst the mediaeval areas grew by accretion and

in-filling of the gardens of old tenement areas.

The early nineteenth century developments to

the west and north-west of the town centre, although laid

out on a surveyed grid are Victorian rather than Baroque

in spirit and were intended for poorer people. Tenements

of the traditional type (see Chapter 3) are laid out in

squares, with a hollow centre. Most have no garden, but

merely a central yard, which contained shared toilets,

until these were replaced by inside sanitation.

These two types of development in Perth—the

grandiose Regency terraces and the plainer blocks of

tenements-are both outside the line of the city walls. In

the archaic usage of the term, they are suburbs, without

the walls and beyond the Burgh's mediaeval jurisdiction.

In this respect, they join the only other old suburbs»

the New Row area outside the west gate of the city, and

Bridgend, on the eastern end of the bridge leading out of

the city. Like almost all the other pre-industrial

suburbs, New Row and Bridgend are haphazardly clustered

settlements along the arterial highways, at the point

where they entered the city by the main gates through the

walls. Such early suburbs are similar to those found in
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York.

These older suburbs became but the outer

fringes of the central historic core of present-day Perth

as the city grew beyond them. They extended the recti¬

linear pattern of the central core to cover an area of

approximately 0.75 sq. km, about three times the built-

over area of 177^. The early nineteenth century

additions lengthened the High Street and South Street

(continued westwards as County Place and York Place), and

also created much longer north-south streets.

The final result of this evolution between 177^

and I850 is an enlargement of the original rectilinear

pattern based on a two-row system to an extensive grid

pattern of streets with blocks of buildings which are

either rectangular or square. The manner of gradual

change has been such that the blocks tend to be hollow:

that bounded by the High Street and South, Scott and South

Methven Streets is an instance. This is a consequence of

the tarmacing of areas which were once gardens inside the

square of tenements fronting the streets. The grid

possesses a variety of interesting features which deprive

it of mathematical uniformity. The size of the street

blocks changes from one part of the town centre to another,

being smallest in the Victorian zone of poor tenements,

and largest in the business centre. Nonetheless, by

comparison with central York, Perth's centre is laid out

upon a plan which is a model of regularity, uniformity,

spaciousness and rationality: a truly Baroque town plan.

**A. Rutherford, Perth, 177^«
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One further result of evolutionary change rather than a

revolutionary New Town has been that the town centre has

not shifted, as has that in Edinburgh (Fig. 11 ).

Twentieth Century Evolution of the Town Centre

As is manifest from the preceding paragraphs,

most elements of the town plan of central Perth achieved

their present form by 1850. Since then there have been

only slight changes} the street system, in particular, has

remained essentially the same. The railway line to Dundee

from the station on the south-west corner of central Perth

was cut through the southern portion of the grid pattern;

this is the principal mid-nineteenth century addition

(Fig. 10 ).

However, the pattern of buildings and building

plots has altered significantly in several places,

especially along the High Street and South Street.

Although the average street frontage of single buildings

along the High Street in 1866 was 8.5 m, very much greater

than the street frontages in York, by 1970, this had

increased to 9.3 m. The buildings had increased in depth

to an even greater extent. Many of the old tenements

along these busy commercial streets have given way to

successively larger buildings housing department stores

and offices. An example of such consolidation of adjacent

structures and plots is the area on which Woolworth*s

store is now located. The diagrams show three successive

stages of alteration to the area (Fig. 13). Such

amalgamation is typical; extreme subdivision is rare.
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Another twentieth century alteration is the

development of St. John's Square, which is a variant upon

the hollow-square plan which has evolved "naturally"

elsewhere in the town centre. St. John's Square combines

a large department store with smaller shops, and tenements

above? it is a coordinated development taking up most of a

small street block in the town centre. Two small squares

are almost surrounded by these shops, offices and houses,

the last being on the uppermost two storeys (Fig. 51 pl?'7)-
A further trend, started in the nineteenth

century and continuing today, is the increase in height of

down-town buildings, particularly those in the busiest

part of the High Street. The pre-nineteenth century

tenements of Perth along this street are usually three

storeys in height. During the past century and a half,

many of these have been replaced by four or occasionally

five storey structures, whose upper storeys also extend

further back from the street than did the older tenements.

Perthi The Location of Cultural Dominants, Mediaeval

and Modern

One very interesting feature of the central town
th&

plan of any city is^ location of the monumental buildings
or cultural dominants. These used to represent the

Three Estates: the Lords Spiritual, the Lords Temporal

and the Burgesses, which in mediaeval times were the

institutions of the Church, the Aristocracy or Monarchy,

and the Townspeople. In modern times, the descendants of

the Three Estates are the Church, in a much reduced role,

f-
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National Government and Local Government.

Rarely are the monuments to these institutions

positioned accidentally. Their positions owe much either

to definite ideas of town planning and architecture, or to

historical inertia. In Perth, the mediaeval cultural

dominants were the parish church of St. John's, the four

monasteries, the Town Wall and Castle, the Market Plac©

and Guildhall, and the King's Residences both in the town,

and at nearby Scone. Of these, only the parish church

keeps its original position and function and will be

further considered with the modern cultural dominants.

Perth's Guildhall, which still survives in part, was, like

St. John's Kirk, by the side of the market place, long

since obliterated; this group was in the centre of the

town between the two main streets.

The town wall and castle have both gone, the

castle at a very early date; likewise, little still exists

of any residence in which the monarch lived inside the

town, although ruins still mark the royal residence at

Scone. Three of the four monasteries were built just

outside the walls, as was customary with early establish¬

ments, but few remains of these survived the Reformation

(see pp. 8-9). Yet, while the fabric has disappeared,

the boundaries of the plots of land which the monasteries
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owned have survived in some places. The curved roads

leading from South Street to the railway station appear to

follow the boundary of the former grounds of the Carthusian

monastery} part of the burial ground of the Grey Friars

(Carmelite) still exists as open ground close to Tay

Street; the line of Barossa Street, and indirectly, of the

Dunkeld Road also seems to be related to a boundary with

the Black Friars (Dominican) Grounds.

Modern cultural dominants form a most prominent

part of the town plan of central Perth. Moreover, rather

than acting as agents of disruption to a regular town

plan, the modern cultural dominants of Perth are

carefully placed so as to emphasize the rectilinearity of

the central town plan. The modern monumental buildings,

including the County Council Offices (and their replace¬

ments), St. John's Square, the City Hall, St. John's

Kirk, the Law Courts, and the Burgh Offices are mostly

placed along a very significant east-west axis through the

centre of the historic town in such a way as to emphasize

the rectilinear town plan. The County Council Offices are

located at the western end of the axis, and the neo¬

classical Law Courts at the eastern end, fronting the

riverside boulevard. Towards the centre of the axis, the

City Hall and St. John's Kirk are side by side, close by

the site of the old Guildhall. The site successor of the

retail market is St. John's Square, a focal retail point

in the city. Completing the east-west axis, the Burgh

Offices are at the eastern end of the High Street. Thus
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the axis of South-High Street, a double axis, contains all

the modern cultural dominants of the city.

In contrast with York, where cultural dominants

form many separate nuclei for the winding streets to give

a polynuclear plan, Perth's monumental buildings strongly

reinforce the original twin street basis for the grid

street pattern. The city's central town plan is regular

and Baroque, whereas York's is chaotic and mediaeval (see

Fig. 17). Yet Perth's modern cultural dominants are

situated with regard to the historical cultural dominants,

as the juxtaposition of the City Hall and Guildhall, the

coincidence of St. John's Square with the former market

site demonstrate.

III. Perthi The Modern Suburbs

The first suburbs of Perth, in the modern sense

of the term, were built in the middle of the last

century, when the compact square of central Perth had been

completely built over and had met its limits in the

meadows of the Inches to the north and south, and at the

River Tay to the east. These first suburbs, and, in

fact, all suburbs up to the end of the First World War

were small. They consisted of either small groups of

tenements, or dispersed houses for the middle class, of

the type which would, in current jargon, be termed low

density housing areas. Most people, even as late as 1914-,

lived within the central three-quarters of a square

kilometre. Extensive suburbs did not appear in Perth

until 1920, a very great contrast with York, where large
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areas of new suburbs were being laid out by 1840, almost

a century earlier. This contrast stems from both

national and demographic differences between the two

towns. English towns began to spread out over wide

acreages of the surrounding countryside at a date early

in the Industrial Revolution! Scottish towns maintained

their traditional compactness at least half a century

longer. In the particular case of Perth, the relative

lack of Victorian suburbs is also due to a low rate of

population growth. Suburbs around the city only

gradually became necessary as slight population growth

and the increased demand for space and larger houses led

to a feeling of congestion in the heart of town.

The Victorian Suburbs

Victorian suburbs in Perth, characterized more

by their smallness than the extensiveness and spacious¬

ness with which suburbs are normally associated, have

even so influenced the skeletal layout of the present

suburbs.

The first Victorian suburbs, constructed between

1850 and 1870, were clusters of no more than a few dozen

large houses or tenements on the south-west corner of the

town centre, its northern fringe, and across the river in

Bridgend. After 18?0, larger groups, or, more often,

lines of houses were constructed along the main routes

leading out of the town, "ribbon development" laying down

the salient lines for the radial structure of the later

suburbs. Late Victorian suburban houses in Perth are
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massive detached and semi-detached houses, frequently

with spacious grounds containing great shrubberies, lawns

and flower beds—bastions of the professional middle class

of Victoria's reign. Their effect on the modern town

plan is to emphasize the main through routes in contra¬

distinction to the adjacent sectors of the city.

Twentieth Century Suburbs

The twentieth century suburbs of the city are

quite distinct from the early ones. Very much more

extensive, they occupy the sectors, seven in all, between

the radial routes which converge on the centre. The

suburbs are thus arranged on a pattern quite different

from the rectilinear grid of the centre. The sectors

are« Bridgend and Barnhill, the eastern sector across

the Tay from the rest of the town; Friarton, the southern

sector; Craigie, the south-western; Cherrybank and

Burghmuir, the western; Letham and Tulloch, the two

north-western sectors; and Muirton, the northern sector

(Fig. 41 p334.). Separating these sectors are the long-distance

roads leading from the town nucleus towards the Highlands

and the nearest major cities.

Within each of the triangular-shaped sectors,

the features of the plan are quite distinct. In most

instances, there are a few Victorian houses at the inner¬

most, thin end of the wedge. Outside this, there is a

large area of housing, often an estate of interwar age,

and an area of post-war housing beyond. The newer zones

of housing have a street pattern which is very different
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from the older parts of the town, where streets are

straight and usually connect with one another at both
ends-—that is, there are no dead-ends. Curving streets,

cul-de-sacs, service roads parallel to through highways

and little streets giving easy access to a few houses are

all features of these estates, as of any others in

Britain. So also are the gardens or communal lawns, the

childrens* playgrounds and the school playing fields so

conspicuously absent in the older residential areas (Fig.

38). Odd fields, left by the builders, little copses,

streams which were too difficult to obliterate further

add to the spaciousness of the new suburbs, and, at the

same time, help relieve the dreary monotony which is

inherent in all housing estates, and which only seems to

vanish as small quirks and irregularities appear with the

passage of time.

The effect of the pre-existing rural settlement

and field boundaries upon the layout of the streets and

houses of outer Perth is far less than that in York. In

the former city, only small hamlets, groups of cottages

and two or three storey stone tenements, like Cherrybank,

in the western suburbs, have been swallowed by the

advancing city limits. The fields in the neighbourhood

of the town are large? usually they have had no more

influence than that of deciding one boundary of a housing

estate? more often they have failed in even this minor
4

effect. Hence the ghosts of human occupance have much

less existence than in York, where the greater size of the
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suburbs and the higher density of rural settlement have

given rise to more survival of rural boundaries (see Fig.

19;p.S4 This is one further way in which the separation and
distinctness of rural and urban society in Scotland shows

itself, unlike in England, where there is a blurring of

all aspects of the difference.

Physical features of the surrounding landscape

have had a much more decisive impact upon the layout and

bounds of Perth's suburbs. The Tay divides the city into

two most disparate and unequal parts. Because the east

bank is steeply rising ground, its streets and houses are

sometimes arranged in short terraces with steep

connecting stretches of road. Elsewhere on the hillside,

however, the groups of houses and the small housing

estate are drawn with less regard for the slope of the

land. Steeply sloping land also affects the west bank

suburbs. To the south, the city is effectively curtailed

by the steeply rising land of Kirkton Hill, on the

southern edge of the Sidlaws. To the west, the ground on

which the houses are built rises less abruptly, but

expansion, once rapid in this direction, has now slowed.

Only to the north is flat ground found, and rapid develop¬

ment is currently taking place in this direction, with

more anticipated by regional planners.

IV. Yorkt The Central Town Plan, Roman and

Mediaeval Influences

While it appears to be tentatively possible to

trace Perth's central town plan to a supposed tV;in



fig. >4 From Britannia Magna by R. Harmannides, circa 1661 , Amsterdam.

Although diagrammatic, this map. is moderately accurate.

Harmannides* Map, York, l66l, from Speed, "The West
Riding of Yorkshyre with the most famous and fayre
Citie of Yorke described" in "Theatre of the Empire of
Great Britain," 1610.
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street Pictish village, the oldest influences upon the

central town plan of York are indubitably Roman. Such is

the atmosphere of the Middle Ages prevailing in the centre

that this is not immediately obvious. However, several

Roman antecedents to mediaeval town plan elements have

been proved beyond doubt, and many more seem probable.

The Roman castrum at York was sited on the east

bank of the river while the colonia, or Roman citizens'

settlement, was on the west bank (see Fig. 20 ).^ Few

traces remain to show where the colonia was, even the wal

cannot be definitely delineated, but the mediaeval walls

deliberately enclosed this area, so that Roman influence

is yet found on the less important west bank of the Ouse.

The castrum, nevertheless, had greater influence. Like

most Roman fortresses, it was modelled on a traditional

rectilinear design, with rectangular outer walls and a

grid pattern of streets within, in which the two

principal streets, the cardo and decumanus, crossed one

another at right angles. Such rectilinearity might

promise that York too, like Perth, would have evolved a

gridiron central plan. However, while Perth has

developed a rectangular plan from a less regular one,

York has emerged from centuries of alteration with a

chaotic plan, after having started its career with all

the makings of a regular plan. In the town plan of today

two streets can indeed be traced to their Roman pre¬

decessors: Petergate is along the line of the decumanus,

and Stonegate follows the line of the cardo (see Fig. 20 ).



**Jeffery*s Map* York* 1772
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as May part of Ogleforth (see Fig. 20). Likewise, the

northern corner of the mediaeval city wall is built
Q

directly over the northern corner of the Roman wall. The

two vanished southern sections of the Roman wall, moreover,

have given rise to elongated street blocks in which the

lengths of the mediaeval burgage lots tend to be at right

angles to the site of the wall, with the back fence or wall

often being along the probable Roman wall site. Even so,

few other direct traces of Roman influence can be proved

in the absence of knowledge of the exact Roman street plan.

This differs from Chester, for example, where parts of the

Roman street plan survive in entirety. One major cause of

this situation in York is the clash between the alignment

of the Roman fortress and the alignment of the mediaeval

cathedral. The Roman fortress is placed so that its front

side is parallel to the river bank, which creates a north¬

west to south-east direction for the river-side wall of

the fortification. However, as was customary with major

churches until recently, York Minster is placed so that

the nave and choir are exactly east to west in line. The

Minster with its related buildings and grounds takes up

almost an entire quadrant of the Roman fortress. Natur¬

ally, the mediaeval streets tended to focus on the

cathedral precinct, the spiritual hub of the city, rather

than the Roman Streets. The important street, Goodraragate,

has probably shifted some distance from any Roman predec¬

essor, if it ever had such an antecedent. The discordance

between these diametrically opposed street directions,
combined with the normal mediaeval method of extending
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streets and lanes by accretion of new buildings on the open

end* led to a progressively more haphazard growth of

streets within the presumably grid-iron Roman military
town. A further cause of the obliteration of Roman streets

would be the successive battles fought in the town in the

Dark Ages, which altogether wrought considerable damage.
The southern walls of the Roman fortress proved too

confining to the prospering mediaeval town and were demo¬

lished at an early date, leaving traces in the long street
blocks, and an indirect influence, later discussed, on the

location of monumental buildings (Figs. 16, 17 and ?4).

Although, as stated, few details of the Roman

grid pattern can be proved to have survived in York, it

seems plausible that Coney Street, the main business

street of York, is a descendant of a Roman pagus mercatorum
or merchants* colony situated just outside the castrum

along the east bank of the river. Similarly, several

mediaeval streets, such as Andrewgate and Gillygate are

parallel to the castrum walls and show a pattern of

burgage lots at right angles to the Roman walls.

Mediaeval Features of York's Central Town Plan

Despite the Roman traces to be found in York's
town plan, central York is essentially mediaeval in its

street, plot and building layout—both Chester and

Canterbury show greater degrees of survival of Roman
outlines (Fig. 18). The basic lines of the modern centre

of York were in being before 1500 (Figs. 14, 15 and 17);
even a street named New Street is shown on an eighteenth

century map (Fig. 15), for example, and the map of 1661

shows substantially the modern street layout. As is
mentioned with regard to architecture, the survival of

such a large proportion of mediaeval structures is most

unusual in Britain, although the adaptation of the old
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buildings to modern use is quite widespreadi
The mediaeval features, albeit modified
or transformed by later developments,
are integrated in a modern town and not
retained as inchoate relicB of the past.
At the same time the town has not
experienced such rapid growth that the
distinctive inheritances of the past
have been swept away or obscured by the
products of modern development.?
The above, written by H. Carter concerning

Aberystwyth, could as easily have been written of York,

for, the existence of so much mediaeval building is

wholly due to the city's long period of decline during

Tudor and Stuart times.

The mediaeval plan of York is one of few which

have prsisted in such completeness in Britain. The wide

swath of Piccadilly and Parliament is the only major post-

mediaeval alteration. Its streets, as is almost

universally true of the Middle Ages except for a few

regularly constructed bastide settlements, are

characterized by variations in width, length and

direction. The narrow streets wind between the over¬

hanging houses in a crooked and chaotic patternj their

width varies, sometimes widening from a narrow alley to a

broad road, sometimes splitting into two narrow lanes

which wander off in disparate directions. The narrowest

street in York is The Shambles, the former Butchers' Row,

which, including the pavements, is no more than 5

wide. The length of each street is different from all

the rest, since no geometrical symmetry exists in the

street pattern. The direction of each street is also

different from all the rest. This creates 3treet blocks

of very varied size, the smallest being a mere 5° sq•
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m., and the largest 40,000 sq. mo, an 800-fold difference.

In York, most of the mediaeval streets, apart

from a few leading from the main gates, are within the

area of the mediaeval city walls. These walls enclose a

large area for an early mediaeval city, 129 hectares,

which compares with 53 h. for Antwerp, 61 h for Brussels,

88 h for Ghent, and 400 h for Cologne, all major European

cities of the time, as was York (Table 6l). Whenbuilt the

walls allowed ample freedom for the city to expand within

the walls, and maintain orchards, livestock pastures and

allotments within the walls. As events transpired, the

optimism in anticipating rapid growth within these ample

walls was unjustified, yet they served another purpose«

unlike in Perth, York's walls were a liberating rather

than a confining influence upon the town until as late as

1800. The existence of massive complete (virtually) early

mediaeval town walls in Britain is also unusual and is due

to the same cause as the survival of the old town plan:

post-mediaeval economic stagnation. The effect of the

walls upon the town plan is interesting, since both

boulevards and long blocks of houses owe their existence

to the walls. As in other old towns with walls from the

Middle Ages, Marburg,® Norwich^ and Douai,*0 for example,

houses have been built up against the walls in places, and

in these circumstances, the walls and buildings combined

form a street block with the burgage lots at right angles

to the wall. This has occurred near Bootham Bar (Map A).

In other places, the walls stand free. Here, instead of

the circular boulevards which have replaced city fortifi¬

cations in many great continental cities, a circular

boulevard has been constructed beneath and outside the

walls, a solution to traffic problems which tends to be
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adopted in smaller towns. An Inner Fringe Belt of space-

using institutions, such as the Abbey Gardens, the County

Hospital, the Station Gardens, several schools, a convent

and the livestock market, may be clearly traced by the

walls.

The burgage lots into which the street blocks of

York are divided are, like those along the north side of

Perthes High Street, typically mediaeval in that they

have a narrow street frontage, but a great depth back from

the street. In another important respect, however,

York's plots differ from those of the same age in Perth:

they are very much narrower except where modern amalga¬

mation of adjacent plots has occurred. This narrowness

results from the tiny mediaeval houses of York, single

houses which contrast sharply with the broad-fronted

tenements of Perth. Adjacent long and narrow plots in

York have parallel sides, but, as the street blocks of the

city vary in shape, being triangular, rectangular or pear-

shaped amongst others, the pattern of plots in any block

is complicated. In the centre of e?-di block where the

two, three or four sets of plot boundaries meet, the

pattern is totally haphazard. Here another contrast v/ith

the Scottish city emerges: whereas blocks in central

Perth tend to be hollow, with yards, car parks or gardens,

those in York are very much built-over. Owing to the

constrictions of the historic city in modern times,

activities are cramped into central York. Most street
i

blocks are honeycombs of buildings, alleys, tiny yards and

more buildings. The degree of in-filling reaches a maze

of fantasy almost impossible to unravel—old inn courts,

like that of Blackman Inn on Coney Street (Fig. 15)* have
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been converted to retail and finance establishments with

buildings where there was once a courtyard, and narrow

vennels or gannels connecting all to the street. This may

be attributed not only to the larger size of York creating

intense pressure on land at the centre, but also to the

generally low profile of buildings in central York. In

spite of York's very much greater population, buildings in
the city's heart tend to be lower than those in Perth,

with fewer storeys, and lower ceilings. Thus, the

morphological contrasts between the two towns, in this

respect, are not national, but are due to differences of

period and size: Perth's centre is small and high

mediaeval, while York's centre is larger, and dates from

Roman times, the Dark Ages and early mediaeval times.

However, in one respect, the contrast between

the morphology of the two towns may be directly ascribed

to national differences. The differences between the

English and Scottish land laws and customs*, and the

resultant building types (again discussed on pages 69 et

seq.) has had a profound influence upon morphology.

In Scotland, a building developer pays feu duty

for his land to the landowner. In turn, the developer

collects feu duty not for each plot of land, but for each

tenement. The feu duty is collected whether the tenement

is rented or sold. Naturally, it is to the builder's

advantage to build as many storeys of tenements as

possible.-4"

In England, a building developer either collects

*G. S. Pryde, The Mediaeval Scottish Town, and
J. R. Kellett, "Property Speculators and the Building of
Glasgow," Scot. Journal of Pol. Econ., VIII (1951), 211-32.

+The Land Law of 1975 has now altered this so that the
owners of tenements may redeem feus at the rate of seven
times the annual feu, so becoming outright owners.
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rent from each house and plot of land, or he sells the

houses freehold and individually, each with its own plot

of land. Thus, it is to the English developer's advantage
to subdivide his plot of building land as minutely as is

-X -

possible. This results in the typical terraces of

individual houses in England, and also explains the

triangular and trapezoid houses fitted into the ends of

terraces when the street pattern is not rectangular.

Buildings in York are unusual for a modern city
centre, in the extreme smallness of many of them. A

larger scale of mapping was necessitated in many cases

for both cities, because of the small buildings of the

southern city. This results, once more, from the large

number of houses from the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, many of which are truly tiny—along Goodramgate

and Jubbergate, some are no more than 3 m. square. Like

some other old English towns, the city centre is a cosy,

cluttered area where pedestrian movement is by far the

quickest, and the scale of every thing is intended for

walking.

Alterations to the Mediaeval Centre in the

Eighteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries

There has been little major alteration to the

mediaeval plan of York. Even the street names have

remained primarily Danish, now a thousand years old—

Goodramgate, Whip-ma-whop-ma-gate, Aldwark and other

strange concoctions.11 Those alterations which have

taken place are of the following main typesi addition of

new streets and in-filling of open areas on the periphery

of the mediaeval area, the replacement of mediaeval

houses, consolidation of neighbouring building plots,

the construction of one new central street, and the
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building of two new bridges with new approaches, over the Ouse.12
Although the present city walls are of

mediaeval date, they enclose an area which is much
greater than the old heart of the settlement. These walls

defined the city's built-up area until Georgian times.

Hence there are zones within the walls which were not

filled with building until Georgian or even Victorian

times. This is especially true on the west bank of the

river, away from the town nucleus on the east bank. Since

the seventeenth century, new roads have been added,

notably in the vicinity of the castle, where a network of

roads was constructed, replacing the castle moat to give

access to the new bridge over the river nearby. Piccadilly

and Parliament were also built (Fig. 17). The open area

around the Castle is but one of the spaces which encircle

the centre of the City, forming an inner fringe belt. Many

of the space using activities, such as the Anglican teacher

training college, have developed on the sites of old

allotments.

Obviously, however, one of the greatest changes

to the mediaeval townscape is the replacement of many old

houses. Even when street lines are completely fossilised,

buildings are replaced to some extent. Many of the old

structures and building plans have been adapted to modern

uses—old houses become warehouses—and there has rarely

been any wholesale demolition, but more piecemeal alter¬

ation. The first main period of renovation and replacement

was the Georgian. Along many streets which have an almost

totally mediaeval appearance to the modern eye, and are

actually as authentically mediaeval as any elsewhere in

Europe, there is still a sizeable proportion of Georgian

houses. These often have the same short street frontage

as their predecessor, but they differ in having greater

ceiling heights, and in lacking overhanging storeys.
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But, the greatest change to the ground plan of

York has been the consolidation of buildings and building

plots made necessary by the increasing size of commercial

premises in late Victorian and modern times. This theme

has been touched on in Perth, but it is of very much

greater significance in York, because the initial

buildings are so very much smaller. The diagrams show

the subsequent stages of amalgamation along part of the

main shopping street (Fig. 13 ). In two particular cases,

two department stores (not shown in the diagrams) have

found it convenient to join together lots stretching

back from two streets« Coney Street and Feasegate/Market
Street. Along Coney Street as a whole, shop frontages

averaged 7 m. in width in 1892, after a great deal of

consolidation had already occurred, but had increased to

10m. by 1970. The greater part of this widening of

frontages is due to department stores, since many of the

smaller businesses still operate in mediaeval or Georgian

premises, as along Stonegate, where a music shop,

solicitors* offices, bookstores, restaurants and

jewellers' shops occupy houses dating from the fifteenth

to the eighteenth centuries for the most part, which

average only 5m* in width. Although the old buildings are

often deep, modern commercial buildings are so much

larger that both lengthening and widening of old

buildings has takerl place. In addition, some of the newer

buildings have a greater number of storeys. Along Coney

Street, many shops now occupy the whole plot of land
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between the street and the river Ouse, whereas their

older predecessors only extended halfway back to the

river. Similarly the in-filling needed to cram all the

city centre business into the historic core has led to

the usage of the less accessible centres of street

blocks, as already mentioned—Davygate Arcade is the

latest instance of this type of concentration of

activity—but all manner and variety of workshops, clubs,

law societies, wholesaling and offices use buildings down

narrow alleys, nestled in the centre of street blocks.

York! Location of the Cultural Dominants

The situations of the monumental buildings of

York are not arranged in a simple and geometrical

pattern as are those in Perth, but in a more dispersed

way. Nevertheless, many of the buildings are deliber¬

ately located with relation to other features, such as

the town walls; the overall plan is polynuclear, unlike

the axial plan in Perth.

Also in contrast with the Scottish city, York

has a tremendous wealth of mediaeval cultural dominants,

virtually encompassing all possibilities. It possesses

many monuments to the Lords Spirituali St. Mary's Abbey,

almost a score of parish churches, and The Minster of

St. Peter's Cathedralj to the Lords Temporal! The King's

Manor, the Castle with Clifford's Tower (the keep); to

the Burgessesi The Guildhall (reconstructed after World

War II bomb damage), The Merchant Adventurers' Hall, The

Merchant Taylors' Hall and the retail Market. The
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existence of all these relics of mediaeval society in

contrast with their destruction in Perth is due to a

number of different reasons. Mediaeval buildings have

not survived very frequently in Scotland, because there

were fewer of them to start with, and the ravages of

passing time have been more damaging. York suffered many

sieges, occupations and riots in its early history, but

those in the Middle Ages were less recurrent and caused

little damage? also, the Scottish conversion to the

Presbyterian church was a more complete change than the

English change from the Roman Catholic Church to the

Church of England and this is reflected in ecclesiastical

building? consequently, even the Benedictine Abbey of St.
1 3

Mary's leaves some ruins. A further reason for the

discrepancy in the durability of cultural dominants in

the two cities lies in the comparative lack of Renaissance

and Baroque construction in York.

Mediaeval cultural dominants are positioned in

a manner which is similar to that found in the towns of

Northern France which are of Gallo-Roman origin, and for

a similar reason, since there is a common cultural

origin«

The plan of the cit§, which was formerly
rectangular, based on the plan of the
castrum of the Roman colonial camp, has
been disturbed and often wellnigh
obliterated through the centuries. Such
changes have occurred in three ways.
First, the rectangular form of the
walls, the four gates, and the control
exercised by the river frontage and the
bridgehead, resulted in the reappearance
of the right-angled street crossing,
although this is not necessarily the
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direct lineal descendant of the cardo
and decumanus. Secondly, in some cases
the walls are oval in shape, and this
results in a curved alignment of
streets, as at Senlis and Chalon-sur-
Saone. Thirdly, the new monuments
function not only as foci of community
life, but also as points d'appui in
the defence of the settlement. They
therefore occupy eccentric positions.
Thus the cathedral is usually built on or
near the walls, and, in varying degree,
the new grouping of houses and streets is
focused upon it, as at Dijon and
Nantes ([A]. This applies to other public
buildings, notably to the castle of the
comte or of the chatelain, his repre¬
sentative. These buildings are often
on the site of an earlier Roman public
edifice, the cathedral, for instance,
being on the site of a Roman temple, [b]
Lastly, beyond the walls of the cit6 there
grew up new settlements (vici)—abbeys and
monasteries and churches—which sheltered
the tombs of the saints, such as St.
Sernin at Toulouse, St. Germaine-des-Pres
and Ste. Genevieve at Paris, with
demesnial settlements clustered around
them. Here too, in the 10th and 11th
centuries, there emerged the trading
colony (portus) with its own market
(forum) and occasionally its own church
(ecclesia mercatorum), and sometimes at
an early date it had a wall (negotiatorum
claustrum). The castle residence of
the count was placed in his capital city,
often in the centre of the town (where it
was frequently taken over by the Palais
de Justice at a later date) or in a
corner, in the walls, so as to protect the
town from attack from without, as at
Angers and Paris, where the castle pro¬
tects the up-river route. (Fig. 15)'

Much of this applies almost exactly to York. St

Mary's Abbey is sited just outside the wall where the

mediaeval and Roman walls coincide. The Cathedral, while

not acting as a reinforcement in the wall, is within one

quadrant of the castrum, while the first cathedral in

York was on the site of a Roman temple on the west bank.
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The important buildings of the feudal period are all

sited either within or just outside the castrum. The

Guildhall and Merchant Adventurers' Hall, for example,

are immediately outside the castrum, and the Merchant

Taylors' is in a corner of the castrum. The retail

market uses a square on the site of the Butchers' Hall,

which, in its turn, was just beneath and outside the

castrum.

The clustering of major buildings within or

nearby the castrum is remarkable when this area is

compared with the very much larger area within the walls

of 1220. The Guild Halls, the Abbey and the Minster all

congregate in and around the Roman fortress. When the

sites of all the old cultural dominants are examined,

they are all found to be in the confluence fork of the

Ouse and Foss. The intramural areas on the west bank of

the Ouse and the east bank of the Foss are almost devoid

of important buildings and contain some run-down

neighbourhoods to this day. The south-east zone between

the river Foss and the wall, Walmgate, is still an area of

decaying mediaeval, eighteenth and nineteenth century

houses, workshops, warehouses and wholesalers.

Consequently, here is an extreme example of historical

inertia, of the initial choice of a settlement site, for

military reasons, governing the future position of its

centre for centuries, even millenia. The most intensely

built-over zone of the city, like that in Perth, has not

shifted, despite wars, seiges, pestilence, devastation
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and the succession of Anglo-Saxon* feudal and modern

societies•

The modern cultural dominants of York are The

Minster; The National Government Offices and County

Courts; The Town Hall, The Assembly Rooms and Lord

Mayor's Residence; and The University. As discussed

above in the case of the old cultural dominants, these

modern cultural dominants also, for the most part,

cluster within the confluence area of the Ouse and Foss.

As in Perth, many of these public buildings are Baroque—

Georgian or Regency—notwithstanding the dearth of other

Baroque influence upon the town plan. This is the normal

situation in the British Isles and also in other parts of

Western Europe, since the old public buildings of feudal

society did not become instantly outmoded with the dis¬

integration of this type of society in the middle of the

sixteenth century, but lingered on throughout Renaissance

times until the late seventeenth century, or later in a

sleepy city like York. Only in the eighteenth century

was wholesale renewal of public buildings carried out in

British towns, London making an earlier start in the

seventeenth century with Sir Christopher Wren. The

Baroque buildings of York are the County Courts, sited on

the ruins of the Castle bailey yard; the Town Hall or

borough offices, housed in a small Georgian crescent just

within the Romano-mediaeval wall at Bootham Bar; the

Assembly Rooms and the Lord Mayor's residence. The

university is the only modern cultural dominant which
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does not conform to the general pattern, being sited in

the rural-urban fringe to the south-east of the city.

Despite the concentration of cultural dominants

within the oldest area of the city, the settlement as a

whole does not possess any particular focus. The nearest

to such a nodal meeting point is the group of public

buildings in the vicinity of the Minster. In mediaeval

times, the Minster itself would have been the sole focal

point, commanding the entire town} to a surprising

degree, it has kept much of its former rOle. It is a

place of pilgrimage to many people throughout Yorkshire,

and the north of England, and excites a sympathetic

response to its appeals for repair work even among so-

called agnostics and atheists. With the existence of

other meeting places in modern society, however, it can

no longer be regarded as the only important focal point.

The city has a polynuclear centre with many different

prominent buildings. No axial line, nor tight cluster of

public buildings now acts to give unity to the town. If

the theme of Perth's town plan is unity and regularity,

that of York is Chaos, if nevertheless enchanting chaos.

V. Yorki The Modern Suburbs

The suburbs of York are no more planned and

regular than the centre of which they are offshoots. As

will be seen when land use is discussed, a pattern of

rings of suburbs of different ages may be discerned

(Chapter 4)» but these are irregular and derive from

haphazard growth.
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The first suburbs of York were of the same type

as those in Perth. Little clusters of houses congregated

at the points—Micklegate, Monk, Bootham and Walmgate

Bars, and the lesser posterns—where the main arterial

roads from the four points of the compass entered the

city walls. However, in York, during its Georgian

resurgence as a fashionable spa, some of the more

spaciously laid out mansions and large terrace houses

were built outside the walls which had, in any case,
ay

ceased to be^much use for town defence. These Baroque
houses (Fig. 15 ) still exist, lining some of the main

streets of the city, used as offices now instead of

residences. The overflow at the gates of York did not

mean, however, that open space, including orchards,

gardens, and the occasional grassy pasture, did not still

exist inside the walls.

The Georgian suburbs are not suburbs today,

being more similar to extensions of the core area. There

were various types of Georgian terrace house of all

shades of grandiosity and humbleness, the smaller plainer

types grading imperceptibly into the Victorian industrial

terrace house. These later terraces, of the early

Victorian period, formed the first modern suburbs of York.

They surround the walled city in small groups, row upon

row, of parallel streets. Like their mediaeval predeces¬

sors their ground areas are tiny, quite unlike their

contemporaries in Perth, although their total room space

is often greater than the Scottish tenements. Hundreds
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of these two-storey terrace houses are built, usually in

a gridiron pattern. However, there was no overall layout

for these first suburbs; they were put up in small groups

of streets, sometimes no more than three short parallel

streets. Strange details appear at the joint lines

between adjacent groups of streets. Houses, yards and

street ends are cut off at an acute angle, leaving

triangular street ends, occasionally triangular houses.

There is no all-embracing parallelism of streetst

adjacent groups are juxtaposed at all angles to one

another. Investigation of the pre-existing rural outlines

of fields, lanes, streams and paths usually reveals the

reason for these variations of alignment. As in the
1

vicinity of Leeds and Bradford, where Beresford and

Mortimore16 have shown the influence of land ownership

upon the layout of industrial suburbs, the Victorian

suburbs of York were constructed on land which had been

purchased in a piecemeal fashion, field by field. The

maps show how streets and houses relate to the previous

rural patterns in one area of the suburbs (Fig. 19).

There are five main types of fields in the vicinity of

York t

(i) Cottage crofts or garths—narrow strips

behind cottage.

(ii) Early enclosed fields—narrow and curving,

(iii) Early enclosure fields—roughly symmetrical,

(iv) Late enclosure fields—precisely symmetrical,

(v) Late enclosure fields—precisely symmetrical,
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but some variety of shape.17
All five types of field have left traces in

the suburban pattern of Yorki old garths, for example,

are seen in Acomb. The narrow and curving fields of

early enclosure of open field strips were built over in

the northern suburbs of the city, while the approximately

rectangular fields of the early enclosure of larger areas

were found over much of the area on which the suburbs

were built. Similarly, the symmetrical fields of later

enclosure have affected the layout of much of the

suburban zone.

An interesting detail which shows the chance

survival of old features is the two converging roads,

Nunnery Lane and Price's Lane, and their conjunction with

Bishopgate Street just beneath the southern corner of the

walls. Before the town extended outside the walls, this

portion of Nunnery Lane was a short cut, a mere hedged

track, for travellers from the south wishing to enter

York at the Micklegate Bar. Today this wedge of land

between the lanes stands, literally petrified, as a

double line of terrace houses. Unlike some areas to the

south, it has not yet been cleared.

The effect of pre-existing rural boundaries has

already been touched upon in York. Rural features in

general have been very much more important in York than

in Perth, mainly because the Vale of York is very much

more densely populated than lowland Perthshire. The

rural surrounds of York are ones in which the principal
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settlement type is the nucleated village at the centre of

each parish, with a few dispersed farmsteads in the

fields around. The distance between villages is small,

2 to 7 kms, and several villages were close to the walls

of the city. As the town spread out over the surrounding

plain, the first of these villages, Clifton, was

engulfed. Now several more, including Heworth,

Osbaldwick and Acomb, are surrounded by the city suburbs

and form interesting semi-rural enclaves within the city.

The sequence of changes from a rural area to a

modern inner suburb are illustrated by Holgate, 1.5 kms.

west of the centre (Fig. 19). In 1866, the only non-

rural encroachments upon this road-junction hamlet are a

couple of single railway lines and one terrace of houses.

In 1892, the scene has been completely transformed with

the arrival of the railway sheds, yards and equipment of

the North-Eastern Railway. Infilling continued, and by

1970, part of Holgate Beck is underground, and the wind¬

mill is a quaint novelty in a suburb of semi-detached

houses. Playing fields have replaced the riparian fields,

and terraces demarcate the old hedge lines, while the "New

Lane" is parallel to the line of the old rural lane. Yet,

as the diagram shows, many of the rural boundaries are

fossilized in one form or another in the modern urban

scene.

The normal suburban plan of streets, plots, and

individual buildings found in the new suburban areas is

quite different from the older areas and the village
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enclaves. In these last, farmyards, farmhouses and rows

of farm labourers* cottages still remain, as do the

village greens, back lanes and High streets (Fig. 43 ).

The garths often have an effect on the subsequent

building-up of the village plan, since newer houses are

arranged in short rows behind front street cottages,

within what was once a group of garths.

York's suburbs, dating from early Victorian

times, have extensive areas of Victorian housing. As

discussed previously, such suburban sprawl is typical of

the English industrial city. Some of these older

terrace houses are now well over a century old. A few

zones, notably, as is logical, those in the innermost

areas, have already been demolished. The back-to-back

terraces, without back lanes to allow access to yards,

are generally the first to vanish, but later bye-law

houses, constructed in the late nineteenth century, are

sometimes following suit. Even so, a few back-to-back

houses remain in Clementhorpe, near the west bank of the

river, for example.

Many of the zones which have had houses removed

have not been re-developed as yet, but a few areas now

have new houses, and, also, flats. Paradoxically, the

newest houses and flats of York's suburbs are next to the

oldest, and both are in turn next to land which is waste,

presumably temporarily (Fig. 42). Such Victorian parts

are outside the walls to a great extent, but, as was noted

above, there were areas of orchards and gardens within
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Georgian York. Such greenery fell victim to the

Victorian property developers and were built over with

the inevitable terraces* in a city which could usefully

have preserved more central parkland to set off its

historic buildings as well as to counteract the congestion

of the centre. Several of these zones have now been

demolished and redevelopment is much more spacious. Yet

some more parkland would enhance the attractiveness of

the mediaeval centre.

The Modern Suburbs

The modern suburbs of York resemble those of

Perth to a greater extent than any other contemporary

housing areas in the two cities. The same curving

streets* dead ends, varied groupings of houses and open

spaces exist. The overall plan of streets in particular

is similar. In some ways, this may be looked upon as a

convergence of the characteristics of suburbs between the

two cities. Whereas the two sets of nineteenth century

suburbs have very conspicuous contrasts, those of the

twentieth century, while by no means identical, contain

many points of similarity. A convergence of the two

national styles into one British style may be occurring,

although the outcome of this trend cannot be definitely

predicted, because a similar trend appeared to be in

progress in Baroque times, but was followed by new

national differences in Victorian times.

York's twentieth century suburbs are much

larger than Perth's, but, unlike in earlier periods,
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this is principally due to York's greater demographic

growth. In most directions, the city has expanded right

up to its boundary, and beyond. To the west, in Acomb,

the edge of the city is exactly along the boundary with

the West Riding. Elsewhere the relationship is less

simple; to the north, for example, the houses of the city

spill over the boundary and reach out in ragged tongues

along routes leading to various villages, which have

themselves grown larger as York's outermost suburbs

approach. One interesting point (Fig. 24) is that ribbon

development and suburban expansion was greater in the

interwar period than since 19^5* Stricter planning has

curtailed uncontrolled sprawl to some extent, although

north of the city, in the North Riding, it is still

difficult to be sure where the city ends, and much of the
is

rather loosely consolidated building in this county. It
A

is likely that the North Riding, with its predominately

rural populace, was seeking increased revenue from an

increasing population in this direction; however, with new

administrative areas encompassing both town and country,

such considerations will vanish.

VI. Chapter Summary

The streets, plots of land and building ground

plans of the two cities offer a few similarities, but

considerable contrasts. The functions of these two

settlements are similar, but it is not usually city

function, with notable exceptions such as Vauban's

fortress towns or Georgian spas, which is the primary
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influence upon town plans. A wealth of other reasons has

led to the present form of the plan of the towns. In

central Perth, Baroque planning has led to the adjustment

of a mediaeval street plan to a gridiron. In central

York, the late mediaeval plan which emerged after

centuries of destruction during the Dark Ages has been

retained almost intact. It is interesting to note that

after great periods of alteration, both town plans are

now fossilised, albeit a living and lively fossil!

Historical inertia has been the keynote of the central

town plan of both cities since 1850; alterations have been

insignificant as regards the street system, although

important at the smaller scale of individual plots and

buildings. Only in the suburbs is change proceeding

apace.



CHAPTER III

ARCHITECTURE! DOMESTIC AND MONUMENTAL

I. Regional House Types

Architects have written little about the

architecture of the domestic buildings in the United

Kingdom. Yet regional, even local, domestic building

styles of different periods abound with interest. In a

brief journey through Britain, one sees many unique

stylesi the stark slate houses of North Wales, the soft

and crumbling lines of cottages of a sleepy Cotswold : (

village, the neat and low white-washed cottages fronting

the main street of an Aberdeenshire village, and the

rust-red brick of Tudor houses of the English midlands

are just a few of the rural house types of Britain.

Regional variation is less marked amongst town houses,

but still exists, and there are quite individual regional

and national styles from each period. While it has to be

admitted that many of the more recent types lack stylish¬

ness and elegance, if not character and convenience, this

is no reason to ignore them.

A discussion of the attributes of houses in

different regions in Britain would be too lengthy to

embark upon in this thesis) however, national character¬

istics are important in their bearing upon the contrast

in the internal areas of the two towns. Houses in Britain

as a whole have many distinguishing features in a general

European context. Nowhere is the semi-detached house so

common and the block of flats so uncommon as in England)

yet Scottish housing structure emphasizes the tenement
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block with few private single houses. Massive nineteenth

century town mansions, whether of stone or brick, are

found in greater abundance in both Scotland and England

than on the continent, perhaps because of the prosperity

and grandiosity engendered by the Empire. Additionally,

the lack of wooden building is matched in few other parts

of Europe, exceptions being the densely populated

Netherlands and Belgium. In contrast to the situation

with domestic building, monumental buildings usually show

the influence of international architectural movements,

such as the Gothic, Baroque and Revivalist, although,

here too, the national building styles may be very much

in evidence.

Influence and Diffusion of International Architectural

Styles

Within each town, Perth and York, the largest

variations in building style are due to differences in the

age of the buildings. Between the two towns, differences

reflect national patterns and a contrast between their

highland and lowland regions, amongst other factors. The

four main periods of urban growth in Europe since the

Dark Ages broadly agree with the major architectural

periodsi the Mediaeval (1000-1500), the Renaissance and

Baroque (1500-1800), the Palaeotechnic or Victorian (1800-

1900), and the Modern. With some subdivisions, and

slight adjustments in dates, these major periods of urban

expansion and architectural innovation are represented in

the buildings of Perth and York.* Naturally, few or no
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buildings remain from intervals of urban decline, such as

the Dark Ages (A.D. 450-1000).

These international movements in architecture

influence monumental building to a greater extent and

in a more direct manner. Nonetheless, they have

considerable indirect effect on national house styles,

and some influence percolates through, from time to time,

into regional and local styles of house construction. i

National and regional adaptation of international styles

may, however, be quite substantial. In tracing these

styles of architecture across national boundaries,

allowance must also be made for delays in the diffusion

of the style from the area where it originated. Thus,

the Gothic cathedral first started to develop in about

1050 A.D. in the domain of the Capetian kings, centred on
p

the lie de France, and the style was developing in England

in 1090. There were also national variations in Gothic 1

in the later years of the period, Flamboyant Gothic

prevailed in France and Spain, while Perpendicular Gothic

prevailed in England. Similarly the Renaissance, starting

in Italy, took decades to reach England; as T. W. West

states 1 "There was the usual time-lag between what took

place in Italy and the repercussions north of the Alps."-*
Often a further time-lag between England and Scotland is

noticeable, as in the Gothic and Neo-classical periods.

Neo-classical influence reached York in 1731» when Lord
Lf.

Burlington designed the city's Palladian Assembly Rooms,

Palladio having been active in Italy during the sixteenth
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century, but the first Neo-classical building in Perth

was not constructed until the 1760*s.^ Time-lags between

the first penetration of an architectural style into the

country, and its first appearance in the two towns are

also apparent. Neo-classicism first appeared in Scotland

in about 1680,^ 85 years before its introduction in

Perth; in a like manner, this type of architecture first

appeared in England in about 1615,^ 115 years prior to

its beginning in York.®

II. Perthi Architectural Periods

In Perth, the major distinctive types of

building are associated with the following periods!^
(i) Pre-Georgian« Gothic & Renaissance Up to

1760

(ii) Georgian and Baroque 1760-18*4-0

(iii) Victorian 18*40-191*4

(iv) Interwar and Immediate Post-war 191*4-1950

(v) Post-war since 1950

(dates are those of the architectural period, not
the monarch's.)

Early Buildings

There are few buildings and no houses of great

antiquity in Perth, in contrast to York. No buildings,

or even fragments of buildings, date from the prehistoric,

Roman, Pictish or early Scottish periods.10 The oldest

structure is a small surviving remnant of the demolished

town wall, dating back to the late fourteenth century.

The monasteries, of which remains would be expected,
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were ransacked with some thoroughness in the sixteenth

century during the period of religious fervour which

swept Scotland at the beginning of the Reformation. The

oldest building of the town is the large Presbyterian

parish church* St. John's, of fifteenth century, late

Gothic style. This church, dedicated to St* John the

Baptist, is a fine example of Scottish late Gothic

architecture. Built of weathered yellow sandstone, the )

tall spire of its steeple reaching far above the

surrounding roof tops, this church was for long the

principal centre of town life, as it was the parochial

church for all three parishes in the early town of Perth.

The Lack of Early Buildings

The lack of other early buildings is due mainly

to the methods of construction prior to the seventeenth

century, as T. W. West states« "So far [up "t° A.D. I600)
this brief survey of Scottish architecture has been of

necessity restricted to ecclesiastical buildings—mostly

ruinous now since the Reformation—and the warlike

castellated dwellings of the upper classes. That there

were other humbler forms of stone dwellings is certain

but these can never have existed in great numbers since

before the seventeenth century most were simple timber,

wattle and turf affairs which could as easily be renewed

as burned.Even the castle at Perth has not survived,

having collapsed at an early date during a flood.

However, building materials do not entirely account for
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the dearth of early buildings in this ancient town; many

have been demolished, like the city walls. D.C.D.

Pocock states i "... most of the historic buildings are

12
now remembered only by commem orative plaques."

Shortage of Wood

During the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, stone was used extensively in the construction
)

of dwellings which, consequently, survive in large

numbers from these years. Stone became the common

building material in Scotland at much the same time as

brick and stone replaced half-timber construction in

England. This Scottish changeover in building material

came well before other northern European countries, such

as Norway, Finland and Lithuania, where timber,

being available in abundance, was the chief material for

houses even one hundred years ago. The lack of recent

wooden construction in the British Isles is due almost

entirely to the scarcity of timber from Stewart and Tudor

times onwards.

Stone Construction

Earlier stone houses in Perth are of rough-hewn

stone. This is a yellow sandstone when quarried but

quickly weathers to grey in town and country alike. This

type of stone, and other similar types, is used through¬

out the country and its universal use in buildings up to

191^ is very distinctive of Scottish architecture.

Although many towns of the uplands of Northern England
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also used gritstones and sandstones up to 1850, the border

between sandstone and brick as the predominant urban

building material is also substantially the border between

England and Scotland. For example, Carlisle has brick

buildings and Dumfries, not fifty kms. away, has stone

buildings, an obvious cultural difference since brick and

stone have been equally readily available in either town.

Perthi Domestic Building of the Barliest Surviving

Period

In Perth, the oldest houses are found scattered

along the High Street and South Street, and up the narrow

alleys, vennels, and side streets leading from these main

thoroughfares, which form the oldest part of the town.

Some older houses are also strung out in little clusters

along the main routes leading out of the town. These

groups exist in Bridgend by the Dundee Road, on Union Lane

and Union Street Lane, which led down to the site of the

old bridge, or in Cherrybank, by the Glasgow Road, both

being in the suburbs. Some are low whitewashed cottages

fronting the main road, neatly kept, spic and span, but

also small and old for most modern needs. Others, in the

town centre, are tenement structures of two or three

storeys, rather lower than would be found in larger

Scottish cities of the same age, with public staircases

which give access to each flat or house, either extern¬

ally up the wall of the building to the upper houses, or

internally, as became standard during the nineteenth

century. J
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These tenements, forming large communal housing

units* which take up a whole street or a major portion of

one, are characteristic of Scottish towns and contrast

with the innumerable small houses of English towns^he

differences are noted in an early Census of Scotland

introduction *

The style of building houses materially
differs in England and in Scotland; and
probably the peculiarities of each receive
a ready explanation in the fact that the
English houses are generally constructed
of brick, are of slight build, and cannot
be run up to any height; whereas in
Scotland, the houses are generally built
of durable stone which will last for ages,
and from the greater thickness and
strength of the walls, may be run up to
any height. While an English town, there¬
fore, tends to spread out over a great
breadth of surface—the houses of each
family being *a building within party
walls*--the Scottish town is crowded with
lesser space, and the houses are built,
as it were, one over another, so that
they rise to a height of six or more
storeys, each storey or flat being a
distinct house, as independent of the
others as the separate houses of England;
and, moreover, they are generally
possessed by different proprietor's. These
flats are each, according to the defini¬
tion of a 'House* in every act of
Parliament, distinct Houses, and according
to the class for whom the pile is built,
consist each of from four to eight or ten
apartments; and some of them, in fact,
are large and commodious houses, inhabited
by persons of independent means, or* of
moderate, but good, incomes from .^
professional or mercantile pursuits.
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Thus the difference in the development of towns

is partly due to different structural types of housingi

terraces and semi-detached houses in England, tenements

and fewer semi-detached houses in Scotland.

The tenements, such as described in the Census

above, were constructed at any time up to 1914. These

blocks are usually of three to four storeys, stone-built

and slate-roofedj they are built in single or double

units with an internal public stairway. In a single

unit, one flat or house is situated at each landing on

the stairs; in a double unit, there are two houses at

each landing, one on either side of the building.

Occasionally, more elaborate arrangements exist and there

may be three or four houses at each landing, sometimes

with an exterior public balcony at the back of the

building. Usually, several units are built side by side

to form a terrace or court. This type of housing was

built throughout Victorian times to replace older houses

in the central core of Perth, and also around the fringes

of the central area. Owing to the cohesiveness of this

kind of housing, suburban sprawl did not result (Fig.

30). Common throughout Scotland, this housing type is

almost uniquely Scottish 1 again quoting from the 1861

Scottish Census, on the iniquities of the English Census

takers t

But the fact is, that which has lead the
authorities in England wrong as to the
proper definition of a house, is their
wish to conform to the definition of a

house as given by Foreigners who under¬
stand not our social arrangements or our
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domestic economy. In Paris* for example,
all within the partition walls is truly
one house, though let out to separate
families, in as much as these families
are mere lodgers, as they would be
styled in Scotland; the whole tenement
being owned and partly occupied by one
person, who lets to others the several
rooms either singly, or in flats, accord¬
ing to the class of persons frequenting
the street. What still more strongly
shows that all within that large tenement
ought to be considered as inhabiting one
house is, that all enter by one common
door from the street, all are served by
one common porter who opens said door,
and keeps the keys of the several rooms,
and does so much of the cleaning, etc.
In fact such a tenement would invariably
be reckoned in Scotland as one house,
and that a lodging house. But there
is no similarity in such a Parisian House,
to the flats in Edinburgh or Glasgow; and
there seems no reason whatever why we
should be compelled to adopt an erroneous
definition of a house to please these
Foreign Statists, ..."15

While the Scottish block of flats has little

resemblance to Parisian flats, it is not entirely without

comparable examples within Europe. Some blocks of flats

in other areas of northern Europe, in Poland or Germany,

for example, are quite similar to the Scottish type. Yet,

interestingly, this kind of block of flats is very rarely

found south of the border.

A further reason for the presence of tenement

blocks in Scotland and their almost complete absence in

England lies in the differences between the Scottish and

English laws relating to land. In Scottish towns, almost

all land is in feu. The "superior" collects feu-duty

from each house on his land, regardless of whether it is

a single house or a fourth-storey tenement house. Thus
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the "superior" can collect a greater income from land with

tenements than from land with detached houses, creating

an incentive to build multi-storey tenements. Scots can

also buy a house in a tenement block, if they so desire.

Y/hether they purchase their tenement or not, they pay an

annual feu duty to the superior. Consequently a four-

storey tenement unit generates twice the income of a two-

storey tenement. With the abundance of good building

stone (rather than brick) in Scotland, it has always been

relatively easy to build multi-storey tenements.

Consequently this was universally the preferred method of

development in Scottish towns. By contrast, in England,

there is no feufold, and houses are rented or owned free¬

hold with their plot of land. To produce the maximum

income from a piece of land, the builder subdivides the

field as much as he may, and fits as many terraces, each

with as many houses as possible, onto the land. A hundred

small houses will yield a larger income than sixty

slightly larger houses with bigger gardens. Purchase of a

flat in England can only be partial, due to the diffi¬

culties which English law creates in connection with the

land on which the block of flats is constructed.

Perth: Georgian Domestic Buildings

In the late Georgian or Regency period, from

1790 to 18^0, in emulation of the Neo-classical lines of

Edinburgh's New Town, fine unified terraces were built in

Perth. These groups of houses, and some more utilitarian

ones, form substantial extensions to the north, west and
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south of the mediaeval core of the city. They were laid

out so as to enhance the rectilinearity of the town plan*

and, as has been discussed (Chap. II), new streets were

also cut. Massive stone-built houses form unified,

attractive groups of considerable aesthetic appeal. On

the northern fringe of the town's present core area, the

gentle curve of Atholl Crescent, and the single

composition of Rose Terrace are Palladian in inspiration;

the line of houses is treated as a single unit, as if

they were the facade of a large country house. On the

southern fringe of the centre, Marshall Place is formed of

two Regency terraces. Generally built of fine-trimmed

stone, instead of the rough-hewn varieties of older

houses, these terraces were constructed for the wealthy.

Further distinguishing them from the traditional tene¬

ments, front gardens separate these houses from the

street, and there are also high-walled back gardens—

private arrangements replace the communal life of the

tenements. Today, because they are too large for most

families to keep up as houses, many are used as club

rooms, dentists* and doctors* surgeries, small hotels and

government offices. Most of these houses have three

storeys and a basement and cannot be easily split into

flats; occasionally, it has been possible to convert the

basements, which have large windows and are half above

ground, into flats separate from the rest of the house.

Perthi Georgian Public Building

Many public buildings in Perth are Neo-classical
in style and date from the Georgian rather than the

Victorian period. This occurs because the remarkable

revival of Scottish towns took place in Georgian times.

By Victorian times, the impetus for change, and often

also the money, had run out in small cities such as
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Perth. The older of the two road "bridges over the Tay

was constructed during this period by Smeaton, in 1766-

71, to replace a previous bridge. This Georgian

structure is a massive, but graceful, arched bridge,

made of the Devonian Red Sandstone, a favourite material

in Scotland for ornamental and monumental building.

Among the other public buildings of Georgian age are the

County Courts, also Neo-classical; these were built to

overlook the river and front the then newly-cut Tay

Street, a boulevard along the river embankment.

These alterations and improvements to the town

plan and architecture of Perth continued into Victorian

times, and the town, for the first time, had begun to

spread beyond the square of today's core.

Perthi Victorian Domestic Building

There are three main varieties of Victorian

house in Perthi detached mansions; two to four storey

tenements of numerous styles and internal arrangements;

and semi-detached houses, which appeared for the first

time in significant number towards the close of the nine-

teenth century. The semi-detached houses range in size

from small bungalows of two rooms to substantial houses

with high ceilings and large gardens (Photos.13, 1^)»

detached mansions in all respects but the party wall. At

this period, sandstone for walls and slate for roofs

were the universal building materials. Yellow sandstone

is the usual colour, but some houses are of the red

variety; alternatively, some houses are of yellow sandstone

with red trim or vice versa. These semi-detached houses,

and detached houses of similar construction,are found

mainly on the fringes of today's central core. They

extend along some of the main traffic arteries, such as

the Dundee and Glasgow Roads. Those from early Victorian
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times are not numerous enough to be termed suburbs, except

on the east bank of the river. However, houses dating

from late Victorian times form the oldest, but very small,

suburban areas (Fig. 27). The oldest suburbs in York are

of much earlier origin; this is a general difference

between Scottish and English towns. Suburban sprawl

began earlier and proceeded more quickly in England than

in Scotland; in fact, the greater compactness of Scottish

towns is still quite noticeable.

Perth; Victorian Domestic Building: Reasons for the

Prevalance of the Multi-Storey Tenement

As has been discussed previously (pages ^8, and

69 et seq.), Scottish feuhold land laws encourage builders

to construct as many storeys of tenements as possible on a

particular site. However, none of the tenements has a

lift,' so there are considerable disadvantages in occupying

an upper house—there are no "penthouse suites". As a

result, social stratification, often quite elaborate,

frequently exists in tenements. This was true of the

tall tenements of the Old Town of Edinburgh, where the

aristocracy lived in the bottom level of houses, with a

gradation of social classes up through the storeys, to

paupers in the attics. In keeping with this sequence,

the upper storeys of the older tenements have smaller

rooms and lower ceilings; of course, the rent or purchase

price of the houses also declines within the upper

storeys. Equally, moreover, the difficulty and cost of

building each extra storey mounts. Technically, with

traditional stone construction, eight to thirteen storeys

could have been attempted in the late nineteenth century;

however, this was by no means easy—there is ample

documentation of the collapse during construction of high

buildings in Edinburgh and Glasgow—hence the cost
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soared as did the height. In practice, five storeys are

only occasionally exceeded in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee

and Aberdeen. In Perth, with less pressure on land and

possibly less skilful builders, four storeys are commonly

found sufficient. Certainly few buildings of Victorian

age rise to five storeys (Fig. 26).

Pertht Victorian Building Materials

Until 191^» almost all buildings had stone and

slate as their main materials (Fig. 25). The stone is

usually yellow sandstone? red sandstone of Devonian age,

as already mentioned, is often used for trimmings, such

as corner stones and keystones. Decoration on the

building is generally carved stonework. In contrast with

many other parts of Europe, particularly more southern

parts than Scotland, paintwork is sparse, being confined

to the wooden window and door frames and the doors them¬

selves? whitewashing is rare in towns such as Perth. The

whole appearance is massive and imposing; this is

characteristic of large Scottish towns? Aberdeen, the

"Granite City," is another instance. There is a consider¬

able contrast here with the smaller Scottish towns and

villages, where houses are sometimes intricately painted.

It is also a contrast with lowland England, especially

the south, where over-all painting, more paint altogether,

is common.

Perth> Victorian Monumental Building

During the Victorian period, the construction

of public buildings, started mainly in Georgian times,
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continued. Neo-classical buildings are a major stylistic

type from this period, but there are also many Neo-Gothic

buildings**-a monumental engineering work, the iron

railway bridge, curving over the Tay, was added to the

town in 186*4-. Neo-classical buildings of this period

include the Museum and Art Gallery (Photo. 15)» several

banks, the town's first large waterworks and the City

Hall; this style was preferred for most municipal

buildings. However, most Victorian churches in the town

are Neo-Gothic—doubtless it was felt to be inappropriate

to build a Presbyterian church in the image of a pagan

temple. The church of St. Leonards in the Fields is a

beautiful Victorian Gothic edifice with a graceful broach

or "crown" spire reminiscent of St. Giles Kirk in

Edinburgh or Newcastle Cathedral. A few other buildings,

such as the Town Hall, and private houses are also in the

Gothic style. Another Victorian style, the "Queen Anne,"

an often delightful amalgam of many stylistic elements

and not the same as the "Queen Anne" style of pre-

Victorian times, is used for the fa§ade of the George

Hotel.

Perthi Interwar Domestic Building

In buildings constructed after 191**-, major new

features are seen. Whereas building height, in terms of

storeys, had tended to increase until the late nineteenth

century, the evils of overcrowding on a large scale be¬

came obvious, particularly as the rights of the ordinary

people to a comfortable existence were championed more aid
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more effectively. After 191^» the tendency to attempt to

achieve high densities of habitation for vast areas of

industrial housing was reversed, and one, two or three-

storey houses became normal. In areas developed in this

period a large amount of open space in the form of

gardens, common lawns and small parks is left for the

first time amongst the houses. One momentous change is

the appearance of the council estate, with its completely

different approach to housing as compared to Victorian

ideas of industrial housing.

The greater spaciousness, combined with

decreased building height, and other factors, like the

declining number of people in a household, contribute to

the start during this interval of the first real suburban

expansion in Perth. The houses of this age form

extensive, uniform and monotonous areas of the present

suburbs. At this time, very few houses were built in the

central area or in the late Victorian areas on the fringe

of the centre (Pigs. 29 and ).

Despite staunch opposition the inevitable

occurred and brick, for economic rather than aesthetic

and structural reasons, became the usual material for

construction. Yet, due to the Scottish dislike of this

material, especially the hard, glossy red variety, very

little can actually be seen. Quite remarkably, only one

building in the city of any conspicuousness is built of

unconcealed and glossy red brick—and this is an

industrial warehouse, for which aesthetic considerations
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were doubtless at a minimum. Most brick-built houses are

completely covered with harling, pebbledash or some form

of cement so as to give the colour, if not the appearance—

though this was intended too—of stone. Other houses of

greater pretensions are faced with thin stone slabs.

Although stone is thus relegated to a minor rble in

building, slate for roofing is often retained in houses

from this period; tiles, even so, of clay or roofing

felt, begin to appear in construction.

Hie internal arrangement of houses varies.

"Duplex" houses with two mirror-image halves, each with

one dwelling upstairs, one downstairs, making four houses

in all, emerge as an important type on council estates,

being a compromise between a block of flats and a "semi."

Two- and three-storey blocks of flats or houses are also

numerous# Housing types on the new council estates cover

every possible structural variation between, but not

including, the detached house and the four-storey

Victorian tenement block; thus there are one-> two-and

three-storey buildings, "semis," "duplexes," and multi-

dwelling units. In areas of private housing, while

changes of style and building material contrast the houses

with their Victorian predecessors, little has altered in

the basic structurei "semis" and detached houses are

universal. In both public and private housing, one major

change is the temporary disappearance of long terraces,

in whatever shape or form.

Fifty years ago, during these interwar years,
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there was the first significant convergence between the

styles of ordinary domestic building in Perth and York,

Scotland and England. For the first time, York and other

English towns depart from the stereotyped image of houses

for the middle-class—MsemisM—and houses for the working

class—the small terrace houses. Other styles appear in

England, and so the convergence of styles, continued apace

after the Second World War, has started. i

Perthi Interwar Monumental Building

Public buildings from the interval 191*4- to 1950

gradually break away from the Gothic, Neo-classical and

other Revival styles of the Victorian era. Stone is no

longer necessarily the material of construction;

concrete, glass, prefabricated parts and self-coloured

sections are used extensively. New building styles

reflect the new materials, and simple geometrical patterns

are often repeated in the design; experimentation is the

keynote. Remodelled shop fronts along the High Street

show several new styles.

Perth> Post-War Domestic Building

In the quarter century since the Second World

War, there has been a considerable change in housing

styles in the two towns, a change most marked in York, but

nevertheless existing in Perth. Immediately after the

War, until circa 1950, styles were essentially the same

as those at any time back to 191*+. Changes then began to

occur. The innovations which had crept into monumental
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public building before the war began to influence

domestic building. With the advent of new types of brick

in subdued shades of beige, pinkish-sand and brown, bare

brick begins to appear in Perth; a new range of coloured

clay and felt tiles in similar shades appear in place of

slate and bright red tiles, the latter no more loved by

Scots than red brick. Self-coloured panels and pre¬

fabricated sections are now used in new houses, whether

publicly or privately built.

Further convergence in housing between England

and Scotland is very noticeable for the past twenty years.

For the first time, York and other English towns have a

small proportion of houses which are purpose-built flats;

some multi-dwelling units in York from this period are

structurally identical to some in Perth; for example, a

fourteen-dwelling building with a three-storey central

section and two-storey end sections is found in both

towns, although it materialized in Perth a couple of

decades earlier. Hence house types which would once have

been exclusively Scottish have filtered into England

(Photo, 9) •

Compared to the pre-war situation, domestic

building heights in Perth remain substantially unaltered.

Technically, it is now possible to build high rise

buildings in almost all types of geological and pedolo-

gical situation—no longer are rocky outcrops like that

of Manhattan Island needed—but the need rarely arises in

a relatively small town. There are three high blocks of
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flats in Perth, of eight to eleven storeys, and one

wonders if they were constructed for prestige or simply

to help curb central depopulation. Despite these

examples, most dwellings are in one, two and three storey

buildings.

In the last two decades, the areal arrangement

of houses in new developments has altered, becoming much

more varied. The terrace house has become noticeable for

the first time in its English form, indicating another

aspect of the closer approach of housing types between

the two nations. Small blocks of flats, high-rise blocks

of flats, terraces, crescents and avenues of single

houses, semi-detached houses, detached houses and old

people's bungalows all mingle together on the same council

estate, as, for example, on the northern fringe of Perth.

In private developments, things have changed less?

detached and semi-detached houses remain supreme—the

middle-class Scots man's home is his castle just as much

as is the Englishman's, perhaps more so.

Perth: Post-War Monumental Building

New monumental and public building in Perth has

been quite active since the war. Although strictly

speaking in the category of domestic construction, the new

high-rise blocks of flats are also monumental in intent.

They tower above the other buildings of the town centre,

and so substantially alter its architectural skyline

(Fig. 33)* The Tay is being straddled by bridges to an
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unprecedented degree. Up to 1850, there had only been

one bridge. Then a wooden railway bridge was built, to be

replaced by an iron one not long after. In i960, a new

road bridge was constructed and a bridge for a motorway

is soon to follow. Obviously, to the modern civil

engineer and architect, the Tay, which has the greatest

flow at its mouth of any British river, is little problem—

the new road bridge downstream at Dundee was by no means

the most difficult bridge to be built recently in

Britain, since it posed no particular difficulties, unlike

that across the Firth of Forth or that across the Severn.

Other monumental public building includes the

new town centre built by the Victorian City Hall (Photo,

16). The new department stores, monuments to Mammon, are

also practically in the category of monuments. Even so,

it remains a surprising fact that most of the municipal

monuments of British cities are actually Georgian or

Victorian.

III. York: Architectural Periods

Owing to the survival of an unusually large

proportion of older houses and other buildings in York,

there is an extensive list of major periods of domestic

and monumental architecture, as follows

(i) Pre-mediaeval - Roman
Anglian and Danish up to 1000

(ii) Mediaeval 1000 - 1^-90

(iii) Transitional - Tudor,
Stuart 1^90 - 1725
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(iv) Georgian

(v) Victorian

1725 - 18*1-0

1840 - 1914

(vi) Interwar and Immediate
Post-War 1914 - 1950

since 1950(vii) Post-War

(dates are those of the architectural period,
and not the historical period.)

These periods are linked to and roughly

coincident with those in Perth; however, the architect¬

ural styles of each period in the two countries are

usually quite different.

York Earliest Buildings

Compared with other towns of Britain, the

oldest buildings of York are of great antiquity, although

only fragments date from Norman or earlier times. The

earliest substantial remnant is the half-ruined

Multangular Tower which was part of the stone wall

surrounding the Roman castrum during the third century
17

A.D. Anglian, Danish, and early Norman remains are

likewise sparse, but excavation beneath the mediaeval

walls, streets and houses would undoubtedly reveal much

from these early periods. Thus, no complete buildings

pre-date the Romanesque Gothic period; nonetheless,

survivals of such early date are rare in the extreme in

British towns, even if quite common in other European

countries where Roman towns were established much longer,

as in southern France or Italy. From Norman times

onwards, however, there are ample instances of a great

diversity of domestic and monumental architecture.
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York i Mediaeval to Stuart Domestic Building

Domestic building of the mediaeval to Stuart

periods abounds within the city walls, although only a

portion of a house, in Stonegate, survives from Norman

timeso This results from the flimsy construction of most

early mediaeval houseso Because the more substantial

half-timber construction later came into use, houses of

fourteenth century and more recent date are quite

numerous. Although half-timber construction is thought

of as mediaeval, it is more commonly, as in York, of late

mediaeval to Stuart age. From the point of view of the

survival of this architecture, the decline of the city

from the sixteenth century onwards was fortunate. The

over-hanging, black-and-white, half-timbered houses of

central York, which are to modern eyes precious reminders

of the past, had to endure through centuries when they

were regarded as old-fashioned, inconvenient and insani¬

tary slums—as indeed they often were. Celia Fiennes, a

traveller at the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, remarked on the poor state of the streets and
18

half-timbered houses of York. Had the city not

experienced continual economic stagnation until the middle

of the eighteenth century, it is doubtful if any of the

older houses could have escaped demolition.

Even so, while many half-timbered houses have

been kept in a good state of repair or recently renovated,

others are in such an advanced state of decay that

demolition, as regretfully recommended in the Esher



fig. 28
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Report, seems to be the only course open, despite their

great historical interest.

Mediaeval houses were single family units, and,

in the later Middle Ages, as an increasing number of rooms

was expected for various purposes, house size increased.

But, because the typical mediaeval house in York and

elsewhere has a long narrow lot with a short street front¬

age and a gable end parallel to the street, the increase

could not be horizontal, unless the building lot was

exceptionally deep. Thus the height of houses increased.

Some early houses in Goodramgate, amongst the oldest

houses in Europe still in use, dating from circa 1316,

have only two very low storeys; whereas an excellently

preserved house in Stonegate, the last half-timbered house

to be built in the city, dating from the mid-seventeenth

century, has four storeys.

Although most late mediaeval and Tudor houses

in York are basically half-timbered, there are many

stylistic variations. A typical late mediaeval house has

black beams with white plaster in between, a red-tiled

roof of pantiles, two low storeys, the upper one over¬

hanging, and a narrow street frontage (Photos. 2, 5 and

Fig. 28). But the overhang is often absent; brick is

often observed in the lower storey in lieu of timber and

lathe construction; and there may be up to three storeys

with a large attic. Inns quite frequently have wide

street frontages—The Golden Ram has a double set of

gables parallel to the street in order to achieve the
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necessary width and depth (Photo. 2). Fine late mediaeval

houses crowd together along the narrow and winding

streets of the city's shopping centre. Today, they

contain shops selling all manner of goods, from tourist

trinkets to gold plate, from meat to textiles. Almost

all are in a better state of repair than for centuries

past. Coppergate and Stonegate, Petergate and The

Shambles are some of the streets with many fourteenth to

seventeenth century houses. Newer houses than these are

of brick and in a completely different style.

Yorki Mediaeval to Stuart Monumental Building

A few of the many parish churches concentrated

within the mediaeval walls, especially the area which was

inside the Roman castrum, have portions dating from the

early Gothic periods—the Romanesque and Early English

periods. Amongst these is St. Michael's in Spurriergate.

Like most churches in York, these are built of Yorkstone

(a soft sandstone), or Magnesian Limestone, both of which

have a warm creamy colour, the limestone being the paler

and whiter of the two; these two stones acquire a crumbly

appearance after centuries of erosion arid are similar to

the stone used in many lowland towns in Britain which,

since it is limestone or soft sandstone, tends to become

mellow and worn with age. Church building continued

throughout the Gothic period in the central core of the

city, and the Decorated and Perpendicular Gothic styles

are present in still greater profusion than the earlier

ones. All Saints', North Street, and St. Michael-le-
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Belfrey are both late Gothic churches, which are graced

with very fine mediaeval glass as well as beautiful

architecture. York was an important city in mediaeval

times, not least in the eyes of the church, hence the

wealth of fine ecclesiastical architecture.

In Mediaeval times, York Minster towered, still

towers, over the diminu tive and twisting streets of the

town, its glorious architecture a tangible reminder of the

best aspects of the place accorded God and the Church in

mediaeval society. It is built of Magnesian Limestone

and is one of the largest cathedrals in England. It is

the culmination of a succession of cathedrals on the same

site. The first bishop's church in York was in use in

A.D. 314 and was probably a converted Roman temple in the

Roman colonia on Bishophill, across the river from the

present Minster. The next episcopal church was wooden,

constructed in A.D. 62? on the site of the present

Minster; this was followed by a stone church which was

razed in 741. In 767 a larger stone church was built;

between 1069 and 1181, this was burnt, repaired and

extended several times, and had also become the seat of an

archbishopric, despite such turbulence. The crypt of this

third church survives within the Min_pter, which was

otherwise an entirely fresh start.

York Minster, the Cathedral Church of St.

Peter, took nearly two and a half centuries to erect,

beginning in 1227, and ending in 1472. In style it

combines elements of all the four Gothic periods found in
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England, although there are only fragments from the

Romanesque.^ Because of this mixture of Gothic styles,

architectural purists sometimes denigrate its majestic

appearance; to them, Durham, Salisbury or Reims cathed¬

rals are the height of perfection. Yet most mediaeval

cathedrals have this self-same mixture of styles and, not

infrequently, it is this very lack of "purity" which

contributes to the tremendous impression; the cathedral

is the artistic expression of mediaeval culture and

religious spirit in its highest form. The gradual

changes in the Gothic style, from the stalwart towers and

buttresses of the Romanesque and Early English to the

delicate traceries of the Perpendicular, manifest the

search for perfection in Christian worship. One of the
(5

most beautiful evocations of the spirit of the era are the

great stained glass windows, which contain scenes of a

sublimity unequalled in England.

Another monument of the mediaeval city, almost

as impressive, but, originally at least, altogether

utilitarian, is the encircling city wall. The northern

corner of the wall is based on the third.century Roman

castrum wall, which measured approximately 500m by ifOOm.

The Roman wall enclosed a sizeable area for such a

northern outpost—21 hectares—but the mediaeval wall
20

encloses a very much larger area—129 hectares. The

later wall encircles both the Roman castrum and the

colonia as well as some land to the south. It was built

in the twelfth century at a time when most European
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cities were engaged in fortifying themselves for the first
21

time since the Roman withdrawal. The wall was initially

constructed of wood and earth, but this was soon replaced

by stone, and it is this structure of the 1220*s that is
22

seen today.

It is a prominent edifice and is virtually

intact; by walking along the ramparts, it is still poss¬

ible to make as complete a circuit of the city as was

possible in the Middle Ages. The walls are penetrated by

several major gates, called Bars, and several minor gates,

called posterns. The four Bars are all still in

existence: Bootham, Monk, Micklegate and Walmgate Bars

command the approaches to the town from most points of the

compass. The only other entrances are at Fishergate

Postern, Skeldergate Postern, Layerthorpe Postern (these

latter two posterns have gone), and new breaches in the

walls at the railway station and along Nunnery Lane, and

a side street which enters on the east at a point which

used to be marshy. The total number of entrances is now

thirteen compared to the mediaeval nine. Because they

were designed to keep people out, rather than let them

in, these main gates pose considerable problems, largely

unsolved, for modern traffic. The survival of almost an

entire early city wall is relatively unusual in Britain.

Most of the smaller towns, in contrast with many of their

continental counterparts, never had walls, and city wall

construction ceased in Britain after mediaeval times.

Hence with fewer city walls, and these of earlier date
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than many elsewhere in Europe, the chances of survival

have been poor. Along with Lincoln and Chester, York is

one of the few towns in Britain to possess walls which

are largely complete <>

In the southern section of the walls, at the

point where the neck of land between the confluence of

the Foss and the Ouse interrupts the walls, stands the

remains of York Castle, completing the town defences.

The first castle was a wooden one, built by William I to

keep the rebellious county of York in subjection. The

surviving castle keep, a quatre-foil structure known as

Clifford's Tower, was constructed in and after 12^5»^
It is on an artificial mound or motte which is matched by

another motte, Baile Hill# on the opposing river bank.

The site of the Norman castle bailey now houses the Law

Courts and Yorkshire Castle Museum, one of the most

popular museums in England.

The churches and defence works of York are by no

means the only monuments remaining from the Middle Ages.

Other early ecclesiastical and municipal buildings also

grace the centre of the present city. Of the ecclesiast¬

ical structures, St. Mary's Abbey and the church buildings

in the cathedral precinct are the most important, while

the Halls of the Guilds, those of the Merchant Taylors,

the Merchant Adventurers and the City Guilds as a whole,

are the main remaining municipal monuments. Then, there

is also the former royal residence in York, the King's

Manor.
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York: Georgian Domestic Building

Many of the Georgian houses of York are elegant

buildings in a Neo-classical style which have been

modified to suit a predominantly brick construction; this

is dissimilar to Perth where less modification is needed

to the basic inspiration of the style# the classical

temple, because stone is used. The surviving houses of

this period are mostly fairly large and robust. As is

true anywhere, houses which have lasted more than a

century and a half are almost invariably the better-

built houses of the well-off, giving the erroneous

impression that houses were built more solidly in the

past. The reverse is probably true of the average house.

In the case of better-built houses, it can be justifiably

argued that there has been deterioration since Georgian

times. The typical Georgian house in York is both

aesthetically harmonious and built with an eye to actual

habitation, which is more than can be said for many

architecturally pretentious modern buildings. The

fashionable houses of Georgian York were not necessarily

designed by famous architects; during this period of the

revival of classical ideas, textbooks giving the basic

principles of the new architecture circulated extensively,

enabling even mediocre builders to design variations on

the classical theme. Georgian houses are commonly part

of a unified terrace or a terrace composed of houses of

several different designs; they are made of brick, which

although now improved with the mellow patina of age, was
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are tiled with curved red pantiles, and their height is

habitually two or three storeys, or four storeys in some

of the very large houses (Photo,3)* The details of the

houses are in good proportion, since such minutiae are

covered by the classical theories of building» bow or bay

windows have gentle bulges, in keeping with the size of

the house, corner bricks and the decorative brickwork of

the cornice beneath the eaves enhance rather than detract

from the appearance of the building; the doorways, doors

and their surrounds, the decorative brickwork above and

below windows, even the drainpipes are elegant! All

these details are in harmony, with slight Neo-classical

touches, which only become major architectural points in

the larger houses.

As happens with mediaeval houses, some Georgian

houses, particularly the more modest terrace houses, have

been allowed to decay to such a state that they can only

be demolished. Others, whether terrace or detached

houses (the semi-detached house did not come into being

until the nineteenth century), create a delightful and

graceful atmosphere in many of the innermost areas of

York within the walls, such as Micklegate, and also along

the main roads leaving Monk, Micklegate and Bootham Bars,

since in Georgian times, York was just beginning to over¬

flow the limits of the Middle Ages. Despite its

mediaeval vistas, much of the town centre has many eight¬

eenth century houses. The Shambles, regarded as
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authentic a mediaeval street as one is likely to find in

the twentieth century, actually has almost as many

Georgian as mediaeval houses.

In addition to the eighteenth century houses

found in the old core of modern York, there are many fine

examples of cottages, farmhouses and mansions scattered

along the main streets of the villages which are now

engulfed within the suburbs. As the following quotation

shows, half-timbered houses in agricultural villages were

replaced by brick houses, mostly in the eighteenth

century, during periods of agricultural good fortunei

"In the Vale of York as elsewhere in Lowland Britain
the village may be an institution of great antiquity,
but its physical presence today is of much more recent
character. Typically, these villages comprise a street
of brjck-built cottages with tiled roof; , with
occasionally a more pretentious stone built house. The
most common building-stone is the pale yellowish-gray
magnosian limestone, quarried on the western edge of
the Vale. The parish churches are built of this stone,
often deeply weathered, and it occurs not infrequently
in the foundation courses of brick cottages. Luch
foundations are probably much older than the brickwork,
and may ha\e supported walls of timber and plastered
mud something over two hundred yetrs ago." zs

The features described are to be found in

York*s suburbs in the village high streets of Osbaldwick,

Fulford, Clifton and Acomb, especially the last, in which

are to be seen sizeable mansions as well as cottages;

just outside the suburbs, within the rural-urban fringe,

many of the villages "colonised" by the city, such as

Heslington, display similar characteristics.
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York: Georgian Monumental Building

Public buildings of the eighteenth century,

refined and symmetrical in the way only Neo-classical

buildings can be, form an impressive element of York's

modern townscape. In this the town bears similarities to

Perth, as this latter town also owes many of its finest

public buildings to Georgian initiative and taste, York,

during a brief eighteenth century renaissance, became a

centre of fashionable society in northern England, and

while its classical buildings are not so numerous as

those of Bath or Edinburgh, much of the charm of the

present town derives from additions of this period.

The Mansion House of the Lord Mayor, built in

1726, and the Assembly Rooms, built in 1731-2, a Palladian

design by Burlington, heralded the architectural

expression of York's newly found eighteenth century

spirit. The buildings of the Yorkshire Castle Museum and

the County Courts, set around a square on the artificially

elevated mound of the castle's Norman bailey yard, are

also Georgian. Another museum, that of the Yorkshire

Philosophical Society, was designed in Greek Revival

style by W. Wilkins, and was erected in 1827-30» towards
? A

the close of the period. This museum has a splendid,

if incongruous, setting in the grounds of the ruined

Gothic Abbey of St. Mary's.

York: Victorian Building

Towards the end of the Regency period, from

1810 to 1840, gradual changes took place in Georgian
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architectural styles. For public buildings, some archi¬

tects felt that the Neo-classical principles could be

developed no further, and turned instead to adaptation of

the Gothic style. Other fashions arose. Some were new and

inventive, the Crystal Palace in London was an example of

these: others were amalgamations of more than one previous

style, sometimes successful, sometimes not. The Houses of

Parliament is. an unusually successful combination of

Classical and Gothic Revival elements. The distinctive

• modes of Victorian housing emerged. In the terrace houses

of the well-off, and the detached houses, ceiling heights

increased (although eighteenth century houses did not

necessarily have low ceilings). All decorative details of

the exterior became more elaborate? the size, shape and

appearance of the bricks changed. As W. G. Hoskins states,

referring to such changes in the vicinity of London:

... as the railways extended rapidly to
all parts of the country their effects
on local building and building materials
grew correspondingly wide. In Middlesex
the impact came soonest, and was most
violent. The older houses had been built
of a homely and native brown stock brick,
and the farm buildings largely of wood.
Between 1800 and 1850, however, a hard
soapy-looking yellow brick was pouring
up the Thames from Suffolk, and most of
the new Middlesex churches were built of
it. 'From 1850 onwards*—with the
triumph of the railway—'every kind of
material was poured on to the unprotesting
soil? harsh red bricks, sometimes
glazed; in the north, yellow-green brick
from Three Counties, near Hitchin; slates,
pantiles, green tiles; stucco, artificial
stone, and concrete.' A" V/hat happened
in Middlesex eventually happened all over
England, and as Midland bricks and Welsh
slates—and later more unspeakable
materials like asbestos and corrugated
iron—flooded into every corner of provin¬
cial England, the ancient local materials
that fitted their own regions so well, for
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they came out of their very soil,
disappeared one by one.2?

Slate rather than local rust-red pantiles came

into use in York, owing to the ease of distributing it by

rail. Hence it is in the Victorian era that the first

major swing away from local building materials is observ¬

able in York, very much earlier than in Perth, where the

trend is post-1918. The later trend in the Scottish city

arises for two reasons : there is little good brick clay in

the Scottish lowlands to supply bricks to replace local

stone; and, even when the railway started bringing in

stone from the Sidlaws and further afield, this stone was

virtually indistinguishable from that found in the more

local quarries just outside Perth.

York: Victorian Domestic Building

In the shape of row upon row of speculatively

built terrace houses, suburban sprawl in York dates from

about 18^0 (see p. 22?). Two storeys in height, and built

of brick with a slate roof, hundreds of these houses are

squashed together in parallel rows in the now depressingly

drab inner suburbs. A few were constructed within the city

walls,ias infilling; the remainder surround the walls in

an irregular ring. Slight variations of the theme occur.

The poorest kind of terrace is that where there is no back

lane to give access, where the front doors open directly

on to the pavement and where sanitation is outdoors in a

tiny brick building in the back yard. These pre- bye-law
houses were built before the 1870*s, and are mostly

being demolished now or are otherwise scheduled for

demolition soon. The terrace house then grades

upwards with the addition of back lane
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access, interior sanitation, front gardens, back gardens

rather than yards, bay windows, extra storeys and better

construction. Nevertheless, even at the better-built end

of the scale, many Victorian terrace houses are nearing

the end of their useful lives. Already some of the older

houses have been demolished, and sundry others are in a

poor state of repair. Larger houses have often ceased to

be residential; they are now doctors* surgeries, private

hotels, schools, nursing homes and clubrooms, as are the

Georgian terraces in Perth.

Besides terrace houses, there are detached

houses, often of substantial dimensions, with two storeys

plus basement and attic, and high ceilings. These houses

are frequently little less than mansions designed for the

large families of the nouveau riche Victorians. Like the

larger terrace houses, they are usually too big for

private use today, and have been converted into small

hotels, offices and nursing homes, just as have the

Victorian mansions of Perth. These houses line some of

the main roads leading out of York, an impressive fajade

behind which are concealed more modest dwellings. The

large, detached house of Victorian times shows a much

greater variation of style than the terraces. There is a

great profusion of different ground plans; roofs may be

either tiled or slated, and bricks are of many hues,

shapes and sizes. The appearance ranges from elaborate

Neo-Gothic to plainer houses which are developments of the

Georgian town house, with enlarged bow windows, cornices
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and porches.

It is from this period that the first semi¬

detached houses of York date. They are seen in much

greater number than in Perth. Apart from their semi¬

detached, or -attached! structure, they are similar in

general style to the single houses, although normally more

limited in size, ceiling height and embellishment. These

houses, detached or semi-detached, represent different

gradations of the Victorian bourgeoisie, as the grandeur

of the building—for example, its ceiling height and room

size—rather than its convenience, were close indications

of social standing in Victorian times.

Perth and York: Victorian and Georgian Houses

From the above description of Georgian and

Victorian houses in York, and the previous pages on Perth,

it will be seen that differences in architecture between

the two towns are far greater for Victorian than Georgian

structures. In this respect, the two towns mirror national

propensities in England and Scotland. The Neo-classical

styles of the Georgian period directly represent inter¬

national movements in architecture found throughout

Europe. In this period, many of the dissimilarities bet¬

ween houses of the two towns—the larger houses especially—

can be ascribed to different building materials! brick in

York, stone in Perth. In comparison with brick, the very

much larger building blocks of the stone allow larger

stylistic details, and in York where brick-built houses

have large details, such as dadoes, pillars and cornices,
•
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these are customarily constructed of Yorkstone (Photo 3)*

This is not to say that no national differences exist in

the eighteenth century houses—the three storey stone

tenements of Georgian age in Perth are typically Scottish,

while the "brick terraces of the same age in York are

typically English—but merely that the differences are

less significant than those of the Victorian era.

Nationalism reasserts itself in Victorian architecture.

For example, Scottish houses often reflect the Victorian

romantic revival of the French Baronial style, with corner

turrets and steep roofs as typical features, while other¬

wise similar English houses are more ecclesiastical in

tone.

One important aspect of the architecture, the ~

plan of the buildings, once more shows there are important

differences between the Victorian English and Scottish

houses (see plans, p. 7k). Only in the semi-devached

houses is there little difference to be found in the planso

Even so, the contrasts between the two towns and

their houses are greater in the houses of Victorian than

Georgian age. The stone-built three and four storey

tenements of Victorian age in Perth are identical to those

found throughout Scotland but rarely in England.

Similarly, the brick-built two storey terraces in York are

the same type as is found all over England and Wales but

infrequently in Scotland. The inner Victorian parts
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of Scottish towns and cities are built mostly of sandstone

and gritstone, now weathered to dark grey or grey,

according to whether the air is sooty or not. The older

parts of English towns and cities are generally built of

brick and limestone or yellow sandstone, the brick being

most usual. The principal exceptions to this are in the

industrial towns of the upland fringes of northern

England, such as Nelson and Colne, where local Millstone

Grit, very similar to many Scottish gritstones and sand¬

stones, is employed in the older housing. These

exceptions, however, are not numerous, and, with such

minor regional discrepancies, there are broad national

differences between Scotland and England with respect to

the older houses. The national border is thus a border

between two contrasting styles of domestic architecture,

even though many regional variations occur within the

national types.

Yorkt Victorian Monumental Building

The variety of style of Victorian public

building reflects the uncertainty of the architects in

the face of changing society and technology. The former

styles no longer seemed quite suitable, but new styles,

making use of new materials, such as the prefabricated

sections of the Crystal Palace, were rarely developed
p Q

with any confidence. in both towns, really fine modern

buildings were not constructed until after 1950* a

hundred years later, some measure of the time lapse

between the first appearance of a new style in a nation,
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and its ready acceptance in a medium-size town. The Neo-

Gothic buildings of York naturally include most of the

churches and chapels of the present inner suburbs, but

also some municipal buildings, such as the offices of

the police and fire brigade near the castle. However,

Georgian and pure classical revival styles continued in

vogue for most larger buildingsj insurance companies and

banks often adopt this pattern. As in Perth, the rOle of

civil engineers becomes important in the evolution of the

townscape during this period. York had only one bridge

over the Ouse until Victorian times. This was replaced

in 1810-1820, followed by a new bridge upstream in 1861-

2, and one downstream in 1881} a railway bridge has been

in existence since 18^5*^ The railway also added a

great new complex of buildings to the city, as well as

providing a much needed economic fillip. The most

prominent railway building is the station, erected in

1877, which was considered a "very splendid monument of
30

extravagance""^ by a shareholder in the railway at the

time, but is now considered a very splendid monument of

railway architecture.

Yorki Interwar Domestic Building

Houses built in York for the working class and

lower middle class and dating from just after the First

World War, show a complete break in style, internal layout

of dwellings and construction compared with those built

just before the war. The terrace house, common amongst

the houses dating back to Georgian times, and the
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principal Victorian type, was no longer built after 191^«

Building height, normally two storeys in houses predating

the Great War, increases to three storeys for some

council houses, but decreases to one storey for many

bungalows of interwar age. The occasional block of flats,

almost non-existent in nineteenth century England, is

present in developments of the 19209s and 1930#s in York,

although the real start of flat-building was not until

1950» as in other English towns of the same and larger

size.

Brick is the almost universal material for the

main shell of houses; however, in other parts of the

house, new materials are introduced. Rather than slate,

which is the usual roofing material on nineteenth century

houses, there is a return to tiles, although often not the

sigmoidally curved red pantiles of Georgian houses. Many

of the new tiles are flat, frequently brown or grey

instead of red, frequently felt instead of clay.

In housing developments of forty or fifty years

ago, open space was planned for, and so, many houses,

even on council estates, have fair-size gardens. Play¬

grounds for children, and school grounds with large

playing fields also contribute to the more spacious layout

of twentieth century suburbs, and to the seemingly

inevitable sprawl—for, no matter how much this is

deplored, it is difficult to see any realistic altern¬

ative to allowing a certain amount of suburban spreading.

It is in this period that some convergence in
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domestic architecture occurs between the two towns,

exemplifying trends in the two nations as a whole. These

trends are not so much a process of Anglicisation, of

which Scots are so wary, nor of Scotticization, as part

of the general movements throughout Europe and beyond

which are resulting in the decline of regional and even in

this instance, national peculiarities of building style.

Thus, some of the blocks of flats built by the councils

are of identical type in York and Perth. Bungalows,

"semis," and detached houses are common to the private

developments of both towns. Brick, although concealed

in Perth, is common to both places. The main and obvious

reason for such trends is the greater transportability

of constructional materials today compared to the past

when local materials were employed of necessity except

for monumental building. In the interwar years, red

"Dutch" tiles, and standardized bricks from Bedfordshire

or elsewhere have replaced the more picturesque and

appropriate, but more expensive, local materials to an

even greater degree than was true in Victorian times in

York. Whereas, in the past, only wealthy institutions

could afford to import Portland stone or Aberdeen granite

in preference to locally available stone, the wheel has

now turned full circle, and it is only the wealthy who can

now afford the luxury of obtaining local materials from

small and costly quarries and brickworks.

However, while noting that national differences

are declining, this does not mean that they are
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extinguished, nor does it mean that new differences cannot

arise in the future. It has already been observed that

the contrast between the architecture of the two

countries increased in many ways during the nineteenth

century, rather than declined. Another such contrast

between York and Perth, England and Scotland, is the

English predilection for the semi-detached house. First

noticeable in Victorian middle class housing, the very

much larger size of the area containing these houses in

York as compared to Perth (Figs. 27 and 30) is the

material expression of fundamentally opposed attitudes to

urban living. The Scots object to urban sprawl and build

high to cluster their population more into tighter nuclei;

the English object to living in flats and build vast

suburbs. The desire for home-ownership by the English

middle-class seems to partly account for the large

proportion of semi-detached houses. Another possible

reason is that land requirements are rather less for

semi-detached than for detached housest a developer could

build ten semi-detached rather than nine detached houses

on the same strip of land and the difference in sale

price might represent his profit. Even so, such

"explanations" do not explain why semi-detached houses

are so popular in England, but less so in Scotland, and

still less so in Holland or Germany where the middle

classes live in flats. At root, it is evidently a

cultural phenomenon, a compromise between a desire for a

rustic life and the reality of urban existence, a
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compromise between the desire for an individual country

house or estate and the reality of the middle class

income. Hence the following quotations, from Punch«

They Ctwo semis) were conceived and
brought forth together, mirror-images
of one another on an architect's
drawing-board, or more likely on an
accountant's costing-sheet. Each is
the other's dtfppel-ganger« neither can
exist without the existence of the
other—but which is the shadow?

Their owners are more than neighbours,
they are voluntary Siamese twins,
joined forever by the tissue of the
party wall.31
The prevalence of the owner-occupied, often

semi-detached house in England and the low proportion of

council houses also forms a contrast with Scotland. In

the northern country, many people look upon a council

house as a right which any person of any class can expect

to have provided. In England, there is a greater tendency

for the council house to be regarded as a subsidized

house for people who would have difficulty in buying a

house themselves. In Perth, nearly half the houses are

council houses, as in Scotland as a whole, and privately

rented houses constitute a further one-fifth of all

houses. Little over a quarter of the houses in the town

are privately owned by their occupiers. In comparison,

well over half of the houses are owner-occupied in York,

only slightly above the national norm of 49 per cent

(Table 10 and Fig# 29).

Yorki Post-War Domestic Building

Since the Second World War, many changes in
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building style in York have paralleled those in Perth.

Immediately after the war* pre-war styles continued, al¬

though some semi-detached houses in the suburb of Acomb

in western York show a return to a simplified Neo¬

classical style, rather plain, but not unpleasing (Photo.

8). Recently, however, there has been more variety in

housing structure and style. Flats are being constructed

at a much increased rate compared to pre-war times. Short

terraces and courtyards, staggered blocks, four and five

storey blocks of flats are being built. These are in the

public sector of housing and have prompted some sociolo¬

gists and architects to comment that the environment

offered by the better council estates is now superior to

the private estates of single houses. In the private

sector, detached and semi-detached houses remain as much

the rule as during the inter-war period. There is no

tradition whatever of flat dwelling in England, and it is

difficult to persuade people, especially the middle

classes, to live in flats, particularly if these are in

high rise blocks. There is also stiff resistance in the

private sector to more imaginative layout of houses. In

the future, the situation may change, as the following

quotation implies with regard to the issue of flats«

... Blocks of flats and maisonettes of
from three to six storeys have now
become almost commonplace in many parts
of Birmingham. This is a most import¬
ant post-war changei blocks of flats
were quite unusual in the city as
recently as 1950»32

Even so, most of these flats are in the public
Ms?

I
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sector of housing—the minority sector in England—and

the smaller the city, the less likely there is to be any

great number of blocks of flats, York being no exception

(Fig. 32). There are also very real social and psycho¬

logical objections to the larger and higher blocks of

flats. Inner London is unique in England in that flat

dwelling is nearly as common as in continental European

and Scottish cities. Such changes in England as have

been taking place in smaller cities, slight though they

are, are evidence for standardization of housing and de¬

crease in areal differences in Europe. These changes are

principally due to vastly improved communications leading

to the breakdown of distinctive local patterns of housing,

although it is perhaps still possible to argue that it is

regional styles that are disappearing, while national

styles remain as distinctive as ever.

York 1 Post-War Monumental Building

Since 1950* in York as in Perth, new architect¬

ural styles and building materials are applied with a

confidence and a verve that was unknown before. The best

examples of such architecture are the cluster of buildings

set in the fields to the south-east of the city, which

form the University of York. They are inventive, and yet

not brash, and as a consequence, they fit in appropriately

with their soft "Constablesque" rural surroundings.

Chapter Summary

Summarizing the character of the architecture of
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Perth and York, differences are undoubtedly to the fore.

Even though there has been a convergence of domestic

architecture between Perth and York, Scotland and England

since 1918, the divergences remain considerable, with

multi-dwelling units very much more prevalent in Scotland

than in England. Modem building retains some slight

measure of national distinctiveness, and the legacy of

older buildings, which are totally dissimilar in the two

towns, will not diminish significantly for decades to

come. In other respects, the two towns share a common

architectural character. Unlike the great industrial

cities, neither town clashes harshly with its rural

surroundings. While town and country are distinct, the

affinity between the two is still obvious. Despite the

influxes of "foreign" building materials already dis¬

cussed, local materials—stone weathered to grey in

Perth, and mellowed brick in York—coming from the very

ground of the surrounding parishes are still paramount.

The hamlets and villages of Perthshire and Yorkshire

harmonize completely with their rural areas. The two

county towns are one further remove from,the countryside,

but do not as yet belong to the much more artificial

environment of concrete and plate glass of the metropoli¬

tan city. Both mirror their regions in no small measurei

Perth as a rugged upland town, and York as a cosy and

crumbling town of the plains.
*

|



CHAPTER IV

LAND USE: THEORY AND ACTUALITY, DIFFUSION

AND CONCENTRATION OF ACTIVITY

I. Introduction

In this chapter, the land use of the whole area of

the two towns is discussed, but with no more than

general references to the central core areas, which,

being so much more complex, are described in detail in a

separate chapter (V). The initial sections of this

chapter are concerned with topics which relate to all

types of land use. Later sections consider specific

types of land use, the major categories being as follows:

(i) Industry
(ii) Wholesaling

(iii ) Transport
(iv) Retailing
(v) Offices

(vi ) Ecclesiastical
(vii ) Educational and Cultural

(viii) Recreation

B (i) Residential.

II. General Topics

Theories of Land Use and the Patterns in York and Perth

Perth and York both display some of the features of

an annular land use pattern} there are rings of land use

of distinct kinds surrounding the centre, as there are

in the general pattern put forward by Burgess.^- This is

particularly noticeable in the residential areas. In

addition, perhaps paradoxically, Perth shows a marked

tendency towards sectorial development of its suburbs, a

2
feature which would accord with Hoyt's scheme of urban
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land use. Since both Burgess and Hoyt derived much of

their evidence from one city—Chicago—it is not

surprising that Perth should also display both annular

and sectorial features; rings and sectors are, after all,

not mutually exclusive.

However, the theories of Burgess and Hoyt are

concerned with larger cities than York or Perth, and

have, in any event, been subjected to considerable

criticism, as being over-simplified, too sweeping in

their generalizations and containing other faults. While

general characteristics which fit these two theories can

frequently be seen, much of the land use pattern of

either town is unique. Certainly no adequate "explan¬

ation" can be found for many of the featuresx some

apparently rise by chance; others result from the

historical development of the towns; others may be

ascribed to such features as the size, situation or

function of the two towns. In no case can any truly

fundamental explanation be given. Comparisons with

similar features in other settlements, however, at least

serve to place land use patterns in a context. Thus,

land use in York might be compared with that in other

towns of Roman foundation; or land use in either town

could be compared with that of other walled towns.

Nevertheless, much of the description of land use which

follows is inevitably concerned with unique features.

Centralization, Dispersion and Segregation of Land Uses

A very striking contrast between the two cities

lies in the way in which land uses in Perth are
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concentrated on the central core, whereas land uses in

York are more dispersed. In Perth, the greatest concen¬

tration of almost any land use—excepting only heavy

industry—is found in the centre of the town (Fig. 3^)*

This might seem an impossibility. It is achieved

because the central area is much more completely built-

up than the suburbs and has several levels of land use

(see Chapter V and Maps A-D), enabling even greater

centralization. The town is also» of course, relatively

small, so that the degree of clustering of activity

necessary to crowd all types of land use into the heart

of the city is still possible. So far, only heavy

industry has been segregated from the centre, because,

one assumes, of the smell, noise and mess it would

create. In the future, residence is likely to be

"squeezed out," since population density has been

declining rapidly; but, it will be at least several

decades before this trend produces any appreciable zone

without residents (Maps A-D).

In York, by contrast, a number of land uses have

already found it expedient to leave the centre, and

there is much more segregation of activity. Heavy

industry is nowhere present in the hub of the commercial

area, and residences are very few, tending to be

official residences, like those of the Dean of the

Cathedral and the Lord Mayor. Even offices are segreg¬

ated from the primary retail street frontages. Most

types of land use in York tend to be fairly dispersed:
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there is a greater proportion of suburban shops than in

Perth; offices are scattered throughout the zone of

transition and along the Georgian streets leading from

the city gates, as well as being found in suburban

locations like Acomb; industry is found not only in

clustered locations along the railway and quaysides, but

in several suburban sites (Fig. 35 )• Yet, at the same

time, because York is larger than Perth, land uses are

more intense in the city centre. This apparent inconsis¬

tency arises because York is three times the size of

Perth and there is greater pressure on the centre of

the town.

Effect of the River on Land Use

In each town, the river has had some obvious and

other less obvious effects. The paramount feature due

to the river is the imbalance between the two banks:

the bank with the central business district has a larger

built-over area than the opposite bank. Both because

Perth is the smaller town, and the Tay is the larger

river, the imbalance is greater in the Scottish town.

Here, only 8 per cent of the people live on the east

bank, although this suburb is actually nearer to the

town centre than any of the other suburbs. Land use on

this bank is almost confined to houses, gardens and

nurseries, showing little of the variety of the principal

side of the river. In York, 36 per cent of the built-up

area and b2 per cent of the people are On the lesser

west bank; there is more variety of land use in this
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town on the less important side of the river.

The river also forms a focal line for special

activities« a ribbon of distinctive riparian land use

is found, especially in York, where wharves and ware¬

houses, or riverside paths and little parks line the

bank of the Ouse. In Perth, the riverside is used for

gardens and parks along most of its length, except in

the vicinity of the Harbour, where there is a conglome¬

ration of industries. In neither town does housing

congregate on the river bank to any great extent.

The Effect of the Walls and the Historic City Site

Present land use patterns owe many of their

features to historical usage of the site. The focal

points of today are the site successors of the oldest

part of each town, of the walled historic city in Perth,

and of the Roman fortress in York. There has been no

shift of the most developed area of the cities*

commercial cores, unlike the situation in many towns

including Edinburgh,where the New Town long ago took

over some of the commercial and financial functions of

Ll
the Old Town, or in Aberystwyth and Bath, to name two

more examples.

Even the extent of the towns in Georgian times has

had its effect; few offices are found outside the area

which was built over in Georgian times. Architects* and

doctors' offices, banks and insurance companies,

solicitors and advocates rarely stray beyond the older

areas.
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III. Categories of Land Use

In the subsequent sections land use is examined in

various categories in order to give a detailed picture

of the location and significance of the different types

of land use within the city.

(i) Industry

Industrial land use is found in several types of

location in Perth, of which the main ones are: the

Central Core, the Railway Area and the Harbour, although

there are a few new suburban industries.

(1) The Central Core

At first sight, industry takes up a surprisingly

large proportion of the central zone in Perth, in

contrast to "20rk where large scale industry nowhere

approaches closely to the core, but this is chiefly due

to the large sites used by only a few industries. A dry

cleaner's, Pullars, occupies the largest single building

in the city centre, on the northern margin of the commer¬

cial area; similarly, industrial warehouses and offices

for a large whisky company, Bell's, occupy almost a

block on the southern margin of the commercial zone; to

the north-west, there is the only heavy industry in the

neighbourhood of the city centre, a glassworks. Within

the main area of retailing, however, there are no large

factories; segregation of land uses has proceeded to this

extent, but there is the occasional small workshop. A

coppersmith, for example, still operates in an old

building behind the tall tenements fronting the main
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retailing street, the High Street. This workshop is

housed in what would once have been a tenement by the

side of a courtyard, like the notorious courts of

Nottingham,^ and is reached by a narrow alleyway from

the street.

(2) The Harbour

The presence of a harbour in Perth calls for some

comment, since the town is well upstream of the head of

the Firth of Tay. The harbour consists of an inlet or

dock scooped out from a natural inlet in the riverbank,

and surrounded by wharves and warehousing (Fig. 37 )•

It has been recently enlarged and continues to act as

the nucleus of an area of heavy industry (Figs. J6 and

37)• In the Tay Valley Study of 1950,^ the removal of

this area, which obtrudes unpleasantly on an otherwise

very picturesque riverside landscape, was recommended.

Unfortunately, there are no really good alternative sites

for heavy industry in Perth which are as well concealed

from the direction of the town as is this site.

Consequently, far from being removed, new heavy indust¬

ries have been sited around the harbour, and on a level

stretch of terrace downstreamj it is unlucky that there

is now very little space left for further industries.

Apart from a few houses in the southern suburban

sector, this area is quite cut off from the main resi¬

dential areas of Perth. It is here that most of the

noisy, smelly, messy, and potentially dangerous

industries of the town are located. There are building
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yards, which tend to overflow their boundaries and be¬

come eyesores, a bacon factory and the abattoir, which

both produce unpleasant odours from time to time; there

is a Calor gas distribution depot, and the town's gas

storage tank, both of which could be dangerous. There

are also industries which make use of the river directly—

a cement manufacturing plant draws its gravel from the

river, perhaps helping to keep the harbour free of

sediment coming down the river. There are several indus¬

tries which make use of the river water. Heavy industry

and warehousing reflects the agricultural service

function of Perth: several fertilizer factories and

limeworks, grain warehouses and potato warehouses (Fig.

37). In many respects, this small zone of riverside

industry, which includes almost all the town's heavy

industry, is similar in nature to the riverside areas of

York.

(3) The Railway Area

The railway station and goods sidings in Perth, on

the western fringe of the central core, form an indus¬

trial focus, as in many other towns (Fig. 36). Many

industrial goods are no longer transported by rail,

since rail transport is now only profitable for longer

distances than most goods are carried in Britain.

Historically, several industries located in this area

when rail transport was relatively more important, and

have not since been relocated, even if they now use road

transport in some cases. Since the area has become
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industrial, it has become increasingly unacceptable as a

residential zone, thus offering further sites to industry.

Old areas of sidings and carriage sheds within railway

property which are no longer required have also been

used as industrial and wholesale sites, where access from

the road system has been good enough. A glass factory,

an engineering factory, and a biscuit factory congregate

in this zone together with workshops and yards, and many

wholesale activities (see section ii). This agglomer¬

ation of industry is matched by that in York, where

derelict railway property also serves for a variety of

small, heavy industries.

(^) The Suburbs

Suburban industrial sites have, as yet, assumed

little significance. As will be discussed later (pp.152
- 3), this is quite different from York, but may change.

Recently, a few new industries, such as an electronics

factory in the western outskirts, and a textile factory

in the northern outskirts, have taken up a suburban

location. Mew development is likely to occur along the

growing northern margin of the town, where, besides the

above factory, there is Dewar's whisky blending and

bottling plant, the largest single industrial employer

in Perth, just beyond the present edge of the city.

Nevertheless, despite this one isolated case, the develop¬

ment of factories in the rural area, to create a rural-

urban fringe, as around York, is unlikely. Permission

to build a Michelin tyre factory at Huntingtower, a few
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kilometres beyond the northern suburbs, was refused, but

with the recommendation of Inveralmond as an alternative

site, this being one of the few developments likely in

the rural-urban fringe area of Perth. A suburban

location for new industry rather than a rural one seems

to be more favoured generally. The Burgh Council, for

example, is encouraging the growth of light industry in

the northern suburbs, in an effort to give the town a

more diverse industrial base.

(ii) Wholesaling

Wholesaling often chooses sites near to industry,

and the buildings in which it is housed are often quite

similar to those of industry. Today, it is also increas¬

ingly difficult to separate wholesaling from, on the one

hand, the industrial process of production, and, on the

other hand, retailing. Vertical integration has been

carried out, such as that practised by Marks and Spencer,

in which the whole series of activities, from the prod¬

uction of goods through their distribution to final sale

to customers, controlled by one company. Gone are the
A

days when Daniel Defoe was of the opinion that the more

middlemen there were engaged in distributing goods, the

fuller would be employment and the livelier would be the
7

economy.

The railway area and the central core of Perth are

the main areas where wholesaling as such is found.

Furniture warehouses, wholesale greengrocery depots, cold

storage buildings are found along Canal Street and
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Victoria Street to the south of the retail area; potato

merchants, more wholesale greengrocery depots and coal

merchants are located in the back streets, such as

Kinnoull Causeway, Caledonian Road, and Market Street,

which lie between the central business district and the

railway yards, making use of a good position between

this transport link and the retail area, although many

of the goods also travel by road. As already mentioned,

the railway area itself has many wholesale activities#

a similar situation to that in Yorki a bonded whisky

warehouse (Dewar's), a petrol depot, agricultural

chemicals (Boots Farm Sales and Scottish Agricultural

Industries), agricultural implements and the two live¬

stock markets, one of which is amongst the largest in

Scotland•

As is evident from the above catalogue of whole¬

saling activities, many of those in Perth are connected

with agriculture, a reminder of the city*s primary

function as a rural service centre. Apart from this

branch of wholesaling, Perth has no special pre¬

eminence in this activity, because the wholesale link

in the distributive chain tends to be the preserve of

larger cities, like Dundee and Glasgow. This is most

true of the wholesale distribution of industrial goods,

which is scarcely present at all in Perth; once more,

the same holds true for York, which likewise has little

non-agricultural wholesaling.
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(iii) Transport

In its many manifestations* transport takes up a

large proportion of the space of any town. Roads*

railways* waterways and airfields all use more area than

seems possible. Although Perth has an aerodrome, and

the river is used for a certain amount of transport, it

is the road and rail links which are the main land

users. As well as the obviously large aggregate amount

of area used by local roads, trunk roads and the motor¬

way, roads affect other land use. Vehicle testing, for

example, occupies a small site in central Perth, and

garages both for petrol and other services, and roadside

cafgs both derive their existence directly from the

roads—although the total area of roads and related

activities reaches nowhere near the 25 per cent of Los

Angeles. The new motorway is also likely to give a

fillip to some of the industrial areas near the railway

and river to the south of the city. The railway sidings

take up a large zone of the city, chiefly because Perth

is an important node and junction in the Scottish rail¬

way network—it is, for example, a place where tourists

from London may detrain their cars to tour the Highlands.

Besides its focal position for industry, an indirect

effect of the railway is its operation as a barrier to

road and pedestrian communication. The railway sidings

cut a broad swath through the city, and help to divide

the residential areas into sectors, a point which will

be taken up later (p. 137, et seq.), and is also valid
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for York.

(iv) Retailing

While Perth has only slight importance in the

national wholesaling network, it is of some prominence

in the retail network, being a regional rival of Dundee

within Tayside. Certainly its attraction as a retail

service centre in rural Tayside is as great, perhaps

greater, than that of Dundee. Since almost all of this

retail activity is in the centre, more detail will be

considered in the next chapter.

The suburbs of Perth are poorly provided with retail

outlets, a situation which may, no doubt, be partly

ascribed to a time lag in the development of retailing

in suburbs. Most new suburbs are not especially well

equipped with shops, and those in Perth are particularly

lacking in facilities. The shops which exist may be put

into three categories:

(i) Single isolated shops, often "corner shops"
(ii) Small groups of shops, up to a dozen

(iii) A long-established shopping street—Bridgend.

On the west bank, only isolated shops and small

groups of shops are found. For example, the Letham

estate, with approaching 11,000 people, has only one

group of purpose-built shops within it, containing nine

shops: an ironmonger, a draper, a fish and chip shop, a

cooperative wineshop, a cooperative supermarket and

chemist, a butcher, a grocer, and a newsagent-cum-general

store—all typical convenience goods stores. In the

older areas, there are isolated shops and the occasional
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group (Fig. 38). These sell a variety of food and other

convenience goods and are housed in converted ground

floor tenements, similar to the corner shops of English

terrace house zones. However, those in Perth are less

numerous and larger than most of the very small corner

shops of York.

On the east bank, an old-established shopping

centre, along the main streets of the old suburb of

Bridgend, focuses on the Perth bridge (Fig. 39).

Convenience goods shops are again in the majority.

However, collectively, all these different types of

suburban retail outlets include only a small fraction of

the shops and of the total turnover of the town. Perth

is still small enough for most people to travel to the

centre, often daily, to buy food as well as other items

less frequently purchased. This is in contrast with

York, where the larger area of the city means there are

greater journeys from the suburbs to the centre, necessi¬

tating more suburban shopping facilities.

(v) Offices

An indication of the concentration of business

activity into the centre of Perth is the almost total

lack of private business offices in the suburbs, again

something of a contrast with York. The main office

location in suburban Perth is on the east bank near

Bridgend, where the large insurance company whose head¬

quarters are in Perth, General Accident Assurance, has

taken advantage of the spacious sites available so close
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to the central business district, and has built new

offices to take the overflow of work from rts central

offices on the High Street.

As a county town, Perth naturally has a variety of

government offices and other government services. Like

with all other land uses, most of these offices are

concentrated into the town centre. The Burgh, County

Council and Telephone offices are all within the central

core, as are the post office sorting sheds, the County

Courts and the City Hall. Hence this type of land use

also displays the central concentration typical of most

activities in the town. Nevertheless, as with business

offices, not all government work is carried out in the

centre. The Department of Agriculture has offices in

Perth due to the town's importance as an agricultural

centre, and these are in a relatively inaccessible

position in the southern outskirts. Similarly, in the

western outskirts are found the Scottish headquarters of

the Meat and Livestock Commission. In connection with

the maintenance of Perth's position as an agricultural

service centre, it is interesting to note that this

office was moved to Perth from Edinburgh, and that, for

some time after the removal, employees commuted from

Edinburgh to Perth.

Some of the other activities directed by local

governments are the dental and medical services. The

hospitals are one of the few activities in Perth which

are not concentrated on the town centre. Their spacious
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grounds and rambling buildings can only be accommodated

in the suburbs, and the hospitals of the town are mostly

in the older suburbs: the mental hospital is on the edge

of the Victorian suburbs of the east bank, overlooking

the town, while the Infirmary is in the inner western

suburbs. To the south of the city there is a large

hospital near the Bridge of Earn, several kilometres

beyond the suburban edge, but this is perhaps too far

away to be regarded as part of Perth.

(vi) Ecclesiastical Land Use

When first built, churches are located near to their

congregations. However, they cannot suddenly be moved

because their congregations have declined somewhat, as

has occurred in central Perth. Similarly in suburban

areas, churches are often the last buildings constructed—

several hundred families had moved into Letham before

the church was built. There is thus a dearth of churches

in the suburbs where more are needed. Many people still

travel to the city centre to attend services, as they

travel to the centre for so many other purposes (Fig. 40),

since the journey is short; however, the relatively small

number of churches in the suburbs has presumably been

felt by the church-going population, and it is interest¬

ing that the Mormons have been attempting to fill the

gap in one suburb.

(vii) Educational and Cultural Land Use

Educational land use is another of the few types of

land uses in Perth which is not concentrated on the
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central area: there are in fact only two primary

schools, a church school and a college of further
>

education in the centre. Secondary age pupils have to

travel outwards from the city centre to school. Within

the suburbs, several infants' and secondary schools take

up large areas, contributing to the more spacious layout

of the newer suburbs. Infants' schools tend to be

closer to home than secondary schools and so are dispersed

at more frequent intervals. Although Perth loses people

for most further education, some of its secondary

schools, Perth Academy, for example, attract pupils from

a wide radius, and so concentrate secondary educational

activity within the city to some slight extent.

Including all types of education, however, it is probable

that Perth, in contrast to the southern city, loses more

people than it gains, so that it is no longer an

influential central place as regards education; the city

on two occasions failed to acquire the University of St.

Andrews

Unlike the schools, cultural activities of other

kinds are concentrated into the town centre. The

Theatre, which operates seasonally, the Museum and Art

Gallery, and the main Library are all in the town centre

for the greater convenience of the townspeople as a

whole. However, although Perth possesses good facili¬

ties in this respect, especially considering the size of

the town, it is still not notable as a cultural centre.

Within Tayside, Dundee and St. Andrews are far greater
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cultural centres; St. Andrews retained its University in

1*4-26 and 1697 when its removal to Perth was threatened0
»

In the I960*s, when Perth was presumably a viable alter¬

native to Stirling for a new University, the city once

more failed to achieve greater cultural centrality.

VIII. Recreational Land Use

Land use for recreation assumes many forms, and, in

Perth, since the town is a tourist centre, or at least a

tourist stopping place, recreational land uses for both

townspeople and tourist exist. Sports of course take up

a large area and are yet another manifestation of the

increasing demand for living space which makes low

density housing areas essential. For example, a sports

complex in the suburbs to the north of the town contains

the football ground of St. Johnston F.C. and a skating

rink, while the city is the centre of Scottish curling.

The other national sport is also well catered for, being

a large land user in most Scottish towns, a difference

compared to English towns, which often do not have a golf

course of any kind. These sports facilities are chiefly

used by the town's inhabitants, aS are the numerous

public houses, clubs and bingo halls, providing other

kinds of recreation. Likewise, the cinemas mainly cater

to the townspeople; Perth, however, is not large enough

to provide a widely-based cinema-going public, and so the

two cinemas are both small, with a limited variety of

films.

Land use by tourists is not particularly extensive,
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since Perth is a place for a brief sojourn before touring

the Highlands, rather than a major tourist attraction in

itself. However, certain recreational areas cater to

tourists as well as the town's inhabitants. The Inches

are often used as parks by people stopping in Perth?

they are also used extensively for fairs, circuses,

cricket and as children's playgrounds, and provide

pleasant greenery and parkland to set off the historic

town centre.

Hotel and restaurant accommodation is another

aspect of provision for tourists as well as townspeople

and businessmen. For a town of its size, Perth is well

provided with hotels, having more accommodation than

Dundee, which is over three times its size. The number

of hotel rooms compares favourably with that of York,

which has 525 "Automobile Association" listed rooms,

compared with 320 in Perth.^ The majority of these

hotels are in the central area of Perth. One of the

newer ones, which is one of the very few motels in

Britain, is in the newly constructed northern suburban

area. The respective advantages of central and suburban

accommodation in Perth could well be resolved in favour

of the suburbs for future construction of new hotels or

motels, especially since the city centre has a limited

number of tourist attractions. Bed and breakfast

establishments are found in a variety of locations, some

central and others strung out along the arterial roads

leading into the town, using large Victorian houses, a
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feature also found in York. Cafgs, however, are all in

the centre, since there is little or no demand in the

suburbs. The town does not have any restaurants serving

more expensive food, but presumably the hotels provide

this service.

B. (i) Residential Land Use

In the following sections, the characteristics of

the population of different areas within the city are

described. The basic division for administrative

purposes is that into wards. For census purposes,

enumeration districts are used, and, since these are

smaller than wards, their use would normally enable a

more accurate delimitation of zones within the city.

The data used for this thesis was from the 1966 census,

since the unpublished details of the 1961 census were no

longer available nor was the 1971 census yet ready when

the detailed calculations on which these sections are

based were being made. Because the 1966 census had to

be used, it was considered to be too inaccurate for a

study of small areas. There were *1-9 enumeration dist¬

ricts in York and 25 in Perth for the 1966 census. In

Perth, this gives an average of 520 households per

enumeration district, of which only 10 per cent, or 52,

would give data in the 1966 census. These 52 households

would be subdivided into, as an example, as many as 7

socio-economic groups; the possibility of large errors

is obvious, even without a statistical calculation of

probable error. Consequently, the use of the wards as
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the basic areas for study was determined upon, despite

the large and heterogeneous areas which some of them
>

cover.

In British towns, with a few exceptions, the main

basis of population subdivision is still along class

lines.~ This is particularly so in England, although it

also holds true in Scotland, whether admitted or not.

Social class, rather than race, nationality and language,
1?

religion, wealth or language, as in Singapore, Swiss

cities, Belfast,-*-3 Rio de Janeiro,^ or Montreal^

respectively, is the most important division of the

population in British towns and cities. There are, of

course, some well-known exceptions» the large cities of

England possess areas of Asian, West Indian or Irish

people, and these areas are obviously at least as

important as the areas of different social class within

the city, so that there is religious and racial sub-

divison of areas within the city. In most county towns,

excepting a few such as Oxford or Leicester, the

proportion of people born outside Great Britain is so

small—no more than 4 per cent in most—that no notice¬

able "ghettoes" come into being.

In the following sections, the population of the

different areas of Perth is described, using social

class as the main criterion for grouping different wards

together. The social class data from the census have

been adopted, although they contain certain anomalies.

The grouping is into five classes: the professional
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middle class, other middle class, skilled working class,

semi-skilled working class and unskilled working class

(Social Classes I, II, III, IV and V respectively); the

upper class, in its normal British meaning of titled

aristocracy, being so small as to be negligible at this

scale.' Because social class is so closely bound up with

occupation, the social class groups are only given for

employed or retired men. Since some households contain

father and son, both working, they will be represented

twice in the classification, whereas other households,

with perhaps a group of students, are left out of the

classification. A system based on the classification of

all households would be more accurate, if more

difficult.

The Sectors of Perth

The wards of Perth are arranged in seven sectors

around the central core, most of which is included in

ward one (Fig.p3i9). Although these sectors are obvio¬

usly not the only way to divide the town into areas,

they have considerable significance, as will be seen

from the subsequent analysis of the different wards.

Although a scheme of concentric rings would be a possible

basis for the division of areas in Perth, it appears

that the sectors are a more valid method of separating

areas of different character.

Ward One t The Central Core

As a residential area, the central core of Perth is

quite distinct from the other zones of the city. The
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social class structure diverges quite sharply from the

average for the city. Unlike any other part of the town,
>

the professional middle class is completely absent, and

the rest of the middle class, largely small businessmen

living above their shops, is less numerous than average.

The area is principally a working class area as regards

residence, with the skilled workman especially dominant.

A high, but rapidly declining, population density is
another distinct feature of the area. Although the

density is still 50 per cent higher than that of any

part of the suburbs, this is unlikely to continue

indefinitely, as the population was reduced quite drasti¬

cally even in the period 1961-66. Associated with this

decline, the population has a "top-heavy" pyramid with a

large ratio of elderly people, particularly women: this

area has the largest proportion of women of any part of

the city. The average type of household has some

interesting features: families are not often found in

this area, that is, households are composed of a single

person, usually a pensioner, or a group of unrelated

people. For this reason, households tend to be smaller

than anywhere else in the city. All these features are

in accordance with the presence of out-migration and

population decline.

People are considerably poorer and worse-housed than

in the suburbs. Over three-quarters of the people have

no car and household amenities in the old houses are

grossly inadequate. Plumbing is antiquated or non-
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existent (Table 32), with three-quarters of the popul¬

ation lacking a fixed bath. There is also a very great
>

amount of old housing and a large proportion of the

remaining one and two room houses of the city are here.

Over half the houses have three of fewer rooms.although

this does not result in the expected degree of over¬

crowding because the depopulation leaves small households

behind. The typical house is an old, sometimes very old,

stone tenement reached by a gloomy stair, exactly the

type that made Scottish housing notorious until recently;

with a few exceptions, the properties are slums or on

the verge of becoming slums. The oldest houses of the

city are herei some of the tenements can be definitely

traced on Rutherford's map of 177^» Housing tenure,

partly because of the high average age of the tenements,

is quite dissimilar to that of the rest of the city.

Most houses (61 per cent) are privately rented, whereas

the highest percentage elsewhere in the city is only 31

per cent. Extensive reconditioning and demolition, which

is being carried out, but slowly, is needed to bring the

houses up to an acceptable standard. The development of

St. John's Square by the Burgh Council shows that these

aging central tenement areas can be made pleasant for

residence, if replaced with modern tenements.

Ward Two: Friarton, the Southern Sector

Ward two is the southern sector of the suburbs of

the city, located between the river and the zone

containing the road and railway to Edinburgh. It is
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nestled at the foot of Kirkton Hill, and expansion in

this direction is difficult. Like the central area,

this is a working class community, with the smallest

proportion of middle class people of any area of the

city (10 per cent). Unlike the central area, however,

the less skilled members of the working class are more

numerous here (*4-3% in classes IV and V, compared to 29%

in the whole city). Many people from Friarton work in

the industrial plants alongside the harbour, or in the

service activities of the central core.

The overall population density of this area is not

so high as might be expected for a poor area, but this is

due to the lowering of the density by the presence of

industrial and railway areas,which do not add to the

attractiveness of the sector. The prison

similarly does little to enhance the desirability of this

residential zone, although some of the council houses are

set in pleasant surroundings. Other demographic

characteristics distinguish this sector from the others»

the population is somewhat more youthful than average,

and this is the only area of the city where there is a

predominance of men (not entirely due to the presence of

the prison for male criminals!) which reflects a large

proportion of men in the ordinary population.

At the same time, there is a comparative lack of

families with young children, but this is not mirrored

in the household size, since this is about normal (2.9

persons). In its demographic features, this ward is
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intermediate between the centre and the other suburbs of

the town.

The houses here range from old Victorian tenements

in the inner areas, some of which have very poor living

conditions, and council houses of various ages in the

outer areas. Flats are almost the sole type of dwelling

(82$ of all dwellings). Surprisingly, there are fewer

council houses here than elsewhere in the city (38 per

cent), since although it is a working class community, as

many people live in the old privately rented houses (31$

of all dwellings), as they do in the centre of town.

Partly because of the presence of old tenements, there

is a greater degree of overcrowding here than almost

anywhere else in the city; nearly a third of the popul¬

ation live at densities of one or more people to a room,

and this ward has by far the largest number of small

houses of any in the city (38$ with only one or two

rooms in 1966). Amenities are very poorly provided,

although better than in the centre of the town. Overall,

it is the poorest suburb of the city.

Ward Threei Craigie and Cherrybank, the South-Eastern

Sector

Craigie is located between the zone with the road

and railway to Edinburgh, and the road to Glasgow. The

class structure forms a contrast with that of the two

wards just considered. While there are still fewer

middle class than average, the less skilled part of the

working class is also below average in its representation.
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Compared with the city as a whole, the skilled working

class is predominant (60% compared to 53$ for the city).

Other demographic characteristics are also close to

the norm: the age structure shows the aging population

which is typical of the city, while the balance of the

sexes is likewise near to the average. In other aspects

too, the "normality" of this ward is manifest. Most

households are composed of single families of average

size, this being about three persons, made up of a

mixture of households with single people, couples, small

families and a few larger families.

The houses, as in most of the sectors, include

several different types. They range from council flats,

the main kind (^7$), to an area of privately owned

houses, mostly semi-detached (37$)» and a small cluster

of old tenements towards the inner point of the sector.

The ratio of flats is a little below the norm for the

city, due to the enclave of private housing. The houses

are much larger in general than those in the wards to

the south; most houses have four, five or six rooms.

Overcrowding is hence uncommon, occurring only in the

small old houses. Since most dwellings are council

houses or privately owned, the provision of amenities is

quite good. Overall, this section of the suburbs is

quite representative of the city as a whole, and stands

out between working class Friarton and middle class

Burghmuir.
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Ward Four: Burghmuir, the Western Sector

Ward four, Burghmuir, is situated in the wedge bet-
>

ween the road to Glasgow and a local westward-leading

road, the Burghmuir Road. This sector is by far the

most socially segregated of all the wards in Perth, with

nearly- half its people in the middle class; the working

class is still collectively the most numerous but is

well below the average for the city.

The suburb has an age structure which is markedly

older than the city's average, with an associated high

proportion of women. Many people in the area are

retired—this zone has the lowest ratio of economically

active people in the city. As a result of the many house¬

holds with either one or two pensioners, household size

is small.

Naturally, the type of houses reflects these demo¬

graphic characteristics. Most houses are fairly old but

very substantial, great Victorian houses, built about 80

years ago, solidly constructed of stone and slate, likely

to last the millenium! The ratio of privately-owned

houses is very high, the highest in the city (78$).

There are a few small pockets of council houses and old

tenements, but there are fewer flats than elsewhere in

Perth; almost all the houses are semi-detached or

detached.

Obviously, since households are small and houses

large, overcrowding is little problem. However, rather

surprisingly, amenities such as modern plumbing, while

more universally installed than in most areas of the
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city, not only fall short of the hundred per cent mark,

but are less frequently installed than in the adjacent

working class area to the north. Presumably this can be

principally ascribed to the small rows of old tenements

within this sector. Even so, it is clear that a few of

the large old houses are also without complete plumbing;

one may infer that not all amenities were installed at

the time of construction, and conversion to all "mod.

con." has not yet been deemed necessary by everyone.

Possibly some of the older people who live in the area,

even if relatively well-off, do not look upon the conven¬

ience of modern amenities like fixed baths as essential

(Table 32). The outskirts of the sector have a growing

number of new houses, and there has also been infilling

of open spaces with private houses; for this reason,

this ward is one of the vigorously expanding sectors of

the city.

Ward Five: Letham, the First North-Western Sector

Ward five is found between the Burghmuir Road and

the Crieff road, and forms the first north-western sector

of the city. It is in complete contrast with the middle

class western sector just described, even though separ¬

ated from it by no more than the width of a road.

Letham is the prosperous working class sector of Perth,

similar to the Acomb ward in York, with two-thirds of its

population in the skilled working class (Table 27).

This sector of Perth stands out, like Acomb, because

it is the only zone of the city to have a youthful age
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structure—the "pyramid" is the only one to be pyramid¬

ally shaped. Most households are composed of a single
>

family with children and the average household size is

well above average (3*3 persons against 3.0 in Perth as

a whole). There are also fewer pensioners living here

than in any other part of the city (Table 28).

This ward consists almost solely of a large council

housing estate built between the wars, with outer parts

built since the war. Most of the houses are thus of

moderate age, up to fifty years old, constructed of

brick with a roughcast finish. Nearly three-quarters of

the houses are flats, in complete contrast to the sector

to the south. Houses are of moderate size, half with

four rooms, and a third with five rooms.

As a consequence of the large households combined

with houses of no more than five rooms, there is some

degree of overcrowding—some of the larger families live

in rather cramped conditions. Amenities, however, are

good, being more universally provided than anywhere else

in the city, including the middle class suburbs of

Burghmuir and Barnhill.

Ward Six» Tulloch, the Second North-Western Sector

Ward six is located between the roads to Crieff and

Dunkeld and forms the second north-western sector of the

city's suburbs. It has the lowest proportion (6%) of

middle class people of any area of the city, and an above

average percentage of the less skilled working class.

Tulloch is a poor working class zone of housing estates
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of mixed ages, ranging from fifty year old estates in

the inner end to new houses up the hill on the outskirts.

But many of the other characteristics of the population

diverge little from the city as a whole. The age

composition of the people is quite close to the mean.

The majority of households have a single family of

average size. Like in Letham, there are relatively few

pensioners•

This suburb has a series of council housing estates»

those at the inner end were built just after the First

World War, and consist of two and three storey groups of

flats, brick-built, but with rendering to conceal this

fact. Further out, the houses are progressively newer

and change in design; at the outermost edge, there is a

mixture of terrace houses and flats of various ages, all

in pebble-dashed or rendered brick. Altogether, about

60 per cent of the houses are council houses, which is

well above the average for the city (^6 per cent). The

remainder of the houses are in small pockets of privately

rented tenements, some of which line the main road, and

a few privately owned houses. Over three-quarters of the

houses are flats, a proportion higher than any other

suburban sector except the southern one, which has an

equal proportion. There are also a few new high rise

flats, although nothing approaching the twenty storeys

of Edinburgh or the thirty storeys of Glasgow slum
T 1 9

clearance programmes. The newer houses are of

moderate size, most having four rooms, but almost a third
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of the houses have three or fewer rooms. As a result of

the generally small size of the houses* there is more

over-crowding in this ward than anywhere else in the

citys 3^+ per cent of the people live at densities of

one or more persons per room. The population density of

this suburb is not particularly high (28 persons/hectare)
and living conditions in houses which are not over fifty

years old and are spaciously sited, are not generally

poor. Unfortunately, one of the older council housing

estates shows every evidence of having degenerated into

a slum, its appearance at the weekend being not unlike a

modern version of the pictures painted of the poor areas

of Victorian Edinburgh. Since this estate is composed

of houses identical to another estate across the Dunkeld

Road in Muirton, which has not so degenerated, it can

only be assumed that it is the people rather than the

houses which are creating this slum.

Ward Severn- Muirton, the Northern Sector

Ward seven is the northern sector of Perth's

suburbs and is situated between the Dunkeld Road and the

river Tay. This sector shows little deviation from the

mean for the city as regards the distribution of the

social classes, with 18 per cent in the middle classes

(I and II), 50 per cent in the skilled working class,

and 32 per cent in the rest of the working class.

The age structure of the population is quite close

to that of the city as a whole, and the proportions of

men and women are also near to the average. Other demo¬

graphic characteristics, like household size and
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composition are also close to normal. The nearness of

this sector to demographic averages for the whole city
>

probably results from the great variety of types of

housing found in this ward, a much greater variety than

in any other sector. The houses range from detached

Georgian mansions at the inner end, through nineteenth

century stone tenements, Victorian semi-detached houses

and an interwar housing estate to a post-war housing

estate which is still being extended. If all the sectors

of Perth had this composition it would be possible to

trace rings of different residential types, but, although

most of the sectors have zones of various age, only this

northern sector spans the complete interval from Georgian

to modern.

Ward Eightt Bridgend and Barnhill, the East Bank Sector

The eighth ward of Perth is separated from the rest

of the town, being located on the east bank of the Tay.

Its social class structure bears resemblances to

Burghmuir, with 35 per cent in the middle classes (I and

II), a percentage which would be even higher if all

households were contained in this class division; 4? per

cent in the skilled working class and only 18 per cent

in the less skilled working classes.

The separation of this ward from the other part of

the town is shown in the composition of its population,

which departs considerably from the average for the

city. There is a very much greater proportion of old

people than the other parts of the city possess, and this
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is reflected in the almost equally marked predominance

of women. There is quite a large number of households
>

with only one person, usually a pensioner, and often a

widow. Household size is, however, brought up to the

average by the other households with families.

The houses in this area are of three main types»

old, often pre-Victorian (and even mediaeval on Union

lane leading to the former bridge site), tenements in

Bridgend near the river, small middle class late

Victorian houses on the slopes above Bridgend, and several

areas of grand Victorian mansions rising up the slope to

the south of the smaller houses, and also along some

stretches of the river bank.

The large Victorian, and newer, houses are the best-

situated of any houses in the town. They command a fine

view of the whole of Perth spread out below them and

across the river. Many are built on terraces cut into

the hillside and have spacious gardens above and below

themj a few are found on the river bank to the north of

the bridges, with the river flowing past the foot of

their gardens.

Although there is a considerable contrast between

the old, very poorly equipped, tenements near Bridgend,

and the mansions with their fine gardens, this east bank

suburb of Perth forms a distinct region of the city,

albeit not a homogeneous region.

IV. Categories of Land Use, York

As will become evident in the following sections,
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land use in York contrasts with that in Perth, often due

to dissimilarities in the functions of the two towns,
»

hut also due to a number of other differences, such as

the divergence in historical development and the con¬

trasts between the sites of the two settlements,

(i) Industry

Industrial land use is very much more prominent in

York than in Perth, due to the greater industrial

function of the English town. Some of the sites of

industry in York, like the Railway area and the Riverside, -

are closely similar to those in Perth, but others,

including areas within the suburbs, are quite dissimilar.

With the exception of numerous small workshops, a colour

printer's, for example, the central commercial core of

York contains little industry in the sense of factories.

The principal industrial zones of York are the Railway

Area, the Riverside, both Foss Islands and Ouseside,

and the Inner and Outer Suburbs.

(1) The Riverside Industrial Zonest Foss Islands

As an industrial area, not only the banks of the

Ouse, but also those of the Foss, its smaller canalized

tributary, are important to York. An area known as Foss

Island, which is liable to flooding, has a concentration

of heavy industry, and is quite comparable to Perth's

Harbour zone (Fig. 37)* The Foss is little used for

transport, but historical inertia has resulted in

continuation of the site as an industrial focus. So

also has the liability to flooding, a negative reason,
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because the area has simply remained free of houses due

to its swampiness, which is potentially as great as

ever, owing to improved drainage of carr lands in the

vicinity of York, and alterations to the natural flow of

the Ouse by dammingt
~ The people of York have always loitered

on their bridges to watch the Ouse rise
with its burden of Pennine and
Hambleton snow-melt, or after prolonged
rainfall at any season. The mediaeval
core of York, with the notable
exception of the Guildhall, was suffici¬
ently well placed on the faces of the
morainic ridges to escape much of the
expense and inconvenience of such
floods, although cellarages on both
sides of the river have suffered regul¬
arly for many years. Ironically enough
it is the modern suburbs, and the
industrial sector about the Foss and the
minor becks to the north-east of the
city, which in spite of modern control
techniques, have been most seriously
embarrassed by flooding in recent
years.18

The industries found along the Foss include a power

station, timber warehouses and works, sanitation engin¬

eering, a gas works, industrial warehouses for Rowntree's,

which still uses the river, and an oxygen equipment

firm. Similar to the Harbour sector of Perth, Foss

Islands contains a large fraction of the city's noisy,

messy and smelly industries, of which York has a far

greater profusion than Perth. But, in contrast to

Perth's riverside area, this heavy industrial zone is not

especially well cut off from the rest of the town. In

the higgledy-piggledy manner in which the town is laid

out, Foss Islands merges on its inner edge into Walmgate,

and on its outer edge into residential zones.
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The Riverside Industrial Zonest Ouseside

The industrial zone along the larger river» the
»

Ouse, resembles that along the Foss; heavy industry and

industrial warehousing are present in both zones.

Another Rowntree's warehouse, a glass factory, a small

confectionery factory (Terry's older one), and a bacon

factory are sited here. But, by no means all the river¬

side in York, any more than in Perth, is devoted to

industry. In the vicinity of the central business

district, the Guildhall and shops back onto the river,

while, on the opposite bank, development has aimed at

clearing warehousing from the riverbank, with the substi¬

tution of a hotel. The main area of Ouseside industry

is around the confluence of the Ouse with the Foss and

to the south of this junction. Here there are wharves,

with warehouses and industrial plant. However, as in

the case of Perth, the proximity of industries to river¬

side wharves is to a large degree the result of

historical inertia and the character of the riverside

area which has now developed, because the Ouse, while

still in use for navigation, cannot carry large barges or

ships, and is no longer a major transport route. Only

in isolated cases, such as the transfer of materials

from Hull for the chocolate factories, is it still in

use on a considerable scale.

(2) The Railway Area

The zone of the railway sidings and its vicinity in

York form a special industrial area, as they also do in

the Scottish city. There is, of course, the industrial
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activity taking place in the railway yards themselves—

repairs and maintenance; there are also industries related
»

to the railway; finally, there are industries in the

neighbourhood which have no special relationship to the

railway, but are located in the area because tumble-down

old houses, rentable at a low price, are found in the

back streets near to the railway. Often these streets

have dead-ends where they come to the edge of the

railway yards, and so there is little through traffic.

York Weavers, a small handicraft textile firm, occupies

a position of this kind. Along the Leeman Road, near the

railway, there is a cluster of industries including metal

working factories, a laundry and engineering firms. In

York, even more than in Perth, the railway together with

its sidings, cuts a broad swath through the town, with a

zone of old industrial housing, industry and wholesale

establishments to either side. Towards the outer suburbs

of the south, the industrial nature of the vicinity of

the railway vanishes, but, to the north, even the outer

suburban area contains industry—incorporating a sugar

processing plant whose waste heaps glitter white and

harsh from afar like a lunar landscape, a confectionery

factory located next to the sugar plant for reasons which

are presumably the obvious ones. A new glassworks,

replacing one at the confluence of the Ouse and the

Foss, is being built in this area. Semi-industrial

activity, like a small scale cement manufacturer and the

city waterworks also occupy the railway zone in the
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northern outskirts (Fig. 35)*

(3) The Inner Victorian Suburbs, Industry
>

In comparison with the few suburban industrial

locations of Perth, many of the main factories of the

English city are found within the Victorian or later

suburbs. Often the Victorian areas of industry lie

close to the railway or the riverside industrial zones;

nevertheless, they are sufficiently distinct to merit

separate discussion.

The main factory within the Victorian suburbs is

Rowntree's. The complex of large buildings which

constitutes their main United Kingdom offices and

production plant is located in the Victorian suburb of

Bootham, to the north of the town centre. A large area

is occupied with buildings of up to six storeys in

height, by far the largest collection of structures in

the city. Altogether, approximately 8,500 people are

employed in this factory, while the firm also has ware¬

houses in other areas of the city. This company was set

up by the Quakers. In the eighteenth century, the

Society of Friends was prominent in York and established

coffee and chocolate drinking houses (one of which,

Terry's, still exists) for fashionable society. They

also hoped to convert people from alcoholism, which was

rife in eighteenth century society at all levels. Terry's

started off directly in this way, while Rowntree's

company changed from a small private activity, little

more than a confectionery shop, to a large firm run by
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social reformers in the nineteenth century.

(4) The Outer Suburbs and the Rural-Urban Fringe

The outer suburbs of York contain a variety of

industry, and the rural area immediately surrounding the

built-up area also has the occasional factory, so making

the city different from Perth in this respect. The

outer suburbs have Terry's newer and larger chocolate

factory to the south, a small group of industries such

as concrete suppliers and electricity services in

Osbaldwick which are on the very edge of the built-up

area, and the sugar beet processing plant already

mentioned. The rural-urban fringe likewise has small

groups of factoriesi Precision instruments, furniture

manufacture and a brick-works to the north, Craven's

confectionery works to the north-west.

(ii) Wholesaling

As in Perth, wholesaling as a land user in York is

difficult to separate from industry, and is often found

close by industrial sites (Fig. 35)» Wholesale land use

in York is thus found in a variety of locations like the

industry with which it tends to congregate. The back

streets of the central historic city within the walls

contain wholesale warehouses, to be discussed again in

the following chapter. The streets leading away from the

city gates are also lines along which wholesaling is

found, and the cattle and sheep market, connected with

wholesaling, is in this area. The zone just within and

just without the city walls is the zone of transition
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(see also Fig. 42), and here, where the old residential

streets remain, back yards and terrace houses have been
>

converted for use as garages, wholesale warehouses and

workshops.

In the rural-urban fringe and the suburbs, wholesale

distribution points are found, next to industrial enter¬

prises. To the west, an agricultural machinery depot is

located along the Knaresborough and Harrogate road, while

builders' yards and warehouses are found in Osbaldwick.

Coal merchants, builders' yards and similar activities are

found in scattered places in the suburbs, such as in

Acomb and Heworth (Fig. 43). Obviously, the distribution

of wholesale warehouses and related land uses once more

reinforces the relatively dispersed pattern of each type

of land use in this r-city, and also contrasts with the

more clustered locations found in Perth.

(iii) Transport

York is a transport node of local significance and

also has a certain amount of long distance importance.

Consequently, land use for transport purposes forms a

major section of the city area, particularly in the case

of the railways, which employ a goodly fraction of the

town's population (Fig. 61 ). The railway sidings are set

within large yards, and there are also ancillary offices,

located on the site of the first station just within the

city walls, which contain the administrative staff for

British Rail's Eastern Region, giving the city a more

important position in the railway administration than
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Perth.

Yet> for all its position as a traditional transport
>

node, York is not enhancing its position in this respect

as time goes on. Its centrality in the motorway system

is so far non-existent, and although there are several,

often disused, aerodromes in the vicinity of the city,

it has no airport, nor serious plans for one. Transpor-

tational land use is thus static, and shows little

likelihood of "becoming more significant, unlike in Perth,

where one may presume that the new motorway will have

some effect.

(iv) Retailing;

York retains a greater position in the retail than

in the wholesale network of Britain. The attraction of

York does not, however, seem to extend to a rural service

area proportionately larger than Perth's. York is three

times the size of the Scottish city, but its rural service

zone neither contains three times the population, nor

three times the area of Perth's. Similarly, the excess

retail turnover in York, while greater than Perth's, is

only about half as great again, rather than three times

as great. Nonetheless, York is a retailing centre of at

least modest consequence. Much of its retail land use

is within the city walls, of course, and will be dis¬

cussed more fully in the next chapter.

However, the suburbs of York contain many more

shops than those of Perth. The English city has a much

larger area than Perth, making shopping in the centre
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for everyday necessities impractical for much of the

population. There are a considerable number and variety
»

of retail outlets in the suburbs, as the table indicatesi
19

Retailing in Yorks Centre and Suburbs 7

The Centre

Number of Turnover
Establishments mlns • P • 2L •

Food 105 23% 2.6 19%

Other 359 77% 11.4 81%

Total 464 100% 13.9 100%

Suburbs

Number of
Establishments

Turnover -

mlns. p.a.

Food 584 61% 7.2 71%

Other 363 39% 3.3 29%

Total 9*4-6 100% 10.5 100%

Suburban stores in York have small turnovers

compared with those in the centre, and a much greater

proportion than in the city as a whole supply food. Mod:

suburban shops supply everyday necessities or "convenience

goods" which are so bulky and heavy that people, especi¬

ally those without cars, are rarely willing to travel

far to obtain them. The table shows that food stores in

the centre have large individual turnovers compared with

those in the suburbs, but there are nearly six times as

many food shops in the suburbs and their combined turn¬

over is greater than those in the centre.

The suburban shops are found in four principal

types of places (i) the suburban shopping centre,
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(ii) the arterial road, (iii) the small group of shops,

and (iv) the single "corner shops." The largest
t

suburban shopping centre is in Acomb (Fig. ^3)» where

much of the former village High Street and the Wetherby

road leading through the village are lined with shops,

many of which are in newly constructed premises. In

this type of centre, there is a much greater variety of

shops than in the smaller suburban shopping centre.

Bridgend in Perth almost matches this area, but is much

smaller. Drapers, caf£s, a variety of large supermarkets

and ironmongers make their appearance, in addition to the

most usual convenience goods shops.

In the groups, or lines, of retail outlets which

follow the main roads leading out from the city centre,

a variety of shops is also found. Often the type of

shop depends on the area through which the road is

running. In well-off suburban areas, convenience goods

shops, supermarkets, smart pubs and small caf£s are

found. In poorer areas in which demolition has often

started, second hand shops, pawn shops, "bookies,"

"antique" shops, garages, car sales outlets and small

general-purpose food shops line the main roads, as along

the Haxby road to the north of York and along the

Bishopthorpe road to the south of the walls. This kind

of grouping is not found in Perth.

The small group of shops is as likely to be right

at the centre of a housing estate as on an arterial

road. Some of these small retail nuclei, especially
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those in the centre of large groups of houses, are

likely to be purpose-built, rather than converted houses.
>

These are almost exactly identical to the small groups

of shops found in Perth, which is further evidence to

suggest that English and Scottish urban areas are be¬

coming more alike. A typical collection of such shops

contains a grocer's, a baker's, a newsagent also selling

other items, a post office, a greengrocer and a butcher.

The single corner shop is quite different and found

mainly in older zones, where there are many along the

back streets. Often located at a corner—hence its

name—it benefits from the custom from at least two

streets, usually more, and is almost invariably in a con¬

verted house (Fig. ^-*4-). General purpose grocery shops

are the most usual corner shops, but fish-and-chip shops,

pubs and barber's are frequently in such a situation.

Sometimes, when the surrounding streets have a

declining number of inhabitants, or for some other

reason, these corner shops have been reconverted back to

houses.

(v) Offices

Business offices in York obviously show a tendency

to concentrate in the city's central areas. However, as

with other land uses, the concentration is less than in

Perth, partly because the city centre of York, with its

low buildings and limited size, simply does not have

enough room. Offices are often seen outside the city

walls. In Acomb, some of the larger Georgian mansions
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house architects* and solicitors* offices as far as 3

kilometres from the centre. Although there is such

dispersion, most offices do lie close to the retail

centre, but they are not so tightly clustered as the

main shopping streets. An example of an office block

outside the focal area of the central business district

is a new office block in Walmgate, an otherwise poor

area of warehouses and construction yards to the east of

the castle, within the city walls, but separated from the

business centre by the Foss. This seven storey office

block houses, amongst other organizations, the offices

of I.G.I., Bass Gharrington, Shepherd Construction, the

Midland Bank, the Potato Marketing Board and Mercantile

Credit.

As already noted, York lacked county council admini¬

strative functions, but contained a variety of other

government offices, including, for example, the offices

of Rural District Councils housed along some of the

Georgian streets, leading from the city gates. However,

most offices of government are within the city walls,

where the telephone headquarters, the main post office

and the city council offices are found. With the

reorganization of local government, York will probably

acquire additional offices.

Hospitals usually have positions in the suburbs or

even the rural urban fringe, and neither York nor Perth

forms an exception. There are many in the cityj one of

the most generally well known being a psychiatric
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hospital called the Retreat, where modern treatment of

mental patients was pioneered; this is situated in

pleasantly laid out grounds in the outer south-eastern

suburbs. To the south, in the rural-urban fringe, are two

large hospitals in Naburn, while Walmgate and Bootham

wards contain two more hospitals in the Victorian

suburban zones.

(vi) Ecclesiastical Land Use

Ecclesiastical land use in Perth is of no especial

notability; the city has as many churches and related

structures as one would expect in a county town, no more;

its historical importance has vanished, but in York,

the land uses of churches and related buildings assume

major prominence (Fig. 45). Much of the activity is

concentrated in the walled area, particularly inside the

Minster precinct, and will be discussed again in the next

chapter. In the suburban parts of York, the same

problem of scarcity of churches arises as in Perth.

However, York is fortunate in having engulfed several

villages, all of which, of course, have parish churches,

and some of which also have Methodist, Quaker or other

chapels and meeting houses. And then, there are also a

few new churches. The inner suburbs are fairly well

provided with a variety of non-Conformist, Anglican and

Roman Catholic churches of Victorian age. A further—

and longstanding—feature of the rural-urban fringe is

the presence of the Archbishop's Palace to the south of

the city in Bishopthorpe.
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(vii) Educational and Cultural Land Use

In matters of education and culture, York has

much more life than Perth. While the latter city has

one learned society, the Perthshire Society of Natural

Science, York has several, among them the Yorkshire

Archaeological Society and the Yorkshire Philosophical

Society. The city has a wide range of educational

institutes in addition to the university, including a

College of Further Education, a School for the Deaf, and

the church school, the Minster Song School. There is

also a greater number of both public and private grammar

schools and public schools, The Mount, a Quaker public

school, being the most prominent among these. The

theatre is also a more lively organization. It was no

accident that York acquired a new universityi specific

and detailed plans had been laid for one ever since the

end of the war. Much of the cultural activity concen¬

trates on the town centre where the Theatre, the

Cathedral with its school and library, the Yorkshire

Philosophical Society, and some university buildings are

found within a few hundred yards of one another near to

Bootham Bar (Fig. 45). There is other activity dispersed

around the city. Grammar schools including the Mount,

Bootham Boys* school and the city grammar schools are

scattered, mainly in the inner suburbs.

The university itself is in the rural-urban fringe,

located in the rolling fields to the south-east of the

city, next to the village of Heslington which has had
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its land use transformed by the advent of the university.

Most of the university buildings are new, but some

departments make use of the buildings of Heslington,

including Heslington Hall, which is the administrative
20

part of the university (Figs. 46 and 47). The larger

Georgian and Victorian mansions of the village have

either been taken over as university annexes or have

become houses for university staff. Side by side with

the university lives the remainder of the village's

rural populations a schizophrenic village typical of

many in Britain where urbanism is gradually influencing

rural areas to an ever-increasing extent. The univer¬

sity has also had its effect on land use within York. A

collegiate university, some of it residential colleges

have hostels in large suburban houses, and several of

the departments have premises in the town centre.

(viii) Recreational Land Use

Recreation in York assumes many and varied forms for

people from all walks of life, for tourist and townsfolk

alike. The river, the racecourse in Knavenmire, the

"Strays" or commons, the parks, the football ground and

the cricket grounds all provide outlets for enjoyment of

leisure hours. Tourism is naturally mainly focussed on

the walled city, with its wealth of mediaeval and

Georgian buildings, its quaint streets, and its very

popular Castle Museum. The townspeople and the "county

people" from the surrounding countryside attend many of

their diversions in the suburbs. The football ground is
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in the inner northern suburbs; the racecourse occupies a

large suburban sward in the south and the Strays provide

playgrounds and picnic spots. The only major recreat-
ti

ional facility which is somewhat lacking are conventional

urban parks, of the type which has flower gardens, tennis

courts and tree-fringed lawns. However, it could be

argued that the racecourse, the Strays and the city

centre—which has a park in the ruined Abbey grounds—

amply compensate for this deficiency.

As would be expected, York has quite a number of

hotels and also restaurants, in addition to the caf£s

which are found in every town. Some of the hotels, and

all the restaurants, are centrally located, but a few

hotels are in the suburbs, along the main roads leading

into the city, often near to one of the village nuclei.

Central hotels have a great advantage in York, since they

accommodate the tourists so close to their main

objective, the ancient heart of the city. The tourist

can step out from the hotel in the morning and immedi¬

ately wander through the old streets.

B. (i) Residential Land Use

While Perth is neatly arranged in residential

sectors surrounding a central hub of bustle and business,

York is much more chaotic. Wards and surrounding

parishes are of many different sizes and shapes« some,

like Micklegate, extend from the inner to the outer

suburbs; others, like Monk, are entirely within the inner

suburbs; yet others, like Acomb, span a broad sweep of
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the outer suburbs. The statistics for the wards and

parishes were studied together with the results of

fieldwork, and the conclusion was reached that there was

no consistent tendency towards the development of

distinctive sectors. For example, old middle class

zones in the inner suburbs do not necessarily expand to

form middle class areas in the outer suburbs. The

statistics, as will be shown, reveal that there is a

definite development of concentric, but irregular, rings

with distinct population and land use characteristics:

The Central Business District, The Zone of Transition,

the Innermost Victorian Suburbs, the Inner Suburbs, the

Outer Suburbs, and the Rural-Urban Fringe.

The Central Core: Guildhall and Castlegate

The central core of York, within the mediaeval

walls, comprises both the central business district and

a small part of the zone of transition. However, since

the two cannot be statistically separated, they must

be here considered together. The part of the city within

the walls includes the two wards of Guildhall and

Castlegate plus York Castle, this last area being the

final remnant of the complicated mediaeval administration

of the city. Turning to the demography of this area,

the class structure is interesting: Guildhall, which

includes more of the central business district than

Castlegate, has a very high proportion of middle class

people, especially of the professional middle class, and

a low proportion of the working class, particularly the
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skilled working class. Doubtless this predominance of

the professional middle class is largely due to the

congregation of official residences of municipal and

ecclesiastical dignitaries in one part of Guildhall

(Fig. ^5)* Castlegate, on the other hand, has average

proportions of the middle classes, but an unusual

balance within the working classes, in which there is a

much greater than average number of semi-skilled workers.

In this ward, there are some new council houses and old

Victorian terraces, besides the central business

district.

Unlike the central core of Perth, that of York has

a low population density, about 26 people/hectare, which

is lower than most of the suburbs; the business core

itself is almost uninhabited, and most of the 3,000

people who live within the walls are actually in the

area to the south between the mediaeval walls and the

central business district. The age structure of the

population of this area, however, bears similarities to

that of the central core of Perth. There are a great

number of elderly people. Both wards have age-sex

diagrams which resemble pyramids standing on their

tips—one-fifth of the population is over 65 years old.

Although, as in central Perth, this is partly the result

of out-migration, it is also due to the presence of

special types of people: janitors, churchmen and

municipal officials, who tend to be middle-aged or

elderly. Households in this area are distinctly
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different from the suburbsi approaching half have no

family; that is, they are composed of single people,

sometimes, but not always, pensioners, or groups of

unrelated people, such as students in small hotels.

Household size, because of this large percentage of small

households, is well below average, and is the same as in

Perth's central core (2.3 persons). Another feature of

the population of this area is the relatively large

number of people from overseas: about 9 per cent were

born in Ireland, a Commonwealth or foreign country,

compared with 3 per cent for the city as a whole. Thus,

although York does not have any areas in which the popul¬

ation is mainly immigrant, there is some slight tendency

to a concentration of immigrants in the centre and the

zone of transition, as observed in so many other
PI

cities.

Houses in this intra-mural area of York comprise

almost every conceivable kind. Although most of the

mediaeval houses are used for commercial premises, some

are still residential, supposedly the oldest houses in

Europe used for their original purposes, even if such

claims are virtually impossible to verify. There are

Georgian terrace houses of various sizes (Photos. 3 and

6), Victorian terrace houses, and new council flats.

Housing is quite different from most of the rest of the

city. There is a low proportion of houses owned by

their occupiers, especially in Castlegate, where council

houses are the main kind, but Guildhall has few council
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houses. In both wards, privately rented houses, and

houses for which there are unusual tenurial arrangements

(the "others" category of the census) are very much more

common than the average for the city: Guildhall has 5^

per cent of its houses in these categories, compared to

18 per cent for the whole of the city. The structure of

the houses is also quite distinctive; "partly residential"

houses are common; these are scarcely found at all in

Perth, and they are usually houses within the same

building as a shop or office. In Perth, when business¬

men live above their premises, it is generally in the

tenement above, a dwelling structurally separate from the

shop, but in York, the two are inclined to be together

in the same building. Apart from this type of house,

the houses in Guildhall are single dwellings rather than

flats. Gastlegate stands out from the rest of the city

by reason of its predominance of flats: over half the

houses are purpose-built or converted from other types

of dwelling (8 per cent of dwellings in York are flats).

Compared with the suburbs, the provision of

amenities in the houses of the old centre is erratic.

The houses in Castlegate are mostly well-provided, since

many are new, but the houses in Guildhall, where the

population is generally better-off, have very poor

provision, as bad as the poverty-stricken southern sector

of Perth's suburbs. Overcrowding is also more of a

problem in Guildhall than elsewhere. The great mansions

of the city's dignitaries exist almost side by side with
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small, old and very decrepit accommodation. One finds

an almost mediaeval situation in which one passes from

the sublime to the ridiculous in homes« tiny mediaeval

flats next door to Georgian mansions, people living above

garages in converted mews in Ogleforth, right by the

beautiful renovated Tudor of the Treasurer's House

beneath the cathedral.

The Innermost Victorian Industrial Suburbsi Monk and

Scarcroft

Monk and Scarcroft are two wards to the north-east

and south-west, respectively, of the central core of

York. Both are areas of old Victorian industrial

terrace housing which formed the first real suburbs of

"the city, but are now the innermost suburbs on the

fringes of the zone of transition.(Fig. 42). These

suburbs actually form a discontinuous ring around the

centre, but since the other parts all belong to wards

which extend further out from the centre into newer

suburbs, these two wards are considered separately as

representative of the innermost suburbs. Their class

structure is indicative of their special character.

Although the proportion of the lower middle class living

in this zone is average, the professional middle class

are almost absent. The skilled working class is also

below average. The percentage of the less skilled

working class is well above the mean, being as high as

42 per cent in Monk.

The highest population densities of any area of the
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city are in these innermost suburbs* the average being
about 75 persons/hectare. This high density is attribu¬

table to the complete lack of parkland, to the absence

of industrial sites in these particular wards, and to the

myriad small houses crammed onto the area. Like the

closely peopled core of Perth, this zone also has a

rapidly declining populationi from 1951-61, for example,

the density in Monk declined from 148 p/h to 87 p/h,
followed by a further decline to 69 p/h by 1966, and

progressive reductions in population since then. This

is due to the demolition of large areas of terrace

housing, and its gradual replacement by other land uses,

and new council flats. These innermost suburbs are

hence on the outermost fringe of the present zone of

transition within the city. The age structure is also

transitional between the central core and the rest of

the suburbs, being an aging population, but not so old

on the average as the central core. An interesting

feature of the population is that, like in the core, the

aging of the population does not lead to any special

predominance of women« the proportion of men is above

the mean for the city. The steady stream of out-

migration from the area is associated with this aging,

which is also shown in the household composition.

Although this is a suburban zone, there is an unusually

large number of households without a family, the vast

majority of which comprise single pensioners. Resultant

upon this, household size is rather smaller than the
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average, for the city (2.7 persons against 2.9 for the

city).

As mentioned, there is much more uniformity of

house type in this area than in the centre, but, none¬

theless, variety has been introduced by the increasing

tempo of demolition and reconstruction. Tenurial

arrangements are also becoming more varied; council

houses do not yet account for the proportion that they

do in the city as a whole, but are slowly becoming more

important, while the old terrace houses are either

privately owned or privately rented by their occupants,

with ownership favoured. Almost all the old houses are

single dwellings with separate front doors to each house,

while most of the new houses are flats; the average ratio

of houses to flats in the zone was about 7 to 1 in 1966,

but has changed in favour of flats since then. The

houses range extensively in sizei amongst Victorian

terrace housing, there is all manner of size and quality,

but this area has a great preponderance of the poorer,

but not always small, types« 65 per cent of the houses

in Monk and 87 per cent of those in Scarcroft have four

to six rooms. Since the houses are of moderate size,

and households are small, overcrowding is not prevalent.

Another aspect of living conditions, however, the ameni¬

ties of the houses, shows that these houses are amongst

the most poorly equipped in the suburbs, with two-fifths

of the houses lacking one or more of the following 1

fixed bath, hot piped water and an inside water closet.
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The most usual deficiency is the provision of inside

lavatories, since the outside "backhouse" at the end of

the yard or bottom of the garden is always found in old

Victorian housing intended for working class folk. In

several respects this zone is similar to Friarton, the

southern sector of Perth.

The Inner Suburbs: Bootham, Clifton, Heworth,

Walmgate, Fishergate, Knavesmire, Micklegate and Holgate

The inner suburbs of York form an irregular ring

surrounding the oldest industrial housing of the previous

section. In clockwise order from the north, the wards

which comprise most of these suburbs are Clifton,

Bootham, Heworth, Walmgate, Fishergate, Knavesmire,

Micklegate and Holgate (see Fig. 41 for names).

Micklegate unfortunately extends into the outer suburbs,

but, as explained (pp. 133~^)> it was difficult to use

enumeration district statistics for 1966 so as to separ¬

ate the two parts. There is also a considerable

variation in the social class structure of different

parts of this inner suburban ring* the proportion of the

middle class ranges from 8 per cent to 26 per cent of

the working population. However, on the average, this

concentric ring has a higher percentage (about 18$) of

the middle class than the innermost suburbs (14$), and it

has a lower proportion than the outer suburbs (22$) or

the rural-urban fringe (33%)• From this it follows that

the distinctiveness of the class structure of this inner

ring is not as great as the other concentric rings in
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York. The irregularities of the class distribution were

examined to ascertain whether there is any evidence for

the development of sectors; however, this is not the

case. For example, Walmgate in the inner suburbs with

over 92 per cent in the working class, is next to

Heslington, with 33 per cent in the middle class; that

is, the most working class area of the inner suburbs is

next to the most middle class area of the outer suburbs.

The population density of the inner suburbs averages

40 people/hectare, a quite moderate density, which is

part-way between that for the innermost suburbs, and

that for the outer suburbs. Like the innermost suburbs,

this suburban ring also shows signs of population

decline, although at a slower rate than the inner areas.

The total area of diminishing population in York now

encompasses almost the entire administrative area: the

total city (administrative boundaries) actually has a

declining population. The age structure of the people of

the inner suburbs is generally not very different from

that for the city as a whole, and is quite similar to

the average for England. Household size is likewise

closer to the norm than in the inner zones of the city,

being approximately 2.9 persons. There is also a heavy

preponderance of the normal British household unit, the

single family, and an average percentage of pensioners.

In most of these population characteristics, the

variation among the wards of the inner suburbs is not

large. Demographically, this ring is similar to the

north sector, Muirton, in Perth.
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House types within this zone are mixed, ranging

from old terrace houses to new council flats, and from

Victorian "semis" to modern bungalows. The single

dwelling, rather than the flat is, however, very much in

the majority, making up over 90 per cent of all houses,

as compared to approximately 5 per cent for purpose-

built flats. These ratios are fairly consistent through¬

out the rings flats (purpose-built) range from a ratio

of none in Knavesmire to one in nine in Bootham.

Tenure shows somewhat less consistency, because some

wards have fairly large proportions of council houses,

up to 42 per cent in Walmgate, while other wards have

very few—only 1 per cent in Knavesmire. Throughout the

ring, though, privately owned and occupied houses, either

semi-detached or terrace houses are the main kind,

ranging from 41 per cent in Walmgate to 73 per cent in

Knavesmire. This ring does contain a mixture of areas:

streets of semi-detached or detached houses with large

gardens, mature treee and a spacious layout, usually

built between the wars; streets of old terrace housing;

council estates consisting of houses of interwar age and

newer parts with a combination of flats and houses with

common lawns amongst the houses rather than gardens.

In this ring, the provision of amenities in the

houses varies: middle class houses almost always have

complete plumbing, but many of the older working class

houses lack fixed baths or an inside W.C.; Knavesmire,

for example, has nearly 40 per cent of its houses without

one of the amenities previously mentioned, while the mean
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throughout the ring is just over a quarter. Houses are

of a moderate size, most having five or six rooms, and

there are very few tiny or great houses. This, coupled

with the average household size, results in a relative

absence of overcrowding, but does not mean that the

condition of everyone's home is first rate.

The Outer Suburbst (i) Acomb

Acomb is the only ward on the west bank of York

which lies entirely in the outer suburbs. The outer

suburbs on the east bank are more diffuse, and lie beyond

the city limits. Acomb forms a fairly homogeneous

built-up area within the city limits, and, because of

these contrasts, is considered separately. Although it

is not so distinct as Bridgend and Barnhill in Perth,

its special character can be regarded as another divisive

effect of the river upon the town. Its social class

structure may, like Letham in Perth, be termed prosperous

working class, since the middle classes form a below

average proportion and the skilled working class is

above average, accounting for 55 per cent of the popul¬

ation (compared to 51 per cent for York as a whole).

Acomb has a moderate population density of 48

people/hectare; this is similar to that of the inner

suburbs, whereas a lower density would be expected. The

probable explanation lies in the fact that, on this side

of the city, the suburbs extend right up to the city

boundary and stop abruptly at the borderline with the

West Riding; the demographic pressure created by the
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boundary has helped to increase density in the outer

suburbs on this side of the city. There are no West

Riding council estates here and private housing expansion

is confined to the villages of Bishopthorpe and the two

Poppletons, except for an odd extra house here and there.

The age structure of the people of Acomb also calls for

comment, since it is the only area of the city where the

population pyramid is markedly youthful: there are

relatively few elderly people and a large ratio of

children. Partly connected with the youthful age

structure, households tend to be large (3*3 persons on

average) and have a greater ratio of single families than

anywhere else inside the municipal boundaries. There are

also few pensioners. This zone is one of the nuclear

family, of single families with children living in single

houses.

Houses in this ward are all new or fairly new and

are laid out in uniform estates. Although the focus of

the ward is in the old village of Acomb, where many of

the houses are rural in character and well over a century

old, most of the suburb is composed of semi-detached

houses up to fifty years old, and post-war council houses

with a few flats (Photos. 8, 9 and 11). There are more

council houses than in any other ward of the city, both

in number and ratio (50 per cent compared to 3° per cent

for the whole city), and the number of owner-occupied

houses, although lower than average, is still moderately

high as a ratio, and very large in terms of absolute
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number. There are very few privately rented houses#

mostly because there are scarcely any Victorian terrace

houses. As elsewhere in York, only infrequently does one

come across flats, even on the council estates. Almost

all dwellings are medium-sized—80 per cent have ^ to 6

rooms. Since households are often large, there is the

occasional instance of overcrowding; however, to balance

against this, and certainly more important, amenities are

better provided than anywhere within the city boundaries,

again a similarity to Letham in Perth.

The Outer Suburbs: (ii) The East Bank

While Perth is neatly arranged into sectors, the

outer suburbs of York spill over the city boundary and

extend in ragged fingers towards neighbouring villages,

engulfing the nearer settlements and completely altering

their rural character. The parishes which form this

outermost part of the suburbs are, in clockwise order from

the northi Rawcliffe, Clifton (without), New Earswick,

Huntington, Heworth (without), Osbaldwick, Heslington and

Fulford. All are chiefly composed of urban areas which

are part of the continuously built-up area of the city.

The concentric rings of distinct demography become quite

evident in the class structure of this outer suburban

ring. In this zone, the middle classes and skilled

working class form a much greater proportion of the popul¬

ation than in the inner areas of the city; social

differentiation is hence quite marked, although less than

that of Burghmuir in Perth.
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Most parishes in this area include some countryside

as well as part of the built-up area. In the statistics

for population density (Table 20), corrections have been

made for this; the approximate population and area of

countryside in the eight parishes of the outer suburbs

have been subtracted from the figures for the outer suburbs and

added to the figures for the rural-urban fringe. It was

not possible to make these corrections for statistics

other than density, but, since errors only become large

for population density, this is not of any great

consequence. The density for the outer suburbs is 2k

people/hectare, much less than that for the inner

suburbs, but similar to that for the area within the

mediaeval walls.

The age structure of the people of the outer suburbs

is rather more youthful than that of the rest of the

city, since the typical family in this area has children

and there are few pensioners. Households also have a

tendency to be larger than nearer to the city centre; in

Clifton (without), for example, the average household

size approaches ^ persons, higher than anywhere within
\

the city limits. As would be expected, this semi-ring

is a zone of commuters« over three-quarters of the

working population travel into the more central areas of

York to work. However, not all these commuters are middle-

class workers employed in the central business district;

many are industrial workers engaged in factories such

as Rowntree's. Another interesting feature of human
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activity in this area is the presence of in-migration on

a large-scale, which contrasts this ring with the inner

suburbs, where there is large scale out-migration. The

population in York, as in Perth, and almost all towns of

European derived culture, is moving outwards into ever

22
more spacious areas. The poorer and foreign sections

of the population, however, have been left behind: this

zone has a low percentage of the less skilled poorer

working class. The outward movement is mostly by the

more prosperous—working class as well as middle class—

elements of the indigenous population, since overseas

born people comprise a mere 2 per cent of the people in

this ring.

Housing in this ring is naturally characterized by a

generally younger age than further in towards the city

centre. Apart from pockets of old rural houses, which

have been engulfed, as in Osbaldwick, where old farmyards

still surround the village green, most houses are inter-

war or post-war. There are large private estates of

middle class and working class housing, and a few council

estates (not York Council, but that of North and East

Ridings) of working class housing. Overall, privately

owned and occupied houses are by far the most usual kind,

making up nearly three-quarters of the houses. Almost

all houses are detached, semi-detached or in short

terraces; the proportion of flats is lower in this zone

than almost anywhere else in the city. The size of the

houses is much the same as for the city as a whole, but

amenities of all kinds are much better provided, better
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also than in the rural-urban fringe. Only 9 per cent of

the houses lack one of the amenities surveyed in the

census (Table 32)» and the deficiency is almost always

due to having an outside instead of an inside toilet.

Equipment not noted in the census—refrigerators, washing

machines, et cetera—is also more likely to be installed

in houses than in the inner areas of the city. The

population is altogether better-off and the houses newer

than elsewhere. Even so, a few small enclaves of over¬

crowded, poorly equipped houses exist, in Clifton and

Rawcliffe, for example.

The Rural Urban Fringe

Outside the continuously built-up area of York,

there is a ring of countryside in which the influence of

the city is felt to a certain degree, enough certainly

to have resulted in the loss of the area's former

completely rural character (Fig. ^8). In appearance,

much of the zone is rural, but the urban influence is

therei expanded villages, with urban-styled houses

filling in spaces between farmhouses and cottages, nestle

amongst the green fields and hedge rows, and little

groups of suburban semi-detached houses appear in unlikely

places. However, the urban influence is more strongly

manifest in the demography of this residential ring.

The middle class, due to a combination of farmers and

urban middle class, average a third of the working

population, while the skilled working class makes up two-

fifths of the population. The skilled working class is
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consequently the largest single class, but much under-

represented compared with the city. Evidently, the area

is still transitional in nature between town and country

in its class structure, as can be seen by reference to the

class structure of the York area, where the middle class

is still further predominant, and the skilled working

class actually becomes the second largest class. Thus,

in terms of class structure, the rural-urban fringe con¬

tains both rural and urban characteristics. There is no

comparable area around Perth (Fig. ^9)* The population

density of this zone is, however, more rural than urban,

being 1.5 people/hectare. The age structure is more

youthful than the national average, and, partly because

of this, there are almost as many men as women. This

more equal balance of the sexes is again a rural feature

in England and Scotland. The rural-urban fringe has the

highest proportion of in-migration of any of the areas so

far discussed; nearly a third of the people have moved

into the zone within the five years 1961-66. Commuting

is found in this area, but is on a lesser scale than in

the outer suburbs, in part because some people in this

area, although of urban origin, are retired, and many

others are rural workers.

Housing reflects both rural and urban features.

Although rural areas in many countries are poorer than

urban, the reverse is true in both England and Scotland,

where the rural inhabitants are distinctly wealthier.

This is so of the rural area surrounding Perth, as well
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as of that around York. The rural-urban fringe of York

contains some of the better-off elements of urban society-

combined with the already well-off rural society; this is

true of other rural-urban fringes of Britain, and is also

found in other parts of western Europe and in the United

States.23 in all these areas, rural-urban fringes tend

to be wealthier than any other zones. Examples of these

tendencies in York's rural-urban fringe are the high

proportion of car owners (only Jk% of the population is

without one compared with a national average of 55%,

Tables 9 and 29)» the large mean size of houses, and the

almost universal acquisition of amenities of all kinds

in houses. To mar this picture of rustic good living

there remain pockets of poorly equipped, crowded houses,

but these are not numerous. In Acaster Malbis, for

example, there are many old houses without adequate

amenities, in which some families are inhabiting very

cramped quarters. Even so, in a country where rural

slums are frequently supposed to be quite widespread, it

is interesting to find that poorly equipped rural homes

are few and far between. For example, a two-hundred year

old farmhouse in the vicinity of Perth is more likely to

have all "mod. cons." than a middle class Victorian house

within the city; similarly in York.

V. Social Segregation and Residence in York and Perth

It is generally the case that there is more class

consciousness and class segregation in England than in

Scotland. However, this appears to be one of the few
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instances where the two case studies do not exhibit

national characteristics, for there seems to be consider¬

able evidence that more segregation of residence along

class lines exists in Perth than in York. The different

sectors of Perth display greater variation in the

proportions of middle class and working class than do the

different rings of York. The percentage of the middle

classes in the sectors of Perth ranges from 6 per cent

(Ward 6) to 4-6 per cent (Ward 4)} the range amongst the

different rings of York is from 14 per cent in the inner¬

most suburbs to 25 per cent in the outer suburbs (or 33

per cent in the rural-urban fringe). This does not quite

prove the point, since the average population of the

sectors of Perth is 5»°°°» while the rings in York

average 30,000 people and more segregation can be expected

to be revealed the smaller the area used. However, the

maximum range within York on a ward and parish basis is

only from 8 per cent to 33 per cent. No area of York is

more socially segregated than ward 6 in Perth, in terms

of the absence of middle class, and to find a more soci¬

ally segregated area than ward 4 in Perth, it is necessary

to go to the rural-urban fringe of York, where three

villages (Upper Poppleton, Askham Bryan and Acaster

Malbis) have 56 per cent of their working populations in

the middle classes. However, in this case, the compari¬

son is now between an area of Perth with a large

population (ward 4 has 4,850 people) and areas around

York with a small population (2,080, 850 and 310 people

respectively). If Burghmuir or Bridgend and Barnhill
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were divided into its enumeration districts, fieldwork

would indicate that greater social segregation would

still be found than in the three villages in the vicinity

of York.

Since York is larger than Perth, more social

segregation could reasonably be expected, even if there

was no greater tendency to greater segregation in England.

However, the fact that segregation seems to be at least

as great, if not greater, in the smaller Scottish town

rather suggests that some features unique to these two

towns are the cause. York has grown in a chaotic and

unplanned manner? Perth, on the other hand, has had a

slower, more orderly expansion. Possibly this has allowed
>

social segregation to develop more readily.

VI. Sectors and Rings

The presence of a strong propensity towards sectors

of different demography in Perth, and rings of different

demography in York obviously provides evidence to support

both Hoyt's theory of sectors,^ and Burgess* theory of

rings of land use within cities,25 although these

theories were never intended for application to such small

cities. These are no more than general tendencies. As

was noted in several instances, there is some hint of

annular zones of housing in Perth, and while there is no

particular development of sectors in York, there is some

sectorial variation along each ring of residential land

use within the city.
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VII. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the uses to which land in the city-

is put have been examined, type by type, and some aspects

of the demography of the two cities have been discussed

in conjunction with land use. The contrasts between the

two cities are revealed in such respects as the greater

nucleation of Perth relative to its rural surroundings,

and the greater development of central depopulation in

York. Evidence appears to show that Perth is at least as

socially segregated as York, whereas general principles

such as the effects of town size and national character¬

istics would suggest the contrary. The internal

variations in demography within the city are large, even

though the cities as a whole have very normal populations,

and are expressed as a sectorial pattern in Perth, and an

annular pattern in York.



CHAPTER V

CENTRAL LAND USE: A THREE-DIMENSIONAL PHENOMENON

I. Introduction

Normally in geography, the land use of urban areas

is discussed in terms of the single use to which a piece

of land is put. This is almost invariably adequate in

the suburbs, where, even if a block of flats has several

storeys, all are usually in the same residential land

use. Should there chance to be a line of shops and

offices at the base of the edifice, it is easy enough to

indicate this fact upon a map. However, in the central

zones of most cities, this two-dimensionality has long

since vanished. One piece of land can easily accommodate

a motley collection of land uses piled one atop another.

Three dimensionality of land use thus makes its appear¬

ance: retailing on the ground storey, business offices

on the second storey (first floor) is a very common

combination throughout the "western" world, but numerous

other combinations exist. In the following sections, the

land uses in the central areas of the two cities are

described, with emphasis on the features found at

different levels or storeys.

II. Perth: The Ground Floor Land Use Pattern (First

Storey)

As was underlined in the previous chapter, central

Perth has a great assemblage of activities: retailing,

business offices, banking and entertainment congregate,
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with residences forming a further less usual element in

the mixture. Since Perth is a county town, this conver¬

gence of activity is also a convergence within

Perthshire, and even, to a lesser extent,within Tayside

(Fig. 4 ), with Dundee being the other focus of human

endeavour. As an example, 53 per cent of the retail

turnover of Perthshire is in Perth, while, in the larger

area of Tayside (here taken as Angus, part of Fife,

Kinross, Kincardine and Perth), 1^ per cent of the retail
1

turnover is in Perth. This is a much greater concen¬

tration than that of York within Yorkshire: York retains

a mere 3 per cent of the retail turnover of its county.^
Only inside its own rural region (termed the York Area

in this thesis) is York the undisputed retail centre,

with 7^ per cent of the turnover. This is another indi¬

cation of the slightly increased service area of the

northern town, and the very much reduced one of the

southern town by comparison with the traditional county

service areas. Another aspect of this centralization of

activity within a town which already is a centralization

of activity is the dissimilarity between Perth and York:

in Perth, there are two upward steps in the increase of

activity from the countryside to the town centre. The

first is at the edge of the town, where the scattered

habitations of the rural zone give way to the suburbs:

the second upward step is at the verge of the central

business district, where there is a sudden spurt in the

intensity of use of the land. This is a contrast to the
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situation in York, where, as one approaches the Minster,

there is a steadily rising augmentation of activity with

less prominent steps in the rise.

As can be seen from the detailed map of the ground

storey in central Perth, retailing itself is further

concentrated, with a large part being found along the two

main street frontages: South Street and the High Street,

particularly the latter (Map A). In this realm of almost

exclusive (at the ground level) retailing, nearly a

quarter of the retail turnover of Perthshire is located.

The great advantages to retail concerns of a frontage

along a busy street are manifest in the way that most

other land uses have been squeezed out from the ground

level street frontage location: only banks are able to

compete effectively for these favourably situated

business premises. Along the High Street, the greater

nucleation of retailing is associated with an aggregation

of department stores, including Marks and Spencer's,

Woolworth's, some smaller regional stores, and also a

scattering of specialist shops: "hunting, shooting and

fishing" shops, tobacconists and jewellers. Additionally,

an interesting aspect of this cluster of activity,

explicable by the small size of Perth and the lack of

suburban retail outlets, is the clustering of grocers'

shops in this area. As the detailed map shows, there are

six grocery shops along the main retail section of the

High Street, a much greater concentration than anywhere

in the suburbs (Map J). Similarly, grocery shops and

other food outlets, including fishmongers, bakeries,
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butchers and greengrocers are found in profusion along

the other main shopping streets. South Street has more

smaller shops than the High Street, and also a higher

proportion of derelict premises and street frontage in

uses other than retailing. While the shops of the High

Street and the adjacent sections of Scott Street and

South Methven Street tend to cater to Perth and its

county area, the retail establishments outside this main

zone, those in South Street, North Methven Street and

South Scott Street cater more to the people who live in

the town centre. Fish and chip shops, small cafes, the

co-op, bakery shops, newsagents and second hand shops

all provide goods for the local populace, rather than the

more far-flung region. The table shows the greater

importance of food shops and small shops in these out¬

lying central areas »

Retailing in Perth: The Centre and Its Fringes^

The Central Retail Zone (Map J)

Number of Turnover
Establishments .£ mlns . p.a.

Food 52 27% 1.2 25%
Other 138 73% 3.6 7 3%
Total 190 100% 4.8 100%

Retailing Outside the Central Retail Zone (i.e. the
Suburbs and the Central Fringes)

Number of Turnover
Establishments JL mlns • p • 3. •

Food 143 l±9% 2.9 45$
Other 146 51% 3.5 33%
Total 289 100% 6.4 100%o

Away from the central double :axis of retailing,

land use <axhibits many interesting changes at the ground
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floor level. There are a few dispersed offices even in

the main retailing areas, but the main office locations

are elsewhere within the central core. The fringes of

the retail zone by the side of the Tay and the North Inch

have groups of offices of a variety of types:

solicitors, building societies, chartered accountants

and architects. Elsewhere, on the western and southern

borders of the retailing streets, offices are intermixed

with other land uses. Some of the businesses in these

areas make use of the less congested street blocks to

build large offices, such as those of the County Council,

the Post Office sorting offices and the telephone

exchange; other businesses make good use of the

spacious Regency and Victorian houses of Marshall Place

and King Street; some of the County Council offices are

housed in what was once the Infirmary, a strange site

successor to a hospital.

Other types of land uses also congregate in their

own area of the central core of Perth. There is a zone

of warehouses to the south of the principal shopping

thoroughfares, a group of hotels around the railway

station and a diverse collection of agricultural offices

near to the livestock markets. In this last group, the

local offices of the National Farmers' Union, the Beef

Shorthorn Society and Government agricultural premises

are found amongst a complex of agriculture-oriented

activities. On a normal day, the area is deserted, but,

on market days, the significance of this function to the

town can be seen, with tremendous bustle jamming the
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area, and large sums of money changing hands.

The warehouse zone is situated along Canal Street,

on the southern margin of the retail area, where land

usage is less intense, and room is available for large

storage buildings. Some of these house goods for the

retail stores in the neighbouring shopping streets;

others are wholesale warehouses, and yet others are ware¬

houses for industries with plant in other parts of the

town. Retail warehouses include a building housing

furniture for one of the High Street department stores

and storage premises for a miscellany of furniture

shops. A cold storage depot, a wholesale poultry storage

building, green grocery wholesalers, and potato whole¬

salers are examples of the wholesale trade, although,

because Perth is of no especial importance in the whole¬

sale distribution network, the zone is nowhere near as

large as in a port dockland, for example. The last type

of activity, industrial warehousing, is principally

represented by a complex of buildings comprising a bonded

warehouses, offices and other warehouses for Bell's

Whisky company. Unlike Dewar's, Bell's does not blend

its whisky in the town, but it retains its headquarters

here.

The other notable group of buildings is the cluster

of three hotels near the railway station, a cluster not

really matched in York. This group provides about half

the hotel accommodation in Perth, there being only two

other hotels in the city, one on South Street and the

other near to Perth Bridge.
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As has already been indicated, the presence of a fair

amount of industrial activity in the central area of

Perth is perhaps surprising. A dry cleaning factory

operates just to the north of the High Street, and the

railway industrial zone is on the western fringe of the

centre. Although Perth's centre is intensely developed

compared with its suburbs, the centre still has room for

a variety of enterprises not found in the middle of

larger cities.

From the preceding paragraphs, a generalized

picture of the land use pattern of the square of land

which forms the nucleus of Perth can be found. Along the

two streets, High Street and South Street, which have

descended from the oldest part of the town, the retail

area of the town and its county is found. The retail

area of today is the town of yesterday. This can

reasonably be related to the gradual intensification of

land usage over the centuries in the historic part of

the town without any shift of emphasis to any other

focus, as happened in Edinburgh. Outside this most

intensely built-over area lies an area of offices by the

river and County Courts, and a zone of mixed industrial

housing, warehousing and industry with enclaves of offices

on the remaining sides. Churches, entertainments, hotels

and other activities are also scattered throughout this

peripheral zone.

A smaller scale feature of land usage in Perth is

the change in land use behind the main street frontages.

Behind the actual shop frontage, where literally every
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foot of space is used, the intensity of land use

declines, and changes in land use occur. The street

frontage is built up to a height of several storeys, but

at the back of this high wall of building, the number of

storeys decreases; one-and two-floored storehouses jut

out at the back of the four-floored tenements of the main

street. Little pubs, betting shops, small craft shops,

storehouses and small private workshops, such as a

coppersmith's, occupy the spaces to either side of the

alleyways and vennels which lead, by way of a tunnel,

back from the main street.

III. Perth: The First Floor Land Use (Second Storey)

The land use pattern of the second storey in Perth

shows remarkable changes when compared with that of the

ground floor (Map B). As this map of land use for the

second floor shows, a large number of buildings, especi¬

ally along the main streets, extend to this height; many

of the second storeys have different uses from the ground

storey below them. The most obvious difference is the

very much greater amount of residential land use at the

first floor level. Almost all the houses involved are

flats, many of which are above offices or shops.

However, although some shopkeepers do live above their

premises, by no means all the houses above shops are

occupied in this way. As noted in the last chapter, the

population of the central area is working class and lower

middle class; the great majority of people living in

flats above shops have actually no connection with the

commercial premises, a situation different from that in
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York. However, this vex-tical land use pattern is quite

often seen in continental Europe in Dutch, German, Swiss

and Austrian towns among others, some specific examples

being Freiburg, Basel and Salzburg.^ Further inspection

of first floor land use reveals that, in this central

area, there is more space used for residential purposes

than at ground level. In view of the smaller floor area

at the second storey, residential land use is proportion¬

ately very much more important at this level. Another

type of land use which is found more at the second storey

than the first is office land use, offices of many

different kinds, particularly financial and professional

businesses which are often found above the shops along

the High Street. In other situations, as along Tay

Street, and the riverward end of the High Street, build¬

ings have offices at all levels* these may consist of one

company, occupying all floors, or an unrelated grouping

of companies, a bank followed by an insurance company,

with a solicitor's office above this, for example. Many

offices, particularly those which deal with finance—

banks, insurance companies, and building societies—are

found in a corner location. In the heart of the retail

district, corner sites are only occasionally used for

residence, and then at the third and fourth storey levels.

The actual line of shop and office frontage is the most

attractive and busy place in the central business

district. Behind this frontage, the intensity of land

usage declines sharply; above the street frontage, land

use intensity falls off, but less rapidly. By some
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curious psychological propensity, people who in the mass

do not exert themselves unnecessarily—few people will

climb two flights of stairs if an escalator is available—

would rather climb one floor to an office whose front

they can see from the street, than walk along an alleyway

to business premises whose presence is indicated by no

more than a noticeboard at the entrance to the alley.

Corner buildings are much more readily visible than those

along streets, and have the advantage of being at the

convergence of four busy shopping streets. Consequently,

land use within the central business district is the most

intense at the corners, resulting in the observed special

type of land use at the corners: a bank or head post

office at the ground level, with other bank offices or

an insurance company or other financial concern above

this. Another consequence of the increased activity at

the cross-road sites is that the corners are apt to be

built more substantially, with higher ceilings, and more

storeys than at other sites along the street. More

rebuilding has occurred at the corners, where the

original stone tenements are never found, having been re¬

placed several times—a similar phenomenon to that found

in Edinburgh's New Town,^ where the original Georgian

houses rarely survive at corners, often having been

replaced by majestic Victorian edifices.

Another prominent feature of the first floor is the

great variety of land uses which are not to be found here.

Wholesale warehouses, unlike in York, rarely have a

second storey; churches, theatres, cinemas almost never
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extend to two full storeys; industry, however, rather

unexpectedly, uses the second storey quite extensively

in central Perth, in contrast with other industrial

sites.

Certain types of building-use reach from one storey

to another without a break. The cluster of hotels

around the station, for example, is even more prominent

on the map of second storey land use than on the map of

the first storey. The Law Courts, the Museum and Art

Gallery, the Burgh offices, the City Hall and the schools

are further instances of single-purpose buildings

extending through several floors. While this type of

building might seem the obvious type likely to exist, and

is actually the kind predominant in York, it is in the

minority in central Perth. Even where it exists, the

actual use to which the first floor is put is usually

different from the ground floori the larger retail

stores along the High Street have often rebuilt their

original tenement site and now use anything up to five

floors, including basements. Sales floors, nevertheless,

rarely extend to the third storey, which is usually used

for retail offices or retail warehouses.

IV. Land Use on the Second Floor (Third Storey) and

Higher Floors

Land use at the third and fourth storey levels shows

considerable changes compared with lower levels. At all

the higher levels, houses are very much more important

than any other type of land usage. Office land use

gradually declines with increased height, no doubt
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largely due to the absence of lifts in most buildings.

Of the offices which do occupy rooms at higher levels,

the great majority are in purpose-built premises with

liftso Houses on the third and fourth storeys do not,

however, have lifts, so there are many disadvantages in

living in them; as a result, houses generally deteriorate

with increased height, and some of the upper houses on

poorer staircases are empty and almost derelict, forgot¬

ten attics within a few feet of the bustle of the central

business district, and evidence of population leaving

the area. Despite such inconveniences, the number of

people living above the busy streets of central Perth is

quite extraordinary, being slightly more than the entire

population living within the mediaeval walls of York.

Retail warehouses or offices above shops, hotels

and a diversity of professional and financial offices are

the other main types of land use, besides residence, in

the upper levels. The greatest development of land use

at the higher storeys is naturally along the two main

business streets, where proximity to the principal retail

street frontages leads to intensive land use. But out¬

lying streets of the central area, especially along the

fringes which were first built over in Georgian times,

are also heavily developed.

Perth does have a greater frequency of four storey

and higher buildings in its centre than York (Maps D and

H), but it appears to have even more than is actually the

case: Perth's centre appears as a very much more

massively built-over place than York's centre. This
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seems to be due to two causesi in Perth, the tall build¬

ings along street frontages hide the shorter ones behind,

and give an impression of enhanced height. In addition,

the stone-built tenements of central Perth are more

stalwart in construction than the brick houses of central

York, and also have higher storeys—a four storey

Victorian structure in Perth might have an actual height

double that of a three storey Georgian building in York.

V. Vertical and Horizontal Patterns of Land Use »

Static and Dynamic Patterns

The three-dimensional nature of the land use pattern

of central Perth shows up in the presence of both
which

vertical and horizontal patterns at different levels have
A

just been discussed. Vertical patterns typical of

different parts of the central business district also

exist. Along the most intensely used part of the High

Street, a common vertical sequence of land use is retail

on the ground floor, retail storehouse on the first

floor, residences on the remaining floors (Fig. 50)*

Another typical vertical pattern is retailing on the

ground floor, professional offices on the first and maybe

second floor, residence above. Some connection may be

discerned between the vertical succession of land use

types as one climbs the tenements above the main shopping

streets and the horizontal pattern as one moves away from

the principal business core. The retail-office-residence

sequence may be seen both vertically and horizontally.

Of course, this sequence is by no means the only one

present, but its presence both vertically and horizontally
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is a further indication of the decline in business

activity away from the main retail thoroughfares.

Vertically, there is an inclination for retailing to be

confined to the ground floor, with offices proportion¬

ately more significant on the first floor and residence

predominant above this. Horizontally at the ground

level, a similar sequence is visible: retailing is

clustered along the main shopping streets of the double

axis of the town centre, offices tend to be towards the

periphery of this retail zone, while residences are inter¬

mingled with offices in the outer areas of the central

core. The similarity between horizontal and vertical

land use patterns thus exists in a general manner.

Variations are, of course, numerous. Small shops with

three storeys of residence above are quite frequently

seen even in the busiest streets and form the main type

of vertical sequence on South Street. Elsewhere, there

may be four or more storeys of offices. However, the

basic sequence of retail-office-residence is frequent

enough for it to have been incorporated in a purpose-

built structure, St. John*s Square (Fig. 51)*

Adding, as it were, a fourth dimension to the

already intricate pattern of lancl use in the midst of

this relatively small city are the changes occurring

with time. The patterns are described above as if they

were static, but, in many cases, they are slowly

changing. One of the principal changes, to be discussed

(Chapter VI), is the decline in the number of people

resident in the central zone. This seems to be happening
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partly because of the expansion of business and partly

due to the inherent disadvantages of the old housing of

the centre (see Chapter IV). A common event is that

someone vacates a house above a shop or an office,

either due to death or because they are moving to the

suburbs. Instead of the house being bought by someone

intending to live in it, the shopkeeper in the premises

below may buy it to use as a storehouse or to extend

his shop—Boots the chemists on the High Street have

bought the tenement house above their original shop and

have altered the whole structure of the lower two storeys

of the building so as to have a two-storey sales floor,

reaching, in addition, further back from the shopping

frontage than the original building, but with the third

and fourth storey tenements still intact. Often, instead

of the expansion of retailing, office premises use vacated

houses; a tenement house may be a residence one month

and become a dentist's or lawyer's office the next month.

The reverse change, however, from office to residence, only

rarely seems to occur. Consequently, a dynamic vertical

pattern involving the extension of non-residential land

use—or building use—is found. Horizontal patterns of

land use are also changing; there has been widespread re¬

building and amalgamation of adjacent buildings to form

large shops along the High Street. Many of the larger

groups of offices, such as the Post Office or General

Accident Assurance, are too large to fit readily into

the relatively small units offered by conversion of

tenement premises. In their stead, these use purpose-
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built office accommodation which is tardily increasing

in amount. The predominantly three-and four-storey

tenements have occasionally been replaced by higher

blocks of flats, such as an eight and an eleven storey

storey block near the station. Churches have suffered a

heavy toll; although the city's churches are still

clustered within this central zone, many others have

lost their congregations and have been closed. One

church on Scott Street has been demolished to make way

for a supermarket and a Whimpy Bar, while another on Tay

Street serves as a warehouse, being filled to overflowing

with detergent bottles: such is the pathetic fate of

once-revered edifices.

Further changes in land use involve the decay of

former residential property and its replacement by new

structures. As has already been mentioned, some new

buildings—St. John's Square and Pomarium Street—reflect

the vertical land use patterns which evolve naturally

along other streets. However, derelict property in

several areas, such as along Canal Crescent and

Watergate, has not yet been rebuilt, nor renovated for

other uses.

This low intensity of land use in small sections of

the town centre is a reflection of the size of Perth's

town centre. Although almost all business activities are

focussed on the town centre, there is still space to

spare. The centre of Perth occupies about 6 per cent of

the built-up area of the city, the same as in York. But,

as buildings in central Perth are likely to have four or
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more storeys, compared with the more usual three in York

(Maps C, D and H), there is more floor space in central

Perth. So, despite the greater clustering of activities

into the centre of the Scottish town, there is still

some unused "slack" in the available space.

VI. York Ground Floor Land Use (First Storey)

Even if activities in York are rather more dispersed

throughout the whole town than in Perth, the centre of

York nevertheless has an intricate and intensely clust¬

ered pattern of activity. As with the Scottish town,

the congregation of activities into the centre of York

is a concentration not only within York, but also within

York's tributary area of farmland, which does not contain

any other sizeable centre of human endeavour. However,

in contrast to Perth, the assemblage of businesses in

York is not an important node within either Yorkshire or

the alternative Humberside region. Once more taking the

retail turnover as an example of this, 74 per cent of

the retail turnover of the York area is in York, but

only 3 per cent of that in Yorkshire.6
Retailing in York is further focussed on the town

centre, although not to the same extent as in Perth. A

greater percentage of retailing in York is in the

suburbs. Nonetheless, since York is a much larger town

than Perth, the retail centre in York is larger than

that in Perth. The main retail area of York lies along

Coney Street, Parliament Street, Stonegate, Petergate

and Goodramgate (Map E, Map I). Along these streets,

over 90 per cent of the premises are retail establishments
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and 56 per cent of the retail turnover of York, or ^1 per

cent of the retail turnover of the York Area, is found.

Of the other activities which have remained, banks,

building societies, insurance companies and official

residences for the Lord Mayor, County Court judges and

Church officials are the most prominent. Many other

premises have vanished from the area. In common with

Perth, the most favourable position for the location of

a retail outlet or financial office is along the street

frontage of the main business streets. Certain sections

of Coney Street, Spurriergate and Parliament have

collected a number of department stores, but many more

are found in York than in Perth. This is an example of

the manner in which York's greater size more than

compensates for its greatly reduced service area.

Supplying goods to York's population alone is as large a

business as supplying them to all of Perthshire. York

has about five major department stores compared to Perth's

two. There is also a more variegated selection of

specialist shops in York, but this is as much due to the

past political position of the town as to its present

size. Goldsmiths and silversmiths, tobacconists and

chocolate confectioners, clerical outfitters and saddlers,

delicatessens and pork butchers, "hunting, shooting and

fishing" shops, and military souvenir shops are amongst

these outlets, some catering to the "county" people.

Compared with the Scottish city, there is a relative

lack of convenience goods shops, such as grocers, no

doubt primarily due to the greater number of suburban
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shops (Figs. 3^ and 35)•

Specialist shops selling "comparison" goods tend to

congregate together. In mediaeval times, their cluster¬

ing is indicated by such street names as Coppergate

(coopers or coppersmiths, it is not known which), The

Shambles and Tanner Row. Today, clustering of a slightly

different type is quite prominent: opticians along

Micklegate, shoe shops along High Ousegate, baby goods

along Goodramgate, and furnishers or ironmongers along

Fossgate, near to the warehouses of Walmgate.

York's greater size also appears in the more intense

land use at the ground level in the centre. This

intensity and the small mediaeval building lots produces

an extremely intricate layout of land use, which almost

defies cartographic representation. Retail outlets range

in size from tiny mediaeval shops-cum-workshops, barely

4m by 4m, to large department stores like Marks and

Spencer of 40m by 40m. The tendency to a falling-off of

business activity behind main street frontages, so well

shown in Perth, does not exist in York, because the

congestion of the centre of the city is so great that

the spaces behind the main business frontages—the spaces

in the centre of blocks—have almost always been

infilled. Although the centre of Perth and the centre

of York, as represented on the maps (A-H) occupy the

same proportion of the city's built-up area, about 5 or

6 per cent, the principal retail zone of York is only

slightly bigger than that in Perthi 24 hectares against

16 hectares. This is 0.66 per cent of York's built-up
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area, but 1.3 per cent of Perth's built-up area. The

extra pressure on land in the main retail centre of York

has resulted in street blocks being continuously built

over, unlike the hollow squares of central Perth. For

example, the block bounded by Stonegate, Back Stonegate,

Petergate and Grape Lane has a house with a tiny sunless

courtyard at its centre; the block bounded by New Street,

Davygate, Coney Street, Feasegate and Market Street has

a new shopping arcade through its midst. A further

reason for this intensity of land use is the generally

low profile of buildings in York (Maps D and H)—

considering the land use of the city centre, higher

buildings might be expected. York's long period of

economic stagnation from late mediaeval through Tudor,

Stuart and Georgian times to the Victorian era, when new

animation appeared in the city's economy,? has left a

great number of small buildings, many of which are now

preserved, so that "normal" economic forces, which would

create pressure for extensive rebuilding, do not operate.

In addition, the usage of the upper storeys of buildings

in the centre of York is often less than that in Perth,

so that good use has to be made of ground level space.

Surrounding this continuously built-over area,

which constitutes the main retail area in York, are a

variety of zones, often all but hidden down the winding

side streets of the city. Along Swinegate, Back

Stonegate and Grape Lane, there is a little area of

wholesaling and small businesses. The stench of refuse

from wholesale greengrocers and the mess left on the
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streets at times almost merits the street name, and

prompted the Esher Commission to recommend "tidying-upM
Q

of this area. Yet, such businesses are essential to

the commercial life of an agricultural and retail centre,

and would have to remain within the city somewhere. If

they were removed to the riverside area or Walmgate, the

problem of what purpose to which to divert their premises

would still remaini dereliction is no more attractive

than rubbish-strewn premises. Even so, such is the

pressure on land in the vicinity that conversion to some

new use might be possible. To the south of the retail

zone, in the back streets by the river in the neighbour¬

hood of the castle, there are more warehouses and whole¬

sale businesses. Similarly, on the opposite side of the

river, on the west bank, there are streets of warehouses

and related businesses—slate wholesalers, tyre manu¬

facturers—in the back lanes by Skeldergate.

Throughout the central area of the city, there are

clusters of offices, housed in purpose-built premises

more often than not, but only showing a slight propensity

to form the specialist finance and business area found

in larger cities (Fig. 52). The grouping of solicitors,

chartered accountants and insurance brokers in the proxi¬

mity of the Minster does show some slight appearance of

a business node, but there is also a counteractive node

near to the County Courts on the other fringe of the

central business district. Some offices are dispersed

throughout the retail zone, but many, as in Perth, are

scattered around the periphery of the main retail area.
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On the west bank there is a group of tall offices congre¬

gated by the- Lendal Bridge within a few minutes walk of

the Minster area; these comprise the G.P.O. telephone

offices, the railway offices, and Yorkshire Insurance,

all with six or seven storeys. By St. Helen's Square,

there is a group of banks; near the County Courts there

is the police station and fire brigade. However,

professional offices, including those of chartered

accountants, solicitors and architects, are often in

smaller premises either within the retail area or within

the smarter parts of the inner suburbs—mostly the

Georgian ribbon development along the main streets

leading from the city gates. County clubs, the Yorkshire

Society of Archaeology, for example, also use offices in

these locations, which are among the more prestigious in

the county capital. The effect of the offices with

premises along these roads is to extend the non-residential

area of York so that it covers almost the entire

Georgian city. The central business district of York and

its outlying warehousing zones have developed on the site

of the historic city. The modern retail centre has not

yet encompassed the mediaeval town, but the whole central

business district does cover the historic town. The old

areas of the city have changed slowly by the gradual

removal of residences and the expansion of businesses

until the point where the number of houses within the

central business district is small. Only 3»°50 people

now live inside the walls, very few in the retail area,

compared with 15»000 in Georgian times and 5»000 "to
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10,000 in mediaeval times.

Surrounding the principal business streets, but

still within the walls, are several back streets where

warehousing (p. 204) mixes with small workshops, small

businesses such as repair garages and printers, and

storage yards, as in the streets above King's Staithes

or along Toft Green or Tanner Row. Other activities are

also found along these streets. Fundamentalist chapels

are located along the streets and lanes behind the main

business fagadest along St. Saviourgate, Spen Lane and

St. Andrewgate, there are no less than five chapels in

about 300 yards. These are alongside wholesalers who

occupy old buildings in advanced states of disrepair in

back lanes. In the dark alleys leading off from the

maze of streets there are bookmakers, cobblers and mail

order offices.

Alongside these pockets of semi-derelict property,

York has an abundant scattering of historic buildings,

official residences and enclaves of special land use —

a feature which distinguishes the two cities, since

Perth has unfortunately lost many of its historic build¬

ings and has no official residences except the ruins of

the Royal Palace at Scone. St. William's College is just

around the corner from a street of decaying mediaeval

buildings used as warehouses; the Merchant Taylors' Hall

is similarly found in a street of dank, mouldy storage

buildings running along the inside of the city wall,

Aldwark; the Castle and County Courts stand in the middle

of an area free of building, but the Cathedral enclave
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has dilapidated streets nearby, even though its

immediate surrounds are now isolated from decaying areas.

Turning to other kinds of activity, the English

city's land use parallels that of Perth in at least a

few respects. For example, there is a station hotel

near the railway station in an almost identical position

to that in Perth, although there is no accompanying

cluster of hotels and there are several other hotels in

other parts of the city centre. The newest of these, the

Viking, departs from the traditionally low skyline of

York, having nine storeys, the highest building in the

city, apart from the Cathedral. Because it is situated

on the riverside, it commands a fine view of the

mediaeval city centre and its old buildings like the

Guildhall, which back onto the opposite bank of the

river. The hotel and some nearby development of shops

is a great improvement on the previous land use in the

area, which was covered with rotting riverside houses and

warehouses. However, if many new buildings of such a

height were constructed in York, the mediaeval aspect of

the city would be totally disrupted. Such building

would be less likely to be allowed in, for example,

Florence. Nevertheless, it can be argued that York is

not famous for its skyline and distant townscape, as in

Florence, but for its almost unique wealth of mediaeval

buildings and the cosy, minute scale of its townscape.

That mediaeval character of central York which is most

appealing is the small size, the human scale of the

houses, in which people fit as an integral part. Such
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intimate townscape is not at all influenced by the sky¬

line, which in York, unlike in Florence with its

Cathedral, towers and campaniles, is notable solely for

the glories of its Cathedral.

VII. York First Floor Land Use (Second Storey)

The vertical changes found in the land use of the

central area of York are quite dissimilar to those found

in Perth. Whereas, in the northern town, it is usual to

find a building with three or four different and uncon¬

nected occupants at the various levels, in York, it is

much more usual to find all levels of a building occupied

by the same person or company. Even where land use

differs at the various levels, the same business may

still be involved: for example, along Goodramgate, a

jeweller's business has retail, workshop and storage

rooms at successive floors. This is primarily due to the

different structures of buildings in the two cities, which,

in turn, reflects national differences in architecture.

Most buildings in central York have at least two storeys.

In the main retail streets, the first floor building

usage is usually either retail sales floor or retail

offices or storerooms. The main department stores

frequently have two sales floors, and some have up to

five separate floorsi hence the central retailing area

of York is more developed, in terms of vertical building,

than that in Perth, where even three retail sales floors

are very unusual. Above smaller shops, the rooms are

almost invariably in other retail use. There is a

tendency to use these upper floors as storerooms
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whereas, in the northern city, retail storerooms are

located behind the main buildings or in the retail ware¬

house zone adjacent to the retail area. In this respect,

central York is once again highly clustered. However,

even within the central shopping streets, some of the

smaller shops do not need all the storage space in the

upper floors, in consequence of which many rooms above

shops are semi-derelict. Land use in the upper storeys

of central York is not so intensive as it could be, be¬

cause the structures cannot easily be adapted to multiple

ownership or renting. Another instance in which land

use is necessarily less intensive than possible is the

fact that, with rare exceptions, empty shops have empty

stores and offices above—it is after all a bad advert¬

isement to have an office above a run down or dirty

shop. But this feature is also due to the lack of

separate access. Whereas tenements in Perth above empty
in York*

shops are usually in use, upper storeys above empty
A

premises are generally vacated; one of the few exceptions

is an office for a charitable organization in an other¬

wise empty building in Micklegate.

Almost all the land use within the business dist¬

rict of York at the first floor level is non-residential

(Map F). Residential land use is only found on the

periphery of the business core to the south, where

Victorian terrace houses and new council houses are

located. Occasionally in the centre, buildings are

constructed—or have been converted—so as to allow

different businesses to utilize the various storeys, but
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residential land use is only sporadically involved.

Professional offices, such as a lawyer's or dentist's,

occupy rooms above retail premises; another example is

that of hairdresser's using rooms above small shops, a

vertical combination commonly found in Britain.

Residence has now removed towards the periphery of

the Georgian city. Along Bootham, large Georgian terrace

houses similar to Marshall Place or Rose Terrace in Perth

but brick or brick-and-stone built, have likewise been

sub-divided into flats or offices. In these large

houses formerly used by the wealthy, there was reproduced

the same succession of strata of classes as in the tall

tenements of mediaeval Edinburgh. There were the main

floors providing living space for the owner and his

family, the "below stairs" and attic for the servants.

Unlike the tenements, however, with their separate access

to each storey, these large Georgian houses of York are

generally less adaptable and must be used as one unit by

one concern. If they remain residential, they are

converted into flats, not of the Scottish type, but of

the French type in which a big house is subdivided.

Only along Micklegate are there many upper storeys in the

Georgian houses which do have separate access. Here

there are flats, offices and other premises with their

own passageways and stairs.

However, businesses at the first floor level are

more often located above businesses of the same kind on

the ground floor. Office blocks are of all sizes and

ages, ranging from modest two-storey Victorian buildings
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with a central staircase connecting the floors and con¬

taining the offices of several lawyers, to new multi¬

storey blocks such as British Rail's Eastern Region's

Headquarters or Yorkshire Insurance's headquarters.

Altogether, due to the traditional English building

structure's inadaptability, there are more purpose-

built offices in the English city. Such blocks have a

tendency, as in Perth, to be in the zone surrounding the

retail core. Nevertheless, on the less busy shopping

streets, where shops are small, and many are specialist,

upstairs floors may house businesses different from the

ground storey, with access arranged in a similar manner

to that in Perth, except that the access was not

initially incorporated into the building. However, such

conversion is uncommon. The especially intensive

development of corner sites found in Perth is also less

noticeable in the English city, a phenomenon doubtless

connected with the lack of a gridiron street pattern.

"Corners" in York are of bizarre shapes and are infreq¬

uently orthogonal; they may also be situated in close

proximity to other corners; hence many of the locational

advantages of corner sites are lost in York.

While many land uses in Perth do not appear—or

appear infrequently—at the first floor level, a differ¬

ent permutation of building uses is seen in York.

Wholesale warehouses, churches and cinemas, and industry

are neither found on the second storey in the English,

nor in the Scottish town. Dissimilarly, though, resident¬

ial land use is uncommon above other land use in York

(Maps B and F). Moreover, workshops and industrial,
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retail and wholesale warehouses often extend to two or

three storeys in York, whereas they are almost never seen

above the ground level in Perth, apart from storerooms

above shops. No doubt this is due to the cramped

conditions into which warehouses are squashed in the

back lanes of York.

VIII. York Second, Third and Higher Floor Land Use

(Third and Fourth Storeys, etc.)

The uppermost storeys in central York differ

entirely from those in Perth, where residential land use

increases with height. Most types of building usage

decrease with increased height in York, and very few

buildings have four storeys in any event. However,

certain types of land use, apart from storerooms, are

found at the third and higher storeys. The retail sales

floors of some of the larger department stores have a

second floor and sometimes a third floor, with storage at

the back. Otherwise, in the retail streets, storage

space is the main use found in the second, third and

higher floors. Empty upper storeys are especially

noticeable in shabby retail districts where returns

would not justify the expense of structural conversion

to allow use of the upper storeys. Several of the

financial offices, such as banks or insurance companies,

also have three or more storeys» Yorkshire Insurance's

offices have seven, and a group of offices in Stonebow

have seven to eight storeys. Within the city centre,

there is a negligible number of people living above

shops or offices. This is as much due to the depopulation
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caused by pressure for business expansion as to the

structure of the buildings. The city centre as a whole

(i.e. not only the retail zone) is very much more

extensive than Perth's, being about three times the

size, and the scattering of purpose-built business

premises reaching to three, four or more storeys like¬

wise covers a much greater area. Nevertheless, as in

the Scottish city, most tall buildings are found in

relatively small zones. A further difference between

the two towns, however, already noted in a general way,

is the low profile of buildings in York. In terms of

storeys, the highest building in Perth is higher than the

highest in York; eleven against nine storeys, the opposite

of what would be anticipated on theoretical grounds,

since York is thrice Perth's size. Although many build¬

ings in York have three storeys, or three storeys and a

very small attic, very few have four (Map H); this is due

to the traditional English architecture of the city;

mediaeval and Georgian houses in England often have three

storeys, but only occasionally four (Photo 3)« Thin was

largely the result of half-timber and brick construction

putting a restriction on height, which then became

ennhrined in tradition. In nome wayn thin may be

construed as a lowland English feature of the city—

friable sandstone or limestone and brick rather than

tough gritstone being the lowland building material.

This is essentially an environmental influence upon

housetype and indirectly on commerce.
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IX. Vertical and Horizontal Patterns of Land Use,

and Dynamic and Static Patterns

Land use patterns in York are three dimensional,

hut they are of a different variety from those in Perth.

The horizontal patterns, however, bear closer similarity

to those of the smaller city. Whereas several common

combinations or permutations of vertical land uses are

found in Perth, there is less tendency to any single

vertical pattern in the English city. Vertical patterns

vary considerably from street to street: along Coney

Street, the principal shopping street, all floors are

often in some kind of retail land use. Along Parliament

Street, there may be retailing on the ground floor and

various business offices above. Building usage in the

higher storeys is generally closely related to that at

the ground level; much more than in Perth, the land use

map of each successive storey resembles that of the

storey below, denuded of some of the buildings. This

also means that no similarity can be seen between the

horizontal and vertical sequences of land use away from

the chief business frontages: in other words, the

vertical pattern of land use above the street on

Spurriergate, for example, bears no similarity to that

found as one moves away from the business core to the

periphery of the town centre. This is not to say that

there is not both a vertical and a horizontal decline in

the intensity of land use away from the ground level of

the main business thoroughfares, but merely that the

vertical and horizontal changes are different from one
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another.

However, some evidence exists to suggest that the

same basic economic forces operate to influence patterns

of land use in York and Perth, but the structural differ¬

ences in building persist and produce differences in

land use patterns. Offices in York would probably use

rooms above shops much more frequently if structural

alterations were unnecessary.

The fourth dimension of the land use pattern, time,

shows itself in the slowly changing types of land use.

The retail core of York steadily and slowly expands and

intensifies its use of the present centre. Despite the

mediaeval aspect of Coney Street and Spurriergate, many

shops along these streets have been rebuilt, enlarged

and extended upwards several times even since Victorian

times.

However, in scattered places, there has been a

great amount of structural alteration to further compli¬

cate the ground plan of the city centre. When this has

occurred, ground level and first floor buildings do not

always correspond. Offices or other businesses sometimes

reach over several shops with the connection of the

buildings carried out solely at the upper levels. The

Swan Hotel occupies rooms over some shops in Piccadilly

and Coppergate; along Coney Street, the Yorkshire Evening

Press has joined the second and third storeys of four

adjacent buildings for its office, and, at the corner

of Feasegate and Davygate, a fashion shop uses similar

composite premises above other shops. This is one way
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in which small old structures and ground plans have been

adapted to contemporary use. Old houses in other parts

have become warehouses. But, there has not been any

extensive sweeping away until recently (and then only of

Victorian terraces in the Zone of Transition), rather a

prolonged and recurrent piecemeal alteration.

Likewise, every available space is utilized—hence

the appearance of the city's first arcade to make maximum

use of the inaccessible centre of a street block. Other

changes lie in the progressive depopulation of the

centre, which will probably continue in spite of a small

influx of students and the recommendations of the Esher

Report. Apart from official residences, population

inside York's walls is confined to the southern periphery.

A direct consequence of such change is that York's

magnificent Gothic parish churches, over twenty in all,

have been deprived of their congregations, and are now

in the unhappy state of being unutilised monuments to a

past age. Since the Church of England has different

rules from the Presbyterian Church regarding the conver¬

sion of churches to other uses, many stand in a half-

ruined condition with charitable donations insufficient

to repair them. Their very numerousness is their

undoing* half-a-dozen beautiful mediaeval churches

could be, and indeed are, kept in repair, but twenty is

a different matter.

X. Chapter Summary

The contrast between the two towns' central land

use is profound and, in some ways, is of an unexpected
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type. The smaller, slower growing Scottish town has

developed more three-dimensionally than has the larger

English town. However, the two-dimensional complexities

of York's land use are matched by the three-dimensional

complexities of Perth's.

In the basic central place functions of the two

cities, further contrasts appear. As one moves from the

Vale of York towards York Minster, business activity,

intensity of land use, and building height increases

slowly to a crescendo in the neighbourhood of the

Minster. In Perth, the rise is much less gradual, rather

being akin to one plateau surmounting another plateau—

the city set off from the countryside and the city

centre set off from the city (Fig. 33 )• It appears, in

respect of land use that those differences between the

two cities which have resulted from national distinct¬

iveness—like the abrupt rural-urban divide in Perth and

the rural-urban fringe of York or the similar phenomenon

between town centre and suburb—are not decreasing.



CHAPTER VI

DEMOGRAPHY» A SCOTTISH AND AN ENGLISH TOWN

I. Introduction

The character of a town depends as much on the acti¬

vities and character of its people as on any other factor.

The rush and bustle of people in the heart of a great

financial centre like Toronto or Frankfurt is the epitome

of such a city. The leisured promenading once fashion¬

able in Bath, and the sun-worship still fashionable in

Nice are similarly at the very core of the city's

existence. Likewise, the physical fabric of any city

depends to a large extent upon the temperament and

propensities of the people who live in it. A town which

has h£d a large middle class for decades, like Harrogate,

has street upon street of great mansions; a mining town

like Rhondda has few large houses, but many rows of

miners' terrace houses. Both York and Perth, as will be

discussed, approach close to national norms in features

like the class structure, age and wealth of the population,

but each area of the city has different population

idiosyncrasies, and these bear a close relationship to

the townscape found in each area. In the following

paragraphs, some general demographic features of the two

towns are outlined and related to national features. A

detailed analysis of the different residential areas is

given in Chapter 4, where demography and land use are

considered together.
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II. Historical Population Growth

The population growths of Perth and York relative to

one another and to national population growths are indi¬

cations of the vitality, or torpor, of the cities. The

relative importance of the two cities prior to the

Industrial Revolution was considered in Chapter I. Here,

the expansion of the population since 1801 will "be

considered in more detail.

In 1801, Perth and York had populations which, if

allowance is made for the inaccuracies due to the complex¬

ities of early census statistics, were approximately

identical. The difficulties of deciphering the early

censuses for these two cities are considerable. In

Perth, statistics are given by parish, and, while most of

the people of the parishes listed were indeed living

within the geographical bounds of the city, and were

inside either the Royal or Parliamentary Burgh, outlying

rural areas are occasionally included. Difficulties

further increase because of the lack of maps giving

boundaries for the early nineteenth century. But, the

difficulties are very much greater in York. This city*s

special ecclesiastical status for 1,500 years before 1801

had led to an increasingly complicated administrative set¬

up within the city, which was not completely regularized

until the 1911 census. During the first decades of the

nineteenth century, York still had its excessively

contorted mediaeval administrative boundaries. Three

2
separate groups of areas existed! The City of York,

The Liberty of St. Peter of York, and the Ainstey of the
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City of Yorko Each was composed of groups of parishes.

The City of York included most, but not all, the area

within the walls; however, the city rapidly extended

itself beyond the walls in the nineteenth century, so that

the statistics for the City include less and less of the

city's geographical population as time progresses.

Consequently, parts of the Liberty and the Ainstey must

be added on to the City population. This can be done on

a parish-by-parish basis; but, even this is not without

complexities, since the extra-mural area around York was

composed of "part-parishes" whose other part was within

the city walls. Moreover, many of these parishes have up

to a dozen pieces scattered throughout the countryside
.4

around York, pieces which are often no more than a small

field or part of a terrace of houses. In addition, each

census tackles these areas in a different wayi some list

total parish populations; others list parts of parishes

without stating where the parts are located; yet others

list each part of every parish, with its location.

Finally, various attempts to reduce such a tangle—the

preamble to the 1831 census noted that York had the most

complicated administrative areas of any city in England,

only Bristol approaching it in complexity-^—to some

semblance of order involved the gradual introduction of

wards and civil parishes towards the close of the nine¬

teenth century. A static but complicated set up would be

amenable to disentanglement with the 6 inch and 25 inch

Ordnance Survey maps and plans; a changing situation is
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much more difficult. Consequently, discrepancies continu¬

ally arise in statistics for the nineteenth century for

York. The end result is that such apparently simple

statistics as population totals for the city are only

fairly accurate approximations, and could be in error by

up to 10 per cent.

Bearing such facts in mind, the otherwise simple

graph can be considered (Fig. 55 ). In 1801, the popul¬

ation of both towns was about 15,000 to 16,000 people;

they were by contemporary standards moderately large,

since only the larger Of the new industrial cities and

the capital cities of the British and Irish Isles were

more populous. But, although their population increase

during the past 165 years has been, in absolute terms,

greater than at any time previously, their relative

increase has been much less spectacular. In 1966, Perth

had 42,000 people, a 180 per cent increase on 1801; York

had 130,000 people, an 870 per cent increase on 1801.

During this same interval, the proportional increase in

the population of Scotland was 230 per cent, and of

England was 410 per cent. Relative to the national

populations, then, Perth fell behind. However, when it is

remembered that the fraction of the population living in

towns more than doubled during this period, it is manifest

that Perth experienced a very considerable demographic

decline, while York barely kept pace with national trends.

The large difference between the population growth

of England and Scotland during the I65 years, 1801-1966,^
obviously accounts for much of the great difference in the
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growth rates of the two towns. As service centres, they

would be expected to reflect national population growths.

However, as local and regional centres, both towns would

also be likely to show the impact of regional population

trends. Since Perthshire had roughly the same number of

people in 1966 as in 1801, while the rural area around

York had increased its population several-fold, York

would be expected to increase its size on this count

alone•

Yet, a considerable part of the divergence between

the two cities* population growths can be attributed to

industrial activity in York. In 1971, Perth still had

little industry, and much of this was directly connected

to the service r61e of the town. York, on the other

hand, 'acquired new industries during the nineteenth

century, while several of those established in the previous

century expanded. In 1966, York had 26,000 employed in

secondary industry,^ which with their families would add

at least double that figure or 52,000 to the city

population; Perth had only 5»000 people adding perhaps

10,000 to the city population. York thus owes much of its

greater demographic vitality to industrial expansion,

which bypassed Perth almost completely until the last

decade. As was noted with respect to the growth of

suburbs (Chapter 2), these differences in population

growth affect the town plan.

IIIo Relative Nucleation of York and Perth

Another factor to affect the townscape has been the

relative nucleation of the population, or the density at
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which people in the two cities live. In 1801, the

density of population was exceedingly high by modern

standards: 30,000 people/km2 (3°° people/hectare) in

Perth and 15,000 people/km2 (150 people/hectare) in

Yorko^ The difference between the two towns reflects

both national differences in town densities and the

influence of the respective town walls. Scottish towns

have traditionally been more nucleated than English, with

a clear divide between the town and the country, both

socially? and in the physical fabric of the settlement.

In the two case studies, such cultural distinctiveness is

enhanced by the town walls, which prevented Perth

expanding, but had no such effect in York. In 1801, the
,4

town walls of Perth enclosed a very densely populated

area. In York, however, although the walls became a

barrier in early Victorian times, there was still much

open space in 1801, allowing freedom to spread out from

the crowded core.

The population densities of Perthshire and rural

Yorkshire form an interesting contrast with the towns. In

1801, Perthshire, excluding the city, had an overall

density of 20 people/km2, while the rural area around

York had a density of approximately 60 people/km2. Perth

was 1,500 times more densely populated than its rural

region, a tightly clustered knot of people in a sparsely

peopled countryside. York was 250 times more densely

peopled than its region, also a tight cluster of people,

although somewhat more loosely congregated than in Perth.

Then, as now, the English town had more in common with
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the countryside than had the Scottish town.

By 196l» these relative densities had undergone a

great change. Perth*s density, following upon suburban

expansion, had decreased to 32,000 people/km2, more than

a tenfold decrease compared with 1801. The rural density

of Perthshire, after reaching a peak in I83I and a nadir

in 1931» had returned to exactly its 1801 density of 20

people/km2o Perth was 160 times more densely populated

than its region in 1961, still an intense concentration

of human activity within the county, but much less than

in 18010 York's density, likewise, following suburban

expansion, had declined to 3»3°0 people/km2. The density

of the rural area, however, had increased slightly to 75

people/km2. As a consequence, York was only times

more densely populated than its rural region, although

the town's actual density was a little greater than

Perth's. Relative to its rural surrounds, Perth is still

more nucleated than York, but this arises because of the

sparser rural population of Perthshire, and no longer to

a particularly high density within Perth.

IV. Decentralization of Population in the Two Towns

The decentralization of population within York and

Perth, which is the main factor responsible for the

decreased nucleation of the cities since 1801, can be

traced in map and graph form with the aid of the censuses

and Ordnance Survey maps (Figs. 53,54 and 56 ).

In 1801, both towns were densely peopled and their

cross-profiles show the typical pattern found in walled
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cities of pre-industrial societies; the area within the

walls is packed with houses and only a few open areas,

and the population density falls off abruptly at the

walls. This pattern could even yet be found in an
O

Arabian medina. It is probable that the internal density

found in each town at this period is the highest ever

reached. In the central business district of York, it

approached ^50 people/hec, while in Perth, it reached

600 people/hec.—quite phenomenal densities by modern

standards, only reached today by the more crowded cities

of underdeveloped countries. In Perth, people were not

only packed in side by side, but also, quite literally,

on top of one another. Tenements were still mainly three

storeyfe in height, rather than the later four storeys, but

very high densities were still achieved. Such tenements

housed whole families, with half-a-dozen or more

children, in houses with only one or two rooms. Disease

was rife in such unsanitary and overcrowded conditions.

But Perth did not possess housing conditions such as

existed in the teeming tenements of Old Edinburgh and

Glasgow. Even if the inhabitants of Perth suffered from

excessive lack of space in their immediate surrounds, the

Inches and the lush countryside were never more than ten

minutes walk away. Although the disease-ridden conditions

in which the majority of the people—and in 1801 this

included the wealthier citizens in Perth—lived in pre-

industrial society can scarcely be imagined by modern man,

the conditions in Perth were not without their
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compensations. In York, at first sight, it seems that

people were less crowded—the density was less.

Nevertheless, when it is considered that many houses in

York were two-storey mediaeval houses, in a most decrepid

state of repair, and that the infinitely superior

Georgian houses were still inhabited by the wealthy, it

is seen that most people in York lived in extremely

congested housing lacking all but the most rudimentary

amenities. The mediaeval houses of the city, now reno¬

vated and elegantly painted, constituted deplorable rabbit

warrens of humanity in the early nineteenth century, and

were probably more congested than the crowded tenements

of Perth. Several reports of the condition of working

people in York in the early 1800*s showed that many were

starving and subsisting in the most terrible conditions.^
By 1861, conditions had improved considerably in both

towns. As the graphs show, the highest density in each

town had declined, to ^00 people/hectare in Perth, and

380 people/hectare in York. In both cases, the area of

the town had been increasing faster than the population.

Only in York, however, was this development of sufficient

strength to be termed suburbanization. In Perth, the

central core had become larger with the construction of

large Georgian and a few Victorian houses, but the steep

drop in population density at the city edge characteristic

of the towns of traditional societies was maintained

despite the demolition of the town walls. In short,

there had been a slight tendency to decentralization, but
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no real suburban development.

In York, by contrast, both decentralization and

suburban growth were beginning strongly by 1861, as the

following quotations from census footnotes reveal:

The increase of population in St.
Maurice-in-the-Suburbs, St. Cuthbert
(part) and St. Lawrence (part) Call
outside the walls) is attributed to
the migration of a number of families
from the more confined parts of the
city to these parishes.

The decrease of population in the
parish of St. Michael-le-Belfrey is
attributed to the conversion of
dwelling houses into warehouses, and
to the pulling down of two streets in
order to afford a better approach to
York Minster.1°

The area within the walls, with its mediaeval and

Georgian houses, continued to be the most densely

populated area. Yet, it is very interesting that, at

this date, the business area centred on Coney Street

shows a lower density than other areas around it.

Depopulation of the central zone had already begun with

the displacement of population from commercial premises.

Slight signs of a central dip in population density are

shown in 1801, but the phenomenon is certainly not fully

established. York's city walls had a confining effect

upon population movement. The crowding together of the

population drops off sharply at the walls, and the highest

densities remain inside the walls.

By 1911» the processes in operation in a small way

in 1861 in both settlements had proceeded much further.

Of the three periods between maps and graphs, the period
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1861-1911 is that in which the greatest demographic

changes took place. In Perth, the central population

density dropped dramatically to less than a quarter of

what it had been in 1801. The suburbs, nonetheless,

stayed small, and there was still a sharp contrast in the

density at the boundary of the suburbs and the country¬

side. Thus people had moved from the oldest areas of

Perth to the outer areas of the core, but not beyond. It

is noteworthy that there is little evidence for a drop in

the population density graph in the area of the central

business district. This is an area which, in Scottish

cities, still houses many families—at both upper and

lower economic levels.

In York, there had likewise been a sudden decrease

in the density of the central zone, from 325 people/hect.
to 90 people/hect., during the half-century 1861-1911.

The area of declining population had increased in magni¬

tude compared with half-a-century previously—and the

inner ring of Victorian suburbs now had 50 to 200 per

cent higher densities than the central area. There

remained a steep decline in density from the inner

suburbs to the rural edge, but it was less steep than in

1861.

The maps and graphs for 1961 reveal several

interesting facts. The area of declining population in

York has expanded to include the entire area within the

municipal boundaries. Decentralization of residence and

the growth of the suburbs had of course continued in both

cities, but it would be remarkable if this had not
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occurred. What is remarkable is the contrast in the

cross-profiles of density in the two cities, a contrast

which can only be partly ascribed to the difference in

Scottish and English urban features. Perth's central

population density may be rapidly falling, but it con¬

tinues to be twice that of any suburb. In York, on the

other hand, the central area now has a density not so

very dissimilar to that of the outer suburbs, while the

highest density is in the inner Victorian suburbs. The

English town has a very flattened cross-profile compared

to the Scottish town, and shows some propensity to tail

away, at the outer suburban edge, into the rural area.

Such contrasts, as noted above, can only partly be

explained by two factors» the sizes of the two towns,

and national differences. Perth is one third the size of

York, so that, for this reason alone, a lesser development

of central depopulation would be expected. Added to this

is the general trend for English towns to merge

imperceptibly into the countryside. Nevertheless, the

especially compact nature of central Perth—a unique

feature—is probably also a factor in the retention of

people in the centre.

V. Population Density, City Size and National

Urban Characteristics

The overall population density of Perth is 32 people

per hectare and of York is 33 people/hect. Such coinci¬

dence might seem to call for no more than the comment that
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in this, as in other respects, these two county towns are

similar. However, there is a large variation between

England and Scotland in urban densities.

These topics were investigated in more depth: the

densities of towns in England and Scotland were plotted

against size. For any particular size of town, there is

a wide range of densities: for example, towns of 2-3,000

people in Scotland have densities varying from 8 to 33

people/hect; and towns of 25-50,000 people have densities

varying from 18 to 53 people/hect. But, a general trend

towards higher densities in larger towns is also notice¬

able. To examine this trend more accurately, means were

calculated for classes of towns, with Scottish and English

towns 'separate. The following class intervals were

applied:

Scotland

Town Size

up to
10,000

10,000 to
55.000

over

55,000

Classes

0-1,000
1-2,000

10-15,000
15-20,000

Individual
Towns

England

Town Size

up to
10,000

10,000 to
120,000

over

120,000

Classes

1-2,000
2-3,000

10,000-
15,000

Individual
Towns

There is a pronounced, but highly erratic, tendency

for the overall density of the towns to increase as the

size of their population increases. In Scotland, the

mean density of the smallest towns (with less than 1,000

people) is 11 people/hect, but the mean for towns of ^0-

^5,000 people is higher, 21 people/hect. (Fig. 55). In
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England, the density rises from 6 people/hect. for the

smallest towns (1-2,000 people) to 21 people/hect. for

towns of ^0-^5,000 people. While the rise in mean

density as town size increases is substantial, it is also

uneven. The erratic nature of the rise can be seen on

the graphs. For example, Scottish towns with 35-^0,000

inhabitants have a mean density which is less than those

with 10,000 to 30*000 inhabitants. A further feature of

the graphs which has to be borne in mind is that the

points plotted are all means, except for the larger

cities; there is a very large spread of densities for

each size of town. The increasing crowding together of

people as town size increases is no more than a general

trend', whose graphical curve does not correspond to any

mathematical curve—it is not, for example, even approxi¬

mately a linear or a logarithmic increase.

The graph also shows that, above a town size of

75*000 people in Scotland and 150,000 in England,the curve

becomes much more level. It would seem that, whatever

are the exact causes of these density increases, the pro¬

cesses cease to operate after a certain point, and

densities cannot rise above 75 persons/hect, in the social

conditions at present prevailing in Britain. In the

future, it is likely that this ceiling to density increase

will lower, possibly becoming as low as 50 persons/

hectare.

Another fact which the graph clearly illustratesis

the difference between Scottish and English towns. Up
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to a size of 100,000 inhabitants, English towns are

considerably less densely populated than Scottish towns.

In some size classes, the difference is so great that all

Scottish towns are above the English mean. As is dis¬

cussed with respect to the town plan, land use and

architecture, spacious suburbs and urban sprawl are

characteristic of English towns, while tightly nucleated

urban areas are characteristic of Scottish towns.

The positions of York and Perth on these graphs are

interesting. Both towns are close to their national

curve, which tends to corroborate the idea that while

the greater size of York would be likely to result in a

greater overall density, this is cancelled out by the

English tendency to lesser urban densities, with the

final result that their densities are equal.

VI. Maximum Ward Densities

The other curves shown on the graph are those with

the highest ward densities in each town; the mean has

again been calculated for each class of towns. These

ward densities are simply the highest recorded in the

census for each town, and are some indication of the

highest densities found in the towns and cities. Of

course there are many imperfections in this particular

curve; wards vary in both population and area. For example,

in Scotland, the smallest ward is Rutherglen Greenhill

with 16 hectares, and the largest is Glasgow Provan with

I856 hectares; similarly, the least populous ward is

Lasswade (of Bonnyrigg and Lasswade) with 679 people and
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the most populous ward is Glasgow Provan with 75*295

people (1961 figures). The general tendency is for the

most densely populated ward of small towns to include a

variety of land use besides the residential areas» whereas

the most densely populated wards of the major cities are

usually slum areas in the zone of transition surrounding

the central business zone.

As the graphs show, the highest density found in

towns rises as town size rises; there is no levelling-off

as is the case with the overall densities of towns. Thus

the larger the town, the greater is the crowding together

of people in its slums. Again the difference between

England and Scotland is quite marked for the smaller

towns': the highest densities found in Scottish towns are

greater than the highest found in English towns. The

zones of three- and four-or five- storey tenements which

constitute the most crowded areas of smaller Scottish

towns house people at a greater density than the zones of

two-storey terrace houses which make up the most densely

peopled areas in smaller English towns. However, for

towns with more than 30,000 people, there is only a slight

tendency for Scottish densities to be higher, and the

three Scottish cities of Dundee, Aberdeen and Edinburgh

have maximum densities which differ little from their

English counterparts. Only Glasgow possesses more over¬

crowded areas than normal, but, even so, these are

matched by Liverpool in England. Amongst larger British

cities, size seems to be the main factor influencing the
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degree of concentration of population, although certain

regional influences also appear. The slum areas of

London, with large houses subdivided into flats with large

families, have densities higher than anywhere else in

Britain—up to 375 people/hectare, which it will be

recalled, matches the densities of early nineteenth

century York and Perth.

The maximum densities now found in the two towns

accord reasonably closely with national curves (Fig. 55 )•

The two maximum densities are quite close» 7? people/
hectare in Perth and 82 people/hectare in York, and occur

at either end of a localized "levelling-off" of the

curve« towns with 40,000 to 140,000 people have similar

maxirtum densities. An additional feature of these zones

in York and Perth is that they are areas of rapid

population decline. Over a period of a decade, the

curves shown on the graphs will become very much lowerj

this represents demolition of the worst slums of the

central areas of towns, and their redevelopment at lower

residential densities or for other purposes.

VII. Age and Sex Structure

Western European countries as a whole show a strong

and still increasing tendency towards aging of the

population. The population "pyramid" has for long been

more the shape of a bell. Population increase in

Western Europe is still showing an inclination to slow

down;^ many nations, including the United Kingdom, are

almost reaching a replacement level in the balance of
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"births and deaths. This means that each five year group

of people from children to the middle-aged is of a

similar size. As women tend to live longer than men in

industrialized societies, the large proportion of elderly

people also means a predominance of women.

The composition of the population of the two towns

in terms of age groups and sex shows once more that these

two county towns are very normal in the overall character

of their populations. The differences "between the towns

and the national averages are all quite slight; internal

variation amongst the regions of each town is very much

greater. However, a few remarks may be made about some

of the fine variations between the pyramids (Figs. 58,59).

Comparing the pyramids for the two nations, the

Scottish age structure is slightly more youthful than the

English, which may be linked, paradoxically, to Scottish

emigration! children after all do not migrate of their

own accord. Scotland has a greater proportion of people

under the age of thirty than England, this also being the

result of a higher birth rate. The population structure

of Perth is a little more aged than the Scottish average,

but the discrepancy is slight; this is a contrast with the

Small Burghs of Perthshire, where emigration has been so

heavy that it has led to a significantly aging population.

Perth itself has retained enough of its population and

attracted sufficient new inhabitants to avoid any such

decline. The population of York is similarly somewhat

more aged than the English average (Fig. 58), but again
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only to a small degree. Such age structures can be

construed as indicating a very slight lack of vitality in

the economic life of the two towns as compared with

national norms, perhaps resulting from their traditional

functions and their close connections with the slower

aspects of rural life.

VIII. Employment

The distribution of employment by industry in the

two places reveals some interesting features which show

that these two towns are quite typical of county towns as

a whole (Figs. 60,61 ). County towns are obviously

service centres (see Chapter II), but there is a large

range in the percentage of people employed in the

service sector. Derby, for example, has only 40 per cent

employed in the tertiary sector, compared to 80 per cent

in Canterbury (Table 56); likewise, Renfrew has 1*4- per

cent, compared to 80 per cent in Inverness. However,

almost all county towns have more tertiary employment than

the national averages of 50 per cent in England and 52

per cent in Scotland. Between Scottish and English county

towns there are once more contrastst Scottish county

towns usually have more employment in the tertiary sector

than English county towns; in other words, Scottish

county towns are relatively unindustrialized while

English county towns often have a substantial amount of light
industry, as in Cambridge and Colchester, but occasion¬

ally heavy industry, as in Derby. Perth and York demon¬

strate these general features: Perth has 71 per cent of
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its employment in the service sector, and York has 58 per

cent (1966). In York, a large proportion of industrial

employment (13,000 out of 26,000) is in the confectionery

industry. If this industry is removed from the

statistics, the balance of the remaining employment is

very similar to county towns such as Exeter or Canterbury,

whose tertiary sectors are very large. York is hence a

large rural service centre with a single large industry

grafted onto it, while Perth is a moderate size service

town with a few smaller industries. It does, however,

fulfill a specialist service rOle not necessarily a

concomitant of county town status, that of a financial

centre•

.*

IX. Movement

Much officially published information about popul¬

ation is static in nature. People are enumerated in the

U.K. census where they happen to be on the night of the

census (de facto census). Most people, nevertheless,

move around a great deal for business, employment,

shopping and holidays; many of the activities of service

towns depend on innumerable movements 1 farmers take

produce to market, solicitors conduct business in the

city and its surrounds by telephone, the post and

personal visits, churchmen come and go between the

cathedral and the diocese or ecclesiastical province.

Some aspects of movements such as these are examined in

the chapter on centrality. Migration and commuting are

considered here.
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Migration

A certain amount of information about population

movements is given in census material at the ward level.

Within the five years previous to 1966, a third of the

inhabitants of both cities have moved; since the proportion

for the single year prior to the 1966 census is one tenth,

it is likely that movements from home to home are

increasing. In York, movements are about equally divided

between those who have moved within the city, and those

who have moved into the city from somewhere else. In

Perth, however, almost two-thirds of the movements are

local; changes of home have been largely internal. Not

surprisingly, nonetheless, the largest movement into any
area has been into the rural-urban fringe surrounding

York.

Migration and Nationality

One means of obtaining an approximate indication of

migration into York and Perth from far afield is to use

the statistics relating to place of birth by country.

The proportion of people living in Scotland but born

outside is only a little less than the equivalent

proportion for England (8$ to 1966). However, the

composition of these percentages is quite different. Of

those living in Scotland, 5 per* cent are English or Welsh

by birth, leaving only 3 per cent from overseas. Over 1

per cent are from Northern Ireland or the Irish Republic,

leaving a mere 1.6 per cent from outside Britain and

Ireland. The situation in England is different; there,
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5.7 per cent were born outside Great Britain, and 3*8 per

cent outside Britain and Ireland.

The ratio of overseas born people in York and Perth

has several significant points. Perth reflects the

Scottish average, with only a few more people born out¬

side Britain than would be expected. York, however, has

little more than half the average proportion of overseas-

born in England. The waves of immigration into England

from Italy, Jamaica, India, Pakistan and other countries

have not affected York any more than Perth. It is the

great industrial cities of northern England, the vigorous

county towns of lowland England, and London which have

attracted immigrants on a large scale, rather than the

slower-growing county towns and the Scottish cities. In

the particular cases of York and Perth, and many another

county town, the low level of overseas immigration is

almost certainly connected with the rural service

functions of the towns. Rural areas in long-settled

countries are the last to attract foreign immigration; in

the countryside around Perth and York, the proportion of

overseas-born is very low {2,2% in Perth D.C. and 2.6$ in

the York area); rural service centres share in this

failure to attract newcomers.

Commuting

Combined with fieldwork, census data enables a

picture to be built up of the means and direction of

travel to work. In Perth, the main direction of travel

to work is obviously a convergence of people on the town's
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central core, the Harbour industrial area and Dewar's

factory to the north, since there is relatively little

employment elsewhere in the city. In York, owing to the

greater dispersion of industry and business activity,

journeys are rather more complex. There is still a

convergence upon the central business area, but there are

also separate centres of attraction, such as the British

Sugar Corporation factory in the west bank outer suburbs,

and the Rowntree's confectionery factory in the east bank

inner suburbs. Routes to work are thus generally more

complicated in York than in Perth, a fact shown by the

much greater intricacies of the bus service in York.

Commuting to work from the surrounding rural zones

is, however, a feature common to both cities. Perth

District of County encompasses the rural area round the

town. Of the 9*500 employed people who live in the

District, two-fifths cross a local authority boundary to

work. Some of these work in Dundee, a few elsewhere, but

most work in Perth, making a probable influx of 2,500

people to the town from the rural area. However, this is

balanced by an equivalent number who travel from Perth

each day to work in another place—Dundee for many.

Hence there is no net influx.

The rural region which surrounds York likewise
(

contains many people who live in the countryside, but work

in the city: 45 per cent of the employed population or

30,000 people cross a local authority boundary to reach

work. However, many of these work in Leeds, Hull or rural
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areas some distance away (since rural journeys to work

are also increasing), rather than York. Even so, 3*600

people travel into York from its immediate rural-urban

fringe, and no doubt several hundred more from further

afieldo This influx into York is probably slightly

greater than the number who leave the city daily to reach

work. But, it is difficult to be precise, because the

available figures mostly refer to the City of York, and

not to the actual city; accurate conversion of the

statistics is impossible.

The type of transport which people use to reach

work shows some features in both towns which cannot

readily be explained by general principles. For example,

it is usually the case that the larger the city, the

greater will be the use of motor transport and public

transport—the reasons are obvious. However, although

York is three times the size of Perth, fewer people use

motor transport in York (61%, in Perth and 55% in York use

motor transport). Similarly, a smaller proportion of

people in York use public transport than in Perth (27%, in

York, 50%, in Perth).

The discrepancy may partly be explained by national

characteristics, because there is less usage of public

transport in England than in Scotland, but it is largely

due to the popularity of the bicycle in York. Over

18,000 workers cycle to their employment in the city. In

the evening, when the factories close for the day, the

streets of the city are transformed by great hordes of
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cyclists returning home. This phenomenon is also found

in other eastern English cities, including Hull, Lincoln

and Darlington, while cycles are also extensively used in

other ways in towns such as Norwich and Oxford. But,

while cycling to work is unusual in Scotland, the differ¬

ence is less a national difference than a difference

between the towns of Highland and Lowland Britain.

Cycling is only popular on a mass scale in flat country,

where, like in the Netherlands, one does not need to be an

athlete to ascend the hills. Other factors which appear

to encourage cycling to work in York are a reasonably

kindly climate (since snow and high winds wreak havoc

among cyclists), and a large proportion of not especially

prosperous people.

Nevertheless, the smaller size of Perth is not

entirely without its effect upon the mode of travelling to

work, since walking is much more popular here than in

York. In both towns, buses and cars are the other main

types of transport used. In order of popularity, the

types of transport most used are bicycle, bus, car, foot

and motorcycle in Yorkj and bus, foot, car and bicycle in

Perth (figs. 66 and 67 and Table 23).

X. Housing

Housing in Scotland and England, as has been shown, and

is fairly well known in a general way, is quite

different in architecture. But differences do not cease

with the style of the building. In the following para¬

graphs, some other aspects of housing in Scotland and
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England, York and Perth are discussed.

Housing Conditions in Perth and York

Most comparisons of housing in Scotland and England

have not been in Scotland's favour. Indeed, the statisti¬

cal survey of British towns carried out by Moser and
12

Scott, using 1951 data, showed that housing conditions

in Scotland in the immediate post-war period were so very

much poorer than those in England that it was necessary

to classify the two nations' housing separately. Further,

other reports have shown that great areas of extremely

poor housing still exist in Glasgow, and, to a lesser

extent, in the other three cities of Scotland."^'^ For

example, it is an undoubted fact that there are a greater

proportion of small and slightly over-crowded houses in

Scotland than England. There is a sizeable proportion—

about an eighth—of Scottish houses which have only one

or two rooms, whereas there are scarcely any such houses

in England (1966 data). Because households in Scotland

differ little in size from those in England (average

persons in Scotland, 3»1 persons in England), the presence

of small houses in Scotland inevitably results in slight

overcrowding. Nearly 3° per cent of the Scottish popul¬

ation lives at a density of one or more people per room,

while the proportion in England is 11 per cent. The most

usual size of dwelling in England is a five or six-roomed

house, while the most usual size in Scotland is a four or

five-roomed house.

Nonetheless, to paint a uniformly gloomy picture of
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Scottish housing and a uniformly bright picture of English

housing is absolutely erroneous. House sizes are just

one part of the picture, and a rapidly changing one at

that, and, in any case, houses in England are unusually

large by comparison with most countries. Compared with

other European countries, Scottish houses are neither

particularly small, nor overcrowded. Several other points

are also significant.

Regional Variation in Housing

Firstly, there are very wide regional variations in

housing within both Scotland and England. In England,

housing standards in the Midlands and London are better

than those in Lancashire and Yorkshire, while Tyneside

still has some of the worst houses in the country. In

Scotland, the Glasgow conurbation has larger pockets of

poor housing than anywhere else. Thus, amongst the

conurbations of Britain, housing standards tend to

decline northward, but only in an approximate manner.

While housing in Scotland is generally somewhat poorer

than that in England, the slums of Gateshead, where tiny,

ramshackle back-to-back houses still cram many of the

dockside areas are every bit as bad, if different, as the

worst remaining slums of Clydeside. In addition, towns

such as Inverness, Ayr and Aberdeen have much better

housing than Glasgow, and contain much less of the urban

blight which afflicts such English towns as Liverpool and

Halifax or Huddersfield. Perth and York both reflect

these national variations, as will be discussed.
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Age, Amenities and Post-War Improvement

Secondly, the relative amount of improvement in

housing in Scotland since the Second World War has been

much greater than in England. While there is still some

way to go, many of the worst-equipped and smallest houses

of Scotland have been demolished or are due to be

demolished shortly. Although, as noted above, Scottish

houses remain a little more overcrowded than English,

they are now better equipped. More Scottish houses now

have complete and modern plumbing than English (78% of

Scottish houses and 72% of English houses had the

exclusive use of Cold and Hot Water, Bath and inside

W.C., 1966, Table 11, Fig. 71). Many of the old tene¬

ments' of Scotland dating from the early days of the

Industrial Revolution have been converted to more up-to-

date standards, while the worst slums, such as those in

the Gorbals, have been pulled down, but there still

remains a large percentage of old terrace housing, especi¬

ally in the northern conurbations of England, which is

nearing the end of its useful life. Much of the

criticism of Scottish housing by comparison with other

countries is thus out-of-date.

Rents, Tenure and Housing Improvement

However, while the gaps between housing standards in

the two countries have narrowed, many old, inconvenient

dilapidated and ill-equipped houses still exist in both

countries. Several obstacles seem to stand in the way of

rapid improvement of houses in Scotland, northern England
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and the poorer areas of London. Complacency in local

authorities is certainly a factor in many instances, in

Yorkshire for example, but the heavy subsidization of

council house rents is also a difficulty, especially in

Scotland. In 1969* the average council rent in Scotland

was £l ^s, compared to £1 13s in Yorkshire and £2 10s in

south-east England.^ obviously the greater subsidy

needed in Scotland and northern England (the cost of

building a house in Scotland is actually a little more

than in England) increases the difficulties of constructing

new council houses to replace worn-out property. Also, as

was mentioned in Chapter 2, Scottish Burghs have a greater

proportion of council houses to provide and this fact

places a greater onus on the resources of the public

sector to replace substandard and old private housing.

Perth and Yorkt Housing

Perth and York reflect many of the national and

regional characteristics of housing mentioned above.

Houses in Perth are smaller than in York, and are also

somewhat more overcrowded, having a greater proportion of

people living at densities of more than one person per

room (21$ in Perth as against 9$ in York). Even so, both

towns have a less than average percentage of overcrowding,

an indication of the manner in which county towns escape

the most dismal evils of industrial housing. As regards

the provision of amenities, however, Perth and York

reverse the national norms. York has a larger proportion

of houses with good plumbing than Perth. In this respect,
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York probably displays its lowland and southern English

features, since the northern industrial cities of England

have below-average provision of amenities. Even so, many

houses in York have outside W.C.*s; about a quarter of

the houses in Perth and about a fifth in York lack one or

more of the following! piped hot water, fixed bath and

inside W.C.

XI. Chapter Summary

A variety of demographic characteristics emphasize

the character of these two towns. Differences in popul¬

ation growth relate closely to elements of the townscape.

The contrast in national housing shows some tendency to

lessen, and the problems of poor Scottish housing have

been alleviated to a large extent. In most respects,

both county towns are very close, in demographic

features, to national norms. However, internal differences-

discussed in previous chapters—are wide within each town.

It appears that, at least for the present century,

Scotland and England are becoming more similar.



CHAPTER VII

URBAN CENTRALITY AND LINKAGES

I. Introduction

Cities as places which people build and in which they

carry out their activities present separate, yet linked

facets of a single whole. The functions of the settlement

affect not only the physical fabric of the town, seen in

its street pattern and building types, but also the activi¬

ties of its inhabitants. Reciprocally, also, the activities

of the people, their daily business, affect the functions of

the settlement. The daily work and decisions of the

business community are particularly important in that they

shape the manner and extent of growth of the city. The

contacts or linkages amongst businesses in the two cities are
1

here investigated. The contents of this chapter are based

primarily on a postal questionaire, sent to major businesses

and a sample of small businesses, details of which may be

found in the Appendix.

II. Characteristics of Establishments Helping to Shape

City Function and Form

A great range of types of establishment exists in the

typical county town, from solicitors' office to nationalized

industries, and from art galleries to industrial laboratories.

Amongst industries, as has already been noted, food and

drink manufacturers, engineering factories, vehicle

construction, textile manufacture, glass manufacture,

printing and publishing works are characteristic. Industries

on the borderline between the secondary and tertiary economic
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sectors include construction and gas, electricity and water

supply. Transport and communication are represented by major

haulage firms, the railways, the post office, and regional

telephone exchanges, amongst others. Distributive trades or

retailing and wholesaling include large retail stores and

wholesalers such as potato merchants, industrial sales

offices and cold storage depots. Financial services encompass

major banks and insurance companies. Public administration

is fairly well represented, with many national and local

government offices. Also, the number of professional,

scientific and associates services is considerables schools,

hospitals, laboratories, architect's offices, accountants,

libraries, museums and advertisers all contribute to the

development of the county town.

(i ) Location of Industries' He-a-d^uambers
In both towns, 57 per cent of the firms answering the

questionnaire have headquarters within the town, but this

figure could be reduced somewhat to deduct regional head¬

quarters. Thus, just over half the larger and more import¬

ant establishments have headquarters within the town. These

local firms consist of two principal types i small firms of

varying ages and several large local factories in each

town. The outside firms, on the contrary, tend to be large

companies with distribution or service offices within York

or Perth.

(ii) Size of Establishments in Perth and York

The size of establishments, in terms of employment,

obviously relates very closely to the business life of each



town; for example, the presence in both towns of large

industrial companies which have expanded slowly over the

decades has contributed much to the maintenance of the

towns' status and its other services. The greatest number

of businesses are actually in the smaller categories as

regards employment (Table 5^)* Over three-quarters have 4*
fewer than 50 employees and almost half have fewer than 10

employees. Yet, as would be expected, the size of the

largest companies more than compensates for their small

number. The four largest companies in York employ a total of

14,085 people—a quarter of the entire labour force; the

remaining 155 establishments surveyed employ only 7,407

people. As most of the employment in the largest companies

is in the confectionery or related sugar refining industries,

York is almost a one-industry town—the only other sizeable

factories manufacture glass and repair railway vehicles and

are much smaller. The spread of employment among companies

in Perth is much more even than in York. There is only one

large company in Perth, with 1,085 employees, and the

largest four businesses have 3>126 people or a seventh of

the total labour force; the other 114 establishments (in the

survey) employ 4,506 people. The absence of large companies

in Perth is almost inevitable in a county town of moderate

size; most of the services which Perth provides as a county

town come from small companies. The addition of any big

factory not directly connected to the county town

function would produce a very much larger population for the

town, not only because of the factory workers, but also their
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families and the service workers employed to provide for the

additional population—shopkeepers, bus drivers and doctors,

for example. Perth's present population of 42,000 would

not encompass both the county town function for the large

county of Perth and the existence of a large factory such as

Rowntree's in York.

(iii) Origin of Labour for Establishments

In each town, the great majority of employees, over

three-quarters, are found locally and, in fact, most firms

recruit all labour locally. However, in special cases,

firms seek their employees in other areas; this is partic¬

ularly so in the case of employees with skills of some kind,

such as managers, skilled technical workers and profession¬

ally trained people. Still, in most firms, these immigrants

form a relatively small proportion of the whole: 13 per

cent of establishments in Perth and 19 per cent in York find

a quarter of their employees outside the local area. In

Perth, 11 per cent of firms recruited half their employees

elsewhere, while 19 was the equivalent fraction in York.

Only a minute percentage of establishments recruit most of

their employees elsewhere. Consequently, the skills,

tractability and availability of local labour is of prime

concern to most firms.

(iv) Legal Business Status

Even if the external appearance of these two county

towns bears little resemblance, and even if York has its

industry grafted onto its traditional functions, many of the

aspects of the internal organization of business life is

closely similar. A quarter of firms in each town are public
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companies, while somewhat over two-fifths are private. The

predominance of private over public companies is possibly to

be expected in medium sized towns. Most firms are quite

small and have no particular necessity to become public

companies. The larger factories are the only principal

exception to this rulei yet, because they are such large

employers, public companies are actually of notable import¬

ance in the secondary industry of each town (Table 40).

(v) Age of Establishments

The age of the establishments is interesting in that

here, once again, the two towns are similar (Fig. 73)» Most

(two-thirds) establishments are less than fifty years old.

The clustering of most businesses within the 0-50 year age

range coqld well be connected to the fact that, if a young

person founded a business and maintained it until retire¬

ment, it would last up to fifty years. Although not

invariably, the older establishments tend to be larger.

Amongst businesses of less than fifty years age, there is a

rapid decline with increased age, no doubt a reflection of

the casualty rates of the commercial world (Fig. 77)•

Perhaps equally interesting is what appears to be a

significantly high proportion of old firms—a third of firms

are over fifty years old. Thin puts old firms in the

minority, but, in terms of employment, old-established firms

are much more important. The largest employers in each town

are old family firms which have gone public: the largest

firm in York (Rowntree's) is 247 years old, and the largest

in Perth (G.A. Assurance) is 87 years old. The oldest

establishment in each town excepting.the town itself, is
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13*4-5 years old in York (the Minster Library) and 284- years

in Perth (Conservative Association). The establishment of

the town itself was 1900 years ago in York and 1,100 years

ago in Perth. Because the town is so very much older than

any of the businesses in it, this would imply that service

centres rely on a constant revitalization of commercial life,

with new businesses taking over from old ones unable to

adapt to changing conditions, or the town itself.

III. The Regions of Influence of the Establishments

The businesses and other enterprises of each town

operate in an intricate series of regions extending from

the town centre (Figs. 73 and 74) to the surrounding county

for most of their actual work, but encompassing much larger
• J?

areas if the sources of goods and services are included

(Figs. 75 to 79)• So far as the complete functioning of

each town today is concerned, there seems to be no rigid

limit to its region of influence. As has been discussed,

both the Scottish and the English town have recognizable and

fairly definite regions in which they are the most important

service centre. But individual businesses often operate

within different boundsi a whisky distiller with two

factories in Perth obtains business from Dundee and London

as well as Perth, while it obtains raw materials from

several places in the Central Lowlands and the glens of the

Eastern Highlands.

(i) Supply of Goods and Services

The supply of goods and services to firms in the two

towns is an involved activity, of which the geographer
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perceives only a glimpse. The supply of goods simultaneously

comprehends the local area and the furthermost points of the

globe. In Perth and York, a great multitude of places act

as sources of supply, in spite of the not overly large size

of their population.

Sources of supply may be grouped into areas (Table 47,

Figs. 75» 76)• In both towns, a sizeable fraction of goods

come from the town itself 1 11 per cent of places in Perth

and 7 per cent in York. Most goods do come from further

afield. In order of increasing distance from Perth, Tayside

as a whole provides 24 per cent of goods, but the rest of

central Scotland, that is, the industrial area in practice,

provides 27 per cent of the total, although there is

additional distance. Another instance in which distance is

by no means the only influence is in the relative importance

of northern England compared to northern and southern

Scotland, both of which latter areas are nearer to Perth.

Neither of these two latter areas is important in the

provision of goods to Perth, but northern England accounts

for 12 per cent of the places mentioned; even London accounts

for 9 per cent. It appears that nearby industrial areas,

rather than rural areas which might be anticipated as having

some r61e as providers of goods to rural service centres, are

the most valuable sources of goods. In York, similar trends

appear. The industrial West Riding is a source of goods in

18 per cent of cases, compared with a mere 10.5 per cent for

the rural (and areally larger when combined) East and North

Ridings. York, nevertheless, tends to receive goods from a

much more widespread area, with each region of Britain and
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Ireland accounting for a small, but not insignificant,

percentage: this contrasts with Perth, where nearby

industrial towns are very much more prominent as sources.

Each town receives goods from the remotest corners of

the globe: cocoa from West Africa for York, light aircraft

from the U.S.A. for Perth, and timber from Nigeria, Canada

and Russia for York. Such sources do not comprise a large

fraction of the total—overseas sources total only 5 per cent

in both towns—but many firms obtain partly processed goods

which have been manufactured from imported materials. A new

textile plant in Perth, weaving jute cloth, receives the yarn

from Dundee, where it was imported from Bangla Desh.

Similarly, in York, products supplied from Hull have been

made up from raw materials imported from overseas countries:

animal feedstuffs, flour and paints, for example.

Nevertheless, a feature which manifests itself repeat¬

edly is the way in which small industries and services, far

from making extensive use of raw materials, use goods from

other industries and services, usually within Britain, and

often within 150 kms. distance. Many of these goods—such as

machine tools—may ultimately be made from materials some of

which are imported, but there has often been many stages of

processing, production and remanufacture before their use by

establishments in York. Clusters of industry and services

breed more industry and services, since the majority of

enterprises in Perth and York could not exist without these

supporting activities in other parts of the United Kingdom.

Variations in the origin of supply for different
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industries are naturally quite large, although too much

generalization cannot be attempted. However, interestingly,

in either city, the source of supply for goods used in

building is often surprisingly distant, which calls into

question the theory that bulky, heavy goods of low value in

relation to their size and weight will never be transported

very far. It would seem that the cheapness of centralizing

production in large-scale units, inevitably distant from

many consumers, may now be more significant. For example,

supplies for concrete manufacture in York are imported at

Hull; and bricks used in York may come from Bedfordshire; on

the other hand, some concrete used in Perth is manufactured

using gravel straight from the river Tay at the factory

site.

(ii) Suppliers of Services

Firms which had headquarters within the towns differed

very much from those with headquarters elsewhere in the

places where they obtained their services (Fig. 79» Tables

41-45). Considering the locally founded firms first, with

their headquarters in the town, their sources of supply are

most interesting. In general they patronize other local

firms to a very great extent; the actual connections amongst

some firms within the central business districts are shown

in figures 73 and 74 • Firms whose headquarters are in York

use local firms for services in 65 per cent of instances;

similarly in Perth, local firms are used in 67 per cent of

instances. This leaves no more than a third of the services

to be obtained from outside these two cities. As with
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goods, so services emanate from a great variety of sources,

but none were secured from outside Great Britain, although,

with the growth of the European Economic Community and multi¬

national corporations, such a development might be expected

in the not-too-distant future. In Perth, Edinburgh, Dundee

and Glasgow are of some importance in the supply of services,

but somewhat surprisingly, London, over 700 kms. away by

road or rail, is pre-eminent over these Scottish cities.

The balance of services are obtained from towns near Perth,

Aberdeen, other Scottish towns, and the metropolitian cities

or conurbations of northern England. The readiness with

which an establishment uses business services from outside

depends considerably on the servicei market research is

usually done by outside companies, but legal work is almost

always the preserve of local firms, as is insurance.

In York, the Leeds-Bradford conurbation, towns and

villages in Yorkshire and the large cities of the rest of

northern England, all account for a modest proportion of

services sought by local firms. London, nevertheless, is

once more of greater importance than any of these groups,

and provides approximately one eighth of services. Again

legal services and insurance are usually obtained locally,

while specialist services frequently come from London.

Turning to firms whose headquarters are not in York or

Perth, the situation is dissimilar in many respects, for,

whereas London is a fairly large supplier of business

services to firms which originated in either of the two

towns, businesses which merely have branches in the two
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towns make much greater use of services based in the

capital. For each town* London is by far the largest single

source of services, occurring in 27 per cent of instances

for Perth, and 36 per cent of instances for York.

Combining the statistics for both types of firm (local

and outside firms), the complete picture of the places from

which services are obtained is constructed. In each town,

local business services are the most used, especially with

such services as legal advice, insurance and accountancy.

Nevertheless, in each town, London is by far the most used

source outside the town. This applies even in Perth, where

Edinburgh, the Scottish capital and principal service

centre, is a mere 70 kms. away to London's 700 kms.

Similarly, London eclipses Leeds-Bradford in the case of

Yorki London is 300 kms. distant to Leeds ^0 kms., "tut the

discrepancy remains.

In an attempt to elucidate the reasons for the varying

significance of different towns in the provision of

services, the actual statistics were compared with those

which might be theoretically expected if the only factors

involved were distance and the size of the city providing the

services. For this comparison, it is assumed that the most

likely hypothesis would be that the importance of a town

providing services would diminish directly with distance,

but increase directly with the population size.-^ Carrying

out the calculations for Perth, the results below are found»
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Provision of Business Services in Perth

Actual Theoretical
Source Population Distance No. Mentions No.

Dundee 185,000 30 kms. 42 42
Edinburgh 473,000 60 68 54
Aberdeen 185,000 130 11 10
London 7»999>000 700 95 78
Glasgow 1,019,000 90 JD J12

259 259

As can be seen, there is some agreement between the

actual and the theoretical figures; Dundee and Aberdeen show

figures almost coincident with the theory, while Edinburgh

and London are under-estimated and Glasgow is over-estimated.

If the refinement of using the proportion of employment in

service industries were used, then the theoretical figures

are closer to actuality. Since the amount of service

supplied by a particular city could well be expected to

increase with the number of people employed in services,

rather than with the total number of people, this refinement

2. Provision of Services in Perth

% Population Actual No. Theor. No.
Source in services Distance Mentions Mentions

Dundee 55 3° kms.
Edinburgh 73 °0
Glasgow 63 90
Aberdeen 73 130
London 69 700

42 35
68 74
43 41
11 12

98

259 259

is self-explanatory. There is quite close correspondence

between the actual number of services obtained from each

city and the number to be expected if this idea bears some

relation to reality (this can be verified by inspection of
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the tables, and a root mean square test also gives the same

result). Consequently it would seem that the importance of

cities providing services to Perth declines consistently

with increased distance. At the same time, their importance

increases according to the number of people employed in the

tertiary sector.

Turning to York, a similar statistical study was carried

out, with the following results:

3. Provision of Services in York

Source Population Distance Actual No. Theor. No.
conurbation Mentions Mentions

West Riding 1,700,000 55 km. 83 94
Hull 300,000 60 26 47
Sheffield 491,000 85 1 ~ (0.2)
Manchester 2,430,000 110 27 22
Tyneside 850,000 130 21 5
Liverpool 1,390,000 160 3 1
Birmingham 2,340,000 210 6 2
London 7,999,000 300 168 164

335 335

The table shows that there is some agreement between

the actual and theoretical importance of the different cities

or conurbations, the agreement being closest in the case of

London, Manchester and the West Riding conurbation. The

refinement of using the percentages in tertiary employment

was also calculated:

4. Provision of Services in York

% Population Actual No. Theor
Source in services Distance Mentions Menti<

West Riding 45 55 kms. 83 77
Hull 60 26 35
Sheffield 85 1
Manchester 45 110 27 18
Tyneside 59 130 21 5
Liverpool 65 160 23 1
Birmingham 38 210 6 1
London 69 300 168 198

335 335
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Contrary to the situation in Perth, the use of this

refinement does not greatly affect the closeness of the

theoretical figures to reality—a root mean square test

showed that the "refinement" of using service employment

actually produces figures which are slightly less in agree¬

ment with the actual figures. Furthermore, the correspond¬

ence between the real and theoretical figures, whichever

set of theoretical figures is chosen, is much less close

than in Iferth, which suggests that the increase in signifi¬

cance of service centres with size, and the decrease in

significance with distance is not the only operative factor

in York.

However, it is clear that London is very much the

undisputed monarch amongst service centres. If its influence

upon other towns in England is of equivalent magnitude, then

London's service function is all-embracing and overwhelming

compared to any other English city, even when the distance

from the metropolis is such that little influence might be

suspected without corroboration by an actual investigation,

as in Perth. London outshines all service centres in

Scotland, including the administrative and economic capitals,

Edinburgh and Glasgow. The Anglo-Scottish border, it seems,

does not act in any way to reduce London's influence in

Scotland, as do many international boundaries—the Canada-

U.S. border reduces Montreal's influence in the United

States. In this respect, Scotland and England form one

completely integrated whole, with their economies linked,

tightly if not inseparably, after 370 years of the union of

crowns.
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(iii) The Local Market Area

The extent of the local market areas of Perth and York

has been discussed in other sections. In York, business

people mention repeatedly that their business is derived from

the surrounding rural area of 25 to 50 kms. radius or that

their work is carried out within this zone. In Perth, there

is very much less mention of such a small (areally) tributary

area, but more reference is made to extensive areas of

Perthshire, Tayside or the Scottish Highlands.

The question of whether the local market area is of any

great significance to companies raises some interesting

points, since firms which do not regard the local area as

important must either have been founded in the city and

expanded so successfully that they now have nationwide

markets, or alternatively, have been located in the town

with the intention of providing a distribution point for a

large area.

The local market area appears to be important to most

firms in the city. In York, over three-quarters said that

the local market area was important (124 firms against 36)»

while in Perth, the percentage is similar (93 firms to 24).

Yet, interpretations of "local" varied: to some, the town

itself was the local area, but more usually, it was obvious

that Perthshire or the York area was being considered.

Even so, it became clear that the local market area was not

nearly so vital as the above statistics suggest. The 36

establishments in York to which the local area is not of any

special use for marketing employ about 7,000 people (Table
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48). Thus the firms with a local market area are smaller,

and employ fewer people in total than the firms with a more

far-flung market for their product. Hence York is dependent

upon a fairly large market area. Nonetheless, one of the

firms with a large market area extending throughout the

British Isles and "beyond, employs over 8,500 people

(Rowntree's). The other firms in the city are equally

divided in terms of employment between those with a local

market and those with a larger market, and if the establish¬

ments which were not included in the survey were added, then

most employment in York (with the exception of the single big

firm) would be dependent upon the local market. But, since

the single large firm is so essential to the town's economic

life, York does indeed possess a widespread market area for

its produce as well as the more restricted traditional

regional market area.

In Perth, a similar situation exists. The large number

of firms which market most of their goods and services

locally employ only slightly more people than the few firms

which have a widespread market area (3,900 against 3,k00

employees). It is the large establishments, particularly

factories like Dewar's blending and whisky bottling plant,

which range furthest away for customers; smaller firms, and

institutions providing services tend to have a more limited

market area.

(iv) Work Area

The area in which establishments carry out their work

is usually much smaller than the market area. In both
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towns, a majority of firms do all their work in one plafie,
their own single premises; 52 per cent of those in Perth and

61 per cent of those in York have only one place of work.

Yet, amongst larger and more complicated types of work, the

number of workplaces is often very large, and some firms

range far away in search of business. Almost a fifth of

establishments in Perth claim to have more than one workplace

in the town or nearby; this proportion rises to a quarter in

York. In either town, but especially Perth, a small

fraction of firms do work throughout the country and beyond.

In Perth, 14 per cent of establishments do enough work out¬

side Perth and Perthshire for them to mention it. In York,

9 per cent of firms do work outside Yorkshire. One firm in

each town does business in all parts of the world.

Related to this topic is the amount of subcontracting

by which businesses in the cities have yet another kind of

linkage with one another. The construction industry is the

principal activity in both towns to make use of sub¬

contracting, followed by the engineering, transport and

electrical industries. Taken together, these activities

include over two-thirds of the subcontracting going on. Few

professional offices subcontract any business or themselves

fulfil contracts for other firms (Table 51)*

IV. Advantages (or disadvantages) of Perth or

York for Business Location

Three-fifths of the firms in each town find.that the

centrality of the town is an important factor in the

continuation and success of their business (Table 53)* The
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exact nature of this centrality varies. The position of the

towns as regional centres in a nationwide network coverage

is often important, being specifically noted in one fifth

of the companies in York, but somewhat less often, one

tenth, in Perth.

Perth is a central place for a very much larger area

than York. A large number of firms in York regard central¬

ity in the "local" district, an area with fluctuating

boundaries, according to the businessmen involved, but never

reaching further than 50 kms. from York, as important; this

type of centrality is of little significance in Perth.

Within the wider region, of more than 80 kms. distance,

equivalent to Tayside or North-East England, a few firms in

each town claim that the town is central within such a

region; moreover, in Perth, some firms are aware of being

at the centre of a fertile agricultural region (10$ compared

to 4$ in York), which would usually mean part of Tayside—

especially Fife—as well as Perthshire. Progressing to

larger regions, Perth is very much more commonly regarded as

central within Scotland or Britain as a whole than York is

looked upon as central within northern England or Britain as

a whole (11$ in Perth, 3% in York). This tends to confirm

the idea, which other evidence also suggests, that Perth is

the geographical centre of a much larger, but more sparsely

populated, region than is York.

The remaining advantages range from historical inertia

and readily available labour to pleasant surroundings and

ease of communication. The variety of advantages is such
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that classification—the habitual favourite of geographers—

into groups is not easy. Some advantages, such as those

concerning communication, are directly related to the

function of the cities as central places. Port facilities,

often in York or Perth and not at nearby ports, were

mentioned no less than six times (2 in York, k in Perth).

Communications by road, rail, water and other means were

regarded as being readily available and the main reason for

the location of some businesses in one city or the other

(11$ in York, 12$ in Perth). Accessibility to major cities

is important to many businesses, that is, the proximity of

these central places to another, more important central pla

was of major significance.

Historical inertia is the reason for location in many

instances; some companies, probably a great number in total

are indeed located in the town for no better reason than

that the person who established them lived there. Finally,

however, they have since prospered and remained due to good

or at least not indifferent, management, and the inherent

advantages of the town.

Turning to more specific reasons, such as the nearness

of markets for a product, the ready availability of labour

and expansion from a close headquarters are all noted. A

group of advantages which relate to the towns' function as

medium-sized service centres are:

Perth York

(i) Cheap premises available

(ii) Ease of working of avoidance
of travel strain

(iii) Low overheads/cost of living

1

2

1

0

1

2
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Such beneficial factors are clearly connected with the

smallness of the towns, the low levels of rents and costs

generally as contrasted with larger cities where intense

competition in the central business district for space

raises rents of buildings, while the size of the cities

increases commuting times. Despite the utter chaos of

traffic in central York, travel to work is still consider¬

ably easier than in London or one of the large conurbations.

One of the more unusual locational benefits conferred

on Perth is "uncluttered air space," regarded as being the

reason why the Board of Trade has a pilots' training aero¬

drome near Perth. Expansion from headquarters close by (in

Dundee and Leeds) is also another of the less usual reasons,

indicating the part played by business linkages between

towns. The effect of these linkages is also hinted at in

the number of establishments which stated that the principal

advantage of the town was the "business contacts" which they

possessed.

One contrast between the towns which shows up quite

sharply is the absence of any mention of pleasant surround¬

ings in Perth, and the number of times these are noted in

York (7 times or . Although the two towns are totally

different in appearance, Perth is as pleasant as York; both

provide a welcome contrast with industrial cities in the

proximity. Perth also has a better climate than most of the

east coast of Scotland, being sunnier and drier, and has

pleasant surrounding countryside. However, in Perth, there

is not so much as a whisper about these agreeable environ¬

mental conditions. Possibly the reason may lie in the
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distinct national characters: to the serious hard-working

Scottish business community, the possibility that a concern

could be located in a town for no other reason than that the

town is an attractive place for inhabitants is too frivolous

to mention—and possibly also, no businesses are located in

Perth because of the inviting surroundings. The description

of Perth as a "Fair City" by Walter Scott is as far as

people are prepared to go, and then only in tourist

pamphlets. In York, businessmen either have less reservation

about admitting themselves to be influenced by such conside¬

rations or else actually do consider them more than would be

the case in Scotland.

Both cities also have their disadvantages as places in

which businesses can locate. More businesses regard York as

an unfavourable location than Perth (6% against 3%)t but the

proportion is small in both instances. The bad traffic in

York is an obvious hindrance to business, while one firm

complains of lack of capital in Perth.

V. Chapter Summary

The contacts or linkages between firms in Perth and

York show that the vigorous activity of the town's business

community lies at the core of the continuing development

and gradual expansion of these two county towns. The

presence of a variety of services, a characteristic of

county towns, within the town helps businesses grow and

direct future town development. A constant revitalization

of business effort with the advent of new companies ensures

that the whole complex daily operation continues and
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provides modest steady expansion for these two towns.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

I.

In describing the two cities in this thesis, there is

revealed the profound difference in the physical fabric of

their townscapes. The buildings, the pattern of the streets,

the appearance of each town as a whole reflect divergent

cultural traditionso Yet, at the same time, business lives

in the two communities resemble one another fairly closely.

Additionally, the fortunes of the two communities through¬

out history have close parallels.

II. The National and Regional Character of the Towns

Contrasts in townscape resultant upon national or

regional peculiarities in the towns are recurrent. Such

divergences encompass architecture, the town plan, and the

land use of the centre and suburbs of the city. The dis¬

similarity of the national styles in architecture is

immediately visible and gives a totally different appearance

to the settlements. Perth is a city of tall, grey build¬

ings, of tenements and stone Victorian mansions; York is a

city of small low buildings, of small terraces and smaller

half-timbered houses. The Scottish town is a settlement of

large communal buildings; the English one of a myriad

individual brick structures. The effects of national

building style extend further: they contribute largely to

the three-dimensional nature of land use in central Perth,

with its succession of layers of land use. The English
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town has less complexity in the vertical sequence of land

use in the central business district, but an overwhelming

jumble of tiny buildings, crammed together within the town

centre•

National distinctiveness probably lies at the root of

the presence of a rudimentary rural-urban fringe around

York, and the lack of any such feature around Perth.

Scottish towns generally stand more clearly delineated from

the countryside than English towns. In these latter, town

and country, although different, merge into one another;

with the growth of commuting, and the rural residence of

people with urban employment, there is even more blurring

of the social distinctions between town and country. In

Scotland, town and country are physically, socially and

psychologically much more apart.

The difference in size of the two towns is linked to

national characteristics t a service centre of a particular

type in England is likely to be severalfold larger than one

in Scotland. This is true of York and Perth, and results in

other contrasts. Aside from the mere difference in the

area of the settlements, there is also the effect on land

use of a dissimilarity of size. On the one hand, almost

every activity in Perth, with the principal exception of

heavy industry, is concentrated upon the centre; retailing

is not excluded from this, for even convenience goods outlets

congregate in the centre of town. This would be a strange

situation to find in a larger town. On the other hand,

York, with its greater area, has a greater segregation of
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land use types: few ordinary food shops are found in the

centre, since the suburbs are well supplied. Then also,

central depopulation has proceeded much closer to its

ultimate conclusion in York than in Perth. The population

density of the core of Perth is still higher than that of

any of the suburbs, whereas in York, this has not been true

since about 1890.

The regional setting of each town, York in the lowland

zone, and Perth in the highland zone, has had a profound

effect upon the townscape. Neither settlement could be

transplanted to the other zone without looking completely

out-of-place. York is at one with the other market towns

of the scarplands of England, and would not look foreign in

Dorset or East Anglia. Perth likewise could be exchanged

with Inverness or Stirling and not appear as a foreign

implantation.

Both towns have connections with continental towns in

the features found in their townscapes, architecture, and

types of houses. In general, the connections of York are

to northern France, while those of Perth are to the north

European Plain.

The effect of the Reformation is one example of the

manner in which national characteristics may be traced in

the fortunes of the ecclesiastical centrality of the

settlements. The Reformation in Perth swept all before itj

the walls of the monasteries tumbled and vanished forever.

The only Catholic church in the town was converted to a

haven of Presbyterianism. Today, one would never realize
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that the city was the chief religious centre of Scotland for

several centuries. The Reformation in York initially had no

more than a modest influence and was less revolutionary in

its outcome; one church hierarchy simply took over from

another and the architecture of a great ecclesiastical centre

remains, with only one ruined abbey to remind the visitor

that the Reformation involved violent social upheaval.

III. The Similarities of Business Life and Town Function

Although, as summarized above, the visible aspects of

each town are quite distinct, common functions and common

historical evolution reveal themselves to a large extent

in the activity of people within the physical framework

which they have created for themselves in the urban area.

Many traits in the demography show the basic concordance

of the raison d'etre of these two settlements. Such

features as age structure, the ratios of social classes and

the lack of immigrants all illustrate things to be expected

in rural service centres. Even the employment structure, as

explained on page 238, is not so dissimilar in the two towns

as it seems at first sight. The questionnaires investi¬

gating the business life of the communities revealed further

ways in which they are basically alike.

On the other hand, the manner in which the suburbs of

the two towns have developed is quite different. The rings

of different land use of York, and the sectors of

contrasting suburbs in Perth both indicate the uniqueness of

each city.
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IV. Future Prospects

These two medium-size, slightly sleepy county towns

seem unlikely to undergo any revolutionary changes in the

foreseeable future. Since the late Middle Ages, both have

consistently declined relative to the urban settlements of

the nation as a whole. If the much-talked-of increase in

population of Tayside materializes, Perth will

probably retain its role as an alternative node of activity

to Dundee in Tayside. Likewise York, with its greater

demographic vigour, seems likely to maintain the status

quo, and, with the new counties of England, may once more

become the administrative centre of a local government

region (Fig. 81). The rCles of York and Perth as quiet,

picturesque rural service centres seem destined to continue,

perhaps for centuries to come. Likewise, their decreased

r61e, relative to the conurbations, seems unlikely to be

disturbed.

As time goes on, there seems to be some evidence to

support the idea that the national and regional peculiari¬

ties, which contribute so much to the distinctive townscapes

of Perth and York, may diminish. This is, as yet, no more

than speculation, and, for the moment, one is presented with

two towns alike in their reason for existence, but quite

different in the character of their townscapes.
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APPENDIX

THE RESPONSE TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE

I. Extent of the Sample and Answering Rates

In all, 216 questionnaires were sent out in Perth,

and 400 in York. Of those sent to Perth, 120 replied,

almost all with answers to the majority of the questions;

this is 55 per cent of the total. Of those sent to York,

182 or 45 per cent were returned, again almost all with

answers to most questions. The significantly higher

return rate for Perth could be due to the returning

address at Edinburgh University giving the impression

that the study was entirely Scottish; alternatively, the

difference in reply rates could reflect distinct national

attitudes to the release of information. The reply rate

in Oxford, with a much larger sample, was 46 per cent, or

472 replies from 1035 questionnaires sent.

Certain difficulties arose as to the sample to be

chosen, since a "scientific" 10 per cent or 20 per cent

sample was impossible for the following reasons, among

others. No complete and current list of businesses and

other establishments could be drawn up because such a

great variety of establishments were approached; for

example, the telephone directory yellow pages were used

to obtain addresses of businesses several of which, so it

transpired, had been defunct for up to two years, or

had removed from the premises listed. Even if as

complete a hundred per cent coverage as possible had been
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attempted, as in the survey of Oxford—which time did not

permit in this study—a scientific sample would still

have been impossible, since there was no way of guaran¬

teeing a hundred per cent response. In practice, large

factories and government offices were considerably more

likely to reply than other types of establishment, which

automatically introduces a bias into the statistics

gained from the replies. It also became clear from the

response that many interesting facts would come to light

without recourse to a definite percentage sample.

Consequently, questionnaires were sent off to all estab¬

lishments with large staffs, to all institutions of

especial interest—including the Minster Library and the

University of York—and to a proportion of smaller

employers. Questionnaires were sent to all large

factories and most nationalized industries, to a propor¬

tion of small factories and workshops, to wholesalers and

large retailers, to construction industries, to financial,

professional and government offices, to tertiary

industries, to educational, laboratory and cultural

institutions (Table 55 )•

Reply rates by type of establishment, as could be

expected, varied considerably, from virtually one hundred

per cent for large factories and nationalized industries

to extremely low rates for most small commercial and

private institutions. Because all large factories were

sent a questionnaire, and all replied, the survey has 100

per cent coverage of these institutions; coverage of

medium size factories was also good. However, the
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percentage of professional offices and schools which

responded was low. To obtain an idea of the coverage of

industry and services by the questionnaire, the number of

people employed in the establishments which answered was

compared with the total number of people employed in the

towns (Table 55) • Again the coverage varied greatly

from one industry to another. In the food, drink and

tobacco industries, the sample covered over three-

quarters of all employment, but in the miscellaneous

service category (i.e. service industries not included in

the following: transport and communication, distribution,

finance, and professional and scientific services), only

11 per cent of employment in Perth and 3 per cent in

York was covered. In industry as a whole, 56 per cent of

employment in York, and U-9 per cent in Perth are repre¬

sented in the tables; in service industries as a whole,

19 per cent in York and 31 per cent in Perth are repre¬

sented. The discrepancy in the fraction covered between

the secondary and tertiary sectors of employment is due
)

to the very much smaller size of service establishments

rendering large scale coverage impossible without a

complete sample—in actuality, many more tertiary

establishments than secondary were approached and

replied. The total coverage of employment was 33 per

cent in York and 36 per cent in Perth.
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Photograph 1

Central Tower of York Minster

Photograph 2

"The Golden Ram"—late mediaeval building,

Pavement, York
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Photograph 3

Georgian Houses, Micklegate, York

Photograph Ur

Micklegate Bar, York
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Photograph 5
i

Mediaeval buildings, including St.
William's College, in College St., York

Photograph 6

Georgian mansions and cottages along the
less commercial part of Acomb High St., York
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Photograph 7

Detached and semi-detached private
houses, York's outer suburbs.

Photograph 8

Post-war semi-detached council houses
York
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Photograph 9

Post-war council flats, outer suburbs,
York

Photograph 10

Interwar short terraces of council houses,
York
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Photograph 11

Semi-detached houses, outer suburbs,
York

l

Photograph 12

New council flats, and mediaeval
city wall, York
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Photograph 13

Victorian semi-detached houses,
Burghmuir, Perth

Photograph 1^
Edwardian detached bungalow,

Burghmuir, Perth
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I

Photograph 15

Part of St. John's Square, Perth

f

Photograph 16

Museum and Art Gallery, Perth
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I

Photograph 17

Post-war private bungalows
Burghmuir, Perth

I

Photograph 18

Slum houses in the western fringe of the
central area, Perth
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I

Photograph 19

The High Street, looking westwards to
St. Paul's Church, Perth

Photograph 20

Shops in the High Street with derelict old
tenements (18th c. or earlier) above, Perth
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I

Photograph 21

Perth Bridge and the east bank, Bridgend

I

Photograph 22

River Tay, picture taken at eastern end of Perth
Bridge, looking north. North Inch to left.
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TABLE 3
WITHIN L A

AREA
PAST YEAR

MIGRATION 1966
WnHINLA

area
EASY 5YRV

INTO L A
AREA

PA".' T' At;

I NIP L A

AREA
pa-it Lw.

proporf lo»
of (3 peo
100 InLiEiT

E- + «r fropor ho n
of D per
|r>o l>iLi'.i'<inl'

311

Perth DC.
TT

1 60 f" 2,370
V TT T

1360 ihi 3o 3 2% iq%

Perth 2 870 £,?oo 28-0 5"070 21 % 33% 12%

York Area 5,3oo £,620 12,120 38; 3lo 12% 37% 25%
v rural-

York urban
fringe

t periphery
York of city

54o l,58o ly C3o

<o\0

4,S7o ll% <*2.% 31%
2/70 2,3qo 8,b(o0 7% 36% 227.

Yorkt (C.B.) 58lo 19,060 I 4,6.10 11, 85"0 !<*% 3J% * 12%

York
geog

entity
b3 80 21,230 2.000

0

20,5)0 \b°(. 32%
<?-

16%.

0 — T!t£4£ figure j ast obf-a.(n£cl by srt*f>/* cid'cL'h'Oi of
cj> CVn<J ifr. l-toU)fv£Sj Sow pc&pl-e u>ill 6 CUf-f_
I-hOllCcJ UJI+/11A geocjrap hi ccj %dW^ ~ CLCroif /At
h*u*oiC ipad boundary.
TU-er-e fbre. ■fiau* e.-, 1*1 ccU^, rxsA^fi b*r. 4<> smgjd

'■ C,DQ ahe/oa /o/je

TABLE 4 MEANS OF TRAVEL TO WORK 1966 f u**dercj*ouLY\d brain &XcLucl-ed^)

terc€*\La<jf>S cdo©v£» train BUS
PRIVATC

eus CAR
Q6OD5

VEHICLE
-Motor

CYCLE

PEDAL

CYCLE
Foot

NOT slated

NONE

OTHER
T73T4L.

Perth DC. U7-;
loo

(2-i°l)
7,oso

(17.)
lao

fcfeVo)
ZkSO

(77.)
64o

(17.)
100

(5%)
430

(2 sr 7)
238(2

(2%)
1 1 70

q, 5IO

Perth (77.)
2<20

(287.)
5,320

(L%)
626

(23%)
43 ?o

(37)
020

(170
240

(6 74)
11 5"o b 54O

%°4)
6O0 18,720

4f

York Area (1%)
6 So

(f~7%)
11, l7o

(1%)
38-0

&V%)
12,130

(4%)
3,050

(4v»)

2,,610
05%)

1 0,220
(17%)
11,360

(12%)
S.25 0 67,460

rural- f
York urban

frinqe
(3%;

1 1 o

(16%)
qgo

w
2o

(41%)
2,470

(3%)
180

(2.^)
370

(14%)
2b0

r^%)
% 10

fl'%)
67o %^7o

Ynrl< periPher\York of city l2o 5520 .
1 1.0 3,54o dio ?60 % 120 1,210 3%0 13., l7o

Yorkt (C.B.) f-7 0 10,3^0 370 7260 l,02o 3,4iO 14,050 ^,240 2,170 4-3,950

York"9609YOrK
entity

(i 7.)
520

(25%)
)5"%3G

(i%) (18%)
II 500

(2%)
1.300

(G%)
f/Ooo 13. 170

(/5^)
(0,570 2,500

£4490

England
and Wa les

7%!

1 .Hlo K, 1 o

(21%)
g.oq r>\U

0%)
0-3o

(25%)
5-57

(3%)
0-6?

(Z%J
0 4 2

(7%)
1 61

(fq'/j)
UlD

(<f%)
1 39 31-92^

Scotland
(3 V.)

0-072 k«K
(U%)

0-212
(27o)
0 03G

(18%)
0-410

(2%)
0-051

r|o^
0-0/2

%;
<0053

(24%)
0 63?

(6^)
0/43

^ -2-i

• York Area \S COMpos-ed of Tkf Ru>~al t>( stn cl J oC N iddCrdaJc
( "Tbdcurler,

DerwTloybo^, Poo-min^Lon ^ A^oUoh and £a s >k^ «/oI d J w^'c.L»
Qffroyj mo b <* I v j c pf IS e /ork t hoO-iV* Purai (rr,loc^^rt f tf Qr^Co

+ Rurai-Ufixin (r'ngf 15 HlW<>h c% s U\« Parishes of ft/S^op t hot f>e , AcctS^Cr AtilbiS%
Cop^dn l-bor re , Afkbarvq &rjar\, K'hOpton, RufTortb, Upper pofpl cfo H ,
Popple fon, SV^gWo»y U/.^Qjhfo^ Maybjj , Alurfpe^ bunnine^^ £arsh/(cf\^ Ma(0Dfrt._

^ Area of York's COJ^fh Suburb 5 boV lncJudeci in C- boUnc/ctrf < J / Cor* pr •'J* d of "ft*
of CUffon (W« RauXl-fT'% Me*** Earjwfck, Mu^hntjf OH^ Myt>ub^ O-rbaldwi'ck^

Urd iKjfoHa nd F ul farxi . _

4^ Qfo^^a^kKaJ area of VorU# approx i m alvLc^ €cju.*U io <|> plu J
Sourc<T,y both tables : 10°/o J cenio^ published Q/? unpublished da hex



TABLE 5 MEANS OF TRAVEL TO WORK 1966 percentage 312
Public

trwwspoM

PKtv/ti r

>V*OTOHlSeD
-TftANJtoRT

fttFSTniA^
BiCfcLt rrc

No

-mAwjrn^T L.fl. b®Mnol«iMj
TOTAL

» u

Perth DC. 22. 35 30 11 40 9,510

Perth 30 31 3 4 3 — 18,7 lO

«

York Area 12 35 32. \l 46" 67260

\ rural-i
York urban

frinqe
1? 51 iq 11 Co 5,970

f periphery
of city 0.1 34 4o 3 77 13,170

> )rk^ (C.B.) lu¬ 4? 4- - U,U50
v. . * geog^ ,r entity ll 46 4- — 62,120

England
and Wales 33 27 6 * — 2l-92.nl

Scotland US 23 26 6 *• — 2. '2,hHtl

*
qssu»v.incj oHier/n«l- jteded -»&- <2-5°/o sm bnjvbi h.

AGfT -

CU LTUS£
AIANU-
bACTURINC

trans¬
port

<STRVIC£5 Govern-
^EKH"

"TDTAl
WOVvid^i _ t>oHOM

Perth DC. 1, 7SO
790

2, 12.0
5 7o

V4 0
ho

1,<o~bo
2,390

4bo
190

6,450
3,hq 0

Pe> th 100
40

A, 140
1,310

1,570
7.00

4,2 50
5,600

1,440
33 0

11, 500
7,550

-»

Y01 < Area <37600
8*?o

)S,h2o
4,7#o

"3,25o
. 730

12, 29o
13,720

4,35o
I, 130

46,9ho
Xt,2uo

v . r^3'- tYork urban
frinqn

5So

70
1,590
330

U20
70

I,ISO
1,330

250
90

4, 150
l,59o

^peripiier^York of city
23o

20

U, no
lAuo

1,11 0
XI0

2,h 10
2,Bl O

650
29o

?, 600
6, 770

YorkY (C B ) I ho
1 00

1 5,13 0
5, 5foO

3,960
I, too

?,49o
I/, 3 SO

2,34 0
6 90

3 0, 16 O
IS, 530

w .-^geog.Yok
entity

3 70

I 20
19, 30o
7,OOo

5,070
1,310

IO,9oo
14,190

aqq 0

950
3s, 700
23, 6 00

ografLiaJ area of" Vork, a^^rtxio!a/fUj ecfujc^l In pin J *\r ~
Sources both tables t 10%y 1966 census, published & unpublished electa.



TABLE 7 ECONOMIC ACTIV JTY I960 PPreen (ARC!
313

1

AGRICULTURE
z.

AMWUrACtURL
3

TKAWSRORT
4

5ERVICE5 CjaVClRMAAGr^t
TOTAL -

EcarJ. mivwn
t"A1PLOVf?T>

Perth DC. Z\°/o 27% 4 4o 7 4,940

Perth I 09 10 57 9 19,020
*

York Area 14 34 6 32 2 6S,380
1 ru rat-

York urban
frinqe

I I 3Z 2 43 b 4,040
t periphery

York of city Z 47 10 39
1

7 | 13,370

York^ (CB.) y* 4x 10 41 -

1
4 | 42, 030

*. geog
y°rk entity S/6 42 1 0 40 6

! £2,300
England
and Wales 35 47- 8 71 37 0 0-7 21 43Uk

Scotland 5 2 442) no 35-9 4 3-. 2-93%J*

1 Censor Calecjory X
^ >. .. H-SSH

■>i )>

">>

"XTx

gyHL plus jcx: -Terriir
-ywr

TABLE 8 ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 1966
pe»-c£jif popuJ.
u)U,ck is eccm.

ache* S- employof

|rCrc«.rif i h
Jerufces

ih

tv\ ibin^; Hamf
£_on jtrucK <TH -crc

bacKo
wienyfoooicoa
in Ian i»oif

Perth DC. 45 55 45 1,2:4 2
Perth 44 73 27 1 51 G

1

■»

York Area 45 54 4G %1\ 0
rural- f

York urban
frinae

42 94 41 2, iqt

YnrkPer,p^York Of City 4G 38 4o 1 230
/

York1, (CB) 4? 59 41 1, 623
'

YorC^entity 43 59 41 1; 440
England
and Wa les

■

47 so 4& 1 817

Scotland 43 92 5 41-5* 17 20

* York Area is Com fos-e d of TLe Rural ~f>i strict s of NiddfrdaJ& , Tadccj.j-le'r,
DerwCnl, F loxto^, Vl/fttberfcy, PocT«;lin0t"On , /Wallohl onct £aS>hgWold, u/bfcL,
opfroxlMat flij comprise. Vork'i ivialTi rural (rr.lou brt r ti Qi^Ou

^

■f Rural-U'lwi fringe is h«Ui<>ti a i IL« Parishes of Bishop t fi or pe , AcaSier yVtilbiS"(
Copmen ^or(X>, /fjkbam Khaptor>, Ruffnrtk, Upper rkpplehr.ii, MeHihr
Popplfhon, ST<«Uo»i, lUlgqinfon , Waxbij, AliJrfon, t>u n n I igq h> n, C_ars*J(cKl Malm;™.

~if~ Area of York's eastern suburb* nr.V lncJudPtf i wi C. if hcUndari es , Cora p r ■' je d o|" fte
tkr.Jkfj of CUflon (W> thout), KaujclifT', Ufw Eariwir.k, Huohr«jhoh, flfu/ar l(,("ool Wiout), Oi baldu/ick,
We lli rtg hob 0r)(l Put ford .

JX Qeo^rapk.r^J area of York, appro icimaifUj ecju-r^l fa <J> pin j ajr _

Sources, boUv i able S : >°% J I9C.6 census, p ubli'rlipcl & uhpU b llsTiecl rlrilu.



TABLE 9
hl/mbfir
of per So h5
pfr car-

c
b Um VjCr pf
hou jekfllfij
per (nr

JARS

perc^hb
noujrhold

wdh nocar

1966

pPrc-fht
hol/Jf Viold l

will. 1 <" 1r

pCvtfnt-
h o w jr lo Mj
wlUi >/lr0'J

pf-HCnt
Mo car

prr c tnt
fars cyviyA
jlvjqlc dwell

pfhteol
rcirj CjrXKtyi
Multiply dur(l.

perefhf or
Mol" <](%,'* ^fd

duPJI

314

Irff qrtSa.q#4
rvq/ff ('j^'r pu?[

Perth DC. 4 9 1 5 45" 45 9 35 45 5 75 4

Perth 7 0 7 3 41 35 4 54 38 15 17 30
•»

York Area 44 1-4 43 47 10 35 79 1 17 %
+ rural-

York urban
frinqe 37 I -3 34 53 14 28 SO \ 18 -

f periphery
York of city 55 1-7 47 49 5 39 87 1

*

II

York^ (C B.) 5 \ vo Gl 3o 3 59 - 75 3 zo 1

v , •* geogYork ent jty 75 7S 43 34 3 54 7? 3 1 5 /

England
and Wales 5S 1-9 S5 39 G 47 43 3 X? 3

Scotland 5S 75 45 34 9- 5<2 47 13 -41 17

TABLE 10
Owwer

Occupied C-oUnci 1

c

(ihpLtfh)jAi
renl

t>
purnis^rt

r<2i+"

E

o t5et~5 A 6 c. D E

Perth DC. 33 27 13 1 27 561[0-5 S0' 57- HI0?
Perth 29 44 19 2 4 23 2 0 5"

?7j 1702 4907 2 97 07
3'5J Ifr7

#

York Area 53 41 12 1 13
rural- f

York urban
frinqe

73 i4 7 1 5 i'0"57,J 7)^ 7i02r 5o]04 U}«
Ynrk periPher3York of city 73 12 10 1 4

3 °2o 6
5-3J 214"

Yorkt (C.B.) 51 30 13 2 3 «4r i?h &>* 17" ?3a«|55/ |
.. .-^geoq.York y^yentity 54 20 12 2 3

1

England
and Wa les 49 77 19 1 5

Scotland 23 47 1G 1 8

+

Derw^nl, Floybo^, vVelk^riy, VocM l/ngbo^ t /MaUoh cxncX Eos'kjvVo \dJ uA'cL,
Qffrov I Mfl b e \\j Comprise VorKV Nig.(V* ru faJ fcrijoii t_<l fit _ QrfCO
Rurad-Ufixm fr/»vje 'J Hol-rfn a J Wu Parishes op B/S^o^ tkor p e } Acalffr /L^ixl bi'St
Copman /4jkUanr> Bryan, K"hCipbony Ruffortk, Upper f^ppl <bo n y NcHi^r
Pepplctont .SV<<»Uowy W.gqi nfon^ Makbij ; Morbo^j B>u h n I n i E.(\fs*J(cJ\^ Mq (our rt. __

^ Areq York's <?a^ern Suburb J r»oV Included C- 75 boUndctri < s f f>r,rJ'J cJ^ "fW
f^ir>jkr5 of CUfto* (V* HauXlff>, Cars^fc.k , Hu«h»*}lony Meteor t*,(7 o' Kauf OxbalWuli'ct,
UrrBhqaod f ulfarri .

Qfe>^< ap kiY a.J OifVa. VorU4 a.ppro»ci*n a/ebj CcjuaI fu (J^ pT*I J ^
sources , bobb'lable^' ; IO% , \r) C (> crnjvs ^ |>u b b\sl-»o<J S4- un pu>hliTsbpcl <ia.to_



TABLE 11
Wsl

Wn\rr

SbrJrrJ
Mof-

WoWr

No
Mot
WolPr

HOU

BaUi

SING
JkdfpJ
(Wk

AMEN

Me
Bath,

I TIES

Inside
WC.

hsitte
W c

1966

Oub'd,
wc

j|
Out) ti<i
wc

do
WC

|0*V|ut iVf
of all

A |vi{ n.» 'CJ

315

Perth DC. q
?z y7

6
3

<o

7? W
q

6
S

23
\ 7_

1
3
'/7

2
1 •74

Perth I 5

72 £
10

2.

7

68
X
'/« 6

lo
71

\ \

Z
V,
'A

4
1

'/a
4 Jj 79-

*

York Area 3
q i

/<.
'/to

Va
5

3
s-q

'/■>
'/?>

i

7
3

?4
y,0
yB

Vs
8

4
A

%
A ,1}

+ rural-
York ...urban

frinqe
3

qs
- 2

3
3

q i Ys
Z
4

2
81 —

\

6
1 1

2
'

88

t periphery
York ofcjty

u
95"

y*
i

4
99

X
A

l

1
3

?q
•4
*

l

6
7, 4s

14 ?l.
York^" (CB.) 7 1

7
6

79
2

1 12
6

69
2

1 -

X
7 1 Vs

!/is-
■4

6
68 f?4

v * geog-
y°r entity qif 1 G 88 2'A lo 79 3 1 8 % '4 78"

England
and Wales

6
79

1

a/3
2
to

E
76

3
1

2
13

5"
71

3
1

l

1?
1

1
'/s
2. 6* 1

Scotland i (,

1 l

1

y3
1 1
z

10
6q

1 1 b

4
17
7/

<o
2/3

1

v3
B
'/3

'A
Vo.

10
6% }7?

PercehftLg es g'uen
DweJliKqs U i th 1-3 coords ahav~e~

», O 2>> 3 " below

■

TABLE 12 NUMBER OF ROOMS IN OCCUPIED DWELLINGS 1966
nu/wvfe«r-

°f
dwellings

hlonobo'

occujne,
dwcluc^

nuv.b<o
houstlolJ
Jpacei

kwnbfjr
occupy a
houftkU

rooiviy
dwell ma 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7-t-

ftooMS
7T7ML

Perth DC.
J

7590 7,170 7590 7170
5" % 11 42 23 7 35771C

Perth I5 4S0 13 iqo 1^550 |V,260 4-0 1 1 IG 35
'

Y 61,930
#

York Area 5),l2o 4<\070 513 60 49,730 US 4
~N

20 31 Zo \5 2?/,£g0
rural- f

York urban
fringe

6/740 b,730 CtPCO 4740 ss
r

J V

4 iq 31 30 IG 27,020

YorkP!ri|3her>YO of city
9,37O 935'0 9,370 9,750 5^

r ■ ■
—■> s

s
-

44 2? 36 (0 44^5-0

Yorkt (CB) 35,310 iCCOO 35,530 35,540 S-3 r
-J

^0 31 35 3 187,(30

entity
.,7,6"SO 43/50 449 00 44,7fO 53 <- "

'

G xi 3 \ 35 8 235,7fo

England
and Wa les

15" A5wi! A 95 l42o IS 6q 54 1 5 m 29 33 1A 84-0 t -WiJ-e-t.

Scotland 1 690 1-642 1703 1-6S4 42 2 11 1ET 3S 29- 47 4 7 14-6

# York Area is CoKif»oj^»d of "tkc t)( st>< ct 5 of" Nidc
Derwpnt, Clayton, Wefcber J>y, PocJ-dinrjton , /Wallow and
outok i nal P Im COnoUr Isp Ark's hnalk rurcd tr.'hu t-n o n an

PrdaJe
, 7odcqi-tPC,

Eas 'Kg Wol d , vuhlct,
r<x,

L Hund u'lxin frlngp is t*io#n n J Pariitips of P/S^op tko, pr , AcaSter /Vttlbi S,
Cop man tkor pP , /djkUam Hnjorl, IChapton, Rorfortk, Upptr f\.p>pl Oho ny NeHier
Pappleton, SkeUon^ W.^Qinlon^ Makbij, Alurfoio^ bunnl^Kin^ F.acstJiC Malourtt

T lA'fa of York's CaaUrrn sulourbJ noV included in C. ij boiinlan a , Compn-'jed o|T
t\i,ijke3 of CUfton Cw' ICout1), Hcuuel'ffMeu, Car jwirk, Hu"Kmjto», fJecvor IkPuu'Cvout^ Oi bnldwi'cW,
Mrjiinrjhon aod Pulforrt .

ki(al O-ten op Vbrl< r*j>|<r-t»ki►-»iiTVifrjwul (u f ptuT
Sources^ boUK tables ; 10%, I960 census, published $* unpublished dalrv.



TABLE 13 HOUSEHOLD SIZE 1966 316

i X 3 4 ■5 c 7 5?

Perth DC. 1? 29 22 IC. 11 3 1 2

Perth I? 29 2\ 17 7 4 1 1

*

York Area H 30 23 19 9 3 1 1

+ rural-
York ...urban

fringe II 5? 23 19 lo 3 2 0-5
♦ periphery

York of city 11 29 24 21 s 3 0 5 1

Yorkt (C B.) 17 32 2.1 1 1 7
'

3 1 1
a geog

Yor entity lb 29 22. i? 7 -2U 1 1

TABLE 14 BUILDING TYPES 1966

Single t>uellio« Mo IV! - dwell fnj
CflfiFWftNS fCTALU)UOU-V

PESiOEMll^i,
PARTLY

R£5IDENTV4L
fxjfcftXTt -

euic.T

Perth DC. 84- 1 14 Xo K l,59o

Perth 34 1 Gl 3 — 14,4S0
#

York Area 99 3 1 1 k 5'; 124)

York uTan f
frinqe

9G | 3 01 09 A 9,930

Ynrl< periPhef3York of city

1

% | 1 2 i y,c 9,37o

York1" (C.B) 99 3 <o 2 1 Its 35,310

Y°«y 91 3 5 1 A 44,6ffo

England
and Wa les £4 l\ ft 2 A l5'4bnJk

Scotland 47 1 5"! 1 % 1 G9 «.U

York Area U of Rot-al ul strict s of Nidd^rdaM f "Tadcqrfer^
Derwfnl, Floyton, Wether ky t Po ci*;! I nrj Lo n , /MaUo 11 and EaS'hgWold, wG'cL,
aprro* I Mat 11 vj Comprise Yp rk'i KialVv ru red t 'fbiltl C If H n?CXj
RuraJ-Li'tao fringe is a* Wu Parishes of' hl'.^op (for pr , Acasler Malt>iPl
Cop mar. Ikor-p<-, /Ljkfarn Bryan, IChCiplon,, Rufforlk, Upper r*j ppl <t-o ny fvJeHirr
Popple Lon. CV<«'>on Wlgg i n f on , Waylnj , Morion, l\mn Irvjlon, f.arseJic\± Malourri _

Area of York's Cmkoi Subuth! not Included in C. ijs boundaries , com pp.r.T*iJ of fi*
farijkfs of CUflon fk/' itoul)l Rau>el>fF>, X/Pur farswir k, MunhrigioH, fjpivur Ikfm'^UL), Os baldwi'ct,
Mrdiirgfon and Cutforc/ .

j7_ Qecgraf kiiaj area cf Vof1<i appro*Itia/cfej e<yi*A.( (o flu I 'fr
iSou-orc, . bo.t-L> Labi e S : I C>"/o , I9C.C. census , Published St unpoblisbx^cf dadcx.



TABLE 15 SOCIAL CLASS 1966

C l a 3 3 I ClaSS IE Glass HE Class TV r 1 a s jJV" h oh
Cla5Ji F'rod

Perth DC. 4 1 2 43 24 1 3

Perth 4 13 S3 1 q 10 1

*

York Area 4 24 39 2X 7 5

j rural-
York .urban

frinqe 5 2? 4o 1? G 1

t periphery
York of city 5 11 54 16 6 4

Yorkt (CB.) 4 13 5-1 ' .'7 - 1 0 3

v , •**■ geog
^or entity 4 A ?! 11 <1 3

317

P^rCCriffles 6^ EcoMOnAi'coJlij Acfl UC MnlfJ .

TABLE 16 NUMBER OF PEOPLE PER ROOM 1966

/, 1 5pfSoy,;
per roo »w

1 - 1 '/a X. - i < >4
S b arth a

Hirucrhof dj

p^sxOAt ^OLLrtUoldsi - U^jxtr
">* ^p^y»0_ — foijo

Perth DC. v* '% sq/« aV,6 -/C

Perth % «Al /
/67 *Va i y

y (

4

York Area 0-2S y
y i

59/
no 37/

/23>
oss

s on

rural- t
York urban

frinqe V- V, % 35 //22
OUU/

SO 03

Ynrl< per'PhePYork of city
09/

/ 2 Yl au 33/
/ iq -/

York^ (C.B) °% 3/T 39//2.2_

York"9609YorK
entity °72 V7 «//7 0 37/

/2 2 n
England
and Wa les

1 V-A 5
6-2/ S9 7/ 316/

noO
6 7/A 9

Scotland
5u /

/q.q lie//iq 2.
Cx b/

/Cos
3.0US

no-2
1 '2//o 9

York Area is Cotnfoj-ed of "♦ be Ror/Ti t>/ st" ft S of N i dd TTdcJ^T "Todcq xter(W ' * ' — " " f - — W( - • - I . ^

De^-w^nt t Floxbc)^, vVem^rty^ Pocis linrjtem y A^olfo^ onci £a 3 »K^ *jo\cJ y

off joy f m q t * Uj c°**pr 15 g fork f J*?cdk ruraJ ^ r»^M f (( A/ _

4 Rurtii-ur' ^ r> {VfKigf 1 j- HU<<»n c« 5 tiv« Pan Jh^s of Ikor pr ; AcaS^fr Ata'biS",
Copmar>l^orp<>( /jkkarvA Bryan, K'hapbon, Ruffortk, Upptr r\>pf>l<:H>*y Nftker
PapplfAon k SkeUon^ kAggiufpn} Waybjj^ Ale>rhony bpuni^tor^ {Lars*J(c.t\l Maloif* _

Area of York's Caa'frh sukorbi r>ot Included in C.fi boUnc/drKi , cor* pr >' J* <1 of f^e
tariff* of CUfh>h (uAMioul), HauxW, tfeu) CarSu/i< k, HunhnijfoH, Hftvor O* batdwi'clf,
MrWihtjtah nor/ Fulford .

_n. C,fnj<a^kituj area of y<>rk, oy^reKfmaJrf^ «c|ma.( ft' <}> /« > '/
Source. , both tables : IO °'o , 1966 census ) publfslieU & unpu bli rUpU dcvbcc



TABLE 17

7)4 5

SOCIO-4

1; *. + ^

ECONOMIC

n + 19

CROUPS

5-1 &

1966

X10+15 11

318

(5+ 17

Perth DC. 5 17 3t 15 7? 8 5

Perth Li¬ II 35 2 5 15
. 3 7-

*

York Area

+ rural-
York urban

fringe 's 15 29 11 1 b 6 1

t peripheryYork of city 1+ % 35 19 15 5 3

York^" (C B.) 5 z 39
.

. l<!
*

17 q 3
.a geog

York entity b- £ 3% 19 It 3

England
and Wales 5 II 39 17 1 ? 2

Scotland0* b 9'4 39'4 It 20 1 0
4 .... l_. .

P^/eervf- of gconoc cLChux. & reJnt-e<} <~±aJ-e s

<S> Percent -C^oVi . achcC yvidb&t0 v>

TABLE 18 HOUSEHOLDS 1966

Percent house¬
holds u»iH no

P&terS Mwsetioldk
wi'H* 1 fa-mi fy

Percent tfousiM
wits fdixilies

Average s+2£
Uouseholds

Per oPrvb houj£-
bold/ wiK 1 or L Vi oufePio ((To f~t2/W 1 (i e $

Perth DC. 70 79 1 t? 2 posah] 25 5,5 ?o

Perth 73 76 1 3 o 2L> I3y??0 10^70
*

York Area 15 85 1 37 77 5-?(2l0 5-1, (e(o0
rural- f

York urban
frinqe

15 85 1 31 79 5;feg0 5,09 0

Ynrk^'P^York of city lb 85 1 31 17 2,110 7,? 70

York* (C.B) 3| 77 1 7'9 3C 35, 55"0 2?,750

entity 19 79 1 3.0 75 t+1,Uo 3 6, 530
England
and Wa les 31 1 5~ 3 5 tr7»-

Scotland 31 1, 0 rvLv

* York Area is CoM|»flj«d of Ru^al t>' stnct 5 of* Nidd£rdaJ6J "Todcqrfer^
Derw^nfc, VVfthk^rLy, , /V\alfob onci £aS'k^oldy uA'cU,
af>rr ox i mh t e 1 \ t comprise, York* hnafk rurai bnlou d f (i CLr?(\j

•f Rurxd-urban {Vkvjf i J Htkfn a 5 U\« Parishes of thor pe , AcaSier
Cop wan fhor n*e t j k b a no Bryan, K"hapfcony Ru^Vortk, Upp«r f\>ppl «f-e>
Popp\t ton SktWow U/.oqihfo^ Uaybu. M Or Porn t>u r» n • ho k> n CarstJieh,

Alt' t> iT,
Net+ier

, Maleiten.
^ Area of York's Oaa^rh Sulpi^bJ r>ot Included iwi C P> hflUnddrKj , cor* pr,rJ' cJ ojT -fW

fan'jkfs of CUffoh t KajuxTfF^ k/£u; f<ir jw <c.k , Hu^h'iflfory MfLV«Jr knuf OxbalduM'ct
MrrfinrtLoh one/ Fulfnrr/ .

Qfoj/Uf KiioJ area of Vork, a (ijr o v 1.1 rj h'l ij fu <f j7L< I -^r
fovrcCj boUc I "h'f i : IO°/o t7(->5 ronsiU ; putUs-hed Im pu t> I •'vl>ed data
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TABLE 19

fYoKIHERN
|RfcV-flWD

BIR1

I n 15 m
RfPUrjU C

71PLACF. B1

SfoTLAuPur
£HGAAWD

NATION

CAU*on
/Jtw zriALRND

1966

OTHc. R
COA^Md VWfALTH

FoRti qw «
/YT .

BORW
OMfS (j)E CRT. 6(VTA<M

Perth DC. 0 37 0 <75 0*37 0 40 0-43 2A2 %

Perth 0 2<1 ou 0 26 o A3 J. 29 3-15%
*

York Area 0-22 0 ■&** — 0 14 0 58 0 9 7 0-96%>
t rural-

York urban
frinqe

0 061 0 qoi - 0138 1 1 OA

t periphery
York of city 025 03 - o-i OA9 0-7

York* (C.B.) 0 32 1 05" 0 IB 0-42 I - 07
\

*geog
York entity 0 3) 0 9o 018 0-fcl 0 98 2-98%

England
and Wales 07 1-5 1_5" 075 1-75 l?0

fSvcJ- \
5"'7% ^W<Ujpy

Scotland 0-(o 0-7 5 A' lb 025" OA 1-0 }>-00%
"Total bonn oudjidx. Encjla^id S. f\jLoid &n/r id fb-vglcoi-e/ 4-" 0~7 p^e^Xa. ^■ 1 a/o

Sce^cL^S '■ " -- •£ coHeunJi 250 •• "?lD/o.

5 Oixrce \0°/oj I 9 C» f> Cmsvs j unpij b L Lj-I-, ed cla_tci. &> poblr-rVi eo( dLa to.

PERTH D.C.

YORK AREA

O IO kmf JO

I
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TABLE 20 POPULATION DENSITY 1966

Area
i | (hec)
PERTH DCJ60,m

Popul,

12,120

Density adju. adjusted
IVh .density, a real
0-37' — 1 - 1

5

CORK'S RURAL
JRBAN FRINGE 13,2)1 issio 1-3 - '

Bishopthorpe 286 1,400 4-9 — **

1
'

PERTH i,(#n 41,510 291 J2-2 I, JoX Acastur Maibts 725 310 0-4 — -

X

ward 1 UH 3,350 77 TT L ta'Si Copm.mthorpe 471 1310 1-8 — -

*

2 in 4,000 15 33 120 Askhnm Bryan 811 8501 I'Oi -
•

3 * 3ia 5,150 75 41 140 Knapton 351 no! o-3' -
-

X

4 its 4,450 17 20 240 Rullorth 558 AID 0-4 i -
i

A

5 105 10,510 53 55 155 Upper Popplcton 567 2,o80j 3-1
1

A

6 Ib2 4,530 23 19 162 Nelher 5oi| 1,2Ao 2-5 ~V — !
X

7 14-7 5,050 34 4? 111 Skellon 535 1,070 \-l —

<

8 15 0 3,420 10 16 110 Wiggmton 740 6U> ■M — -

Haxby 812 2,810 3-5 -

Murton

Dunn itigton

.342
1,205

.450

1,110
...Mj

0-9! -

Earswick 449 240 0-S -
-

Naburn 1 06S 330 0-3 <•» •• 1

3york a, sw io!(55o 36 4. 2,4811
Acomb 614, 25,1*° 4o 43 53 o

Dootham \8i 9.990! 45 45 151

Castlegate x ST 1,160; 14 52
Clifton * 169 7,310 56 56 168

YORK AREA 153,080
F ishergate 201 6,H0 30 3o 201

O

Nidderdale 16,3*0
Guildhall 63 1,750 23 25 631 Tadcasler 30,100

Heworth 133 10,710 Uc 46 <233
Derwent ° 16.300

Holgate Hi 7,290 34 34 111 Flaxton ai»j»
Knaveam ire 473 5,49c il 13 325 Malton 5,070
Micklegate -_3 *fc- |0,lW»

3,640

25 35 160
Pock ling ton 'SMJ.

Monk 69 65 38 Wot her by 26.620

Sc.arcrof t IS 3,7' 0^ tx 45 Ensingwold 10,
Walmgote 172 4,Y50 41 45 Ilk !

4 YORK'S
PERIPHER, A-,378 15, ISO 6'2 1U- L02.81

K

t

wards

civil parishes

O
rural districts

Ctiflon 354 4|26C| 11 25 15? 1 Perth D

n.-iwciifio 317 3,490 11 35 100

New I arsv/ick 318 2,00 0 6'3 15 115
? Perth City K Large; Burgh

t liiritifi< jton 745 8>0 11 25 300 3

1lewor 1 h

Ost >iikJ v\ i r.

346
261

2,090

3,056

6-0
12

'5
33

50

50
A Cum of parishes below

1 lrr>lilH|I')I1

1 u 1 I'M rf

1,352

601

2,570

3,150
a'L
5'2

15

15

l4o

115

5

6 " rural disli ir.ts
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table 21 age - sex structur e 1966

' perthdcl
m<?»/ c n io feo
ICOOVCT^ 7j, 19- H IO frb-. 09 [ (-A

TTjSx
111 99

"Verth 27? *r\

71
7-?

9l
17

29 'll
3)1 19

lol' <t<5
IDl |0I

29 j 99
37- ?l

ward 1
*

WU. 10

It
57

17
13

n .3T>
5<f 19

57 7«
(> 3 J \X(fi

91
bO

9?
llZi

2
X

I \-Ll
5*

53
TO

15

95 ,99
111 3?

I<>S I qi

ts| too
10
iS

9«
80

3
A-U
3.9

qi
*o

99

9-1
19 119

17] 19
11. ftl

107] \Q4
151 i 10»

.L2.\.Jicf
U3!77
111) <to

17
J7

21
.91
17
ll

93
81

4

5

*

%iol

35
7>
5'
60

fe*
Al

35
lOfe

99
lb

19 "
11

10 i lb

zg] 19
15 11
lb 37

fc>9
118
23
37

6
X

qi 1
AO

AA
qo

??
98
99

lb 19
99| 31

\X\ 7 3
\ 19 '_77

11
f

9b
bH

7
X

SS7
Afc

36
lb

«0
9C

90
lb \t
30I 11

qbi 99
lOb! ||9

Z2
99

92
71

8
<

nil
37

10
U b

a
19

ZG
17 j 29111 11

n 75

93 1 111
13
J2

77
171

JM. hi
i«l qfa

6?+ V«)rS
<S

_12_

york

Acomb

Boot ham *

Castlegate *

Clifton K

Fishergate

Guild hal I

Heworl h
X

Holgnte

Knavo.^m ire

*

Micklcynto

Monk

>

Scnrrrof I

Walmgnlo

qo^i
9.1
38

T
G7

90
91

19
3b 17

St|l09
95' 111

30
33

9.6
R9-

qi 4
50

797
98

98
9b

T0
19 ll1

191 3°
97

1 1 ^
19
i)

32
A-fc

"3XB
19

3Z
fc7
5fe

11
?0

.19
39

7C
-77

qs
in

251
36

ST?
u »

qss 29
?i

9 O
19 1 9 ^9 k'O ?o

ZA-
6A

l.?6

<?s"q
bl
99

31

04
Jb
90

90
19

OA
-;x

100
105"

32
3J? 1 e>£

qq 7
90
'1 % ^7 l9

25
S7
70

117
w*,

55"
3?

qt7
19
iZ

.39
17

XI
59

W
11

99
|7 S6

\l*-0

\V]
"

19 )U3

547
11
18

bl
97 VG lb

1'
10
19

95
no

10V
117

7r>
Ifc

59
10?

qT4
33

11
59
,\G

37
9 7

lb'1
n

1»
11

7U

?/1
IOT*.

1 >2
an
3^

A-g
99

931 99
/fb

5'
70

5'
17

31
39

19
n 7*7 1 a_*

\q
71

At
7'

qo6
9Z

31
bo
69

92

8?
19

33
51
n

*t| IO'J
nsr' w5"

3C
37

37
4.7

C\11 97
H

7.7

i>-7
Z7
19 U13 19

21
?0
76

Wi
1 ^

^ I <J3
M

°in 10
17

7f3
91

10
71

10
10

d1|\oT
73. \iq

1^- 9^
»2t

qi7
58
J1

Si
fc9

9'
99

10

_rt
19

JCi
1?

. V <2-
f?S

..16
3*1 S<r

0 york's
periphery

Clifton

R a wet if to

Now l.arsv/ick

Huntington

I lowor l h

Osbaldw Ilk

Hoslni'jlon

I u I foirf

57
97

152

1006

qu

q do

153

104?

7oi 31
Gb'lS
67
(oO

sv
'o 5

v
7>*
67
79
d-7
S"2

-7^
6'
fT'/
£3
3°\

U.(f

S.S.
27

-Z±.
35
zo

3(7
27,

~io

3fc
10

71
6L
lb

3g

jii
9-1
9-'
3 2.
2.7

sMa
IS

jf
2fc
9-4-
19
Si

10
fc?
n.
39
s;t

13
I 1
53-
ifci-

be
. .X'
III
|i2j

30

10 k | *2
1Q7 H2

IO<f
133
7S

JZ*
<K|/c*

I C5": ixe»

' 15"
].Qt
136
i tjj
l7f

a 2.

?fc
11 X

79

7k
«b
99
Sb
7b
91
92
79

19 l3?
i ;' <x
"| 0798" -19

91
_l9l?4

So
90
19
37

2-9] I"-

york's rural
urban fringe

Bishop! horpe

Acaster Malbis

Copmanthorp(

Askhnm Bryan

Knapton

Ruflorth

Upper Pnpploto

Nelher

Skclton

Wiggmton

Haxby

Murton

Dunnington

Earswick

Naburn

york area

Nidderdale

Tadc aster

Derwenf

Flaxlon

Mn I ton

Pocklmqton

Wothert)y

Easing wold

- h^nlr.v proportion.? p«r h\ULe
b o *+o >v\ " f ^ rv"v" k® S

SOURCE, Published A unpublished data, 1966

10 p»?r cent census

H O
wards rural districts

^ civil parishes

' Perth District of County

? Perth City A I arge Burgh

'i York City A County Borough

4 Rum of parishes below

b

6 • " rural districts
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TABLE 22 MOVEMENT 1961-1966

. A 12, pcLS t A-
, .^Avjear C^czr' sWrs. ^5
PERTH DC J 960 !a?-'0| \360 1 4| %o\ tf/0

4 5^

ftd
}6ES
\%

5
/ORK'S RURALJ
JRBAN FRINGE ! 540 1780 1 630 4570 W%! 42% 316/,/'

ll°/c
Bishopthor pe

Acastm Maibis

Copmanthorpe

Askhnm Orynn v

Knapton *
Rufforth

Upper Popplclon

4
Nelher

Skellon *
f

Wiggmton

4-0 110 250 3 60 8 ' 24 26
?PERTH i%70 \<zoo 12-801 <7070 a.1%1 iy% -0 - -0 50 80 0 26 26

X

ward 1 3-3 O 1 760 1 6 0 ■V~0i >7 i "43 |l 60

-0-

100 100 470 8 44 36
K

2

3
X

4

A

5

*

6

1 "8 0 030 100 720 j |"7 30 13 -0- 360 i 4'0 0 4S 48

7-1 0 1110 To 440j 20 18

4o
.1.
2-4

-0 - -O'l 401 100 0 90 9n
1 fc c

T70
770I L-30 \l60j |<3 -0-| 40' 20! 130 9 39 30

7-0 70 3>0 1'ioj 14 7,4

40

10

g"
lO

•20 j 100 130 970 5 53 47
Lin 14-70 1 1 0 340 31 801 too 180 570 -J 4-6

00-4 A> 1 7, 0 qio too 730| 19 121 90

50

320 40] 170 30 4b 11_
3oXTO 550 40 6»o: ib 34 1? 120 140 ! 200 1 <3 45

t

Haxby

Murton
♦

Dunnmglon
*

EarswiCk

Naburn

13o; 4lo| qo | 770 14 . 41 27

-0-
.. . .10 Go

180

1 9 22. l3
1 0 l50| 80 14 30 16

.30 10 30! 5"0 12 33 2-1

-o- 30 10 | To °l 14 IT

3york b §70 iq.ofeo 46io' u,85o| iq%i 21%} 13%
Acomb

Boot ham *

Castlegate *

Clifton *

Fishergate

Guildhall

Heworth
X

Holgate

Knavesm ire

x

Mick legale

Monk

»

Scnrcrof I

Walmgnto

173 O 5,i30 1,000 2,140 2° 30 10
330 1,370 .370 890 2-2 31 ID

112-0 3 70 40 140 7-9 40
6YORK AREA 5"300 18"620| |2l90|33.3|d560 1,570 U-70 1,160 30 42 12

270

130

loo 140 970 15 31 1 to
C

Nidderdale
o

Tadcaster

Derwent 1

Flaxton c

Malton

PocklinglOn

Wei her by

Ensmgwold

— • -

440 120! 370 2? 45" 20

410 1750 400 1,150 lb 27 ||
S70 13 30 4<io SSOi , $ 23 11

ISO <340 2-30 %Oj I 6 32- _U>
16480 1910 090 l,Wol 15 3»

110 <i 70 110 140 25 1 35 10

2 00 770 ISO 370 1 b 25 q
400 t/330 loo 6101 H | 26 7 A 5 reov/lmj vvif)i«b Uvul Au>(^or*lnj fVf#a_

R " i- \r\l-p " •• ••
A 5 °/o "Iota! \ nUa.t 'hxr\l"5 M0U»nR tJiUv L.A.CLr'Ci uv
ft ri •• »• ^ mh> if \<vot5y«?rv

SOURCE Published A unpublished dal/i, 1906 '' ' • /,

10 per cent census

* e
wards rural districts

^ civil parishes

1 Perth District of County

? Perth City A large Burgh

0 York City A County Borough

A Sum of parishes below

5

*
YORK'S

PERIPHER) 5"! 0 3.170' 231o' 8,tfco! 7 I34 29

Clifton

Rawc.lifft?

New f arsv/K.k

1 luntirigton

1 lewort li

Osbaldw i (>

1 lefjiiw jton

1 u 1 ford

40 330

370

700

3«o

640 23 1 5

1 3o 1 0/0 a 40 31

90 3fc0 to UO 18 24 4

1 50 790 boo 1510 7 37 30

20 130

loo

380 6 53 47

10 130 77o 1 27 2T

30 130 3/o 13*0 4 SO 44

40 !7° • 350 1 no T 43 33
b " iur.il districts •



TABLE 23 (i) MEANS OF TRAVEL TO WORK 1966 persons

1

PERTHDC

train

100

bus
I 3TO

woo

private
bus

qc
1 30

car

| qoo
! 1530

goods
vehicle

I I
I fro'

5

fork's RURAL-"
JRBAN FRINGE OO I5"0

130
-

XO 2̂00 - OO
Go

2.2 O ChCb -0VAJ oo 7O
fexO

'3S30
500

450
70

Bishopthor pe IO
xo
70

60
\ U-O

1 O

?PERTH Acaslet Maibis
- 10 z \C

»o
X

ward 1 XO
tU-O
u-0 50

I Jo
XO 3f i

♦

Copmanthorpe 10 t 20
_ ZO

OJO
1 O
Z.O

*

2 1 O
X<4-V

1 AO iTo
qo
SO

50 I
I C ;

Askham Bryan *"
20

-
, 3°

- ISO
—

3 *
XO <̂ 0 v'Uioo 6 SO

3 o
I I o Knapton * LP -

ZO
10

X

4 IO
Id

3XO
TO

XO
1 O

77o
1 XO

30 Rufforth 10 20 I _ ! ID
tOi - I 30

— i

A

5
'io
7C

IR70
lie

1 O
XI O

I ooo I SC
40

Upper Popplcton
50 t ?o —

i zo
X 70 ;;

X

6 So
6ic

1 JO Go
250

1 I 0 Nether 10 to -,70z» 0
xo

K

7 10
..HP.

TC-O
1 30

1 o
SO

3 So
. >30 xo Skelton

30
GO SO

-

<

8 \ O
I o

IOO
6o 30

360
qo LP t

Wigginton
- 26

1- Jl° %% -

T

Haxby
to
lOJ

XO
2 TO To 1 q-o

1X0
3 0
xo

Murton
=" io i 10

to
I 00

10
10

V

Dunnington - 7o — 10
1 TO

to
to

*

t
Earswick

_ JO.
- 10

XO 10

Naburn Z XO
.50

-

7 l£

3york no
I so

qj2o
1 ozo

ISO
xxo

fclSO
HSO

520 1
X70 1

Acomb TO zfcno, \o
\ oo i3C; \ 1 0

1 710
J 7 O

X7D
■70

Boo! ham * zo
64 Cj XO
1 30| —

57o
7 C

70

Cast legate x i~o ST.
1 o 1 o

Xo
XO 6

« . Go
620

•2100
g'7 70

t IXOI G160
3 toll XX 70

XOSD
I IOOClifton * 30

?zo
1 XO

20
C5 O

1IO
ISO

3<9 YORK AREA

Fishergate * zo

) o
&XO

TO
IO
10

100
1 I o

IOO
3o

C
Nidderdale 10

.JSP..
i O

7C0
3C7 700

lie 0
2IC>
XOO

Guildhall Co 1 o o
5 O

~ SO
2.0

Tadcasler 520
1XO

XI 7O
130
40

1 XI0
XT 50

37 0
XXO

X

Heworth 20
TOO
1o IO

i o?o
1 60

30 Derwent 10
.. 70

18T
...TIP _ xp

400
) xPo

170
1 10

Holgate 30
qqo

CO
lO

3 O
360
1 i O

2_0 Flaxton c 3 c
..._SLP.

j70>
XfeiO

tsS D
_a°_

10 xo
• J XXO

170
1 70

*

Knavosm ire 3 o
TO

4-sc
7 O

—
i-TO

s-o
30
lO

Malton ID
_lO

10
Xl£

1
JP

X.10
xoo

130
. ...2.0

X

MicKlegate I o
£"*>

1 ISO
"7 0

10
'2D

710
i 4-0

so ,S-O 1
Pocklmgton _JP

zqb XI 0
qo

qjo
xqo

3x0
30

Monk i ~b 1 oo
AO

20 70
30

4-0 |3 O 1 Wetherby 30.
fc Tc

I 120
TO
qo

mo
303 c

IOO
IIO

>.

Scarcrof t -
•ISO

■4-0
1 o ilf-o

XO
zo ;

• 0 '
Easingwold to

IO

11 0
to
XO

520
xqo

ISO
7 O

X

Walmgat e
i o S"TO

qo
IO
IO

3 TO
>J>C>

12.0 1
30

no. above
pa. below

WOHvho
1*

wiring L.ft. ctceq
outside 'i u
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Rufforth

f

Upper Poppleton

i
Nether

Skelton

Wigginton

Haxby

Murton

Dunnmgton

Earswick

Naburn

5" 1U- 21 XI It G
i

I

X X7 3 i zz 13 4-
- I? 35 7 22 — —

5 31- ,?o Xi 5

1 30 34- 13 1 -

34 5-1 1 17 _ _

-

-

IX 55 IX IS - -

5 44 U 27 G 1 3

14 10 3.3 XI 7 5 X

-7 30 26 4-
-

3 14
.. 25 1 xo 37

-

4 13 32 25 16 1 1

15 55~ I O I 5 5 -

3 xt 1 t? I 0 Xq 16
-

- - 77 ii 1' -

- P 20 13 ^7 7

% 0Covvo»vM(i£xXt<j acJh (X & t*-tl recJ. *viaJc«S
SjG. -xvi^ncuaJ klOt-Ujr-S

PrtvfessiorU WcrW^J 7;|0;l£ ferjonaJ Seruvai^
1,2 13 c3r*f*oy*rS; Managers,

Farmers ) \ iXnslu'M^d manual
FertrvytOj Wlo+lcsitS

WoHc£f-S . 1 fo 17. FrrraLrf Offifrj

YORK AREA

Nidderdale

Tadcaster

Derwent

Flaxton

Malton

Pocklington

Wetherby

Easmgwold

SOURCE Published & unpublished data. 1906

10 per cent census

wa r d s rural districts

civil parishes

1 Perth District of County

? Perth City A Large Burgh

3 York City A County Borough

4 Sum of parishes below

5

6 •• rural districts
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table 27 social class ; 1264 Per cent

I
1

PERTHDcJ
u

' >3

ILL

i 43 1 24 7

Nc>T
cu^sJinej)

3

5
VORK'S RURAL-*
URBAN FRINGE

X

5

IT 14

V0

7L

11?

X

6

fuor
CLA«lRfiJ

1

Bishoplhorpe 2 17 47 lo 0 4
^PERTH 4 S3 i q IO x

♦

Ac aster Ma ibis - 5"6 13 13 - -

X

ward 1 o IC> 5"S 20 X Copmanthorpe 0 41 41 5 3
r

2 2 9 46 29 14 3
Askhnm Dryan * 4 47 12. 13 S

3 * X \l 60 n I 7 2 Knaplon * -

SO S"0 -

X

4 1 0 % 42 !.MI j 73 Rulforth 43> 37 13 _

*

5 2 i| 67 13 3 _yj Upper Popplelon (o 5p
14

31 6 3
*

6 1 5 S3 22 3 Nclher 14 55* 10 5 2
x

7 S" l3 SO 20 12 % Skellon 7 XG 33 i 30 4
<

8 i3 27- M IS 3
t

Wigginton 3 17 34 44 —

' 4 7; T

Haxby 4 20 43 17 3 1

Murlon - IS" Go 10 5 ,

. fc- •A ""
Jt v

*

DunningIon 3 34 11 Ik 16 -

t
Earswick - V* 44 11 -

,

•', Naburn — XO 17 47 1

3york 4 \3 5*1 17 10 3
Acomb 4 u 55" is q

. 4
Boot ham * 1 10 oo 13 i3 4

Castlegate x X \6 k-0 32 4 € 6

Cliflon * 4 11 r+6 25 10 3
YORK AREA

Fishcrgate * 4 13 47 17 ? U
C

Nidderdale

Guildhall "7 23 43 17 % 3
Tadc asler

X

Heworlh 5 11 43 17 i I
Derwent °

X

Holgatc G> 11 S3 p li 1 Elaxton c
X

Knavesm ire G 12 4% 1* 10 1
(

Malton

X

Micklegate <+. n S3 13 6 I Pocklmglon

Monk i 13 42 26 Ik x Wetherby
X

Scarcrofl i 13 SI ]9 , 1 i 7 Easmgwoid
X

Walmgale 2. k % 2-3) \1 1 X Profess \ o o<a \ FT S^ivm -S"ki ll <*d
K ue«rw.eAfar«. j- 0^1^
HE 5k, lied % C

SOURCE Published & unpublished data. 1906

10 per cent census

11
YORK'S

PERIPHER) 5" 17 Si Ik 6 V

x

t

wards

civil parishes

o
rural rlislricls

CliMon 2 IS 46 14 10 1 1 Perth Di

Rawrjiffc 5 XX Si 1 Z 7 4

New 1 arsv/tck 6 4 S3 21 \ 6 2 Perth City F, Large Hurgl 1

1 lunfmglon 3 10 si 13 9 3 3 York City A County Borough
1 iifworl h 5" 13 s<r 1) 4 4
Osbaldw ir;k <? 13 s^ 10 2 \

4 Sum ol parishes helow

II • J11 h j 1 or i 11 IT 43 11? 3 3 6

1 u 1 lord 3_ Xi_. 40 |7>
_ 1 7

6 " rural districts •
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table 28 households 1£66

PERTHDC

A

20

B

7°)

C

1

D

37

E

25"

F

I 6S80

G

5SSO

5

CORK'S RURAL-1
URBAN FRINGE

A

m-

B

SS

c

1

D

139

E

22

F G

V-btfo' 5090
BtSl.opll.OfIH. 20 7? - 2.6 31 S"6-0 V3 0

PERTH 23 7 b 1 10 26 13830 lo«70 Acastei Mjihis 30 70
- .3.1 30 loo 70

X

ward 1 V-V 5" 1 X'3 WOO X00 Copmanthorpe |2 8? 2 31 17 5-10 370
K

2 ;bo i 27 AS i \3?o 170 Askham Bryan * 17 8S - 53 |0 200 170

3 * )« 73 V 3'i .2.6 I IS 70 lb 10 Knapton 10 D - 28 x5 vo 5-0
4 2? x J - 1'S 36 1 1730 1X90 Rufforth - \O0 - VI \0 \©0 10 0

X

5 13 «7 i 3'3 '7 | 3330 293o Upper Poppleton 1 1 13 32 15 boo bio
A

6 IT «■' i 3 1 17 IVV0 11 go
4

Nether 1 I 86 3 34 \9 360 33 0
A

7 13 7v X 37 2b |6 AO \ 3oo Skellon 1 6 8V 3'? xt 310 260
<

8 13 72
- 3'l 30 (10 0 790

t
Wiggmton 13 ! *7 - *9 26 230 ZOO

t

Haxby \1 u - 2.1 xfc> \D 10 870

Murton
*

Dunnmgton

. 53
(0

. !?.
°ll

13

3

3.0

>1

25
5-1

I (.0

3S0

160

3^0
t-

Earswick V-V 5 S - 2.7 33 °ID So
f

Naburn 25 75" - 7.8 5-2. 120 90

3york 2) 11 1 29 36570 ZS7 60

A % WoU£<?Ho M S UOifcll YiO j-CUvulvj
B 1 • »• '*
C " >/ X "
D 3Ti-*.e <5>(- Vicru/56 Wolci

Acomb IV SS 1 33 17 ?6?0 6750
t / c hoU'j e v\jC'\ cv> L.O * ^

Boot ham 7i 1 3.0 2$ 2110 2H0 G h U-ivh1>(J Hxj C VX.\ »> Q

Cast legate * 2.1 63 74 $60 370
Clifton * It 71 3 a« 37 3330 2550

YORK AREA

Fishergate 12 72 >, 13 2? 2X00 I 1730
c

Nidderdale

Guildhall SI AS 3 2-3 3'i 750 .390
Tadcaster

Heworth 7° 79 I X» 3o 3760 J0V0
Derwent 0

Holgate XI 1$ i 2.7 7 1 2110 1 3l?0
Flaxton c

Knavesm ire \8 Ho X 21 20 XO 1 700
Malton

_ ...

Micklegate Xi 77 X 21 16 3 6x0 2zoo
Pocklington

Monk 33 b b 1 a? 33 MO Wetherby

Scarcroft XI 77 X 26 35 WIO U 30 Easingwold

Walmgate xx 1 3'0 3o 28x0 2270

-

SOURCE Published 8 unpublished data. 966

10 per cent census

4
YORK'S

peripher; IV 1 3-7 .7 Hiio 7<?70

X

t

wards

civil parishes

O
rural districts

ciiIIoii n Fx 1 31 3o IOS0 qi 0 1 Perlh District of Countv

Rawc.hffc 10 S8 3 33 II IIVO 1060
New f arswick IV 75" 1 2' 7 30 ISO 5#0

2 PerII) City 8 large Burgh

1 lunhngton

In.'worth

Oshaklwick

II

... <S
It

S8

77

S3

7.1.

\ 3.0

12

V

71

XbbO

710
\ 010

J23 7°
6 So

S60

3

4

York City 8 County Borough

Sum of parishes below

He-Jm< jt on 87 i 3W 10 m ?3o b

1 u 1 ford 11 ?! 3,4. 18 %&0_ 710
b " iirral disfrii.ts
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TABLE 29

' PERTHDCJ '
B C

I • 5" I 45

D

4fa

car;
~e

q

F

35

PERTH

ward 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

7 0 2.3 G1 1 35 ' 4 ! 54
10'? 1 l+'S "79> XI

~ i OA-

10 -8 3:7 79- OJo 1 51
fa* 7 3. i: si A-o 4- 51

26

55

3-q l • 0-1 36 53 10

7'9 >4 fao| 38 «

11 -3 3'<o 74 24 i 2 7 3

8.0 %<o G1 27 | 5" 67
A- ■ 6 \'S A-fa 1 10 31

3
YORK T-'7 67 30 3 59
Acomb 8'2 t'S 63 34 3 5?
Boot ham * q.A 3'\ 7o 27 3 L-56

Castlogate * U'5 A-.q 50 20 - 70

Clifton * A ■ A 33 73 23 3 66
Fishergate fa A 2-3 fa i 3 A 5 55

Guildhall 7-2 3-1 63 2q > 56
X

Heworth fa.? a.. A fal 35 3 54
X

Holgate .01-7 3'fa 73 25 1 67
y

Knavesm ire 6-g 3 2 60 3 A A- S3
X

Micklegate 7.2 2-5 fa3 33 4 56
X

Monk q? 35 50 15 5 65

Scarcrof t 31 70 23 2 6 1
*

Walmgate 10-2 3'A 73 25 2 6 (c

*
YORK'S

PERIPHFR> 5-5 1' 7 A7 9-9 5 39
Chiton * q.l e?'3 5? A-o 5, A-7
Rawc.lifle A-'5 15 39 54 6 36

New Tarsv/ick S-3 2-0 55" 41 4 44-
1 luntington 5- <o 1.3 49 A-6 5 45

*

1toworth
_ 3'9 I'3

.. 3A 53 ?. 26
OsbalrJw ick A-6 /• s 39 57 4 36

Heslmijton 45 I'fa A-2 S5 3 32

Fuitoirf 6.3 1*8 * 50 9-5 6 -34

1966

5 A B c D E F
VORK'S RURAL-"

1-3 53URBAN FRINGE 3'H 34 IX 2S
Bishoptbor pe 3'8 19 39 54 1 32

Acastm Malbis 7 -g fc'S 60 4-0 - SI

Copmarithorpe 3'8 1»2 3 A 5/ 15 27
AskMnm Bryan * 3 9 o-9 20 ] 50 3o 12

Knapton * 2-2 0-8 T5 25 -

Ruttorth 63 l'A 50 3D 2.0 51
Upper Poppleton 3-A. 1 <1 20 66 14 14

4
Nether 3'G I M 22 61 17 |7

Skellon 6'7 55 35 6 63
t

Wigginton 3-5 1.2 35 52 1? 26
t

Haxby An! i-tf 3g 5A 9 25
Murton * 3'2 M 35 So 12 47

♦

Dunnington 3'6 1* 1 29 60 11 27
t-

Earswick 3-c It 1 33 44 2-2. 17

Naburn
-Mi. S'5 2'0 67 17 17 S|
A per ion j pe.r tar
B Viouseholds- percctr
C o/0 boose Field s WitK no can
D it '< "1 "

E « i. " >,2 "
F °/o people, (joitVx ti e> ca.o

3YORK AREA

Nidderdale

Tadc aster

Derwent °

Flaxton c
c

Mallon

Pocklington

Wethcrby
r

Easingwold

I

SOURCE Published & unpublished data. 1966

10 per cent census

wards rural districts

civil parishes

1 Perth District of County

2 Perth City ?, Largo Burgh

3 York City K County Borough

4 Sum of parishes below

5

6 rural districts



table 30 housing tenure 1966

A B C D E
5 A B c D E

'

PERTHDcj 27 It, 1 13 . 25" CORK'S RURALJ
JRBAN FRINGE 73 14 7 / 5

Bishop! hoi pe 7 °| 7 7 2 4 I

?PERTH X9 40 *3 a 4 ! Acastei Maibis 5~0 1 0 zo — 20
X

ward 1 i? 12 G l 4- L> J
■t

Copmanthorpe 75 15" 5 - 2
te

2 13 3*3 31 9 12
Askhnm Bryan * 70 S" 1 0 5- 1 0

3 * 3 7 47 II 3 7 Knapton + 10O _

__
—

*

A 755 q 3 - 6 Rulforth to 20 — IO jLP
5 11 4 1 3 Upper Poppleton H5" I S 3 _ FX

6 |Z to 10 z 4 Nether IS 17 9 _

x

7 11 14 -3 3 Skelton 32 51 -
- 1 (0

<

8 |4 zs 7 b f
Wigginton ?3 4 q - 4 .

t

Haxby 32 19 s 1
- 4 ? Murton 15 25" —

- 1

... - 4/
♦

Dunnington to 20 14
- b

i *
Earswick 100 1 -

—

Naburn fo4 13 - — 1 %

A ^/o diAjellihQj okrcU a.re otoh^n occupied
b u »% CcunccL rentecj

YORK 5"! 30 13 2 3 1 c >« «
, l-enl«d uhfurhi-SLed priuaHy

Acomb ^0 f7o 5" 1 3
u *■
c ..

naue

r, -pt)r(«'?Kecl 11
Doot ham * 44 7.3 13 2 3

0 rUt I- Lenoi-e

Castlegale x 1 iq >7 6 ii.

Clifton * 4-b 3<? 11 3 1
YORK AREA

Fishergate * fcl c? 10 2 1 0
c

NVdderdale

Guildhall 4o 5" 31 5" 13 .

Tadcasler

X

Heworth Cp 1 21? 1 •2.
Derwent c

X

Holgate bZ 7 77 7 2 1 Flaxton c
x

Knavesm ire 73 I 71 3 2 Malton

X

Micklegate sz 3i 11 Z 3 Pocklington
X

Monk 47 17 iq 2 5 !^ 1
Wetherby

X

Scarcroft 74 A Zo 34 1 I Easingwold
X

Walmgate 41 13 I 1 1 1

SOURCE Published R unpublished dala. 1966

10 per cent census

X
wards

0
rural districts

4
YORK'S

periphfr; 73 17 lo 1 4-
+ civil parishes

Clifton 5Q> 3>? s - 2
1 Perth D .

Hawclifle q t — 1 - 4
New Larswiok 7 It <0% L. S" ? Perth City R Large Burgh

Huntington 74 13 4 1 3 3 York City R County Borough
Hewor t h 44 - 1 1 3
OshalrlvA ir> 40 7 1 — i A Sum of parishes below

Herding ton 74 5 7 I \i 6

f u 1 lor(1 41 II *7 2
6 ' luial districts ••



TABLE 31 HOUSING TENURE & HOUSE SIZE 1906
333

CW"e<-.
e>ccopicd

drtier
1

PERTHDcj^1> 0.5(3;^.g 3-4^ a^j 3^,-j
PERTH

ward 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2a
3 a '*8 (•7
2'3
3'1 \o7 8"

fr°J
07 ,?-7 [°'J a! 1'.?t'8 v£}-7

rO-7 tfi °'s 1:1]-7 2-4
3-6

S'O
3*7 •5?

c*—i i
Io !_y\J i'?i e-s WK 3 r

5-f .6
—

&} 0-fe 1$O.S*$,Q vH'7
HI <9-7 2$os 2-A<

31 •« 13
2.71
5'Of O'S- zi •6J
a-?? 0'<f 1:^7 2 "7-1

3'S *6|
2.4
3-S

YORK

Acomb

Bool ham *

Cast legate x

Clifton *

Fishcrgate y
x

Guildhall
X

Heworth
*

Holgate
tr

Knavesm ire
x

Micklegate

Monk

>

Scarcrof t
x

Walmqole

$3-4
11V

f.iV*
VO?* 27 y,j^-•01 5

2-^-7 .5
5-1 > 3

—

J'fe? <5
5'7l n\* U]^ 2- I?.5-

4'6j ^
2 o f '7 l-t]"7

&S* 1,3 '('512'6 1 fit* ,7.'SV n\«
2' 3 z ,r
i'FJ 3 i^s

235 '7 7-'?]'5'
5a:!5^

iiii:7 I-IV*
41i,4l Z8\*

23 7.il
'V' 7J '
3'3 7
y»o3 ' 12.1

*
YORK'S

PERIPHER> !:?!•<
Cl-llon * S.IK: l-l] 7 1151

4

Rawcjiffe —
-

Nr»w I arsv/ick 3-oz,fc
OJ .

1 lunlington I,'*-6 f.1H |:iVfe
11ewor 1 h

Osh.rldw ick

av°o^ 55Z.4
S5J — •■••

Uitslim jlon

1 u1 ford

UUl5 I?!'7
I?!?

4

A|60;O(rrM,
r)

Kl'

CORK'S RURAL-13,0? c 2'i+l.cI 3'0;i(j
URBAN FRINGE Sfej 3 f.p) b

♦ 0,T"» 1- -\.<r i 1- 1 .Oi .r f. -

owner.-J(XXV/""1*ufir4

Bishopthor p<
t

Acastei Maihis

Copmnnfhorpe

Askhnm Bryan *

Knapton *
Rufforth

Upper Popploton

4
Nether

Skelton

Wiggmton

Haxby

Murton

Dunn mglon

Earswick

Naburn

»S1*8'V3'W
-1

3

i&'.|i;?j3
*r«K

3-0?
5i

-

4-
8JS3SS:m4jL
*'j*i ar-iv-"
3'1'L'A _ 273.51
533J. U-'3J. J ~

L-Jl^ A-'3).c>i j.67,
5-OiJ VQj

2'7
6

#:i-
L-Qi

3'7U'4"j;J fe
ISI
vo?,7
4-03 '
#.oz..
i>oJ_"

S

hi
Z8J1
ISl'A.

g&

EH^
Ke^ 0ron/p.r nu>wbCr5 /

X = per d^elUno
Vj =- roowis '♦ ,f

Z_ ~ p-CA^Ovnr per rookzv

YORK AREA

Nidderdale

Tadc aster

Derwent

Flaxton

Malton

Pocklmgton

Welherby

Easingwold

SOURCE' Published A unpublished data, 1966

10 por cent census

e>
wards

^ civil parishes

rural districts

1 Perth District of County

2 Perth City A Large Burgh

3 York City A County Borough

4 Sum of parishes below

5

b • •' rural dishi».ls



table 32 (i) amenities in houses 1966
ABC

1

PERTHDC-j xl I 7/n-j |
D

hi U
F

7
6

5
CORK'S RURAL-*
JRBAN FRINGE

A B C
3 — 1 x.

93 I - 3

D

3
9 1 Offm

-n

7 I >i I 186 $ l/tj. 1 £>

BishoptiiortH'
*

Acastijr Ma't^is

Copmnritt^or po

Askham Bryan *

Knapton

Rufforth

Upper Poppleton

4
Nether

Skclton ^
t

VVigginton
t

Haxby

Murton

9 I* ' - 1%
PERTH

i b
73.

!/ 10Vfi 2-
xo _ 3o
K> ; - ,iO

2 1 -
98 - -

Z.O
fO

z
4V

-

30
IO

X

X

ward 1 X6
. 35..

1 X<3
-

- 4
6

. 20
-2- 98

u..23tv .

n
<5

X

2

3 *
*

4

X

5

X

6

A

7

<

8

30
. <3*

- xs
X -?! -*

85 ; f 95
- ?

II
•71

4-
3. 7 2

2. 9
e>

6
r
&
•

100 : IOC
• ~

_90__
1 1
9b

7
X

8-7 io0
-

-

-

1 0_Q r 1 r
3

yr 2 98 X 98
-

x
17
no

— \l
CX z x /

•? 9"T_
- i"

\8
13 JA-

6
1

n
73

1 X
7-

1 o - IO 3
_ jr... . 3 ..

—3. , .5-..
—

. i
i i

1 5
72.

11
Z (o~7 1 XX

6 9^
■ " .■h.7 G-j? ■ ■ ■ 'F

- i
i 74-

j2.c>_ -

~

87 13

ic ' ' : ■
4

Dunn 1ng ton 3
8.9 .9.

3
. ?.!_ 4

t-
Earswick

Naburn

59 .

. G. 59
-

1 /

2>
- 8

i-i 75
- 9

In

3york ~7 ' . /x
89- K- -r

c> 1 a' 1 '/z
-7 7 1 i 1 iz

°/o c)u;elli7in-S"
A E^CIUJ.'VC L5<? of i^aier 4np |-3t^,ov«

C
r,■ 1 « d oixJVe^

D &dUsfoe '• '•
E dwclliVar
c M^ •« u.h. f J

Acomb

Bool ham *
Cast legate x

Clifton *

Fishergate
*

Guildhall
A

Heworth
X

Holgate
x

Knavesm ire

A

Micklegate

Monk

>

Scarcroft
.*

Walmgate

4 YORK'S
peripher;

si a
<s

90 Vv 3
15
74- V3 ft ii3
76 a 6 70 1*3 6york area i

■XtlCW

83 Z^-
1

9-
8

75 3, 1/3
q

S3 \ 1
-7

3
74-

5" 1

.. IF .

1

_2-i

c

Nidderdale
0

Tadcasfer

Derwent °

Flaxton f
f.

Malton

Pocklmgton

Wetherby
t

Easmgwold

I1 ?
5 g *1 3

13 IV / ^
3

si. A
3 <?o a F*

7* 7>y-x / 7 i -L ^3
& y/r-

1
13 72 j )

IX
*4- 1 Z '/ ;/3
XI
lob 7.

1
<7 \ ,1 _

~z~ >a 7 Y fc?
X

_ 88. A
1
7

7- 1 !A
5?-/ 1 'A .4-

r 1 4. | 'A- j |9-4- ' A-' (

SOURCE Pubhsticd i unpublished data. 1966

10 por ccnl census

* o
wards rural districts

^ civil parishes

1 Perth District of County

? Perth City t> Large Burgh

Clilton

Rawcliffo

Now Carsv/ick

fc
c,Lf z

- 6
S3 .

—

*

IOO
1 i

-
-

8 7 T
-

z
. ?l 3 T

Huntington

Heworlh

q?
- X - 1

1 3 York City f, County Borough

„ 1 oo
- -

ICO
T —

Osbaldw k> 2 3%
- \

1
4 Sum of parishes below

Mesliiirjf on

I u I (Of (1

ft 2
-

♦
1 9% T >

X
X
X

5
- *} 1 __

6 " final districts ••



TABLE 32 (ii) AMENITIES ( CQnU 1966
335

i.
PERTHselA t i

c
1
I

D
3

E F

PERTH

wnrcJ 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I O
_Z_L

II
2.

a
•/u- '

<+
i

l4
32

2 6. I
G —

14

4(2

11
-354.

4
A.

2.

5-L
"Z<rr-
/o
6 6

JzfS
7 )

6-1 i
2_ —

3
_^3_ '4*

I

A
13.

?43 I ~ ! VZ

7

_1_

7
hilz*
lll^

_z2.ll1'-
41?
73^

-47.1.7'

J
YORK

6
69

a
1

4z.
2- )

A
/S"

!/o-
'/* 4^

Acomb 9% Vsr 5 c -*!!<?*
Boot ham * 1 '

<TT V, /

77 z r
Cast legate x / *7

7
~

/ 5"
r -7 ^7}*°

Clifton * 6 ^ 4
1 2^ A A a * ^

y
Fishergate 2.

<Z>-7
fo

I 2 /
'/z.
1/1 w

Guildhall'* to
3 fc % ZG 1 3

X

Hewort h
4

75"
yi

1 7 ~z. Z 7^^
X

Holgate 3
r<?

1
35"

— 4?
I/X

X

Knavesm ire .TV ; 37 7 A
X

Micklegate //
-75

-/J 4s
.. 14-...

4s
J/X_ A

Monk 17

- 4iz
4
2 30 - ill"

Scarcroft S-9
2.
2.

1
3 7

— ~

5-9} ^0
X

Walmgate
2

62.
S3
43

43
33 i 7 fez}

4
YORK'S 3 A? 1

PERIPHER> A1
Cliflon ^ 72

Hawclilfe too -

New Larsv/ick .A 1

1 luntington
2

?-? -

«

1 ti-wor t ti
„ .100

-

Ost).il<t\A ir.k
3

42
• 6

"

*_7
Hesluwjion 4 2 1

1 uI ford A T

6
!/9 •At

3
^.1. -

—

-

1
~

T
1

_3_. ..

z ..y.i.

5

7
1
6

_ _

1

\

Cork's ruralj 2.
URBAN FRINGE; £7

BiShopthorpe

Acastei Ma'bis

Copmanthorpe

Askham Bryan *

Knapton +
Rufforth

Upper Poppleton

Netner

Skelton
r

Wiggmlon
T

Haxby
t

Murton
*

Dunnmgton
r

Earswick

t
Naburn

<=>/b Duueilon ti5 ul.ck
A <2A c(n.si op & W G •
B shared '« •• •»

C -fixcUurme I. ■■ out.ndt "
D shared '1 i> " "
E riO W . C »

F ExcLuj,Ve ui.se odJL iruide atv,er>iWc.s-
l~3rro->*i duX:ljUnJp 2/ 6 rcrcrwv7> cdb&U^..

JYORK AREA

Nidderdale

Tadcaster

Derwent

Flaxlon

Malton

Pockhngton

Wetherby

Easmgwold

SOURCE Published & unpublished data. 1966

10 per cent census

K O
wards rural districts

^ civil parishes

1 Perth District of County

2 Perth City A large Burgh

3 York City ft County Borough

4 Sum of parishes below

6

6 •' rural districts
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TABLE 33 ROOMS PER DWELI iNrt 1966

DWtUJMC, s

'PERTHOcj 7 5~9o'
fiOOM S

135" 7101
RoOMVtwi. UiNQ
t wi

r>
CORK'S RURAL-1
URBAN FRINGE

Owt-aiNqr
■

<4-94-0

ROOMJ

27020'
f?0°M7/fc>wtujM<7
5-5'

Bishop! honx' 550 5-\ 1

'PERTH \s^o 41730 1 4'0 1 Acastei Maihis 100 570 5.7
X

ward 1 1 5~70' 5X10 j , .V4- Copmar ithor po 4-20 2510 0-0
*

2 14-90 44?0 I T 39 i Askhnrn Gi ynn v 20 1 210
1

5-%
3 * l<? 0 0 3070 i 4-'$ Knapton 50 2lD\ 5H

X

4 1% 2.0 1 9400! ! 5-a, Rufforth 1001 <o 20: 6*2'
X

5 33?0 IWiO i i W Upper Poppleton mo j 5-4 !
X

6 15/ 0 534-0 • 3-<j Nether 4-00| 2170' 5"*7
X

7 lb 70 7?f0i ! 4-'4- Skclton 330i. ...

230j
1 lejoi <f1

<

8 1 I 4-0 S32C| ' 5"'! Wiggmton ..1.2305 5-6>
Haxby 1030, •5520 5'L
Murton 150 ?S0 5-3

Dunnington 310 2220 5-7
Earswick ID <440 5* 1

Naburn >50

3york 35,3iC IS7I30 5-31
Acomb iq x.c ] 4-0430' 5 1
Gootham * mxc 15470! 5"'3

Cast legate * 53 o 27KV V6 6

Clifton * 332.0 17270 5""4- YORK AREA

Fishergate y 2.2-1 Ol 12140 S25"
t

Nidderdate

x
Guildhall MO 4-010 5"<$

Tadc aster

X

Hcworth 3870j 2.1X1 o 5"'5"'
Derwent 0

*

Holgate 1SI0 14340 ?"'i r Flaxton

X

Knavesm ire 214-0 I I79d 1 5-5"
<

Maiton
- —

X

Micklegate 3430 1» 1 5-3 Pocklmgton

X

Monk 340 4-3472 i~ 21 Wetherby

X

Scarcrof! I 4-40 SOAO! b'b Easingwold
X

Walmgate 23 50 I55©0l 5'3 1

SOURCE Published & unpublished data, 1966

10 per cent census

4
YORK'S

PERIPHFR) 9370 sal

H

t

wards

civil parishes

O

rural districts

Clifton f

Hawc.liffo

1/ 20

II 50
J%Q

60427
5',3 1 Perlh f)i sfrir.1 of County

Now f arswu.k 740 374-0 I x-9
'J Perth City K Large Hurgh

1 luntifirjton 2740 US/0 5-i
Meworl h

Osbaldw ir.k

740

1050
_ 3 750

54-10
5-1
5-1

4 Sum of p.tnshe > below

HorJunjloo 910 5030 5-5 h

f u 1 fort/ 300 4^30
f) " niifil rjislrii.Is



TABLE 34 ROOMS PER DWELLING- 1966
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frweu-i/[/C}5-+-
&

, '
PERTH

OF ffOOMS'H
f-X. 3 . 4- 5* |

ll°/J 97°/\ 23 I
I

PERTH 10 /0 32 23

ward 1
X

2? 30 27 *

2
X

3? 23 27 / 2
< /-

3
X

; / 2 27 3G Oa
4

X

3 4 2 5" 22 ^39
5

X

7 l 2 72 3 / 7

6
X

/ c 2o 47 2/ ^3"
7

X

5" 2o 37 26 f72
8

<

'3 I 3 '7 1 3

YORK

Acomb

Boot ham *

Castlegate x

Clifton *

Fishergate *
x

Guildhall
X

Heworth

x

Holgate
*

Knavesm ire
x

Micklegate
A

Monk

*

Scarcrof t
x

Watmgate

^ 6 ~" 20 3/ 39 9
20 32 39 9

cif ' /9 32 2 3 12
' \ 7 ^ 46 19 /9- 9
F~ < J ' U 39 23 19

L / 3 34 91 1 0

r 1 23 29 1 <0 29

15" 43 to
f ; 39 2; 3? 9

7. 19 27 90 7

. r 1 20 39 27 / /
r

1 ? ■ 23 20 22 19
r 1 s 17 26 44 13

F
r 1 10 90

i |

6

4 YORK'S
36PERIPHER> r 7 1 29 2? 6

Clifton * r r .13... /7 29 G
Rawr.liffe ~t 32 / 7 4"

'

9

New l.arsv/ir> ' / r- /4 70 2/ 9-
y

27 36 3_0_ ..ft ...

1 lunfington ✓ ? '
1 lewor 1 h r

- - 1 39 3/ 20 9
OshaldvMck n? _3o_ 24 35 5"

Hesluujion
O r ' U _^9 74-

1 u1 ford r c -17 29 32 .'3

URBAN FRINGE

1-2 3 <-h 7+

Bishoplhoi po
♦

Acastm Maipis

Copm.mthorjv

Askham Oryan

Knapton

Rufforth
f

Upper Poppleton

Nether

Skelton

Wiggmton

Haxby

Murton

Dunn mgton

Earswick

Naburn

r 4^ 19 3> 30 16
r—^ 26 28 39 7

- IO 2o 20

' £ ' 19 26 33 19

CX2- 3 M2
20 , 6£>

24 27
— 2.0

to 30 10 90

17 4/ 2-6 19
r -P /9 20 4? i
■

/ 4, 39 i 2/ /5 12
9 4S 22 17

23 27 3 4 15
s

_ P N |_ 27" 19 76 -

f" 1 2/ 33 26 1%
c '

- 1 22 56 1 / 1 /
r JT-' 1 70 21 2/

6YORK AREA i I 1
Nidderdale

0

Tadc aster

Derwent ty

Flaxlon c

Malton

Pocklmgton

Welherby
<

Easingwold

SOURCE unpublished data, 1966

10 per cent census

w.'irds rural districts

civil parishes

1 Berth District of County

Perth City 8 large Burgh

• i York City A Counly Borough

4 Bum of parishes below

6

6 rural rjisfricls
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TABLE 35 DENS1TX PEOPLE PER ROOM 1966

pers£ajs per- rocrr-f
.X'X i"'f

PERTHDcj X f '0<7I ^21 % I
s%T3,6i<fs

PERTH

ward 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

ZX' X %
XX X3 XX-XX \ X

'Xk 1'X y-
X xxx* xVlO

-x
x-

-X XX XTL, *%<>
'/3 'Xo 7X2

'Vf -y-
xX
xX

XX.
Xi

YORK

Acomb

Boot ham *

Castlegate *

Clifton *
y

Fisher gate
x

Guildhall
X

Heworth .

X

Holgate
*

Knavesm ire

*

Micklegate
A

Monk

*

Scarcroft
x

Walmgate

34s

' XX Al0 b V75 % xx
w
X

-x7; */u
y- Xo Xxo "Ac
X x> ^3 X 7X

2. xl
y *> Xx? X

yf 3x7 Xo \Xzo
*xh x 1 X
'X •x. X6s u,/sz i-x

vx %
~y

X
*¥*> 3X1 I X

X *%»! s 'X
X ^7 ^%3' ! V2

V& X7 4%3I 1 V'

4 YORK'S
PERIPHER>

)/ y V* XA3A<r\ y-
Clillon ' XX XX y-
Rawclillf* -y X 1/?4

ew Larsvnck y X Xr, y-
Huntington X % y~

*

1 fewer th

Oshaldwick

X
X X?

XX
3X6

MerJinglon "yi 12i <oy./?<+
1 111 ford XX- XA N^S"!sh

1

XA 7^-

VORK'S RURAL-1
URBAN FRINGE y- % ^7/ % j 0'0>X'

BiShopthorpo 6X6 Xk X-
Acaster Malbis X- % r%-/ x

Copmanlhorpe >C- X 6X9! 3X X
Askliom Bryan X- X. % 2X x

Knapton -x X, X X-
Rufforth X 9%/ i X 1 XL

Upper Poppleton X XD/A X i X-

Nether X ■IX XAXr i X-
Skelton X- 6x^l x:

Wigginton y.
X

Vf/1 X-
Haxby A4* X-A X-
Murton X -x- 7Xs- 2X"51 x

Dunnington X X
Earswick X "X

/2f x
Naburn X X1 xu *y>+ X-

f?e r-ce nt house ho /ds
> > pe opte

dipper
lower- "

c>*Ly people? wi pnuaLe hou?<Ino/cfs^
not '*Sti(i-*-tx o S

YORK AREA

Nidderdale

Tadcaster

Derwent

Flaxton

Malton

Pocklmgton

Wetherby

Easingwold

SOURCE Published & unpublished data. 1966

10 per cent census

n o
wards rural districts

^ civil parishes

1 Perth District of County

2 Perth City & Large Burgh

3 York Cily 8 County Uoiough

4 Sum of parishes below

5

h •• rural riistrii.ts



table 36 overseas birthplaces 1966
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SwJF Wn awtmu* critK r-onetQtJV ToTAL
ineuwo Ken*-ic rj .-a*/. COM* SE*

lI J «

Ac/fiwffiA' -IfSWy/l cTH&t FcneiCtVA. ~-r„-rAi
(llfMwO 1W/5U6/V.Z. e/iV CC*I« 4-rsfA /P'/IO

'

perthocj 0-5 1 0-.5- i Q.y 1 C ? 1 0-7 I ,2'7

perth

ward 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

OS ' C-7 0.3 ' 0'<+ /■ 3 i 3SM

I'O ! 2'C
-

| \-0 4.-O

!■ 2 cs C<29| I'D 3- 1>

O'X Or3 Oi - 2'0 7'%

5-7

3'D
°sZ. i-o 1 CI 1-0 30

/■o oS os"! ,.0

0'X /• c -

0>0-I OS 2-2
- I- (o O.v C<0 I \'% US

0<3 - OS
'

11

O
i~!O 2'/

3york 0'3 |.0>' OS 0-6 II

Acomb GOT 0'7 0'0C C' 5" 03

Boot ham 0-3 2'C 0d or 1-5"
Cast legate * $0 2'0 _ ;•(? I'O

Clifton * 0'/ 10 0-3 0-7 0-7

Fishergate I'O I'O O'X i-r %' 7
Guildhall I'O 1-0 I'O 3.0 A-0

Heworth 03 TO 0' 7 os 1 '7
Holgate cn D-d 0>\ °'S 07

Knavesm ire O'X I'O I'O 0-f 1-0

Micklegate 0' 3 1 0 o-i <9'5 1-2.5 1
Monk

— 2'C - - 3-0
Scarcroft - 10

- o-5 1-0

Walmqate 0'5 2'C Oil 0251 0-3 1

peripher> 0'2-P 03 O'Z 0' 6 O 7 1

Clifton * - O'is
-

OS 0'fl
«

Rawc.fiffo OA. - ~0<3~ —

-

«*w Larsv/ick I'O - - OS. OS

Muntinrjton 0'2S 0'is O'Xb' on 0'25
♦

1 leworlh - OS OS -
-

Osbaklwick - _C3 on - IS

He*sllfl< jlOf I
- _p'f - is I'O

1 u 1 for d 0± IS
- 1 0 /'T

BtShopf ^or P1'

Acastpr Maibis

Copmanthorpo

Askham Bryan

Knapton

Rufforlh

Upper Poppleton

♦
Nether

Skelton

Wigginton

Haxby

Murton

Dunn mgton

Earswick

Naburn

N.l. CAM.

Cthv r (OaAaI ■

o<cl 0 7 0' / 0-f
'

— C o - 2 (7 - !

_

-

_

-

-
- 6'0 —

-
-

_

-

-

_

- !

- L i'S"
- 1 a-S ;-o 1

-
- ho 30

- |
- O'O - : 2-0 -

Is _

/'S- IS
- ; IS 03 o-fc OS ■

- - ~~

- 2 'O
- -

- - I'O
-

-

- S'O
-

—
-

-

fJe^o ZfrJcm d C~,tn r^cfcu*
Cthvr' on uOcnJ fcri_

Percenttiqe « dp tk* totaL pop*La./:iLDr^
TO TAL.'" Biorr/ ouSi:/( hyicuicJj Sir&Hajr\cfj Self''S

york area

Nidderdale

Tadcaster

Derwent

Flaxton

Malton

Pocklmgton

Wetherby

Easmgwold

SOURCE * unpublished data, 1966

10 per cent census

n ©
wards rural districts

^ civil parishes

1 Perth District of County

2 Per lit City A I arge Hurgh

3 York City A County Borough

4 Bum of parishes below

f>

6 •* niral (lislrii.ts
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TABLE 37 PEOPLE PER HOUSEHOLD 1966

'

PERTHDC

PET? Cf^T" Hoo'SenoulS
'

i % i3 i 4 • ^ l 61/5"| 2<? '| lfe> 1 II | 3

MirH Fdu-o\-hfjq Art p£f?.wiii

171 *t i1 f 121
CORK'S RURAL-1
URBAN FRINGE

1

If

2.

32

3

23

4

14

5

to

6

3

7

2

$ -b
1
1

Bishopthor pe 11 48 17 '1 6 - - ~ 1

PERTH /? 71 21 7 V 1 1 1 Acastoi Maifois 20 xc 3C 10 )C - lo
-

*

ward 1 35" 3/ 23 6 2 1 1 Copmar ithorpe 7 11 37 26 7 5 -

—

x

2 26 37 10 7 5 4 1 - | Askham Dryan * \G s 20 ill 20 - 5" -

3 * ;3 2-7 » 7.2 6 5 3 Knapton 24 - 50 25 -
- l -

-

X

4 10 34 2323

27

ifc 7
- 1 - Rufforth - 10 10 50 10 _ i - 10 I

*

5 // 24 20 II 4 1 Upper Poppleton 9 27 21 20 1 3 2 X i
X

6 15 2s 21 1? 7 8 ' 3'
4

Nether 3 31 .7 12 25 3 -

t
1

X
7 27 22 |4 1 7 1 ii Skeiton * 13 321 11 10 1 Co

-

)C _

<

8 2/ 36 M j '4 T 3 X - t
Wigginton i3 43 ■7 13 4 -

T

Haxby 14 36' 20 17 10 3 - -

t
Murton 6 38 11 31 - It -

♦

Dunnington 3 4o 37 3 * 1 -
-

t-

Earswick XX 33 II ll - -

t
Naburn 25" 33 25 17

~

- - -

3york n 32 21 r 7 3 1 1 1
Acomb IX 23 3.4 2a 9 7 a
Boot ham * >x Ji 22 13 5 *■ 1 1

Cast legate x 70 5» 11 7 - 4 -

6

Clifton *" 71 36 ll l3 6 4 y? 1
york area 1

Fishergate * 17 31 11 H 6 2 i/
1 1 Nidderdale

Guildhall 44 31 12 3 4 1 1 l Tadc aster

X

Heworth ;? 34 20 2o 7 2' 1 / 1 Derwent °

K

Holgate ii 3s 75 12 6 1 ! - 1 ; Flaxton c
*

Knavesm ire 2S 32 20 2i 5" 5 2 A\ Malton

X

Micklegate 11 32 71 17 6 4 1 1 1 Pocklmgton

A

Monk 27 3<4 11 II X
- 1 1

i Wetherby
j

X

Scarcroft It 43 11 Ifc 4 1 - _ i Easingwold
X

Walmgate 17 34 Ifc '7 H 2 1 1 1 1

SOURCE Jnpubhshed dale. 1966

10 per cent census

4
YORK's

PERIPHFR) 12 N 24 22 ? 3 'A 1 1

n

t

wards

civil parishes

O
rural districts

Clifton * 13 .?« It 18 5" 5 1 4 t f'or Iti D»

R.iwc.lille 9 w 3. 21 10 1 - 1

New 1 arsv/ick 23 21 17 24 4 3
-

-
2 Perth City A large Burgh

t luntmgfon 9 21 76 27 10 3
-

a
Yor V

Heworth *

OshaldvMok

^ 7
14

34

21

37

18

1°

xfc

7

I 0

4
3

1

1

-

4 E»um ol parishe s below

Hewing ton 14 27 is 24 ? 1 1 -

5

t u 1 ford 17 31 25 IV 1 2
(7 " rural < lisli ids
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TABLE 38 BUILDING TYPE 1966

'

PERTHDC

4 /?
' 1

c

i 13

/?

i
(ArWM*

1
s Total

3530

5

CORK'S RURAL-"
URBAN FRINGE

A

<76

8

3

c.

0-2

r>

0-f

mzavah > total.

OX' 3-330
Bishopthorpo 33 3 % 2 _ i

PERTH 33- 1 1
3

-

13-350 Acastm Maibis 70 - 30
X

ward 1 2 1 33 3 , - j Copmnnthorpe 100 -
—

_ -

te

2 1 3 1 32 3 - Askham Bryan * 35 5 -

3 * 33- % , 35" -
- Knapton IOC - -

-

X

4 50 - I 13 1 - Rufforth /oo -

-

K

5 27 - 73 - 1 - Upper Pnppleton 33 - -

*

6 1 3 - I
i Nether too -

■ ■ - • ' '

-

X
7 -

67 3 -

V
Skellon 73 3

'

-

<

8 6 6
—

32- a
f

Wigginton 3b 4
-

—

t

Haxby 33 2 -
-

-

;

Murton 33 <o ~

♦

Dunnington 37 3 - —

t-

EarswiCk /Oo — —
- N

♦
Naburn loO

—

- - —

Percent- of a!) doJelhria s on -O^lcA (STe-Cu-

YORK 3b 3 & 2 /is 337>\0 /\ Single.
8 /.

~>iocllioa L0ho//u ws/den ba C
Acomb * 31 2 7 ><7 _

D partly
furpoje
C o h oeri

/ /

Boot ham * <55 3 1 / 1 -
C MvUh -

D
6

>! _ bvuL(r

Castlegate * 30 |4 7 - ~Pd

Clifton * 30 Z 3 b -
YORK AREA

Fishergate * 32 3 3 1 7z r c.

Ntdderdale

Guildhall'* 7i 23 a ! Tadc aster

X

Heworth 35- 2 2 ! l _ 1 Derwent °

X

Holgate 33 2 4 2 - 1 Flaxton c
*

Knavesm ire 37 i "N -1
<

Malton

X

Micklegate 88 2 1 - 1 Pocklmgton

A

Monk 66 7 26 M - ! Wetherby

X

Scarcrof t 35 A / - — Easingwold
X

Walmgate
i 2. ! I - !

-

SOURCE • unpublished data, 1966

10 per cent census

K
wards

o
rural districts

4
YORK'S

PERIPHER) Q (o i 2 / y,o 33 7o
t civil parishes

Chiton * 33 1 6 — 1

Rawcliffe 100 - - -

New Carsv/ick 13 1 * I -
2 Perth City 8 Large Burgh

Huntington 33 /4 - -

3

Heworth * 100 - - -

OsbakJwick 33 1 - -
-

4 Sum of parishes below

Heslinglon 3b 3 3 - -

5
..

f u I foid 13 X 3 10 1
« " luial districts ••
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fABl F 39 CENTRALITY. QUESTIONNAIRE: AGE OF ESTABLISHMENTS 1970
PERTH YORK

AOC OF
E5T/ BUJUMEFJT 7lUr*t i) ? r- />e.A- cent ■77 K/¥ry t>* f~ per

/ - 5~ year} / 2. /"% IT 107,

C-io /6 /3 2o 13

1/ -20 17 /7 29 19

21 - 30 ,S /2-S 16 10

3)-kO 17. /O /*+
.

<1

4-/ - 5o It 1 7 mi 9 1
3 1 <5^ O 2 /•5 7

■

5

6/ - lo 5 <? 6

71- %o 2 /■? 5 3

&/ - ?0 / £■75 4 3

11-100 7 30 2 J

10/ - ns (o i, 5" 3> —j
M, - / 50 7 5

/ 5

- -

/57- /75 3 2-5 J 2

/76 -700 2 5 2 1

2o/ -2 50 * K 0 0

2SI-3O0 ! - 0 75 / OS

3oi / f 75 2 1

:/7o ISS-
1
1
1

i 1 r ~
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TJ3GAL STATUS OF ESTABLISIWKNTS FROM
TABLE 40

CENTRALITY QUESTIONNAIRE 1370

ESTA M-lE_SJT y OP, K PERTH

Pueuc COM PA My 4/ 2S% 2q 25

PRIVATE. COMPANy 73 457. si 43
MATIOMA L.

QOVEHMAAEMT X /'/. b S

LOCA L

QOVERA/MENT q 67 £

SELF. EMPLOYED
Etc . ! 5" 3

PRIVA 7E PRACTICE-

(PROFESSIOMAF ) 3 4

CHARiTy X 0

DVSTRI* L.
PROVIDEMT
Soc-ie t y

/ 0

&UILDINC,
Society 5" 0
NATIONAL ISEO

iNDUSTlRy !3 0

PARTNERSHIP JT 6
P06UC
coppoiratiOai 1 1

-

foLpncAL. PApry. 1 0

ASSOCJA tlom 1 0
1 '

1
EPVCA TIC MA L

ESTA blishment 3 0

PA!VA TE

SOCiETy 1 0

SEMI- COM fMMEMT

COMAA! St/OM 0 i
MAT 10a/A l_
HtALTH SERVICE 0 i

ADV'SO M Y

Sep vices 0 i

/U UTUA L.

IMSORAMC E 0
1

i ;

TBOSTE-E
SAV/MCS BANK 0 i '

Cooperatives • 3 j i
TOTALNM !U

r-==

II7
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TABLE 41 f iims_wtth headquarters in pkrth location of service firi's used
from questionnaires 19to

. location cf:
* e/rni pnov/di/vc,

. ttnvice

specialist
reusuliant
slavic cs

lsq/al
ab*'c£

accov!stamly /W A /VCC AMA? net

men
advert/sir^ other

services
*Gfld>S5 ,

totals *

pep th IS 5-6 47 so 3 37 13 709

du/vde £. 2 1 5" 4 6 1 19

c,la sgow
i.

1 l 5 3 2 b 1 /?

edinburgh 5 4 4 / ? ! ' 23

a3er vera/ 2 1 A
Sheffield 1

/

1
1 /

london (o
"1

4 2 6 S 241

uxbbidqe '
I /

derby /
'

i 1

englavd 1
'

/

southeka/
england

1 l 2

Pa isle y

pitlochry i 1

Forpar 1 1

calland ft / 1

klr k ca cd y
r "

1 1

manch e ster / 1

dun term u me / /
r -

2

ll ve p poo l

.

/ 1

lfeds / 1

total replies h\
ifi'jpart *f tjueshor^ '

GS (o7 ' <ox I '4 G x
x: t—T

r- —

67 fir**s cs" 7% ) have. htf ,h perth.
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TABLE 42 FIRiiao WITH HEADQUARTERS OUTRIDE PEtfTH LOCATION OF SERVICE FTRivtS U,
FhOlit QUESTIONNAIRES 1970 :

LOCATION OF

J FIHAl PAoVlDiHC,^scnvicc

SPECIALIST
CONSULT AA/T

SERVICES

LLC A L

AcV'CE
ACCOUNTANcy

Z

//VJt^/\A/CC ASA A ISC T
RESEARCH

AUVWnsiDC OTHEL
SCAVH

H
ces

ACRo
TOTA

ss

LS 4-

z\BERTH 3 \ 6 I 3 1 4 Z

DONDEB. 3 4 A 5" 2. 4 1 Z3

C LASGOW 7 z A 3 3 5" \ 1 z?"

EDINBURGH 1 II A 10 A 6 3
1

45

ABEHDE EN 1 i z z \ i 1

1
_ 1

1
9

London $ £> s 7 6 7
' 4 4 7>

Pa isl e y 1 1 1 1 I - I 5"
-

CROYDON 1 1 1 , 1 i 1
1

i i
. 1

7

DUNFERMLINE. 1 Z Z 1 1 1

" "

i

1 q

FA, UKtRK 1 I 1 -
— 1 — 4

NOTTINGHAM Z z z z N Z z 14

S ENGLAND • 1 1 .1 i 1 - 6

HAMPSHIRE 1 1 1 1 i 1 - 6

CUPAR - 1 - - - - 1

KIRKCALDY - - 1 - - -
- 1

F ELIX STONE 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 7

BLETCHLE 1 - 1 1 i -

i
— 4 1

Strafford
-ON- AVON 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 7

[
1

HARKOQA-TE | j 1 1 1 1 -

1
1 - I

- 4
1

1

MANCHESTER 1
1 - -

-

i

1 -
I

.....

1
1

1
i _

1
i 1 I

A/£\NCASTL£ -
upon- ~tyr>(£

i 1 1 '

I i i
i

1 I 1 7

STl R LING 1 - -

i

~ j -

i
- I 1

1""
4

chief t
auchteraader

-
- ~

i

i

1
-

i

1
I

-

i
1 | 1

'Total replies to rr,j\
pari- &f Ijufjtion, J 43 44 1

1

1

38 ! j4 i
1 1 % 27 1 20 1

1

i i

1 '
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 ! 1 !

H

1 1 '
SO firms (43%) ha 1/e HQ outside Perth.
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TABLE43 FIRmS iVTH HEADQUARTERS IN YORK LOCATION OF SERVICE FIRMS USED
FROM "U'.STIONIJAIRES" 1770

LOCATION OF

| FIRMS PROWPi FQ
SPECjaust
c *>/>/SOLTAfiSr
jca\ac£s

UiCtAL
At>V!C£

i

ACCOUHTA/JCY

L_

iassurance

_L_ ...

*AAr\Ker adv£ktis/a/(1 oThatx
StPV'CtS

J

ACAC

Tory JLS V

YOP, K ~T3
.

- 57 i>F 12. 4o IZ 111

LOFDO/Y IF 6

1 ,

3 S

3

q

.1
1

IZ 1 50

newcastle -

upo* • tync-
1 Z

10

1
-

LEEDS
...

3
.. . J 1 b 1 33

BRADFORD
i

- - -

. .

3 Z
'

5-

eiHAA\NGHAM - 1

MAA/CHE STEP, 1
1 3

...

1 Z , 1 4 1 12

SCARBOROUGH •
1
1 z 7

WAKEFIELD ■ 1 1 1 1 . 1 7

QOOLE 1
1

QRIMSBY *
J

z

BEVEally / 1 1 3

HULL / 1 4- 1 s

selby Z 1
— - —

3

Dofcasteb 1 1

Sou hull. 1 1

sheffield 1 1

hemel
HEMPSTEAD I

i

1 ! •

—

levburaj 1

i

l i -

liverpool 1
I- l

1

1

i
1

i ■

Ha hboqate
...

1 p
1

IT
-

faaa/bono ugh 1 1
r~
i

|
i

bvatof-of-tpeft
'

1 1 ,
i

pead/a/o ; 1 ! 1
.. 1 1 ; 1 1 '!

total rept'fi h> 1
hi's paa all ash try 1 js 90 S3 |— 9t ! Z4 71 17 i

) 1
* '1 | , . f k _. i

73 pr^s f 57%) have A/c? Ih Y o^K
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TABLE 44 FTRKS WTTH HEADQUARTERS OUT'J IDE YORK
FROi*. EST ION N M R Eg"

LOCATION OF SERVICE FIRMS USEI
1970

LOCATION OC
r/RMS PROVIDIHQ
JFPV/CES

Srccia us r
consultant
SEXVICCS

LEOAL
AWice

R1\JTMK) IVSOHA NCL AAA (3K.ET

RESEARCH
At>*enr /S//VG OTH£

SEnen:fS

ACT
TOT.

loss
4LS L-

YORK
1
1 5- 1 z 4 3 1 IF

LO/vdoa/ 16 16 It 16 ic> 17 12 10 7

f/EWCA S 7LE
- yprr- Tyttc

z 1 2 1 z I 1 12

LEEDS ! 3 7 t- 5* "b
J

3 3 21

BRADFORD -

QIRAIIA/QHAM / 1 1 1 5

/A A PCFtESTER

'

1
z *. 3 Z X 1 Z 15

S(.ARQoROVGH 1 / / 1 1 - I 7

CAM QD/DQB 1 / 1 1 1 ' 1 1

EVweonqH
.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

A/OP THA A/t P TON z z Z z 1 *'1 A- X l 13

Oxford !
1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

HULL z 3 z 3 1 4 z IS

DOA/CA S T£ R 1 1 / / 1 5

AEA/FRBh/ 1
1

/ / 1 / 6

RURf/LEy 1 1 1 I 1 r 6

HAL/FAX Z z 1 z 7

A/OR WtCH 1 Z z 2 - z z 1 11

UADROQA T£ 1 Z 1 ' 1 1 1 ?

0£ rexiut y ■ 1 1 / 1 '
-

5

Fi UDDERS FIELD 1 1
1

1 3

BPiIDUA/QTOA/ 1
i

l

i /

HAsti/vcs 1
i
i 1

CnOYDOA/ 1 1 ' ' 1

1

L—.
1 1

PERTH 1
. .

!
"

1
i
; 1 ' 1 1

UVERPOOL 1

-

1 1 2

A/orthallfpftov 1 1 1

- -

1 1
.. .

6

7OTAL. repl.es F>
Pu s pari H f. 44

r—
57

—

"50
br=r-_-

— _

4? Ll
... ,

3Z

70 fir„s (±3%) hn»e. UQ out s>de V «>«-/<
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TABLE45 LOCATION OF FIRMS PROVIDING SERVICES, FROM QUKSTTOHNAIRFS, 1370
locally ostal] fxni.o uuls-Lrt" T.tjmt1

PEH TH imperial¬
ist
Can*ll

Out

SCrVKG

y
oJvta

Acuxji\

-Obey
Iniur-

ance It-
.Saud\

AJvol

-,S"1
OtAez-j
Jer-
uTcCS T0TA1S

TOT/4 LS MW»

TOTALS

jpeaal

Consult¬
ant

Servicer

legal
arhic?

lAaomtj Irvjur-J
anct

^drWj/VKfrt^
Rihfl

Search J

Omen

Ser¬
vices

PL B TBI 13 56 hi 50 3 37 13 aiq 1X0 21 3 (e 4 3 1 4 Z

AQEHDEEM 2 1 3 II ? 1 1 2
_

2. 1 1

DOA/DEE z 1 5 4- 6 1 11 44 13 3 4 5 2 4 I

EDI/VeUftQU s 4 4- l 9S 1 73 6« 45 7 II A 1 0 4 6 3

QLASQOW > / s- 3 *■ S ' 1 1? 4*5 75 7 1 4 3 3 * 1

Local villages t
& SMALL TOWSSS j I 1

1
1 . 3 5 2

I 1
1 1 1

OTH£,n SCjoTPSh

tou/a/5 1 / 1 3 43 20 4 5 X Z 2 ■

LOSS DOA/^
S.E. E7VCLAMD 4 1 "7 5 n 15 <57 \ 2 q 11

.. _

,0 10 «
/VEinoPoLitAA/ cn>£$

Of

rsonrhnnss ENQLA\>£>
a / 7. I 7 33 76 4 4 4 3 3 4

South w£sr aa/k

CfATTHAL fMQLAA/J> 13 1,3 4 z . 2 2 2 1
1

Total of
r*pj;ts 34 4?

l

| 47 62 ! '*
—|„ If 323 (5f3) 250 9-3 j 4<A

1

...

36 4z 2? 37 20
1 \

local 1 y established firms outside firms

YORK jj fecial
•Consult-

| dnt
iSfVica

-

VORK F»

'y
advKt

Account

-Qncy

LEEDS- BBADFORI) 3

"Vb*ksh/Rc TO*/NS\
and VILLAGES i 3
O THCh TOWNS

IN NORTHERN
KJV.C.JNSNO

L.OA/DOA,//
S.E EM LAND

metropolitan |
Cities OF
NORTH IRN EMCLANN
South west and I

Central Lnc,lano\

15

4

G

15

4 i

Eastern

E NCAA AD

SCOTTISH
tonns

92

57

I o

R

3 !

4

Once j Search

<^4 u

12

8

odvtti

iSinj
OiFee
Str-
Cjicrj

I

(o i X

4o| 14
I

X

I

14

6 X

?3i 45 I 27 II

TOTA LSyc^osj
l-TOTAli

LA

^st! Iftja) j-Accooht) lnsur-l/,,ar'<c^yvtrV|
Seroicts

3

7

17

II j 17
4 (o

3

3

z

4

_U

16

7

3

3

3 i 3 I 3
=4--^Fr.^

44 j 5^1 50 J 4?
... . -•f=f=

ahcf Re-
I Search

4

5"

q

17

4

3

3

LA.
I

4

17

4

3

3

-Unj

_3
3

17

_ie
4

3

3

Scr-
V)lc/s|

3 i
1

Jj

J3
4

Z

z

—1—j—3 i 3 I 3 Z

42
I

4.9 | 3 /
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\RLE 46 ST.TrT,I^T(i> CK f •OODo TO FIRMb IR Y<")HK 1 7RTH
(Yrc7ir, qTrriVi'IoniTftTrc. c i R70;

qaAsqow ><?

i i

CCMIAAU St*liAM

XtrrUH AIPLAK/OS JHELFIELO

LaictsfER,

/

i

Angus

LPTHIANS

-4

1

•>erth II ta ys/oe Z / 1

IDHVBURqH 13 PERTH AREA

^ 2.
2,

Dons/oe
U.K. 1 STIRLING I

1.oa/doiu IZ
qriFAr
QHITAIA/

CARt'SaC
'

BOAO CPS

)uudeb I z

_

IRELAND
(£!rc + a. ct)

2 SUA/OtRoA/vt) 1
_

DERBY I

"ERTI-I SHIRE II STIRLING
1

1
SIKAT rop.0
OA/ A/OK/ I ANNAN 1

rcotlavd 5* K/RACALOy I ffllCH img HAR Shiif£ 1 /VomNq HAM 1

J. IS. 7 0ehuark, 1 I3russel.s 1 AIRDPIE 1

, /hcUe/'Hf.
~!FE: (k;nr»is ) „porldqal 1 uj.a. I manchester 1

\NQU5 E SPA lU / SUAHAM 1 FALKIRK, 1

-.NCLAUD E FRAHce / yokruamftdrjlwrs 1 RENFREW '/

\6ERDEEN E ^er/aaa/y / bunfsa/aunt f
M! IDOL£S9totl

esse* .

}H
'

I II i II 1 1

'ORK
. .. ! 1 \ i 1 1

leeds 23 emolaho 2
ive.t wyas

qaroerr cny 1
north east
e/vqla no /

u. K. 23 c,reat
britain z

british
isles

leicester^
I

hull 20 liverpool z ruislip 1 r/pon /

-oudoa/ 17 e rlblnq z oldha Ml 1 kmr£SR0AoOC,h
/

york ie cheshire
—

z

1

a/> 0 la/a RlLU/jq ha n i

\
Yorkshire ; ii lancash ip £ ca MA pa / 1 keyshan

1
i

manchester\ 10 newcastle
- l4f>0 » - Ty»t

1 puss/a

norwich

- savtrnsioe
1

l

York area 9
1

j CA/VH2> n/OCfE
1 / 1 ihelano 1 (

bradford 7 KOLLAMD ; ' croydon 1
South west

eNGLAND , J

outside u.k. 5" v/a ttoad 1 kings
lynm 1

North
Kidinc i

west r/d/nq 5~ HIGH
wycom RE ! i

1
i deaoysh/ac renfrtw /

birminqhan

engl! sh!
Ml / Dl- amds

!

!
:

1

7

3

3

3

aoepdcsn

uttox ETCR

DONCA STEP

ipswich

1

u.s.a.

swa den

1

1

1

qlajqou!

southampton

/

7
lINCOLN sh IRE

-

1

1

--

imm/nq HAm

UlDNES

QOOLE
i • - ...

1

selgy ! 1
1

Scot lam c> ' 2
—

ed/nqubo h

i r"
1'

i

rlUDOtRSFIf.UO
"

1 I
...

1
" — L, ...

' 1 !

1

1
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TAB!..I: 47 SUPPLIERS OF GOODS TO FIR1/.S IN YORK AND PERTH
(from questionnaires 1970)

PE RTH

PERTH 11 H%

PEP>TH AREA 1 l'/o

PER THSHIRE II 3%
REST or
TA YSlDE 15 IG%

ftp ST OF
CEh/TRAL ScolLA, V A3

U— 1Ao I -4I —-S> air—
FOBTHEKW

SC On LA MR

SOOTHEAO/

SCOT-A WD

i_
ScOTLAMO

A/oathshm :
EWCL-AvO

LowDO AS j
AREA I
fiesr SoerrHEX*?.
E/VQLARD

EHQLAWO

k_ r/jr

70

l<+

i

.1"

U K .

QREA T
EAiTAIW

ICELAND

Outside
UK

EUROPE

OUT S IPE
EOKOPt.

1

5~

7

2

2

a

5%

10%

9°A

'A'M

3%

9'/

\%

17.

>7<
n

7,7. \
T

YORK

VoRH /4 7%

york, AREA 15 3%
Best or

E. R/o/A/q 22

3A

10%
At37 or

VJ. RID)WO is 7,
AESr op

AJ. E/O/Ajq / %'l

YORKSHIRE II 5%\
REST OF S/CHTH
EAST ENQUAWb ? 4%
A/Oh TH WEST

EWCLAWT) 19 9%

EMiUjH
AP/DLAFPS 9 4%

EAST Eh, 0/

EA/CLAWD 9 77'
JLO/VDQ/V

/* *£A 22 10%
South C&mtaal
AR/O SOUTH WEST
£/vqlAA/0 1 2- 17.

SCOTLAND fr 3%

EWQLAWD A 1%

U.K. 23 II %

Qnt AT
BA.T/hW NI «

IAELAHD 1
1.

I v.
BAITIJI-I

/SLEi 1 %'k
OUTS ID P.

UK 5
Fop.ru \FEST

EUhOPt

1

! *
1

1
l'/o

ALST OF
JHC

k- orU-D
A i 2%

1 |- T- -



TABLE 48

PERTH

yoR h

IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL MARKET AREA
(from. quo8tionn^iroo)

1970

Yd R U ARf.A AH
l/WCOM/V/vr PART
OP /VIAIRKE T

f/UMbtr of
ZsbUish-

/w/fA J

A/w*b(r of
£r*ploy<*S

HE 1.000

UM\/iAPO<\T MT

Number f
fb*bJ.)b-

rntnis

A/ur* ^j€f«f
fjyJtyrf.*

36 H,l5T

PERTH A f\LA AN
\MPor\TAlVT CART
OF /v)ArtKf T

Number of
Lobl.
mm

93

Esiebhfh
i /}

of
E/*pUy€U

3,393

()UltA Por^TAAf7~

/fu*ber
Byfabhsb-

mtnt>

29

/i/uMbtr

3/ ^2-7

TABLE49 IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL RECRUITING 1970

oh

(from questionnai
XOKK

res)
PLKTH

, Reo-nA* frt,hi
v[ouJ area. Percentage.

/VOhbfir F/-"
Replies

P(rued-aJ e
/Yumlper of

RepUe r

ML 6$% 109 6"b 74-

3A 19% 3o 1 3 15

A 7% II II 13

/♦ 9 9 1 1

/Vo»-6 \7> 2 3 4

pet centay -e A/Uenfiee rPCruih Percent 0.^ e NlM»her recruits

Locoi Recruits "77 15,97? ?! 6, 22 3

Other 23 4, 9 80 19 /^02

; ohalCcorlrec! 2 Op 5 ? 1.G7.T
In putsh "nai'HT)

To t-aJ Ec <m o«V cjhj
/A ct.o o n/ifl t"\ptojed __

/-fom Cen J Ci s 6

Ulfthih City 6oUAciae.es
Pn>p» d; on aj h loj
£ niployefi loiUiun
C-i ts) l3 o ua (i d rif S CouCrfd
ih queslio't'unrt

ER.Qoo /<?, 100

42% 4/ %
,
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TABLE 50 WORKPLACES 197Q (from questionnaire)

Location of Workplaces
Perth on left, York on right

One place in city

Two or more places in city
Another place/Other places
near the city

Throughout County
Tayside,
Central /N.E. England
Scotland
In Central A N. Scotland/E. •!

England
In Central A S. Scotland

Throughout Scotland and
Northern England

Throughout Great Britain or U.K.

Worldwide

PERTH

(cl (51%)
I f (13%")
6 (5%)

(13°/)

(&%)
(3°/-
(3%;

(ty/y

(\°A)
(n)

16

7

3

3

5

I

120

YORK

15"

23

II

5"

3

(61%)

('0%)
( %%)

w

a-/.;

f'%;
(53

TABLE 51 SUBCONTRACTING 197Q (from questionnaires)
PERTH YORK

NO SUBCONTRACTING

SUBCONTRACTING

Construction of all kinds

Engineering
Professional offices

Transport

Confectionery
Electrical

Advertising, printing

Lanndry, cleaning, dyeing

Slaughtering
Total

94

IO

3

7

7

1

2

Z

I

23?

I 6

10

3

3

1

3

2

31

TOTAL I 24



TABLE 52
353

NUMDKR_ OF EMPLOYEES CURVKYgD IN QUESTIONNAIRE BY INDUSTRY 1970

vo a k

Acjri c v 1 turf O |
/Um/hcj %c
Qua rri/inrj G7

Food; Dnn/<
S> Tobacco 10, 7 00

C h€m i co Is 0 !
/Vela /
Ala nu PaU'Cre 0!
Ehqin-ef r-tnq |
5- E leotrica-l ! 6Go!
vS A if? 0 U ' I d > h LJ
&- A/Ia^i ne jTr>q .

0\
Vehicles 65
Other rreU!
QoadJ 0

T&rhi ES IG

Leajther- Cj cods
Fur -ehc .

(_ lotting %~
Foobuoea. r-

-GL
0

SnchS; Po tteru
QldSS . Cedent 1 o?5

7"7M ber

Furritor?
Paper Pcintinn
Publis'hihq V

3o

65G

Other manuf.
industry

156

CohStruCUon

QcSj Wa her
E[fc\tolsj_b u
Tr aocporF & |

SohunUiU Cdftvft^
OijCy if>uhioC i

_ Trades j_
Insurance; 0<Wv*j
Finance

Profess/ e\ a) t

Saeatifi'c Ur citsf
Ml'SCtllFn eoOS I

__Se*vi'co> •
public ddrHl'USt^

Defence
SERVICES !
INDUCTS

|56b |

|GlG
2 5-Aq

' 6 e 9 j
1 |
765!

- - 1
7 81J
151 '

j 3G6
6,721

14,137

- V 1 —

TOTA L

(j c t u a /
(C*n Jwj /9(>/)

260

320

>2, 920
I

25"0

Go

760

_L°"
3,290

70,75,'!

230

70

0

GO

8?0

300

/ 650
.

3/o

J -ITO

j 0G0

8,8/0

4,250

4620

5,880

5,600

3,800
"! 1"

36,000

25,//0
T rpr

64no !
~=T=^:•-"+■

P E K T H

rwu< y c <J

! qo
t—

26

q?8
,-_.L

—h
°i
0

256

° !
15

_0
300

0

0

0

32

3»q

r

0

756

i Go

j«3«
I I 30

1377

J 357
i 35"0

. J . .. .

|?5S
i,?SO

2775|
76 ZSr!

O ci n a I
mci)

230

Go

2 1 O

■j
jlGo

p
|7I0

—1
2Goj

"T

looj
300

-0-

10

I70

130

430

20
—i- -

TOGO!
—i J

poi
2 670

GIGO

I iffo

7.36 o
.... |

Soqo

I 7Goj
15,?lo|

5,350 I
1

21, ifeOi
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TABLE 53 advantages of business location in the city
Local brej part of hatl'onujIVlp CoUeragC I XnHUCSS

Centre C>f l ocal rf lsbricV: (onlj ) [ Countuj / C-Ourit-u fouiVx
Centre of an area. of" > radius ; NE England /Ta.<jS(,de

.. " N Engbanc) / Ccoblandl
Centred in Bribatn / Brifci'jU Ijl^S"

CENTRAL/^

COWUNIC

ATiOtJ J

^cevo^ic
A^D

oTwe«

BV5iKt<5

Cj rcJCu C€iatr*CuL
Centre ©p / imparbarvt-- <2^n cultured area.

Sluj-ppin^ ceabre.

^ograplii c Centra
fevjinesr Centre.

Po^u ba_b-o^ Centre^
Porb facilih.if s

East of Cowman iTablow and Occessibilbbtj P& Inajor CrtifS"
Rati- Centra

DiSfcu buHon

Road Ctnbr-e

Coaitvi w,n i (Tain on 5" E-dnboe

M I'jboH ad Inertia, <5sdl i 5p eci Lh -ik C LouJh

LocaJ ma. be r 1 aJ. S f JabMon; ujliin.5l"on e; (o cj 3 y Watec)
A/gar warkbtS

Low OU£rbeadU / Co sb of Uolnj
H oi-el aaowtviodaboK plentiful
fcanov^ici / Plnancc'aL

Labour- rcadcbij auaibaL/e
pK>rniJ€J Croak ba.(j(e /cheap

Business Conb-acirs"

.Staff : ease of U)ork / <Xvo\d StY'cu'n oftr-aueL

Qoocl Scdes pobenlial

Lu. tt P red air space.

£AP<JMI'OVI frovui nearGij HQ.
Pi Can ant Surrounds

^ No adoanlagp
| fDi So 4 ua nb a rp' ( bat) P'affic /no) enoufjB Capital^

VoaK PEKTH

33 13

22 «

4 4

1 14

S 1

53 U

6 14

1

5"

1

1

1 1

I 3

2 4

z 2

3 3

5 3

2 Z

4 3

15 R

3 5

-0- 4

2 1

l -0-

Z 1

4 2

-0- 2

4 3

11

1

1

-0-

-0- 1

2 I

7 -0'

4

I
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TABLE: 54

SIZE or ESTABLISHMENT BY EMPLOYMENT,1970

(from questionnaires)

Size of
£xtra 1/ (tsiy men br

r B ft. T H
sYo /v* y,

£.r*/*l»y€tt CfhmJbhih to

von K
Ai At. »/, 1

£h*r(»ytts J tshtu>l<sk.\

SlnaLL l-l 2lC> 55

ul

4 fc 334 HI 44 j
•» I0-U.1 1036 -f- IfSI

'

"745

54
I

34 |

7?Wa^5o-q9 5ZT <7 II S

/00-I19 Tit * I X1 X /,062 S
1

s!
2oo- 299 1,^1 6

L 5 j *75" 4

300-399 3 3 650

?40

2 r

400-499 kl% 1 / 2 l

Cdfqe ^0® -494 I/HO X I J,750 3 2

"» /OOO up. 1,23$ 1 1 14,0*5 4 2

total replies no isq
T
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TABLE 55 REPLY RATES BY TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT 1970
YOH K rEPLTH

Mum
Sent

be r Replies
UiiFh ! or wit

answers

MumhAh
SPrvf

Replies 1
UMH 'or mot f .

answM .

HAHONAU xeo
iPDvsrnia j

1

1 Z 0 0

LARGE FT

yflANL>tAC<"irKS A 4 1 i

Jil£ DLLZ/Vt - Jlz E
AAANUPACTUNEAS (o 5" X 1

5AAALL /My(WM(T.

6 WOHKSUOPS
1 So

.. .

....

70
.

14 ?

WHOLESALERS £
INfustrial SALES Sf 31 34 16

ANIMAL FEED, C0nv)
AGRICULTURAL MLRCNM. If ! 5- 1 6 7

RETAILERS
* M 17 '

CONSTRUCTION 31 10 as "►!
ROAD
CONSTA UCT ION ' 1 i 'I
Plumbers joiners
DECORA TORS 'CATSINE T' M4KER5

13 q ET M
BVit-PiWO
Socieiizs 17 q 5 1

t/VSOKAHCE
GDHPAA/ieS » ii 4 3
6ANK3/
MERCHANT DAWKS If-

■

(o 2 1

PROFESSIONAL
OFFICES If 7 II 6
ADVERTISING AGENCIES
PRESS AGENCIES (o 1 0

Auctioneers,
ESTA 7E AGENTS
VALUERS

f 3 % 6
MISCELLANEOUS
SERVICE OFFICES ! i o £ S 6
PRINTERS /JLUSPAW

pueusnens,
j

11 1 6 3

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
OFFICES <2 4 q 6
Nationa l Govern.
offices 1 i q 6
TRANSPORT

qARAGCS 1? 6 13 E>

Hotels 2 0 3 t

Hospitals z
.....

1 1 0

LA VhJDKy 4 4 1 0

TtULCDiUM UMKATlON< 3 1 1 1

EPUCATIONA L
INSTITUTIONS % 4 5 z

POLIT ICA L

INST 17 UT ID N S 2 7 1 0
LA 0 OR A to Hill,
E*PE A IVUCN7A L
OHCiANll >1 7 I UN!

3 £ 1 1

C ElAn IT iC S,
as 4 1 a '

ART GAU L «y,
MUS b U A1 Sy
Li UK A n ! L S vl i. q 4 4 a

7/ ' NAT T s 7 i

(from quoot-

ionnairoo)
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EMPLOYMENT IN SERVICE INDUSTRIES, COUNTY TOWNS, 1961

/ SflCKV/Ufwr If/ S£KVKC / fi/D V! f CCfSOt CATEC, on I t=S
xvth - xi" * )

1

P\b npnavj IL% worcester. 5«

£t)i/vaurtCH 65T oycoro 53

a k£ho££f/ 66 colchester 65

vuf/dee 4? qlovcestbft 65

lAVEHVESS ?0 //or wich 55

st irupjc, -* camgridcie 7o

peath

" "

74-

~

exeter 76

D\jm ph' bs -7/ canter 60ry ?0

/\vn 66

pa isley 6-9 ■

C/4ttUJLE 65

ChlESTEft 7 if
1

i

York 5q

lincoln 51

/northampton 50

OEDFOtfo 57 -

OERRV 4o

IPSWICH J 54
!

(j£.e. a.ljo % 5^)
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TABLE 57
POPULATION GROWTH NINETEENTH AND..TWENTIETH CENTURIES

PEPiT H PEf\7HSWnt XoR*
tyfJI (Mtuf'ci
Ot Vt»*l<jMl<V

"fR'na fAir

fllOWM,VoR»< V«5KJMlAt

NO! . ftr
125, 5"8 3

c

16, IUS 575,506 26«,7>7 V5T,89X

iW i6,94«c '34, 300 14, 217 C 653,315 31^798 971,113 !
117-1 l<3, 06<?C ^ 247 20,787 734,357 373,8 3° 1, )73,l«7

If31 20, Ol6C '42,'64 25,358 476,415 351,519 1,335,934/

mi 2o,40V ? <37, 457
c

28,44 2 1,16 5, 208 396,751 1,592,059!
H5I 2.3,835 ' '3?, 460

e.

36>,3o3 1,325,495 476,197 1,797,995 !
\%lo\ 25,113 P '33,500

c
' 40,433 1,507, 796 4-8 S,3«l 2,015, 541!

1 $11 15,60 6^ /Z7,7fcS 44,406 1,85 4,17 2 51 1^3 9 7 2,395 569

1911 i<5,q«or 129,00 7
48,5 3oc
60,343 p 2,175,3'4 66' ,7 2o 2,886,569-

mi "Jo, I 3 0 n 126, 'S-4- 67,004° 1)444,931 701,9 29 3,213,864

1901 33,5*73 * 173,2S3 77,914° 2,744,848 764,393 3,584,762

1911 35",854 " 174,342 U,2S2C 2,758,273 931,143 3,789,5 16

19 2/ 33,10 8^ 175,503 84, 039 C 3,270,264 91680 X 4^37068

19 3/ 34,807* I2<$ 742, q4,066C 3,4A6,U77 944,7 02 4,396,179

195"/ 40,^7* 128, 0*9 105,371 C 3, 586,274 1,03^385 4,623,259 !

1961 41, '9<6M 127,056 104,341° 3,664,582 ),ot?4 3qq
t

4,725,476 |

/ 9 6 6 91,910^ 126,230 130, 0OOE 3,686,560 1,1 12,380 4-798,94 0 i
I 1

1 1 1 1

_ pertA f ' ' Vor k
R ftrryoJ c - yor K, C»kj or I
^ - » /Municipal &Org4 .r Lflrje Rurgt, £j,iW,d P(>| (|a|.(0M >qtoyaf>^
Par' " pa*'ih or Toujk ^ A'ea

P — PtM-U'tA
C ~ ^'^J/ °r ^^*3^
P - ,. pa*-l.«>v*«AU<Lj



TABLE 58
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.SOCIAL CLASS STRUCTURE SOME EXAMPLES.
LIVERPOOL

Classgh IAII Class III Classes IV&V

Central 6% 39% 55%
Middle suburbs 13% 52% 35%
Outer suburbs 19% 55% 26%

LONDON
Classes I&II

Marylebone 34-46%
East End 5.5%

Source:'Towns and Cities* E.Jones

TABLE 59

RIVER INFLUENCE ON BUILT-UP AREA

PERTH East bank
West bank

1966

3,420 people
38,490 people

Built-up Area
350 hectares

1,271 hectares

YORK East bank
West bank

TABLE 60

Excess Retail Turnover Yorkshire £ *000,OOP's 1961

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leeds
Doneas tor
Sheffield
York
Barnslev

£12.5
£11.7
•£8.0
£6.8
£0.7

8.
7.
8.
9.

10o
11.

Scarborough £5.6
Harrogate £5.8
7,'akefi old £4.5
Hull £4.4
Bradford £5.1
k 1 CI d 1O — * ' i & B «(J

Through

Excess Retail Turnover Scotland '£ '000,000*b 196.1

1. Edinburgh £26.8 4. Ayr £5.0
2. Glasgow £25.4 5. Perth £4.7
3. Aberdeen £10.3 0, Dundee £4,5
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PARLE 61
SIZE OF MEDIAEVAL EUROPEAN

DATE

1350
1330
1400
1431
15lh
1400
1400
1379

1444
15 th

15th
late
1400
1400
1400

Lueerno
Schaf fhaunen
St. Gallea
Solo thurn

c Liibock

TOWN POPULATION

3,000
3,000
3,000
2,000

20,000
22,000
30,000
3,000

5,000
5,000

20,000
35,000
13,000
18,000

■80,000

Freiburg
(Switz.)
» >

c Constance
c Strasbourg
Cologne
Augsburg
Hamburg
Bruges 50'

town s examp]en

DATE TOWN POPULATION

late Hanoi 9,000
late Leipzig 4,000
late Drosdon 3,000
late Zurich 10,000
1350 ,, 6,500
1450 ,, 4,000
1450 Born 5-6,000
1400 Ulra 20,000
1400 Ghent 80,000
1481 Chur 1,500
13 th c Laon 9,000
1400 All Dutch under

towns 10,000
1400 Nuremberg 20,000
late Frankfurt 10,000

CITY WALLS: AREA ENCLOSED

area enclosed by late mediaeval walls except where dates
given

Tubingen 26.5 hectares Poitiers 43.,0 hectares
Heidelberg 63.0 ,, Brussels 61 h.(early)
Cottingen 71.0 ,, i * 416 h.(late)
Harburg 13.9 ,, Louvain 61 h.(early)
Oxford 37.0 ,, > > 395 h.(late)
Basel 5 h.(Roman) Brugea 101 h.(early)

07 h.(1280) J > 362 h.(late)
Cologne 120 h.(Roman) Antwerp 53 h.(early)

s > 400 h.(1180) > i 352 h.(late)
Breolau 50 h.(1263) Ghent 88 h.(early)

> i 95 h.(1327) » i 298 h.(late)
York 21,h.(Roman) Perth 17..5 hectares

» ) 129 h.(1220's)

sources: R.E.Dickinson 'The V/est European City'
E.'.V.Gilbert 'The University Town in England and

West Germany"

PCPULATJON OF vor->: 1066 to IGOO

from Domesday 8,000 - 9,000 1066 source:
,, ,, 4,000 - 5,000 1086

City Freedom 8,000 despite 1334 Victoria County History
Entries Black 0f the City of York,

Poll Tax Returns 11,000 Death 1377
City Freedom 13,000 or lens 1400

Entries
7,000 or more 1500

Pp 19 - 84.

f 9 J >

Tax Returns c 8,000 IIonry VIII
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CONFIDENTIAL Department of Geography,
University of Edinburgh],
High School Yards,
Edinburgh,1.

URBAN CENTRALITY QUESTIONNAIRE

(Please answer by post)

All questions refer to the Perth office of branch of your
establishment.

1. For how many years has your establishment been in the Perth area?

2. are the headquarters in the Perth area? Yes/No

3. Is your establishment a Public Company Yes/No
private Company Yes/No
National Government

Office Yes/No
Local Government

Office Yes/No
If other, please specify

4. What is the main function of your establishment?

5. are there any subsidiary functions? Yes/Ko
If yes, please list in order of importance to you:

1

2

3 etc.

6. Is all your work in the Perth area done in one place? Yes/No
If no, could you list the other sites:

1

2.

3. etc.

7. Where are your main suppliers?

8. Where are the firms or agencies you approach for:
fV

(a) Specialized consultant services

(V) Legal advice
f

(c) Accountancy

(d) Insurance

(e) Market Research

(f) Advertising

(g) Other services . 4

If any of these are in the Perth area, could you please indicate
their general location within the area?

d. Do you subcontract to or from establishments in the Perth area Yes/No
If yes, could you indicate what kind of subcontracting it is

10. Is the Perth area an important part of your market? Yes/No
11. How much of your personnel is recruited from the Perth area?

nil 1 & 4 1 -3-all 4
. 2 ; 4 ;

12. What is the main advantage to your office/plant of being located

in Ferth

13. Could you please indicate, if possible, how many persons you employ
in:

(a) The whole office/plant

(b) Management

(c) General office/secretarial

(d) Laboratories/Research, if any

{ (e) Skilled production, including foremen, if any

If any answer requires more space than provided, please use back of
sheet.
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